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FOREWORD
This is the 7th edition of the HiPEAC Vision. The first one was
issued in 2008. Over this decade, the performance of computing
devices has increased dramatically, despite the increasing
limitations of silicon technology. Computing technology has also
had a profound impact on our way of life: 10 years ago,
smartphones were virtually non-existent; today, they are such an
important part of our existence that people feel uncomfortable
without them and, in some cases, even find they have become
addicted to them. Social networks have – for better or worse –
changed the way we interact and share our lives with one another,
with privacy seeming less and less important.

changed from writing a complete application in C to gluing
together libraries of various functionalities with interpreted
languages such as Python.

The big vertical companies (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon,
Microsoft = GAFAM - and Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, Xiaomi = BATX)
are now the most profitable in the world, having overtaken
energy companies. They are now even developing their own
integrated circuits and cover the complete value chain from
hardware to services. Thanks to ICT, new business models have
sprung up in different domains: transportation (Uber), hotels
(Airbnb), goods (Amazon, Alibaba), media (Netflix, Spotify, Deezer)
etc.

Last but not least, recent progress in artificial intelligence,
especially deep learning, is allowing the computer to move out of
cyberspace and interact with the real world. Deep learning allows
computers to see, hear and understand, enabling them to morph
from their original form of grey boxes with keyboards and screens
to new forms like cars, assistants in loudspeakers, and other
devices integrated in the fabric of our life. If the expectations
about AI become a reality, it will have a drastic impact on our
civilization, including HiPEAC domains, because “intelligent”
computers could help us make better hardware, software,
operating systems and applications. However, new challenges are
also opening up, such as how to convince people that they can
trust these new machines, or how to guarantee that they will do
what they are supposed to do, respecting safety, security and
energy constraints? ICT systems are now heterogeneous,
distributed and so complex that it is difficult for the human brain
to comprehend them.

The PC is now a commodity and its market is eroding due to the
omnipresence of the more and more powerful smartphones and
tablets. Complexity and cost are higher and higher for making
high-end chips; large markets, like smartphones, are driving the
industry for now, but this market is starting to saturate and new
markets are sought for further growth. Programming has

Each time the editorial board start a new HiPEAC Vision, we think
it will be a “small” increment over the previous one. But we always
discover that our field is evolving so fast and new facets of ICT are
emerging so rapidly that we end up dealing with more and more
topics. This release is no exception and we hope you will have as
much pleasure reading it as we had producing it.

Figure 1: The HiPEAC vision documents.
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INTRODUCTION
In the introduction of the letter sent to investors for the year 2017
[257], the founders of Alphabet quoted A Tale of Two Cities by
C. Dickens:
“It was the best of times,
it was the worst of times,
it was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief,
it was the epoch of incredulity,
it was the season of Light,
it was the season of Darkness,
it was the spring of hope,
it was the winter of despair ...”
This quote is indeed appropriate to the current evolution of
information and communication technology (ICT) and its impact
on society. ICT offers an ever-increasing range of opportunities,
but it might also be a threat to our current way of life. The
semiconductor technology CMOS, which fuelled the digital era, is
nearly out of steam, and will require gigantic investments to
allow further improvement to its performance, while no other
technology is on the horizon as a possible replacement, at least
for the foreseeable future.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is now at the top of the hype curve, and
everybody is claiming it for their domain: from high-performance
computing (HPC) to the internet of things (IoT) (renamed
“intelligence of things” in this instance), everyone is riding the AI
wave. The term is an unfortunate choice, because it sounds
threatening to some people, and the actual systems are far from
being “intelligent” in the human sense. In fact, artificial general
intelligence (AGI) is what really scares people. Another term
(“cognitive?”) might be more appropriate: this covers many
different technologies, both novel ones and also the more
traditional approaches (operational research, Bayesian, etc…).
Cognition opens doors to a lot of things, such as awareness of the
context, of the environment, considering the content and
responding appropriately to the environment, including humans.
So-called AI is also changing the way we interact with computers,
incorporating voice, gestures, images and so on, and it could
improve the efficiency of many processes, including hardware
and software development, which are becoming so complex that
optimal solutions are eluding the capacity of human brains.
We are finally seeing the emergence of what the HiPEAC roadmap
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proposed in 2009: “keep it simple for humans, and let the
computer do the hard work.” (hipeac.net/v10). While already
commercially available for mechanical engineering, asking
machines to explore gigantic spaces of parameters to find a good
solution to a given problem is a current research topic for
hardware design (“auto-design?”), for software programming –
sometimes referred to as software 2.0, and even for finding the
parameters of the AI techniques themselves (cf. automatic
machine learning, or “auto-ML”, where reinforcement learning,
among other techniques, is used to design deep-learning
networks).
Auto-ML potentially saves development time, improves results and
might enable autonomous systems to use ML as a component. It
will also have an impact on making AI and data science available to
everyone, with the major drawback that people may use it without
understanding it!
AlphaZero shocked the Go and chess communities, not only
because of “the ease with which #AlphaZero crushed human
players, but the ease with which it crushed human AI researchers,
who’d spent decades hand-crafting ever better chess software”
[163]. In addition to this “epoch of belief”, AI and related techniques
open a “spring of hope” that we will eventually devise solutions
able to help us to improve efficiency both for machines (managing
their complexity, improving their efficiency in operations per
watt) and humans (productivity in all domains, including
software), and that this will contribute to solving a vast range of
societal challenges.
The current success of deep learning relies of course on the
algorithmic side, but also on the crucial availability of large
amounts of labelled data and extremely powerful computing
infrastructures. We observe that this is leading to a shift in
innovation from academia to private organizations that possess
both of those resources and that may hire the best experts in the
field. For example, the “start-up” Sensetime in China has 8000
graphics processing units (GPUs) for its algorithmic training [402]
and access to the wealth of data provided by its direct and
indirect customers.
Hopefully, ICT will not be the catalyst of a “season of Darkness” as
forecast in many sci-fi movies and books. If AI-related techniques
even partially fulfil expectations, this might lead to a revolution
that some have compared to the industrial revolution; but this
will happen very rapidly, perhaps faster than our society can
adapt to. Jobs will be destroyed in some sectors and created in

other fields, with all of the social consequences that changes of
this magnitude bring about. Even our basic rights like privacy and
liberty of choice may be at risk, as shown by the “Cambridge
Analytica” scandal.
Techniques to manipulate people can nowadays be developed
without people even noticing that they are being manipulated.
Fake news is indistinguishable from real facts. Voice assistants
may make our lives easier, but they do a lot of things in the
background that we do not directly see. Similarly, social networks
and tools that analyse user’s behaviour, “lock” us into our own
bubbles and perpetuate our habits. People increasingly receive
information through a single information channel, the internet:
radios are shutting down and moving over to internet streaming,
and the broadcast radio spectrum is being repurposed to provide
internet connectivity by 3G, 4G and soon 5G. Internet providers
have the potential to check (and control/modify) what anyone is
accessing; as one example, e-books can be remotely erased from
one’s e-reader.
Nonetheless, artificial intelligence can be genuinely helpful,
releasing humans from the need to perform dull, menial and
annoying tasks. The presentation of Google Duplex reserving a
table at a restaurant is spectacular, and listening to the exchange,
it is hard to tell who is the human and which is the machine.
However, in the ICT domain, there is a quest for detailed
explainability, and here a balance needs to be struck, ensuring
acceptability without blocking progress. The key point here is
that the system should be explainable up to the level that its
intended users need for their understanding and to allow trust
and confidence to be built on it. Evidently, this level varies
depending on the person. In practice, trust is gained by experience
(“I have used it several times, and it has worked every time”) or
when a trusted party shows us that we can trust the system
(which entails the problem of certification, and validation).
Trust is key for the social acceptance of the innovations created
by ICT. This is a major challenge that encompasses security,
privacy and safety, as current ICT systems can already directly
control physical and potentially lethal systems such as cars,
planes, etc. As humans are not always trustworthy, security
(which is caused by malfeasant humans) is a major challenge for
ICT systems, as more is now at stake due to the omnipresence of
modern-day ICT in our lives. Computing has become such a
powerful commodity that it is now time to invest in digital ethics
as a discipline, and to make sure that all professionals in
computing receive basic training in it.
In recent times, there has also been a tendency for more and
more countries to become more inward-looking, with potential
consequences for global trade: if key hardware components are
no longer freely available on the market, an increasing number of
countries may be (and some already are) compelled to build their
own ICT solutions, e.g. processors. Following this trend, the

European Union (EU) should regain sovereignty and selfsufficiency in ICT. Initiatives like the European Processor Initiative
[284] are along these lines. The EU should build capacity to create
smart systems, especially safe and secure ones (where security
and safety should be addressed upfront, instead of being an
afterthought), drawing upon its own knowhow in embedded
systems and its automotive and aerospace markets. Open source
allows accessibility by everyone and the development of
innovative solutions, both hardware and software. In the HiPEAC
domain, Linux, GCC and RISC-V are good examples of the interest
of the Open Source community.
As shown in the 2017 HiPEAC Vision (hipeac.net/v17), ICT is
expanding from cyberspace to interact with us directly, for
example in self-driving cars, driverless underground and
overground trains, factories and even cities. We are now in the era
of cyber-physical systems (CPS), and these systems will be
increasingly enhanced with artificial intelligence, so that we
could call them cognitive cyber-physical systems, or C2PS. This
evolution will further increase the constraints of trust and
autonomy. It will swing the pendulum more towards having
“intelligence at the edge” rather than just in the cloud, as in the
“big data” era.
Of course, clever collaboration between devices, sharing
knowledge (and resources) locally (so-called “fog computing”)
will not preclude collaboration with cloud resources; rather, we
will see a holistic continuum of systems, going further away from
the edge only when the system is not able to find or process
information locally (leading to connected cognitive cyber-physical
systems). Intelligence at the edge is a clear requirement, for
example, for self-driving cars: communication with the cloud
should not be a requirement for the vehicle to decide to brake to
avoid hitting a pedestrian. Similarly, privacy will be a drive to keep
and process private information locally.
Efficiency is also a driver: even if new communication standards
like 5G offer larger bandwidth, lower latency and better quality of
service, sending tens of thousands of 4K video streams to a server
(for example, for video surveillance in a city) will still be insanely
costly in term of bandwidth (and energy), leading to the need for
local processing to decrease the bandwidth with the server. Other
reasons include fast response time and latency, for example in
industrial processes; the laws of physics, such as the latency due
to the speed of light, will in some cases require local processing.
Yet some domains, such as gaming, could go the opposite way:
we may be witnessing the last generation of game console
hardware. Most of our digital world has already moved to the
cloud, and uses a rental-based business model: along with music
and movie streaming, most games are already downloaded,
while the CD/DVD market has almost disappeared. This is also
changing the mode of consumption from owning to renting (the
“as a service” approach).
INTRODUCTION 5

and it is expected to surpass that of a large country within the
next five years. This evolution is not aligned with the international
goal to reduce the climate footprint of modern society, nor is it in
line with the need to decrease the dependence of the EU on
imported energy. It can only be sustainable if the increased power
consumption of ICT leads to even bigger savings in other domains
like transportation, heating, manufacturing and so on.

Figure 2: Systems should be autonomous to make good decisions
in all conditions
Hopefully, we are also entering the “age of wisdom”: with recent
studies revealing that technology is also having a profound
negative impact on humans and on society, makers of
smartphones operating systems (OS) are now starting to propose
ways to limit their usage.
Awareness of the impact of ICT on the planet – consumption of
scarce resources, energy consumption, recycling – is still not
sufficiently widespread: most modern devices cannot be easily
repaired and are thrown away or end up discarded in the
environment. “Programmed obsolescence” is a problem that
should be taken into consideration, and reparability or
upgradability of hardware is becoming increasingly important.
The energy consumption of ICT systems is growing rapidly: some
projections suggest that by 2030 ICT will consume the equivalent
of half of the global electricity production of 2014; post-exascale
systems might consume more than 80 MW: if not by wisdom, the
cost of ownership – such as electricity bills – is becoming a major
challenge. Computing systems need to be orders of magnitude
more energy efficient if they want to succeed in their expectations.
If not, the capital expenditure and operating costs of postexascale systems will be higher than most countries are willing
to spend, and a post-exascale computer may end up like large
scientific instruments such as large space telescopes or particle
accelerators, in the sense that only one exemplar is shared by
scientists across the world, and that it can only be used to
advance basic science.
A large proportion of the increase in ICT energy consumption is
linked to data centres and associated resources (communication).
Even if the end user doesn’t see it, sending a mail or requesting a
service from a distant server consumes energy. If all our light
switches at home were replaced by “intelligent” switches
connected to a server 10,000 km away, we would be facing a
major energy challenge (and an increase in the risk of being
hacked, etc..). Here also, local processing would offer the same
service. The total power consumption of all cloud data centres is
already higher than the power consumption of small countries,
6 HiPEAC VISION 2019

One way to be more energy efficient is through more efficient
hardware: an obvious way to do this is to specialize the device
and to reduce data communication. Heterogeneous computing
and computing close to memory (or even in memory) will be
required, but at the cost of more complex programming. GPUs
are the first step of specialization compared to general-purpose
processors: they are designed for throughput and have less
flexibility in terms of control units (which saves hardware). They
are now key in computing: computers at the top of the TOP500
high-performance computing list are mostly powered by GPUs.
Used in artificial intelligence for the learning phase, where
“adequate computing” resources are already applied in switching
to floating point coded in only 16 bits, they have also found
applications in blockchain and the associated mining. As a result,
GPUs are in huge demand and their cost has increased.
Another way to be more energy efficient lies at the software level,
by ensuring that program development considers energy as a
first-class property, and by having applications aware of energy
consumption at runtime. At present, most program development
phases still focus exclusively on functional properties (what the
program does), without considering non-functional properties,
including energy (and time constraints), to a sufficient extent.
This omission leads to tremendous inefficiencies.
We should also see the emergence of novel computing paradigms
and technologies, which could – in cooperation with the available
hardware – result in better performance for certain domains.
Neuromorphic computing and quantum computing are currently
at the top of the list, but their integration in the current
computing ecosystem is not contemplated yet as it would raise
numerous and challenging software needs. Other technologies
can also be helpful in particular use cases, such as photonics,
plastic or organic electronics, etc.
Another important focus is the impact of the rapid evolution of
ICT and the consequent rapid obsolescence of entire systems,
besides and beyond the intended “planned obsolescence” of
some products. So many of our current systems are so complex in
terms of internal structure, installation and dependencies, that
they are phenomenally hard to repair and debug. Accommodating
legacy, both hardware and software (most frequently the latter),
is a significant challenge. Obsolescence is an evident challenge
for the new smart devices that replace non-smart devices;
ironically, the latter (e.g. light switches, cars, electricity meters
and so on) traditionally have a long to very long lifetime, which

their replacements do not match at all. Under these circumstances,
which car manufacturer will be willing to continue servicing the
software that controls a self-driving car (new features, addition of
new traffic signs, security updates and so on) over time? They
might have to move to different business models like renting or
leasing cars in order to be able to get them off the road when
they become too expensive to update.
An enormous amount of data is currently being generated each
second: what will its real lifetime be? A large proportion of data
created – so-called “dark data” – will be never read. Data stored
using current means will not be readable in a few decades from
now, owing to OS and hardware evolution. This is evidently
causing a serious problem in sectors with systems built to last for
many years, such as aeronautics. CERN – as an example of an
organization with a long lifetime– has started using containers
to store not only the data, but the full software stack necessary to
read and write that data. INRIA, in cooperation with the United
Nations (UN), has started a software heritage initiative [404] to
store software in source code form in order to preserve it for
posterity. If we cannot overcome this problem, the achievements
of this phase of civilization will be short lived, as we will not leave
readable traces to our successors.
Software development has gradually moved from producing
single, monolithic, self-contained programs to constructing
programs comprised of a large number of independent parts
glued together, by compilers, builders and even by interpreted
languages, to form a single, coherent system. Programming
languages have followed this trend, shifting attention from
serving the needs of monolithic, homogeneous, self-contained
programs to being targeted at integrating, and possibly
orchestrating, diverse software parts that are frequently
heterogeneous and multi-vendor.

In addition, currently most of the developments are using unsafe
programming languages, increasing the risks of memory leaks,
pointers errors which are the entry points of most hackers.
Very much like energy, security and safety are non-functional
properties that continue to be considered as an afterthought,
except in a very few specific, demanding application domains
such as aeronautics and, more recently, automotive. Giving
designers and program developers the ability to manipulate
these properties explicitly, in common with other attributes of
value, would make it much easier to implement security policies,
consider security and safety, and make informed trade-offs that
would be explicitly stipulated (hence documented) in the
programs.
Physics, chemistry, mathematics, all these disciplines have
developed into different specialties: nuclear physics, organic
chemistry, physical chemistry, calculus, group theory. Until now,
computer science has been divided into different subject areas,
but to some extent these have been closely related: system
architecture, formal languages, operating systems and so forth.
But now, as the relationship between computer science and
other areas, such as mechanical engineering, biology and even
psychology becomes closer, it may be time to acknowledge this
diversity by developing computer science specialties that are
interdisciplinary. With computing expanding out of the isolation
of cyberspace, the integration between computer science and
other sciences must be strengthened. It may be time to reinvent
computer science.

This trend reflects a genuine effort to avoid reinventing the wheel
over and over again. However, it also massively increases the
complexity of the resulting systems, and therefore raises the
challenge of mastering and understanding that complexity.
What do individual parts provide, under which conditions, what
are their functional limits? These issues naturally lead back to the
notion of design by contract and encapsulation, and to the
necessity to contain both code and contracts at the library
(component) level, addressing inter-operability issues at the
boundaries of such components, thanks to contracts established
on them and explicitly supported novel programming languages.
Unfortunately, the programming languages that are currently
popular for such levels of system integration have the traits of
the scripting languages from which they evolved, and miss out
on specification capabilities, hence providing little to no support
to contract specification and enforcement or containerization,
which will undoubtedly be key assets in the quest to manage the
complexity of ever-growing and increasingly complex software.
INTRODUCTION 7
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PART 1:
KEY MESSAGES
• Efficiency is essential and needs to be improved in all its
aspects despite the drastic increase in complexity: energy
efficiency for the system, and productivity (of humans) in
developing new systems and software.
• Trust and acceptance are still a major challenge for ensuring
the success of ICT systems.
• Europe has to keep its place in ICT, especially in the domain
of CPS, edge or embedded systems where it is already in a
good position.
• The societal impact of ICT should be considered.

The key messages are therefore clustered into each of these four
themes.

1.1 EFFICIENCY
We have come a long way from the situation in which a computing
system consisted of one computer core programmed in one or
very few programming languages. The need for more computing
power on energy-constrained computer platforms (from
smartphone to datacentre) has forced computer vendors for a
decade now to introduce multicores, and they have recently been
compelled to leave homogeneous multicores for heterogeneous
multicores consisting of different kinds of accelerators that are
more efficient, but more difficult to program and efficiently use.
Modern computing systems consist of multiple heterogeneous
cores and memories programmed in a multitude of programming
languages, and they interact with the physical world. The end of
Dennard scaling points towards more heterogeneity at both the
hardware and the software level, further increasing the
complexity of applications and more business-critical and safetycritical applications. This leads to more stringent non-functional
requirements: performance, energy consumption, security, safety,
privacy and so on.
Therefore, the design and implementation of modern computing
systems has become so complex that it exceeds the cognitive
capacity of even the best computer scientists. The development
phase will either take too much time to bring the system to the
market, or the resulting system will contain too many errors,
some of which might lead to incur safety hazards. The current
approach to managing complexity through adding layers of
abstraction has reached its limit, due to the inefficiency
introduced by each additional layer and the lack of global
optimization. There is little hope that systems and the associated
applications will become less complex in the future: they won’t.
Every complexity reduction earned by local optimizations will be
seized upon to build even more complex systems. Hence, there is
only one way forward: we have to find practical and efficient
solutions to deal with the increasing complexity.
All of the above leads to the following set of high-level recommendations:
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1.1.1 DEVELOP DOMAIN-SPECIFIC
ACCELERATORS AND DESIGN KNOWLEDGE

As long as there is no breakthrough that will continue the
(exponential) scaling at the technology level (continuing the socalled “free lunch”), the only way to continue performance scaling
is to specialize hardware for important application domains. The
use of accelerators incurs a cost though: for the design itself, to
gain market share, and to develop relevant tools and software. If
accelerators are the future of computing, Europe should invest
heavily in accelerators, their design knowledge and their
ecosystems. It is the only way to stay relevant in the global
computing business.

1.1.2 DESIGNING HARDWARE PLATFORMS
IS ONLY ECONOMICALLY VIABLE IF IT CAN BE
AUTOMATED

Designing an accelerator is a complex task, which could take
years if started from scratch. Given the economic importance of
accelerators, we need to dramatically lower the cost of their
design. Candidate solutions for lowering the cost include:
i

investing in sophisticated design environments for accelerators,
and

ii

making use of (open-source) designs that are easily amenable
to adaptation.

The combination of both solutions will bring accelerator design
within the reach of medium-sized companies. To support the
European computing industry, Europe should invest in an
ecosystem of tools to design accelerators. The tools could use
advanced AI-related techniques to facilitate their use by
designers, and could explore the space of solutions under the
control of the designers. The United States (US) Electronics
Resurgence Initiative (ERI) from DARPA is a step in that direction.
The second important element is avoiding starting from scratch
each time and being able to leverage similar designs in order to
create more optimized solutions: systems are so complex that all
components cannot be designed from scratch for each new
system. Open source designs will also promote the appearance of
innovative and new solutions in Europe. Open source solutions
have the additional benefit that code (even code generating
hardware) can be inspected for bugs by a large community. This
builds trust and also, providing access, democratizes new
solutions.

1.1.3 INTEGRATION OF ACCELERATORS AND
OTHER ELEMENTS IN AN EFFICIENT SYSTEM
SHOULD BE FACILITATED

Once all the building blocks of the system are available, their
integration in a coherent system should be facilitated, both at the
hardware and at the software level. Solutions should be defined
and disseminated allowing the reuse, integration and
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orchestration of white, black and grey boxes in a coherent way
and with enough guarantees (security, reliability, bug-free, …).
Tools, API, meta-information, interface contracts, etc. are potential
solutions to be investigated. At the hardware level, a library of
silicon blocks (chiplets) with a shared interfacing method could
be developed, transposing the approach of PCB (Printed Circuit
Board) and components to the micro-scale using interposers (the
“new” PCB) and chiplets.

1.1.4 SOFTWARE SHOULD BE WRITTEN
BY SOFTWARE, NOT BY PROGRAMMERS

Writing quality code for modern general-purpose processors is
already very challenging for qualified humans. It is beyond the
capacity of humans to develop correct, efficient, and secure code
for new-generation heterogeneous computer platforms,
particularly in a viable way for lead time and cost. The only longterm solution is to develop production environments capable of
automatically generating and optimizing code, out of a wide
range of high-level specifications either written in a domainspecific language or codified in a large and comprehensive
labelled data set for machine learning. To protect the future of its
software industry, Europe should invest in the development of
powerful integrated design environments capable of generating
powerful, efficient, secure, safe and traceable code for
heterogeneous computing systems.

1.1.5 ELEMENTS IN A SYSTEM, OR IN A SYSTEM
OF SYSTEMS, SHOULD BE ABLE TO ADAPT TO
THEIR ENVIRONMENT DYNAMICALLY

ICT solutions are increasingly a continuum ranging from deepedge (microcontrollers linked to sensors or actuators), to edge,
concentrators, micro-servers, servers and cloud or HPC. A system
itself is now a component of a larger system. In this continuum of
distributed computing devices, we could imagine the http
protocol as a kind of assembly language for these new kinds of
systems. Due to the complexity, size, and heterogeneity of the
systems and their providers, interoperability is key. Of course,
standardization could play an important role, but de facto
approaches are likely to be winners due to their rapid introduction
and acceptance.
In addition to static approaches, creating devices which are
dynamic and “intelligent” – and thereby able to communicate
with their peers, exchange capabilities and interface formats –
will enable easy-to-build systems. However, this still entails
challenges of defining and ensuring the quality of service (QoS)
in various configurations and situations. “Self-X” might allow the
reconfiguration of systems in a broader system and ensure
minimum mode of operation even in degraded situations.

1.2 CREDIBILITY, SECURITY, SAFETY AND
ACCEPTABILITY
As the number of ICT solutions keeps growing, it is important
that people can trust these systems. For this to happen, systems
need to be both secure and safe. This means that devices will not
harm us when they interact with their environment, and that
they cannot be influenced by outsiders, and should not leak any
information in an unwanted manner. These issues are of
immediate concern for all cyber-physical systems and networkconnected devices.

1.2.1 EUROPE SHOULD INVEST IN TOOLS AND
TECHNOLOGIES THAT ALLOW US TO CREATE
SECURE AND SAFE SOLUTIONS

When our software is created by tools, rather than by humans,
these tools should have security and safety as explicit
requirements. However, there will still be (limited) amounts of
code written by humans, which will also be security-critical code.
(Memory) safe programming languages should be used, replacing
the unsafe C/C++, for example. In addition to new code, we will
also bear the burden of legacy code for quite some time to come.
This software should also be protected, in such a way that we can
keep the legacy code itself as unchanged as possible.

1.2.2 EUROPE SHOULD DEVELOP SYSTEMS THAT
CAN BE UNDERSTOOD ENOUGH

Furthermore, with the rise of machine learning, ICT systems will
make more and more decisions based on results generated by
machine learning. In order to engender public trust in these
systems and the decisions coming forth from them, these
algorithms and their decisions need to be explainable, at least to
a sufficient level to build trust. If we cannot explain why certain
decisions are being made, at least part of the general public will
rightfully distrust these decisions. But the role of humans, such
as for building example databases, specifying the system, should
also be clearly explained.

1.3 THE POSITION OF EUROPE
Computing contributes less to the European GDP than it does to
the GDP of other industrialized countries. Although from an
economic perspective, it might seem attractive to buy computing
goods and services instead of developing them, this also creates
risks. First of all, the employment associated with the production
of the goods and services is exported outside Europe. Secondly,
relying on non-European products and services makes Europe
vulnerable to foreign espionage, theft of data, export limitations,
etc. Finally, Europe might become less competitive in some areas
because there is no build-up of local expertise (such as that
needed to design accelerators, to use deep learning, to secure
computing systems and so on).
Europe is potentially a large market but its lack of federation
makes it difficult to develop big business-to-consumer (B2C) ICT
companies like in the USA or China. But there are large businessto-business (B2B) ICT companies, including SAP, Atos, Thales and
others. Europe cannot compete in term of very advanced
technology (for example, STM and Global Foundries will not go
below 7nm [352]) so it should focus on its strengths. Currently,
Europe is no longer sovereign and autonomous in hardware for
ICT. The “end of life” of the current silicon approach might be a
chance to regain leadership in emerging solutions: non-siliconbased technologies, neuromorphic computing, deep-edge and
cognitive cyber-physical systems (C2PS).

1.3.1 EUROPE SHOULD BE A LEADER
IN “INTELLIGENCE AT THE EDGE” SOLUTIONS
AND COGNITIVE CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

Europe has a large but fragmented market, has a good education
system, is strong in transportation (cars, planes, and trains), and
in microcontrollers/micro-electrical-mechanical systems (MEMs)/
sensors, embedded systems and embedded software, and has a
high level of diversity. European culture is also very sensitive to
privacy, security and safety requirements. Therefore, it should
build on its strengths and become a leader in intelligence at the
edge, allowing better control both of the devices and of privacy.
The cost and diversity of edge devices, together with energy
efficiency, are challenges that Europe can tackle with its
innovation and diversity, if the path from idea to market is
improved. In those fields, the most advanced CMOS technology is
not always the best choice, because of its cost and lack of longterm reliability (qualification for safety applications). Inter
disciplinarity and exchanges between and within (scientific and
industrial) communities should also be further developed to
enhance creative solutions adapted to new or emerging markets.
The culture of analysis and understanding of Europe could lead
to the development of the right level of “explainable AI” solutions,
but this should not be slowing down its development compared
to more pragmatic countries that don’t care so much about that.
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1.3.2 EUROPE SHOULD CONSIDER ICT DOMAINS
AS A CONTINUUM, AND NOT SILOS

Future ICT systems will be interconnected and on a continuum
from deep-edge devices, edge devices such as cars or household
appliances, local servers and cloud or HPC systems. With the
emergence of fog computing, where small ICT systems collaborate
with their neighbouring devices to enhance their performance,
computation or storage), the distribution of computing and
storage might be more distributed and not only centralized in the
cloud. All systems and solutions should collaborate in order to
give the best service to users.
It is therefore clear that Europe should encourage collaboration
between ICT at the edge and cloud/ICT initiatives. For example, it
is foreseen that future HPC loads will not only be simulations
with large floating points applications, but will encompass more
and more big data and artificial intelligence, from data that will
be provided (in real time?) and pre-processed by edge devices.
This convergence of simulation, machine learning and knowledge
could allow the emergence of a 5th paradigm in science and
technology, where machines could be directly used for the
emergence of scientific discoveries.

1.3.4 EUROPE SHOULD BE A LEADER IN ENERGY
EFFICIENT, SUSTAINABLE AND LONG LIFETIME ICT

ICT is having an increasing impact on the environment, not only
due to the energy it consumes, but also because of the scarce
minerals it needs and the waste it creates. Europe could lead in
the design of sustainable electronics, recycling of computing
devices and modularity allowing to increase the life-time of ICT
systems (mainly consumer devices).
Key European industries also require long-lasting electronic
devices: cars, planes and trains have a very long lifetime compared
to consumer electronics devices like smartphones, and cost of requalifying or re-certifying new electronics is prohibitive.
Innovative approaches should be developed in order to increase
the lifespan of electronic systems (for example, certification and
virtualization, modularity, specific supervision, etc.), not only at
the hardware level, but also at the software level (economic
impact of providing a software upgrade for an outdated system).
Europe should invest in urban mining of electronic waste to
become less dependent on the import of minerals and metals
required to produce ICT hardware and to limit the environmental
impact of mining.

1.3.5 EUROPE SHOULD DEVELOP SOLUTIONS
USING MATURE TECHNOLOGY NODES

Without exception, semiconductor manufacturers in Europe
have announced that they will not go into sub 10nm technology.
Advanced CMOS technology, even if density is increased, only
results in slight performance improvements, requires huge
investments and the design of chips will be expensive (due to
complexity, and the cost of masks and technology). Therefore, it is
not clear if the cost per transistor will still decrease (the original
Moore’s law).

Figure 3: Convergence of simulation, machine learning and big
data will unlock a broad class of problems
In term of communities, there is still a culture in silos that can
also be observed in large companies. The people developing
software should talk to people developing hardware, the cloud or
HPC should know about the constraints of edge devices, etc.

1.3.3 EUROPE SHOULD LEAD ON THE USE OF
COLLECTIVE DATA

Europe has lost the battle of private data to the big B2C companies
(GAFAM and BATX), but it should not lose the battle on stateowned, collective or domain data. Developing the ethical use of
data collected by cities, states, medical institutions and so on might
allow Europe to develop its capabilities in artificial intelligence
solutions based on large amounts of data, without requiring large
B2C companies like Google, Facebook etc. Solutions which ensure
the privacy and security of data should be developed and enforced.
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More mature technology (above 10nm) will be less expensive
while still having the right density and performance for certain
applications. For example, further low-power consumption can
be achieved by controlling the bias in fully depleted silicon on
insulator (FDSOI) technology and is therefore suited for IoT
devices which will require ultra-low power in standby/active
listening mode, but high performance when fully activated.
The use of interposer and chiplet technology will allow a
reduction in design costs and the mixing of different technologies,
such as analogue, power converters and digital. It might become
the sweet spot for edge devices, having the best performance/
cost ratio. Europe should continue investing in those technology
nodes in order to expand their efficiency and usefulness for
devices, and not only at the edge. It should also encourage
architectural development based on less aggressive technologies
like these. For example, the computing chips of the Chinese

supercomputer Sunway TaiHuLight – ranked first in the TOP500
list of the world’s most powerful supercomputers in 2017 – were
created using over 10nm technology.

1.3.6 CONTINUE RESEARCH ON POST-CMOS
TECHNOLOGIES WHILE MAINTAINING A LINK
WITH EXISTING ICT TECHNOLOGIES.

Europe should continue investing in research on post-CMOS
technologies to lay the foundations for the ICT technology of the
future. Research and innovation should be supported now, as
there is no clear idea of which new technology will be used in
practice in the future. Post-CMOS technologies are not intended
to substitute advanced CMOS, but to complement it, allowing
growth in performance and efficiency to be sustained.
A fast transition from research to industrialization should be also
encouraged, so that Europe will not only be the origin of a new
technology, but also be able to benefit from it when the market
emerges. Integration with existing hardware and software
technologies should also be taken into consideration early in the
development.
These post-CMOS technologies might also be a good source of
the innovative sensor/actuator/interface technologies that will
play a crucial role in the future CPS and wireless sensor networks.

1.4 SOCIETY
Digital technologies will continue to transform society. An
increasing number of citizens and scientists are worried that this
transformation will be so profound that it might disrupt society
itself. Major areas of concern include the use of artificial
intelligence to build weapon systems, the impact of computerbased automation on employment, the impact of access to or
ownership of computing capacity on inequality and the impact
of computing on sustainability.

1.4.1 DIGITAL ETHICS SHOULD GUIDE US TO
THE FUTURE

Computing has become such a powerful commodity that we
should start thinking whether everything that can be done
should actually be done. Decades ago, similar questions led to the
establishment of disciplines like medical ethics, bio-ethics,
business ethics, military ethics and so forth. It is now time to
invest in digital ethics as a discipline, and to make sure that all
professionals in computing receive basic training in it. The
creation of cyber armies in many countries might also call for
some form of regulation. Europe should invest in the development
of digital ethics and digital ethics should support policy makers
to make decisions.

1.4.2
1.3.7 DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE
ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES

Due to the slowdown in silicon technology improvements, and to
the challenges of energy and efficiency, it is time to develop
innovative alternative architectures (non-von Neumann systems).
For example, processing should be near data (computing near or
in memory) and the communication bandwidth should be
increased for a number of challenging applications.
Innovative architectures of the past should be re-evaluated in
view of the new challenges and new progress in manufacturing
and technology. For example, architectures for neural networks
that were booming in the 1990 are now regaining interest due to
deep learning-based applications. New computing models can be
efficiently applied to specific applications and they could lead to
benefits because of the slowdown of performance increase of
general purpose programmable processors. One example of this
is the forthcoming Configurable Spatial Accelerator from Intel,
which is being described as a dataflow engine rather than an x86
or classical von Neumann system [86].
The use of accelerators will enable us to continue performance
scaling without technology scaling. At some point, accelerators
will also run out of steam, at which point, new concepts or new
technology scaling should take over again.

EMPLOYMENT WILL EVOLVE

The impact of computing, in particular artificial intelligence and
robotics, on employment cannot be underestimated. Many
routine manual and cognitive jobs will (continue to) disappear,
new jobs will be created, and existing jobs will change due to
automation. Whether this transformation will eventually lead to
the net destruction of jobs, or to the net creation of jobs in the
next decade is difficult to predict. What is clear is that the
disappearing routine jobs are often medium-skilled jobs, and
they will be replaced by a combination of low-skilled and highskilled jobs. This evolution will exacerbate income inequality, and
might lead to social unrest.
Europe should keep investing in training programmes to retrain
workers that are at risk of losing their jobs, and to try to reintegrate
them in the job market at the highest possible level. Given the
longer-term demographic evolution of Europe, and the lack of
consensus on the need of immigration, automation and the
resulting productivity increase might help safeguard economic
growth with a shrinking workforce.

1.4.3 DIGITAL SKILLS ARE THE FUEL OF
INNOVATION

Without a sufficiently large workforce with the right digital skills,
innovation will slow down. In the future, Europe will face fierce
competition from US and, increasingly, Asian companies and
universities. In order to stay relevant, Europe should invest heavily
in the digital skills of its own population and in some strategic
profiles in particular: security experts, machine learning experts,
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blockchain experts, computer architects, system designers, and
tool builders. Policies should also be created to help ensure that
they stay in Europe. Demographically, Europe will not be able to
beat Asia, but it can make sure that it maintains enough
innovation potential.

1.4.4

SUSTAINABILITY

Computing plays a crucial role in the implementation of the 17
Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations. In order
to reach sustainability, we have to eradicate extreme poverty to
reverse population growth, to completely stop the use of fossil
fuels to halt climate change, and develop a circular economy to
reduce the use of natural resources, at the least. In the best-case
scenario, the world’s population will continue to growth up to 10
billion people by 2075, and they will all have a middle-class
lifestyle (meaning that they will have access to healthcare,
education, fresh water, electricity, internet, mobility, and so on).
Without advanced computing, this will not be possible within
the capacity and means of one Planet Earth. Europe should invest
in solutions and technologies that will bring the ecological
footprint of Europe within the biocapacity of the continent (i.e. a
50% reduction).
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PART 2:
RATIONALE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
2.1.1

STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT

However, even if there is good business potential, a new ICT
solution will prevail only if it is accepted. Section 2.3 illustrates a
few aspects which are required for an acceptable solution: it
should be secure, safe, understandable and efficient.
Next, in section 2.4, we explore current silicon-based CMOS
mainstream technology, its limitations and potential alternative
approaches to keep improving our systems. As enhancements of
CMOS technology will be more and more difficult, alternative
solutions at the technological, architectural and implementation
points need to be explored and further developed, but this will
take time.

Figure 4: Structure of the HiPEAC Vision 2019
The rationale part of the document details the various elements
that contributed to forging our recommendations.
As even the best scientific and technical solution will not emerge
if there is no business backing it up, in section 2.2 we start by
exploring the current situation in various aspects of business,
and the implications of this.

In addition to technology, improvements are required as well at
system level and in software. Section 2.5 sets out current
approaches and their limitations, before explaining where new
solutions are required.
Bearing in mind the increasing prevalence of computing in every
area of our lives, section 2.6 explores the impact of ICT technology
on society and vice versa. Research and innovation in the HiPEAC
domain should be done in this context.
Finally, in section 2.7, the document provides a SWOT analysis of
the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and treats of European
ICT.
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2.2 BUSINESS DIMENSIONS
2.2.1

BUSINESS TRENDS

Business likes to move from buzzword to buzzword, with a lot of
hype in solutions that will “solve all your problems”. In previous
years, it was cloud and big data; now artificial intelligence (AI)
and deep learning are the topics of the moment. This is
exemplified by the annual “hype cycle” published every year in
the summer by Gartner [359]. Deep learning and digital twin are
on the top of the hype curve for 2018, while quantum computing
and deep neural networks application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICS) are on the rise. Internet of Things (IoT) platforms, virtual
assistants, blockchain, autonomous driving level 4, and
augmented reality along with mixed reality are entering the era
of disillusionment.
In comparison to the 2017 HiPEAC Vision, we see that in fact the
IoT is not exploding in the consumer market: smart watches and
connected lights have found a market, but other consumer IoT
devices are struggling. Virtual reality and augmented reality
helmets are on the market, but are still limited to a relatively
small number of game players. The first accidents showed that
self-driving cars (and their interactions with their drivers) still
require quite some progress, while concerns rose about the
power consumption of bitcoin that rippled down to blockchain.
Contradicting forecasts from a few years ago, for example in the
2017 HiPEAC Vision, smart robots are still not widely present in
homes, with the exception of virtual assistants and smart
speakers that are becoming increasingly popular. The home robot
Kuri was cancelled and Jibo announced that it would be
downsizing significantly [324, 335]. Pepper from Softbank is more
for businesses and shops than for the home, and Buddy from
Blue Frog has still not been released.

Figure 5: the new Aibo dog from Sony
Source: Sony
On the other hand, Sony reintroduced its Aibo dog, which has
more connectivity and intelligence in the cloud. It sold 20,000
items in Japan and has now been introduced in the USA at a price
of US$2,900. According to Sony, “the biggest difference from
previous models is a new cloud-based AI engine, which relies on a
powerful on-board computer and advanced image sensors to make
Aibo smarter and more lifelike. The new Aibo can recognize its
owner’s face, detect smiles and words of praise, and learn new
tricks over time” [460].
But there are various reasons that could explain why home robots
are struggling to find their sweet spot: their price (still high for
relatively few functionalities); no “killer app”; unrealistic customer
expectations (who believe they are like sci-fi robots); and technical
difficulties [325]. An additional factor is that some of their
functionalities (verbal and pseudo social interaction, interface
with the web and home automation) are in fact covered by smart
assistants integrated in loudspeakers (such as Amazon Echo Dot,
Google Home and Apple HomePod).

Figure 6: The Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Technologies, 2018 – Source: Gartner
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As many readers will be aware, the introduction of the IBM PC in
1981 started the democratization of computing, with
“minicomputers” becoming business tools for companies, thanks
to the brand name of IBM. The network (which became
mainstream as the internet) helped by interconnecting PCs. That
was the first swing of the pendulum oscillating between
centralized and decentralized computing.

Figure 7: The Gartner Emerging Technology Trends 2018
Besides AI related technologies, we observe that ICT technologies
are at the core of most technologies on the Gartner hype curve.
Further detail on the business drivers of AI, virtual assistants and
“as-a-service” themes may be found in section 2.2.

2.2.1.1 THE AI BANDWAGON
2.2.1.1.1 From cloud to deep learning
Over the last 10 years,
we’ve seen an evolution
of the most-hyped business buzzwords. The first
driver was the consolidation of computing and
storage resources on the
“cloud” after having everything decentralized in personal computers (PCs);
see 2.2.1.3 “Cloud, fog and
edge computing”. In a
way, this represented a return to the centralized
computing centres of the
Figure 8: Cover Popular Electronics
1970s, where computing
magazine
and storage was so expensive that it was reserved for a select few cases and shared between users through “dumb” terminals (remember the “VT100”
range?). Personal computers were in fact started by hobbyists
and promoted through Popular Electronics magazine, whose January 1975 issue featured the Altair microcomputer.

Figure 9: Gartner Cloud to Edge, the pendulum between
centralized and decentralized computing will swing equally
in IoT deployments
But a PC is not resource efficient: it is idle most of the time and a
single user seldom creates a 100% central processing unit (CPU)
load 24/7. Consolidating processors and storage in large numbers
in data centres that can be shared by multiple users, on demand,
reduces the cost of information technology (IT) infrastructure for
companies. This prompted the emergence of “cloud computing”,
where resources are delocalized and may even be in different
locations for redundancy and safety. The cloud is also a location
where the data and usage of thousands or even millions of users
meet, and new services can be exploited thanks to this
convergence. A large flow of emails, video, pictures, or other data
began flowing from users to data centres, and between data
centres, ushering in the so-called “big data” era.
Moving a step beyond connecting PCs and mobile devices, the
Internet of Things (IoT) was also seen as a way to create more
data, mostly issuing directly from the physical world, such as data
from sensors and the transformation of physical measurements
into ICT compatible data.
Therefore, IT managers were pushed to invest in cloud and big
data, but they were not really clear on how to practically exploit
all those data and computing resources. In a sense, artificial
intelligence (AI) provided a response to this challenge, requiring
minimal investment in human resources to exploit a large
amount of data, extracting the relevant information from it.
Artificial intelligence is marketed as an easy way to exploit big
data and large computer infrastructure to solve business
processes, with the promise of finding optimizations to open up
even unknown market potential. AI, and more specifically deep
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learning, was first a necessity for the major technology companies
in the USA – Google, Amazon, Facebook and Apple, or (GAFA) –
and in China – Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent and Xiaomi (BATX): for
example, to check if the millions of pictures uploaded everyday
are “correct” (a typical Facebook deep learning use case). They
have all the necessary resources: large and powerful computing
infrastructure for learning and managing large databases, large
sets of data and ways to attract the best scientists.
As explained in the insert “What is AI? A brief history of deep
learning” on page 23, the renaissance of AI was triggered by the
superior performance of the deep learning approach for image
classification, initiated by the work of Hinton et al. in 2012. As
deep learning provides relatively good results (good enough)
when applied to various application domains, with relatively low
human effort, it has really taken off since then; now it is on the
top of the curve of expectations. From a marketing point of view,
companies feel obliged to apply these technologies to their
products to keep up with the trend. Even methods and approaches
that have been used for some time are now jostling for position
under the umbrella of “artificial intelligence”.

emails in cars, but the touchscreen interface was still more
convenient for most applications. It was only when they were
incorporated into a speaker for use in the home that they really
found their niche.
First introduced by Amazon with the Echo in November 2014, the
assistant Alexa can be considered a success, being integrated into
over 20,000 devices as of September 2018. Amazon has sold more
than 50 million Alexa-enabled devices. According to [343] “there
are now 50,000 Alexa skills - what Amazon calls its voice apps - and
hundreds of thousands of developers in over 180 countries working
on Alexa.” Skills are small programs or apps developed by
independent developers that run on the cloud and bring new
capabilities to the Alexa personal assistant.
Google followed Amazon in 2016 with its Google home speaker,
which is rapidly growing in the market (Google sold 5.4 million
smart speakers versus 4.1 million for Amazon in the first half of
2018 [427]). Apple was next, introducing its HomePod embedding
Siri in 2018.

Deep learning provided breakthroughs as a way of analysing
unstructured data such as images and sound, as well as allowing
an efficient interface between computers and the world,
facilitating cyber-physical applications. This has really opened up
possibilities for new solutions and business propositions, like selfdriving cars, personal assistants and so on.

2.2.1.1.2 Personal assistants

In addition to image classification, progress in AI, particularly
deep learning, is very visible by advances in voice recognition,
which paved the way for the emergence of voice-activated
personal assistants like Siri from Apple, Google Assistant, Alexa
from Amazon, Cortana from Microsoft, Bixbi from Samsung, Duer
from Baidu, Viv, etc.
Improvements in the accuracy of recognition have also triggered
the development of specific accelerator hardware (in the case of
Google):
“The need for TPUs really emerged about six years ago, when we
started using computationally expensive deep learning models in
more and more places throughout our products. The computational
expense of using these models had us worried. If we considered a
scenario where people use Google voice search for just three
minutes a day and we ran deep neural nets for our speech
recognition system on the processing units we were using, we
would have had to double the number of Google data centers!”
[274].
Personal assistants first appeared in mobile phones (Google
Assistant for Android, and Siri for Apple). They proved useful for
some activities, like dictating and reading text messages and
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Figure 10: From left to Right: Amazon Echo, Apple HomePod
and Google home. Size of devices not respected
Besides providing basic functions of web interaction – such as
giving weather forecasts, traffic reports or the time, making to-do
lists, setting alarms, and fetching information from Wikipedia –
these home assistants have found their market in streaming
music, as they provide an ideal interface for paid subscriptions for
streamed music. They are also slowly replacing radio with their
enhanced functionalities to respond to requests for a particular
song, piece of music or podcast. Another use is controlling smart
devices in the home (light, power plugs, etc). Ecosystems are
being created around them, with more and more devices
becoming interoperable and therefore able to be controlled by
voice.
However, those devices have not proved very appealing for
making online purchases: “According to a report published by The
Information, only 2% of people who own Amazon Alexa-enabled
devices like the Echo have used them to make an online purchase in
2018. Of those 2% who bought something, 90% of them didn’t
make any additional purchases through Alexa” [413]. This can
probably be attributed to the fact that it is more convenient to

view the articles you’d like to buy rather than listen to a long list
of items.
Alexa is still the most popular, closely followed by Google
Assistant, which delivers better overall performance thanks to
the large databases that Google can access to train it.
All assistant rating – Final scores for 1H18
Alexa

5.3

Google assistant

5.0

Siri

3.4

Cortana
Bixby

VOICE ASSISTANTS AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE...
Amazon “is already adding Alexa into cars, office spaces and
hotels, building on its vision of making Alexa available
everywhere you are. That work is already introducing the new
world of voice computing to millions more people. Going
forward, it could bring about the futuristic notion of having an
intelligent, digital assistant with you at all times to help you get
through your day and even chat with you if you want”.
From
https://www.cnet.com/news/amazon-alexa-assistant-is-nowin-20k-devices/

2.4
2.0

Figure 11: AI assistant rating – Final scores for 1H18

MARKET ESTIMATE FOR VOICE-ACTIVATED
SPEAKERS
“According to the Future of Tech report from the global
information company, The NPD Group, sales of voice-activated
speakers will add an incremental $1.6 billion dollars to the US
technology industry through 2019, as these devices are leveraged
both as an interface to smart home services and as digital
assistants. Alongside voice-activated speakers, sales of home
automation devices will add an additional $1.7 billion dollars to
the technology industry through 2019, with 19 percent of
consumers planning to purchase a device in the next 12 months.”
“As consumers are increasingly interested in leveraging voiceactivated speakers to control smart home products, voiceactivated speaker sales are expected to experience 50 percent US
dollar growth from 2016-2017 to 2018-2019. According to the
report, demand for voice control in streaming speakers will grow
the segment to nearly $2.7 billion by 2019.”

We can predict that the next generation of voice assistants will be
more customizable, with customers being able to choose the sex
and regional accent etc. of the voice, and that they will evolve to
understand and operate in a larger context. They will help users by
automating routine tasks and helping organize their lives. As an
example, in 2018, Google demonstrated a voice assistant reserving
a table at a restaurant and booking a haircut without human
intervention. This demonstration also gave rise to concern that the
voice assistant should identify itself as AI, and not let the human
with whom it is interacting believing it is also a human; see 2.3.1.1,
“The explainable computer”, for more on this topic.
With access to the internet and company data, voice assistants
could also participate in meetings as required, contributing
relevant information during the discussion [422]. They show their
full usefulness when connected to the IoT or smart devices such
as lights and appliances, controlling them remotely.
In addition, voice assistants provide a way for people unfamiliar
with computers to access resources without having to know how

From https://www.npd.com/wps/portal/npd/us/news/
press-releases/2018/us-voice-activated-speaker-sales-to-see-50percent-growth-by-2019-according-to-npd-forecast/

Figure 12: U.S. Market Speaker Share May 2018
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to use a computer or a particular user interface. Current voice
assistants will probably evolve towards being more personal and
offering multiple modalities in addition to voice recognition, such
as gesture recognition and mood analysis.
One reason for their growing acceptance is that voice is a natural
way for humans to interact. In addition, many people like having a
constantly available “butler” who obeys orders. While smartphones
and social networks fulfil the basic need of communication,
assistants will try to be personal “butlers” for everybody.
Nonetheless, voice assistants, especially in Europe, have also
attracted criticism for being “spies”, recording everything that is
said in a house. Technically, this is not accurate and the behaviour
is not the same in all assistants. Normally, the processing of the
triggering word is done locally, on the device, and the streaming
of sound recorded to the outside servers is done when the “magic”
word is detected. Of course, false triggering can happen.
Apparently, in the case of Google Assistant, samples around the
supposed triggering word are sent to the server for verification.
However, the technology is advanced enough to have part or
even most of the voice processing done locally: voice-to-text
software is efficient on computers (for example, there is a native
dictation application on Mac computers) and companies like
SNIPS [321] are promoting local processing to keep privacy intact.
This might require more processing power, but voice assistants
already embedded in loudspeakers have the processing power of
a medium-range smartphone.
Even big players in the domain are aware of this; for example,
Amazon recently announced “local voice control” which will allow
its new Echo Plus assistant to still be able to recognize a set of
commands for controlling lights or other local devices even if the

Figure 13: SNIPS is promoting local processing to keep privacy intact
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internet connection is lost [419]. It is also a smart home hub, so it
can directly control smart devices without accessing the internet
for sending commands; everything is done on a local network.
With regard to voice recognition, it should be remembered that
basic voice commands on some mobile phones can still be
recognized even if the connection is lost.
In this, we see the “intelligence at the edge” idea starting to
become reality, even for the big players. See 2.2.1.2, “Cloud, fog and
edge computing” for more on this topic.

2.2.1.1.3 More details on deep learning

Thanks to the fact that a deep network is formed by learning and
is not explicitly programmed, it is applied in many applications
where it is difficult to define explicitly an algorithm, such as
image recognition (essential for autonomous vehicles), speech
comprehension (all personal assistants, from Siri to Alexa or
Google Now, use deep networks, often recursive), lip reading and
participation in various games. A large “labelled” (indexed)
database is all that is needed; these are often available from
major internet players (Google, Baidu, Facebook, Microsoft, Apple,
etc.), explaining why they conduct in-depth research of learning.
For example, more than two billion photos pass every day through
two types of deep networks at Facebook, Instagram, Messenger,
WhatsApp for image/index recognition and face recognition
(although not enabled in Europe).
Networks and techniques are becoming more complex,
combining several approaches – such as in the case of the
AlphaGo program developed by Google DeepMind that beat Lee
Sedol (a 9-dan professional in the Go game) in March 2016,
generating a lot of publicity for deep learning and AI techniques.

In general, there are two phases in the use of deep networks: the
learning phase, in which the network parameters (connection
weights) are determined by the learning rule, and the inference
phase in which the network is used to classify the data.
The learning phase is the most demanding, with millions or
billions of example presentations and changes in network
settings. It is now generally done on 16-bit floating point graphics
processing units (GPUs) or on specialized circuits such as Google’s
Tensor Processing Units (TPUs). The inference phase is less
demanding and can be performed with less precision (integer,
even reduced to eight bits). It is usually this phase that is
implemented in embedded devices for image recognition, etc.
Synaptic weights are downloaded after learning and can be
updated after a new learning, extending the number of
recognized objects.
For example, Supervision, the network developed by the University
of Toronto’s Geoffrey Hinton and colleagues is composed of
650,000 artificial neurons connected by 630,000,000 shared
connections (synapses). On today’s networks, the learning stage
could require a few exaflops (more than a billion billion
operations).
There are a large number of approaches for the learning phase,
but they can be classified into three main classes:

PyTorch (Python interface), N2D2 (CEA), Torchnet learning
modules, OpenAi Gym (Open AI), MXNet, etc. In fact, software is a
non-critical element in creating an effective system of in-depth
learning. A large database and neural network topology are the
main ingredients: the value lies in the neural network topology
and its weights, determined after learning on a particular
database.

2.2.1.1.4 Artificial intelligence: strategic for companies
and for countries

Artificial intelligence investments are expected to reach nearly
US$232 billion by 2025 [406]. Many start-ups working in the field
of AI have recently been acquired by large companies. For
example, in 2014, Google bought DeepMind in the UK (the
company that created AlphaGo and AlphaZero), while in 2016,
Intel bought Movidius in Ireland and the USA (specializing in lowpower vision systems, used for example in unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), familiarly known as drones) and Nervana.
In total, Google, IBM, Yahoo, Intel, Apple and Salesforce have
acquired more than 30 companies working on AI over the past
five years.
“The AI (chipsets) market is expected to grow from USD 7.06 Billion
in 2018 to USD 59.26 Billion by 2025, at a CAGR of 35.5% from 2018
to 2025.” (from [339])

i

supervised learning (presentation of inputs AND desired
outcomes corresponding to the particular class of input
presented);
ii unsupervised learning (the network determines its output
from different inputs which then do not need to be labelled
and tries to automatically discriminate entries into different
classes);
iii reinforcement learning, which focuses on maximizing a reward.

Well-known scientists and large corporations are investing
heavily in AI and deep learning. Countries like the United States
of America, China and Japan are launching major AI projects,
confident that new breakthroughs will occur and will certainly
have a profound impact on our society in the years to come.
President Obama said “my successor will govern a country
transformed by AI”, showing the impact that AI could have in the
future.

The third class, reinforcement learning, was used to train the
AlphaGo program and its successors, like Alpha Zero, which, in a
few hours, and without knowledge of the field except the rules,
beats all its predecessors both at the game of Go and also at
chess.

There is currently an international battle for who will be the
leader in artificial intelligence: Russia’s President Putin has said
the nation that leads in AI “will be the ruler of the world” [416].
China is making huge investments in AI [415] and is feared by the
USA, which is also investing in AI through DARPA, for example
[41]. As Eric Schmidt has explained, “It’s pretty simple. By 2020,
they (China) will have caught up. By 2025, they will be better than
us. By 2030, they will dominate the industries of AI.” (From [320,
340])

Other approaches are also being developed, such as generative
adversarial networks (GANs) that put different networks in
competition.
We are even beginning to see research using deep learning
approaches to create other, more optimized deep learning
networks. This is called Auto-ML (see section 2.4.4, Design tools).
The major players in the field provide their deep network
development tools as free software. Examples include TensorFlow
(Google), CNTK (Microsoft), DSSTNE (Amazon), Theano, Caffe
(Berkeley) and Caffe2, Torch (Facebook with open-source) and

China has several assets which could enable it to become the
global leader in AI:
• China has a lot of data: it has developed its own internet
ecosystem, and applications like WeChat can do a lot of things,
and it can then collect information on their use and users.
Digital identifiers are registered by the government, and
cameras are omnipresent.
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• China is developing its own computing infrastructure for AI:
thanks to the US ban on exporting strategic processors,
accelerators and interconnects in the HPC domain to China, in
a short amount of time China developed the capability to
produce computing systems in the TOP500 list of the most
powerful supercomputers in the world (in fact, that topped the
list until mid-2018). This allowed “pipe cleaning” of foundries,
chip design and system realization. Now this knowledge can be
applied to develop dedicated hardware for AI. China also has a
lot of start-ups developing deep learning or AI accelerators,
with or without the active support of the government.

• AI could create a “winner takes all” phenomenon: the first
results from AI will result in economic benefits, then a quasimonopolistic status because the AI-designed approach will
allow more margins, so that the winner could reduce prices
and kill the competition until it achieves a monopoly.

• The Chinese government has shown how keen it is to develop
AI, issuing a plan and providing large amounts of funding.
There is even competition between local governments to be
more attractive for AI entrepreneurs and start-ups on AI. In his
book AI Superpowers: China, Silicon Valley, and the New World
Order [260], Kai-Fu Lee traces this belief in AI back to the success
of AlphaGo (and Alpha Zero) winning against human
champions at Go, an ancient Chinese game that is deeply
rooted in the country’s culture. This acted as an electroshock,
proving that AI can really lead to great results, triggering
numerous actions on AI development in China.

If one day, artificial general intelligence becomes a reality, and if
that artificial general intelligence is more powerful than human
intelligence, Europe will only be able to compete with the rest of
the world by building ever smarter computing systems. Instead
of the war for talent (fought by companies, universities and
countries), in order to improve competitiveness, Europe will have
to invest in intelligent systems that will help create better
products and do better research. There is a belief that “the future
information society will not be built on human brains but on
artificial brains”. The societal values of Europe should be built
into systems, in order to ensure its future existence.

• China has a lot of entrepreneurs. With deep learning, good
ideas and the willingness to test them in reality (providing they
have enough data), this is enough to create great AI products,
even without the top scientists in the field. That said, the
quality of AI researchers in China in rising, and now China is top
ranked in scientific publications and patents about AI [334]. AI
is an enabler to better performance in a lot of application
domains.

A list of AI initiatives in different countries can be found in [297],
for example. More details on national AI strategies can be found
in [298] or in [311].

In contrast, in the USA most activity around AI is undertaken by
the major technology companies (GAFAM), which are also
draining universities in the rest of the world of AI experts. See
2.7.1.4.2 “Brain drain” for more on this topic.

Figure 14: International strategies on AI
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WHAT IS AI? A BRIEF HISTORY OF DEEP LEARNING
Throughout history, people have sought to make machines that
amplify their physical, then mental abilities. The brain was not
always considered the centre of intelligence: Aristotle believed
that it was only used to cool the heart. However, the approach
advocated by Plato, Hippocrates and Democritus, for whom the
brain was the centre of awareness of sensations and the
guardian of intelligence, finally prevailed and many generations
of researchers have sought, and still seek to analyse its
functioning. The idea of imitating it to make “intelligent”
systems is not new, but it was the discoveries of the 20th
century that triggered the first results.
Drawing on the knowledge of biologists of their time, in 1943
Warren Sturgis McCulloch, an American neurologist, and Walter
Pitts, a mathematician and psychologist, proposed a
mathematical model of the simplified functioning of biological
neurons, cells which form one of the components of the brain.
Their paper, “A Logical Calculus of Ideas Immanent in Nervous
Activity”, was published in 1943 in the “Bulletin of Mathematical
Biophysics” (5:115-133) and remains the basis of formal neural
networks. Their model is simple: a neuron performs a binary
function that compares the weighted sum of its inputs
(connected to the other neurons) to a threshold.
They have shown that a sufficiently complex network can
“calculate” any function. John von Neumann, whose “First Draft
of a Report on the EDVAC” is considered to be the first description
of a modern computer (von Neumann’s machine) cites only this
McCulloch and Pitts paper in this 1945 report and infers from
McCulloch and Pitts’ article that “everything that can be
described exhaustively and unambiguously... can be conceived as
an appropriate neural network”. It confirms that a neural
network can represent a universal Turing machine, and therefore
a universal calculator. Unfortunately, the limitations of the
technology of the time did not allow him to develop the highly
parallel approach of neural networks, and thus it resulted in an
architecture with memory, a control unit, an arithmetic unit and
input and output units, which are found in today’s computers.
In 1957, psychologist Frank Rosenblatt invented an algorithm
called a “perceptron”. For this classifier, the weighting between
neurons is inspired by the Hebb rule, which considers that when
two neurons are excited together, their link is strengthened. The
perceptron rule takes into account the observed error when
propagating an input whose output function is calculated by
the perceptron. The first winter of neural networks was caused
by Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert’s book Perceptrons: an
introduction to computational geometry, which shows
limitations of perceptrons. The 1986 book Parallel Distributed
Processing: Explorations in the Microstructure of Cognition by
David Everett Rumelhart and James McClelland relaunched the

field with a testable approach of multilayer networks (essentially
with an intermediate layer, called the “hidden layer”) called
multi-layer-perceptrons (MLPs).
A learning rule (called gradient backpropagation) for calculating
the weights of intermediate layers was published in his thesis in
1985 by Yann LeCun (now at Facebook), then widely distributed
by David Rumelhart, Geoffrey Hinton (now at Google Brain) and
Ronald Williams in 1986. This led to an initial explosion in the
use of neural networks in the 1990s. They were used for the
recognition of handwritten characters (to recognize postcodes),
for image analysis etc. A first era of specialized circuit
development followed, but the techniques of the time allowed
only limited parallelism, and the rapid advance of generalpurpose processors limited their expansion.
The uptake of support vector machine (SVM) then signalled the
beginning of a new winter of neural networks by offering better
performance than MLPs for image classification. The principles
were explored between 1963 and 1970 by Vladimir Vapnik, but it
was only in 1992 that an article by Boser, Guyon and Vapnik
synthesized the results and allowed broad development of
SVMs for classification.
Meanwhile, neural networks became deeper (with more layers),
thanks to methods allowing the use of back-propagation
approaches to gradient networks with more than one hidden
layer. The networks became more complex, specializing the layers
as in the visual cortex. The results of neuroscientists David Marr,
David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel (the latter two were awarded the
Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1981 for their discoveries
concerning information processing in the visual system) inspired
researchers to make networks more suitable for object
recognition. Their predecessor is the “neocognitron” invented in
the 1980s by Kunihiko Fukushima. Deep convolutional networks
Algorithm name

Date

Error on test set

Supervision

2012

15.3%

Clarifai

2013

11.7%

GoogLeNet

2014

6.66%
5%

Human level
(Andrej Karpathy,
now Director of AI at Tesla)
Microsoft

05/02/2015

4.94%

Google

02/03/2015

4.82%

Baidu / Deep Image

10/05/2015

4.58%

Shenzen Institutes of
Advanced Technology

10/12/2015
(the CNN has
152 layers)

3.57%

Google Inception-v3 (Arxiv)

2015

3.5%

WMW (Momenta)

2017

2.2%
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as currently used are more than 20 years old, but thanks to the
dramatic increase of data availability and computer power,
more complex networks are now possible, which unlock a
complete new range of performance.
The most recent renaissance was brought about in 2012 by
Alex Krizhevsky, Ilya Sutskever and Geoffrey Hinton, who used
deep convolutional neural networks for the ImageNet
challenge, which consists in classifying images in the
ImageNet image database. The Hinton Supervision Network
beats the other approaches with an error rate of 15.3%
compared to 26.1% for the second. From 2013, the top eight
approaches in the challenge are based on deep neural
networks. Indeed, deep networks are better than a human on
this challenge, with less than 3.5% errors. The following table
shows the very rapid improvement of deep learning algorithms,
until being better than humans.

THE 5TH RESEARCH PARADIGM?
The convergence of simulation, machine learning and
knowledge allows the emergence of a 5th paradigm in science
and technology: as explained in the previous HiPEAC Vision: “The
first three paradigms were experimental (empirical description
of phenomenons), theoretical (discovery of laws, models, etc.
able to predict results) and, more recently, computational
science (computer simulations). The fourth paradigm of
scientific discovery is the analysis of massive data sets, enabled,
e.g. by data capture, curation, mining and analytics techniques
and thus permitting new scientific discoveries.
In the fourth paradigm, computers are used to extract
information from raw data, but it is still humans who perform
the analysis of the information and make the scientific discovery.
We believe that within the next decade there will be a fifth
paradigm, in which computers will not only extract information
from data, but will also formulate a hypothesis, design new
experiments and simulations or make a formal proof and finally
make scientific discoveries without human intervention. We
already have examples of this with formal provers, data
analytics, and approaches like IBM’s Watson. Potentially, the
Ultra-Intelligent machine could solve problems that are beyond
the reach of human intelligence”
HiPEAC Vision 2017 pp.59

2.2.1.2 HUMAN IN THE LOOP

The human aspect needs to be increasingly taken into
consideration in the development of ICT systems. Not only from
the acceptability of ICT point of view (credibility, ethics), but also
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because devices and systems will more and more interact directly
with humans, and not only through keyboards, touchscreens and
displays. Humans will be an active part of the systems and will be
part of the equation that new ICT systems will have to solve. For
example, self-driving cars will co-exist with cars driven by
humans, and they should be prepared for human reactions.
Cobots are “aware” of the presence of humans and adapt
accordingly. Systems should adapt to their users; for example,
user interfaces should learn their owners’ habits or most common
actions. Voice assistants should recognize the voice of their
“master” and should adapt to their habits. We are moving
towards human-aware systems. Artificial intelligence and its
techniques will have a lot to do in this process.

2.2.1.2.1 Explainability and/or transparency

One of the main complaints about machine learning, particularly
deep learning, is that their models are opaque, non-intuitive, and
difficult for people to understand and that the machines are
unable to “explain” their decisions, leading to a lack of confidence
and trust in the system. Their results can also be totally different
when altering just a small part of their input, such as a few pixels
in an image [344]. This is an important problem, leading to new
kinds of piracy tuned for this kind of processing. To address this,
there are two developing fields of research concerning deep
neural networks:
• Explainable AI (especially deep neural networks)
• Creating robust solutions which are impervious to deliberately
introduced fake data.

Figure 15: XAI concept
Source: Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, U.S.
Department of Defense
The explainability of the results of deep learning is an important
topic for the acceptability of solutions, but this should not be
taken too far; by way of comparison, there are a number of
industrial processes that are not fully understood but this does
not prevent them being used in everyday life. What is more
important is to ensure that a deep learning neural network
effectively learns what it is supposed to learn, and not something
else. A good example of work on explaining the prediction of
classifiers may be found at [262]. The setting was the following: a
deep learning network was trained to classify images of dogs

and wolves. When a husky dog image was presented, it was
misclassified as a wolf. In fact, the deep learning network had
been trained to recognize snow; pictures with wolves have snow,
and the husky image also had a snowy background.

The rise of artificial intelligence also entails an important
psychological impact. Our civilization has always tried to
augment humans through science and technology. Now, we
accept that machines can be stronger and faster than humans.
However, people consider that “intelligence” is the last part
unique to humans and AI is starting, at a very low level, to
challenge this.
Computers in their current form are less frightening, first
because most people today have always been aware of them,
and second because they are “dumb”, simply executing lists of
instructions provided by humans. Even when people complain
about a machine if it is doesn’t do what it is supposed to do,
they know deep down that it is ultimately the fault of human
programmers.

Figure 16: Raw data and explanation of a bad model’s prediction
in the ‘Husky vs. Wolf’ task
Source: [129]

With machine learning, the responsibility of the human
“programmer” – in this case the human that sets up the learning
database – is not so clear. Systems like AlphaZero, which didn’t
have to learn from a large database of game examples, could be
even more frightening. The overreaction in asking for conditions,
explanations and so on for AI systems that would not been
required for human-programmed or other systems might arise
from these situations. Additional explainability and
transparency is indeed very important, but it should not block
progress if existing requirements can be applied.

It is therefore very important to develop approaches and tools to
check that the learning databases are free from bias, whether
introduced deliberately or accidentally. This is perhaps easier to
achieve than full “explainability” of deep learning decisions,
which is important but difficult to achieve without clear
breakthroughs.
The most important points are to ensure that the specifications
that led to the learning databases are as complete and exhaustive
as possible, with minimum bias, and checking after learning that
the system has effectively learnt what it was supposed to learn,
rather than other artefacts present in the learning database. It is
also important to expose the system to counter examples, that is,
things it should not do. Most of the time, designers focus on
what the system should do (recognition rate) and not what it
should not do (false alarm). Sometimes, modern databases are
“too good”, with only clear images, making the system more
sensitive to noise or other artificially introduced artefacts. With
this “classical approach” of supervised learning, humans are still
in the loop and ultimately responsible for the design of the
learning database, therefore for the resulting deep network and
what it will do in the inference phase.
Another idea to consider is not using deep learning alone for a
task, but combining several approaches (including other deep
learning solutions or symbolic ones) and adding a kind of
supervisory process that checks whether the results are coherent.

Legal liability in the event of an AI system failing is important,
but, in the case of deep learning, it applies more to the initial
specifications and definition of the learning database (done by
humans – at least for now) than on how the deep learning system
works by itself.
Breaking it down, we can identify a number of historical steps
towards making systems “intelligent”:
1

Algorithms and classical programming: here the “intelligence”
is given by the programmer who has to define the steps to
solve the problem.

2

Symbolic AI or expert systems: here there is a split between
the “engine”, which is generic, and the database of rules,
which are specific to the problem. This was meant to decouple
the technical computer science problem into two aspects:
making the engine and knowledge engineering, the latter
allowing people who are not programmers to input their
“knowledge” into the machine. The responsibility for “bugs” in
the engine lies with the computer scientist, while the
responsibility for the correct rule set lies with the expert.

3

Machine learning (with approaches like deep learning): here
also there is a decoupling between the engine (for example,
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how the deep learning software works) and the application
knowledge, which, contrary to the previous approach, is not a
set of logic transitions and rules (the “how” to solve the
problem), but a set of examples (the human defines by the
choice of the examples “what” needs to be done). The
responsibility for “bad” results is ultimately linked to humans,
either because they provided incomplete specifications to
design the learning database, or because they misused some
properties of the system, or because they didn’t check that the
system had correctly “learnt” the right function. It is clear that a
methodology still needs to be developed to avoid system
“misbehaviour”, but it is not the fact that the system is
artificially intelligent that means that humans are no longer in
the loop and responsible for how the system was trained.
4

Machine learning (with approaches like AlphaZero): here the
engine still comes from computer scientists, but there is no
choice of examples for the training: only the specifications –
the rules of the game – are provided by humans, which only
requires good specifications of the problem to be solved. The
system (for example by reinforcement learning) internally
generates examples of states to solve the problem. After a
large space exploration, it can deliver answers, but the complexity and the number of steps will make it very difficult to
grasp for humans. One verification can be to execute the solution found by the system and check that it “works”. It is still
not yet artificial general intelligence, therefore humans are
still in the loop at the beginning to give the correct constraints
and rules to the system. If the system gives a wrong answer, it
is likely that the initial specifications were not correct.

Figure 18: Top 16 open source deep learning
libraries by Github stars and contributors,
using log scale for both axes. The colour
of the circle shows the age in days
(greener - younger, bluer - older), computed
from Start date given on github under
Insights / Contributors.
Source: Dan Clark, KDnuggets
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Taking this to the extreme, we can see that in all of the above four
cases, humans should be held ultimately responsible in the event
of errors by artificial intelligence. The main problem will be to
identify potential errors, and to be able to correct them.
Needless to say, as shown in the picture below, humans are also
prone to error (such as optical illusions) and sometimes have
difficulties checking whether a system is unrealistic.

Figure 17: M.C. Escher,
Cascade, 1961

2.2.1.2.2 Making AI familiar to humans: the hobbyist way?

As explained in the previous part, there is a need to make AI
solutions, with their limitations and capabilities, more
understandable and accepted by people. A promising approach is
to allow interested people to make their own AI system, play with
it and learn from it. In addition to classical training approaches,

one that could be efficient is enabling AI solutions for hobbyists,
so that they can build their “own” AI system. There is clear
momentum in this direction, with a multiplicity of open source
and cheap hardware available on the market. Amazon has opened
up its application programming interface (API) so that hobbyists
can embed the Alexa system in their Raspberry Pi or other devices.
Google has launched a line of DIY kits [261] and its new edge TPU
chip will also be available as a USB stick or a small board, same for
the neural computer stick 2 from Intel [322]. SNIPS [https://snips.
ai/], Mycroft [314], Gladys [299], Jarvis [238], etc. are proposing
software which allows users to develop personal assistants
themselves, and most software development environments for
deep learning are also open source.

Cloud computing has also entered the high-performance
computing (HPC) market, with services such as Amazon Web
Services (AWS) offering on-demand, scalable resources for HPC
workloads via their elastic HPC clusters [266]. Although unlikely
to replace in-house HPC facilities, elastic resources such as these
mean that a larger number of people are able to access significant
computational resources without huge capital investment or the
need to undergo a peer-review process to use existing HPC
facilities.

2.2.1.3 THE CONTINUUM: CLOUD, FOG AND EDGE
COMPUTING

However, there are a number of issues with the cloud computing
model. Perhaps the most obvious is the enormous amount of
energy required to power the world’s data centres, which used
416.2 terawatt hours of electricity in 2015 [198], a figure set to
increase as greater numbers of devices become connected.
Cutting the energy consumption of computation and, crucially,
communication will continue to be an important area for data
centres over the next ten years. See 2.3.2 “The energy challenge”
for a detailed analysis of this topic.

In clouds, data is mainly stored and processed on remote servers
and can be accessed by numerous terminals of various types.
Current computing and storage clouds, both for private and
business users, are mainly hosted by large third-party providers
like Google, Amazon, Microsoft and DropBox. When the cloud
computing model first surfaced, it was hailed as offering huge
resource savings for customers as compared to in-house servers.
Today, cloud computing providers can tune their hardware and
software stacks to customer and periodic usage patterns, and
offer very attractive conditions and expertise to their customers.

Part of the issue here is that cloud resources could be managed
more efficiently: users tend to overestimate their resource needs,
providers often keep resources back to meet peak traffic, and the
architecture of cloud systems creates resource fragmentation,
with resources scattered around compute nodes and data centres
[74].

As noted above, general public computing has switched from
stand-alone desktop computers to mobile devices connected to
the cloud. This addresses the new usages and needs created by
smartphones and similar devices that allow people to be
connected at all times and get access to a huge amount of
information – potentially, the whole of internet – and keep in
touch on social networks.

One of these attractive features is that cloud computing offers
essentially elastic resources: you only pay for the resources you
use, and these can grow or decrease to meet demand. As
discussed in 2.2.1.1.1 “From cloud to deep learning”, if you own your
own computing resources, they are fixed and provisioned to meet
the worst case (maximum occupation), despite not being used at
a rate of 100% the majority of the time, leading to extra costs. You
also need to pay for the maintenance and management of the
system.
Elastic resources are so attractive that even some banks, while
very reluctant to share the private data of their customers with
outside companies, are moving from having their own data
centres to renting resources in public clouds. As an example, in
2017 UBS, the world’s largest wealth management company,
moved its risk-management platform to Microsoft’s Azure cloud
[269].

The cloud has also been used to offer access to (pseudo-)quantum
machines: D-Wave, IBM and Rigetti already offer quantum clouds,
and more are expected over the next few years [385].

Figure 19: Electricity usage of Data Centres 2015-2025
Source: Anders S.G. Andrae, Total Consumer Power Consumption
Forecast, October 2017
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along the continuum opens the door to analysing huge amounts
of data in real time, as in the EU-funded CLASS project [272].

Figure 20: Expected case ratio
Source: Anders S.G. Andrae, Total Consumer Power Consumption
Forecast, October 2017
Another issue of growing concern is confidentiality. Local
information is rightly considered to offer greater privacy
protection than information in a cloud. After the Snowden case,
there is growing awareness that non-local data can easily be, and
in fact often is, abused by spy agencies, malevolent hackers or
even private companies that store or handle data for customers.
The EU General Data Protection Regulation, or GDPR, has also
ushered in a new awareness of privacy rights and prompted
businesses to make changes to the way they handle users’ data.
As a result, many users now prefer to keep their data in private
personal NAS/SAN devices, or in locally distributed environments
(IoT) at home. They may also opt for private but mutualized data
stores, shared among a limited number of trusted users, in which
case they could be called federated, or distributed, clouds, that
bear similarities with current home media centres for the family.
Thanks to disruptive new storage technologies, the data storage
and distribution landscape is also changing. For example, with
affordable, large storage capacity in a small form factor, some
users and small companies prefer to store their data on a local
device that they own and of which they know the location,
preferring the fog computing [218] approach rather than clouds.
This could also extend to performing most computation locally,
which is known as edge computing [127].
Fog and edge computing are gaining traction for applications
which are particularly latency sensitive, such as real-time data
processing in smart city applications, and in cases where privacy
is of particular concern, such as intelligent toys used in therapy
sessions with children [59], or where security is paramount, as in
the case of intelligent vehicles (see 2.2.3.1 “Automotive: the next
frontier?”).
Such forms of local storage and processing can be offered on a
continuum with cloud computing, with only the most intensive
computing, or that which requires access to a lot of non-local
(meta)information, taking place on remote servers. Processing
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It should be pointed out that cloud computing models could still
provide enhanced privacy for users. One area of potential business
opportunities is to send encrypted data (i.e. by homomorphic
encryption) to the remote application that then performs its
operations without ever decrypting. As a result, the application
can never know the actual data nor the meaning of the results it
computes. This would be the ultimate solution for keeping data
private, but it runs against the current business model of
companies such as Facebook and Google that are built on
gathering and reselling as much information about their users as
possible (‘If the product is for free, you are the product’). As an
alternative, the business model could go back to selling
computing capabilities to users.

2.2.1.4 POST-EXASCALE HPC

The term “high-performance computing” (HPC) needs to be
redefined: In the past, it was synonymous with “technical
computing using supercomputers” to model and simulate
complex scientific phenomena. In the future, HPC will become
the convergence of traditional HPC (simulation) with processing
and storage of big data and processing of artificial intelligence
(AI) applications in the same data centre, along with ways of
orchestrating computing resources for the different workloads.
This will also concern the interfaces of this structure with
external devices (distributed and edge devices).
This “converged HPC” system will satisfy the requirements for
simulations (high-precision floating point, for example), big data
(fast interconnect between nodes, large repository of data) and AI
(memory per node, lower precision arithmetic, fast interconnect).

Figure 21: The 3 future pillars of HPC applications

The converged systems will also allow the acceleration of
simulations with AI techniques:
• forecasting results with lower compute requirements;
• interpolation and extrapolation;
• setting parameters in long simulations – similar to what is
done in auto-machine learning (auto-ML) techniques;
• reducing the parameter space;
• and validation to check that the results are correct.
AI can also replace simulation in certain cases, where exact
models are not available. Conversely, AI can also be accelerated by
HPC technology:
•
•
•
•

pre-processing of large datasets;
data cleansing;
massive and fast training of deep neural networks;
more than real-time inference phase (there is even contest on
the shortest learning time for ImageNet, which is now in the
range of few minutes see [312]).

Figure 22: contest on the shortest learning time for ImageNet
Source: [142]
For more details on the next generation HPC systems, the reader
may refer to the companion to the HiPEAC Vision, a joint
document produced by the European Technology Platform for
High Performance Computing (ETP4HPC), the Big Data Value
Association (BDVA) and HiPEAC. This overview document outlines
the overall key research challenges for the 2021-2027 timeframe
in the area of HPC and high-performance data analytics, with
strong links to the internet of things (IoT), cyber-physical systems
(CPS) and AI. It will be available in early 2019.

2.2.1.5 CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS AND THE IOT

As noted in the previous HiPEAC Vision, we have entered an era
where the traditional computing system, recognizable by the
keyboard and screen as interfaces, is being complemented and to
some extent supplanted by mobile computing models
characterized by machine-to-machine communication, and
comprising a vast array of sensors and actuators. These are
collectively known as the internet of things (IoT) and cyberphysical systems (CPS).

In the model of the IoT, smart sensors in the environment
communicate via gateways, or specialized computing devices,
with remote servers in the cloud. They generate an enormous
amount of data, which is analysed to extract information to
provide new and better services. An IoT system is a distributed
system composed of a number of physically separated,
communicating devices which do not usually involve a human in
the loop. An example would be a voice-activated assistant (as
discussed in 2.2.1.1.2 “Personal assistants”) or a wearable fitness
device (more on this in 2.2.3.2 “Medical and wellbeing”).
Cyber-physical systems take the integration with the physical
world a step further by directly interacting with the physical
world based on the results of data analytics. Examples include
steering or braking a self-driving car, moving a factory robot arm
or simply switching on a light.

THE INTERNET OF THINGS VS. CYBER-PHYSICAL
SYSTEMS
In our definition, a cyber-physical system (CPS) is characterized
as having an actuator that directly affects the physical world
(a screen is not considered an actuator in this definition), while
an IoT system is distributed and composed of physical objects
that communicate, typically via the internet.
Within this definition, CPS and IoT are not mutually exclusive.
For example, a self-driving car that is not connected and makes
all its decisions locally is a CPS device, but not an IoT device. It
would become an IoT device as well if it is connected, for
example to get maps from a server. A smart sensor transmitting
the local temperature to a smartphone is an IoT device, but
not part of a CPS. If it is connected to a thermostat that
controls heating, the combination – that is, the system
composed of the sensor, the various servers, and the
thermostat – becomes a CPS, while the sensor remains an IoT
device.

These new computing paradigms throw up new challenges. In
the case of the IoT, security – or protecting the system from
malevolent attacks – and privacy – where the data generated may
be used for purposes not authorized by the subject, or
unauthorized data accesses take place – are major challenges.
Cyber-physical systems have the additional challenge of ensuring
safety, that is, that the system will not harm the environment.
Moreover, these systems are constrained by properties of the
physical world such as time. In a CPS and some IoT systems, if the
system isn’t sufficiently fast or if it is busy, it will lose data and
cannot ask the environment to re-send the data. If the computer
doesn’t respond in time, this could lead to accidents, for example
a self-driving car failing to brake in time.
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Energy is another constraining factor: communication is inherent
to these systems, and the energy cost of communication is
usually higher than that of computation. This can be overcome to
some extent by processing as much data as possible locally,
rather than transmitting raw data, as in the edge computing
model (as discussed in 2.2.1.3 “Cloud, fog and edge computing”),
which has the additional benefit of enhancing privacy by keeping
data on the device. We expect processing at the edge, providing
artificial intelligence functions, to become increasingly prevalent.
It should be noted, however, that edge computing requires
increased local storage and processing power, which can push up
the financial cost of a device.
Zero-power computing for the IoT could provide a solution to the
energy challenge and is an area with a tremendous potential
market, for example with smart tags for asset management. The
challenges here are ultra-low power, cost and security. A detailed
discussion of this topic may be found in section 2.3.2.3.2 IoT.
Interoperability throws up further issues for the IoT and CPS,
particularly in the consumer IoT. Unless a customer buys all his
devices from the same company, they need to download a special
app to control a new device. In addition, the IoT ecosystem is still
largely divided into different domains, while users generally seek
cross-domain applications – the bonus of your connected car is
that it can find a parking space and charging stations while
linking to weather services and your calendar, and so on.
The IoT and CPS markets have grown significantly and we expect
that trend to continue. The automotive industry is a major driver
of the IoT and CPS, with some estimates predicting that the
automotive IoT will reach $100.93 billion by 2023 [398]. Smart
cities are another key growth area, with applications ranging
from smart street lighting to traffic management.
However, given the issues outlined above and since no “killer app”
has yet emerged from these domains, we expect to see steady
growth rather than the explosion which was forecast in the early
days of the IoT. This is particularly relevant for the consumer IoT:
although voice-activated assistants have become increasingly
common, devices such as wearables still have not taken off as
expected, perhaps due to the short life of the battery, privacy
concerns, and, above all, a failure to see the benefit of such
devices.
Performance issues have also damaged consumer confidence,
with major implications for the roll-out of self-driving cars, for
example [369]. The complex task of providing security updates
for many different devices, all with their own proprietary code,
coupled with pressure to get new products on the market means
that security issues may not be sufficiently dealt with, and highprofile hacks continue to plague IoT products, deterring customers
[423].
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With regard to the industrial IoT and CPS, where the data from
smart sensors can be used to drive global process improvements,
the benefits in terms of cost savings and efficiency improvements
are often clearer. Indeed, cyber-physical systems have become so
prevalent in industry that they are now the norm rather than the
exception.
Driving the so-called “Industry 4.0”, these systems range from
turning off a machine which is overheating to more sophisticated
artificial intelligence applications. One of the challenges here is
managing the complexity of computing architectures capable of
delivering the necessary processing power while complying with
energy and time restrictions [337].
Results from a number of European initiatives aimed at promoting
the uptake of cognitive cyber-physical systems have demonstrated
that these have helped improve efficiency in a range of European
industries, from glass production to aerospace systems [363].
There has also been increasing take-up of the IoT and CPS in
agriculture, ranging from plant irrigation and disease detection
to reducing pesticide use.
However, the stakes are even higher in the industrial IoT and CPS
in terms of security and safety. While a consumer breach may
result in inconvenience for an individual, breaches in the industrial
IoT could have results as serious as turning off the power for an
entire country, malicious large-scale damage to industrial
equipment or turning off healthcare systems in hospitals [351].
The industrial IoT is particularly vulnerable to such attacks, due to
factors such as a larger attack surface from the increase in
connected sensors and devices, ageing operational equipment
and control systems from a pre-connected era which were
designed without security in mind, an extremely complicated
landscape of operating systems and poor cybersecurity practices
such as software updates [350]. As an example, the WannaCry
ransomware attack was estimated to have affected more than
200,000 computers across 150 countries, with a cost estimated
between hundreds of millions to billions [294]. See 2.2.3.2 The
secure computer, below, for further detail on this topic.
In summary, for the IoT and CPS to really fulfil their considerable
potential, a holistic approach needs to be taken ensuring that the
user is able to take advantage of enhanced functionalities while
having a seamless experience which masks the complexity of the
system. Providing artificial intelligence using edge computing
overcomes some of the energy and privacy issues associated with
the IoT while enabling a range of new application areas.
There is a growing need for standards and regulations in the CPS
and IoT domain. Air, rail, shipping, manufacturing, energy, medical,
health, i.e. almost any industrial sector could benefit from IoT and
CPS technology [77].

2.2.1.6 VIRTUAL, AUGMENTED AND MIXED REALITY

Virtual reality (VR) refers to the creation of a completely artificial
visual world. Augmented reality (AR) refers to the addition of
some artificial graphical elements to the (picture of) reality. The
experiences that overlay graphics on video streams of the physical
world are augmented reality, and the experiences that occlude
your view to present a digital experience are virtual reality.
The experiences enabled between these two extremes is mixed
reality (MR), a term originally introduced in a 1994 paper by Pal
Milgram and Fumio Kishino [234]. Mixed reality [282] thus blends
real-world and virtual content into hybrid environments where
physical and digital objects coexist and interact.

Figure 23: Mixed Reality Spectrum
Source: Microsoft
In recent years, VR, AR and now MR devices have become much
more numerous, yet they are still not widespread. Currently, VR is
mainly used in games, simulators, and movies; while augmented
reality is found is some games and many industrial applications,
including simulators. These devices include head-up displays
(HUDs), smart glasses, VR/AR headsets, etc. provided by various
vendors: Google Glasses, Microsoft Hololens, Sony SmartEyeglass,
HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, Google Cardboard, etc.

Although VR is of course common in games, Pokémon Go was the
first widespread AR game. Released in July 2016, it still has a
significant user base (147 million monthly active users as of May
2018).
The rise of VR/AR/MR devices and applications has taken place
steadily over the past few years, although no “killer app” has yet
been found. However, in the last few years, a number of tools like
libraries, development kits, etc. have been released by major
companies to help developers produce VR/AR/MR applications
much more easily.
• Apple ARKit (API) [278], released with iOS 11 in September 2017,
combines device motion tracking, camera scene capture,
advanced scene processing, and display conveniences to
simplify the task of building an AR experience on iOS.
• Google ARCore [279], released in March 2018, aims at building
new augmented reality experiences that seamlessly blend the
digital and physical worlds on Android platforms. It relies on
three key technologies to integrate virtual content with the
real world as seen through one’s phone camera: motion
tracking to allow the phone to understand and track its position
relative to the world; environmental understanding to allow
the phone to detect the size and location of flat horizontal
surfaces like the ground or a coffee table, and light estimation
to allow the phone to estimate the environment’s current
lighting conditions.
• Google VR [280] helps create immersive VR experiences. It is
multiplatform (Android, Unity, Unreal, iOS., and even web
browser), thus covering a very large spectrum on small and
large devices and computers. It provides native APIs for key VR
features like user input, controller support, and rendering.
In November 2017, Google also released Poly [319], a website for
users to browse, distribute, and download 3D objects. It features
a free library containing thousands of 3D objects for use in virtual
reality and augmented reality applications.
These sample releases show that a complete, accessible,
development ecosystem is now becoming available to build VR/
AR/MR applications. This is likely to result in a much larger
number of such applications in the coming years, significantly
increasing the take-up rate of these technologies, and creating
numerous business opportunities.

2.2.2
Figure 24: Google Cardboard is a handheld VR headset designed
to be used with smartphones – Source: Google

BUSINESS MODELS

Business approaches are also evolving rapidly. Access to different
kinds of media is now obtained via the internet and physical
media have largely disappeared. Vertical companies control a
significant part of the market, while open source has become a
credible alternative. Ecosystems are becoming stronger and
stronger and serve to cluster the market.
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2.2.2.1 RENTING INSTEAD OF BUYING

The digitization of media (audio, video, books, programs, video
games…) has profoundly changed civilization; indeed, the impact
of this technology may be compared to the introduction of the
printing press in Europe by Johannes Gutenberg. Today everything
from books to audio recordings and movies can be duplicated
forever without loss of quality, at an extremely low cost. Thanks

to the worldwide internet, they can potentially be accessed from
anywhere in the world.
This was made possible with the performance increase in
processing, storage and digital communications, fuelled by
Moore’s law. For music and video, the process took place in several
steps.

DEMATERIALIZED SOUND AND IMAGE: STEPS TOWARDS DIGITIZATION
The first step towards digitization was the replacement of
analogue vinyl discs and audio tapes with their digital
counterpart, the compact disc (CD). Intermediate steps were
taken with the digital cassette (DCC) from the European
company Philips and with the Minidisc from the Japanese Sony,
but both joined to share patents and initial technology to
establish the CD as a standard.
Next, the 650 MB storage provided by the CD and the cheap
digital processing hardware that followed drove new media
applications: storing computer data (CD-ROM) and movies
(video-CD). Specialized processors were able to decompress
such a large amount of data in real time that a movie could be
also stored on the medium. Optical technology improved,
allowing more data (4.7 GB) to be stored on the same physical
digital video disc (DVD), which increased to 25 GB with Blu-ray
(in fact, it went up to 100 GB on four layers for 3D movies) .
Note that up to this point, the business model was similar to
the one for analogue media: people had to buy the physical disc
to get the content, with all the consequences this entailed, such
as going to the shop and having space to store the discs.
As digital processing became cheaper, it was possible to further
compress the media (MP3 format, developed by the German
institute Fraunhofer-Gesellshaft, more or less in the context of
the EUREKA project EU147, Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) by
1987). The availability of cheap local storage then meant that
data could be stored locally; a small, low-power hard disk drive
(HDD) triggered the first iPod from Apple, then Moore’s Law
with the increased capacity of solid-state storage with flash
memories provided further improvements.
Through its iTunes music store, Apple made it easy to get music
remotely on your device, avoiding the need to physically move
to a shop to buy your music. This was also made possible with
the improvement of servers and communication with the higher
throughput of the internet. But the bandwidth and latency, fine
for downloading, were not good enough to ensure high quality
streaming.
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Digitization also allowed a shift to renting, rather than buying,
since listening or viewing quality doesn’t degrade with the
number of uses, as opposed to long-playing (LP) vinyl records,
video and tape cassettes, and other analogue media. Netflix
started its mail rental service so that customers wouldn’t have
to go back to the rental shop or pay late return fees . The notion
of owning a physical medium storing a movie or audio track
began to gradually fade away, because of the vast choice and
the convenience of getting the content remotely.
As bandwidth increased, and the servers and all the transmission
chain were able to deliver streams in real-time, the streaming
model started, avoiding the need for local storage and the
associated costs. Theoretically this allowed people to access
video and music instantaneously from anywhere. Streaming
also enabled users to share their own movies, for example on
YouTube, creating a new generation of “prosumers”.
The business shifted from hardware manufacturers to content
providers, with large data centres being set up. Companies like
Amazon first built large data centres for their own use, but later
started renting computing resources to external users in order
to have them constantly loaded at maximum. Customers no
longer had to maintain the (hardware) infrastructure, and could
adapt the computing resource to their need (elastic computing),
as discussed in 2.2.1.3 “Cloud, fog and edge computing”. The
consolidation of services on large data centres for rental is a
common business practice now.
Big media distributors companies are now pushing the
subscription model and streaming of media, because it locks-in
users and allow companies to gather more information from
their users and their preferences. This is the new gold for socalled “surveillance capitalism” [223]. Knowing the preferences
of their users allowed Netflix to begin producing their own
television series, “knowing” they will be watched from the
analysis of their customers’ practices. Digitization has also had
a huge impact on the music industry [147]

Figure 25: Vinyl

Figure 26: Cassette

These new trends in business have had a number of consequences:
• First, and most obviously, representatives of the “old” business
models, such as shops selling CDs or DVDs, DVD rental shops
and even book shops, are vanishing. This is particularly visible in
the USA, where the big media chains of shops of the 2000s
have now closed down.
• Even the gaming sector, with its high processing power and
bandwidth requirements, is increasingly moving towards
streamed games, as discussed in 2.2.3.3 “Gaming: testbed for
consumer advanced technologies”.
• The consumer hardware market now focuses almost exclusively
on video and audio interfaces for human senses, such as TVs,
headphones, loudspeakers (and mobile phones), with more and
more homogeneity in the devices and less diversity. A box from
your internet provider, a media hub, a good TV, (intelligent)
speakers is all you will need at home, along with a tablet to
read books and access social media, while a mobile phone with
good headphones will be sufficient when you are on the move.

Figure 29: Music revenues 2015-2017

Figure 27: Compact disc

Figure 28: MP4 Player

If you are a gamer, you may still need a game console, but there
are signs that these are coming to the end of their natural life,
as explored in 2.2.3.3 “Gaming: testbed for consumer advanced
technologies”. Virtual reality devices could also emerge, but CD
players, MP3 players, DVD players and so on are essentially
dead.

LAST STORE STANDING
At the time of writing, there was one Blockbuster store still
open in the USA, located in Bend, Oregon. A combination of
loyal customers and nostalgic tourists seem to make up the
bulk of the customers [338].

This technology is also having an impact on how we view the
world. With things increasingly becoming non-physical, younger
generations have a different view to their parents on the notion
of owning.
Three of the five “essential characteristics” of cloud computing as
stipulated by the US National Institute of Science and Technology
(NIST) [276] – i.e: on-demand self-service, network-accessed,
resource pooling, rapid elasticity, measured service – have
prompted a major change in the general notion of possession,
much beyond their scope as initially conceived. In fact, there is
less and less point in seeking permanent possession of a
physical good that has a digital equivalent (a video, a book, etc.)
or whose availability can be summoned instantly (transport,
look-ups in a dictionary or knowledge base, etc.). The physical
good occupies physical space, which is a scarce resource for
many, implies direct costs in terms of money and of time for
maintenance and care, and tends to rapidly become obsolete,
rarely acquiring value in that process. The digital equivalent has
none of those limitations and has one single, vital, prerequisite,
which can hardly be renounced in most part of our active life
(i.e., connectivity); it is therefore considerably more attractive.
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This observation is at the heart of the as-a-service economy [186],
which is sure to expand far beyond the cloud as we know it and
enter our everyday lives through the simple appendix of a
connected device. The as-a-service economy materializes in apps
that, once installed in the user device, form a gateway to a
gigantic and ever-growing wealth of potentially cooperating
services.

Google has designed accelerators for deep learning: the TPU line
of chips (TPU and cloud TPU for servers, and edge TPU for edge
devices). While TPUs and cloud TPUs are for internal use, the edge
TPUs will be available to external customers.

A number of social and technical challenges stem from this
notion:
• The increasingly critical dependence on connectivity, which has
both psychological and functional traits; a full discussion of the
psychological effects may be found in 2.6.2 “Impact of
computing technology on people”. If not suitably addressed at
both levels, this vulnerability may become hard to sustain.
Users have learned ways to mitigate the loss of connectivity:
for example, they download instead of streaming when they
fear break-ups of connectivity. Service providers have also
provided fixes: they cache local copies close to the user, without
promising that they are up to date, and do the update as soon
as connectivity is restored. Evidently, these mitigations can be
improved.
• The efficiency of the architecture of the application and its
service infrastructure in the continuum from the user device to
the cloud. Much finer-grained criteria than in use today, many
of which are non-functional (e.g., privacy, energy, predictability),
should be employed to determine where to deploy the
individual parts of the application system.
• The interoperability, complementarity and contract-based
orchestration of the apps, without which there is bound to be a
tremendous amount of unnecessary duplication.

2.2.2.2 VERTICALIZATION AND DOMINANCE OF
GLOBAL PLATFORMS (GAFAM + BATX)

The new giants of the economy (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon,
Microsoft = GAFAM - and Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, Xiaomi = BATX)
are companies that encompass more and more domains, have
high added value and try to cover a large part of the value chain.
Their business model is based on digital and processing, and they
rely on large computing infrastructure or computing devices. For
example, while they did not start out in the processor business,
they are increasingly tending to design their own processors and/
or accelerators.
Apple designs its own processors for its iPhone line of products,
with its own very efficient implementation of the ARM instruction
set [357]. Famously, this resulted in their previous supplier,
Imagination Technologies, being sold off to a Chinese-owned
private equity firm.
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Figure 30: Edge TPU from Google
Amazon and Facebook have also reportedly gone into hardware
development. Facebook has been very active in the Open Compute
Project (OCP) [292], whose mission is to design and enable the
delivery of the most efficient server, storage and data centre
hardware designs for scalable computing. Facebook said it has
saved about US$2 billion in three years thanks to this project.
Alibaba has formed a chip subsidiary, Pingtouge [246], and
Huawei has its own chip subsidiary (HiSilicon).
By having control of the complete ICT chain including hardware,
they can obtain more efficient solutions for their needs and also
save money. It is the same rationale that drove Tesla to develop its
own chip for its self-driving cars, removing the need to rely on
NVIDIA’s chips [425] .
The following graph shows the revenues of technology companies
in the world whose revenue is at least US$10 billion. The graph
shows 23 technology companies, and their aggregate revenue is
$1.6 trillion, which, if it were a country’s gross domestic product
(GDP), would put them right after Canada on the global scale.
Note that this revenue is generated by only 3.4 million employees.
The figure shows that the top seven highest revenue companies
are vertical.

Figure 31: Revenues of technology companies in the world

The following graph shows the productivity in terms of revenue
per employee, which is calculated by the total revenue divided by
the number of employees. With the exception of Facebook, the
most productive five companies are vertical.

In 2015, 99% of all European businesses were small or medium
enterprises (SMEs), while 94% were independent (not controlled
by another company/not controlling another company), and
spread over the whole European territory [73]. SMEs form the
backbone of the European economy; they create 85% of new jobs,
and represent two thirds of private sector employment in the EU,
and 57% of GDP [440]. Instead of focusing of the creation of a few
globally leading companies, Europe should focus on the creation
of many SMEs, and help them to expand. See section 2.7.1.2.3 for
further discussion on this topic.

2.2.2.3 OPEN SOURCE

Figure 32: Revenue per employee of technology companies in the
world
The following graph shows the total revenues per country on
which these companies are based. The USA leads the nearest
country by a factor of three. The position of the EU is not very
optimistic. In fact, the EU does not have a single vertical
computing company.

The term open source is applicable to the sharing of technical
information, and predates the information technology revolution
that started in the 1970s. More than a century ago, the automobile
industry formed the Automobile Manufacturers Association, in
which each manufacturer could develop new technology and file
patents, but the technology and patents were shared openly
between all members of the association without the exchange of
money or the filing of lawsuits.
IBM shared the source code of its operating systems in the 1950s
and 1960s, an early example of the sharing of software. With the
advent of the microcomputer in the mid 1970s, many computer
hobbyists shared their own developed software.

2.2.2.3.1 Free Software, Open Source Software, and Open
Source Hardware

In the mid-1980s, in an attempt to recreate the spirit of the early
days of microcomputer software and hardware development,
Richard Stallman started the free software movement. Software
is considered free software if its license allows anyone all of the
following four rights:
0
1
2
3

Figure 33: Total revenues per country in which technology
companies are based

There are fundamental reasons why it is more difficult to create a
global company in Europe. European scale-up companies have to
expand in all major European countries, which means hiring local
staff, localizing the product or service, and setting up a local sales
team. There are no such scale-up barriers in large countries like
the USA or China, where the first product can immediately reach
hundreds of millions of customers.

Run the software
Study and change the software
(Re-)distribute the software
Improve the software.

The term “free” is to be considered to have the same meaning as
in “free speech”, as in “to have the liberty to”. This is not the same
as “free of charge”, which may well limit the use to running a
binary copy of the program.
Note that the third right: (re-)distribute the software, is not
restricted to distribution free of charge. An organization may very
well sell a piece of free software for a charge that is larger than
the cost of distribution. It is up to the buyer if they want to pay for
something that could be obtained for less.
Many of the views held by champions of free software are also
held by proponents of open source software. The key difference
between these two groups, free software proponents and open
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source proponents, is the attitude towards proprietary software
such as Windows. Whereas proponents of free software regard
software as freedom of speech and view proprietary software
thus as unethical, proponents of open software have no objection
to the existence of proprietary software.
The reader should be aware of the fact that, although companies
producing proprietary software may seem in opposition to free
and open software, these companies also will allow for the
existence of free and open software as it prevents other
companies from gaining a monopoly and thereby threatening
their existence. While open source software proponents are
happy to coexist on this basis with the makers of proprietary
software, proponents of free software are not.

2.2.2.3.2 Open source software economics

At first glance, it seems strange that an individual or a company
would contribute to open source or free software development,
as there are no apparent economic gains. Some people engage in
open source development because they enjoy developing
software, the incentive being personal satisfaction. Others
cooperate in open software development out of idealism to
create a better community or world. Being able to show a person’s
ability to develop quality software is also a means of building a
reputation in the software community, opening the possibility to
a (better) job. In addition, developing a piece of open software
might be a means to acquire that software’s functionality
without having to pay for it through buying it as proprietary
software.
In fact, companies as well as individuals contribute to open
source software development. It might act as a means to attract
talented developers, it may speed up a system’s development by
mobilizing more developers and it might also improve the quality.
Companies can use open source software as a vehicle to sell
services, a business model used by Red Hat, for example. The
acquisition of Red Hat by IBM for US$34 billion underlines the
point that open source and big business need not be mutually
exclusive.
For some software system categories, there seems to be a need,
but hardly any market. Compilers are a good example of this, with
the GNU Compiler Collection and LLVM as instances. In some
cases, there might still exist a niche market for specialized
versions of such software: Intel sells a C-compiler that produces
highly optimized code for Intel processors. In this particular
example, Intel uses its knowledge of the details of the hardware
platform to reach otherwise unattainable levels of code efficiency.
There is a general trend visible: for a particular, often highly specialized application area, there is no market for tooling, but the
tool application itself creates a market. There is no market for
compilers, but there is a market for the usage of tools (programmers); there is hardly any market for system modelling tools, but
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there is a market for model development, and in some cases even
for models. There is hardly any market for modelling software for
3D-printers, but there is a market for 3D models of objects.
For Europe to capitalize in this area, it should maintain and
enhance its tool building capability, thereby also increasing its
tool application and modelling expertise.

2.2.2.3.3 Open source hardware

The hardware situation is significantly different to that of
software. The development of software, from idea to executable
binary, is nowadays 99% design and just 1% production. The
design consists of what is colloquially called software
development, and encompasses the definition of the functionality
of the system, its translation into a system architecture, and
finally to code. The production of the software is in fact “no more”
than the compilation step. This last step requires computer
infrastructure, which is very cheap compared to the human
resources doing all the design steps.
Hardware development is different in its production steps: the
largest investment here is in chip production equipment. The
cost of an extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV) wafer scanner is
around €100M. There is a shorter, cheaper way to produce
hardware by using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), but
the resulting devices are in many respects less efficient than a
dedicated chip implementation.
Around 2013, in the wake of the Snowden disclosures, the
realization that proprietary hardware might contain undesired or
even unwanted functionality got a foothold. As a reaction, several
governments outside the USA, notably Russia, initiated the
development of processors to get full control of nationally
deployed government hardware. See 2.6.5.1 “High-performance
computing” for more on this topic.
Open source hardware takes the idea of having full control over
hardware designs a step further. It is founded on the belief that
the free exchange of hardware designs will in the end produce
efficient and safe hardware.
One of the big advantages of open source hardware is the
openness of the hardware to security auditing, a very important
aspect in the quickly changing cyber security landscape. With the
design of a hardware component freely accessible, it is also open
for scrutiny by many designers, which reduces the risk of potential
security holes going undetected.

CHINESE DEVELOPMENTS
The Loongson (formerly called Godson), is a MIPS architecture
based processor family, developed since 2001 by the Chinese
Institute of Computing Technology and the Chinese private
company BLX Design. Loongson is used as an embedded and
as a standalone processor. The latest versions of the Loongson
have instructions that allow for efficient x86 architecture
instruction emulation, allowing Loongson based systems to
execute native x86 with 70% average performance. It is
fabricated by STMicroelectronics. A few Loongson based
systems have been developed, but have not achieved
commercial success. The Loongson has been used in several
supercomputer designs. The latest Loongson based
supercomputer, the Dawning 6000, is marketed by the Lugon
corporation.
The China based Jia-ngnán Computing Lab started developing
processors around 2005. The development was spurred by the
USA threatening to ban the export of processors to China
because of their possible use in weapons development. The
Sunway, or Shengwei processors are RISC-based, but the
architectural details are largely unknown, as these processors
are for military purposes. The Sunway based Sunway
TaiHuLight is a supercomputer ranking at second place in the
TOP500 list as of June 2018. It is based on the 64 bit 260-core
manycore processor designed by the National HighPerformance Integrated Circuit Design Center in Beijing.

In 2010, a project at the University of California, Berkeley, started
the development of a RISC architecture that is completely open.
This platform called RISC-V, is aimed at designing a versatile
instruction set architecture, targeting embedded, personal
computing, high-performance vector computing, and parallel
computing applications. But is also designed for computer
architecture education and as a platform for academic research.
Backed by several large companies including AMD, BAE, Google,
Hewlett Packard Enterprises, IBM, NVIDIA, and Micron among
others, this architecture is gaining traction, not in the least
because of the availability of supporting software such as
compilers and a version of Linux. In Europe, the low-power PULP
platform [394] created by the University of Bologna and ETH
Zürich is based on RISC-V, while the European Processor Initiative
includes a RISC-V strand [403].
Three years after RISC-V, in 2013, IBM launched the OpenPOWER
foundation, based on its POWER architecture. OpenPOWER is not
open source hardware. The foundation is based on a partner
model, in which a partner brings in its own Intellectual Property
to gain access to the architecture.

The Open Compute project, or OCP, originated in Facebook’s
realization that serving its exponentially growing user community
would require a close guard on computer infrastructure
investments, both in terms of building and in running costs. After
the development and building of a new data centre that is
claimed to be about 25% less expensive to build and about 40%
more energy efficient, Facebook, together with four partners,
including Intel, founded the Open Compute Project Foundation in
2011, hoping to spark the same kind of creativity in the hardware
world as open software had done for the software community.
In the following years, the number of partners grew to 14
members. The goal of the Open Compute project is to design
scalable data centre products, such as servers and switches. The
project advocates the free exchange of component designs with
the goal of producing scalable and thereby efficient hardware for
data centres.
RISC-V and the Open Compute platform are not the first open
source hardware platforms to be launched. Their most notable
predecessors are the DLX, developed at Berkeley as an academic
platform; ARM cores up to and including v2.0, developed by ARM;
and OpenRISC, developed in 2000. However, with the exception
of ARM, these designs met with limited commercial success.
LinkedIn has recently founded the Open19 Foundation which
aims at standardizing datacentre infrastructure designs, such as
racks, power distribution, and networking links.
These initiatives show that large web based companies are
driving data centre technology in many aspects, and are starting
to make their way into other markets as well, as illustrated by the
fact that OCP is also finding its way in the telecom provider
market [348].

2.2.2.3.4 Open source machine learning

The rapid rise in interest in artificial intelligence (AI) in the last
couple of years has also created an open source movement for
this area. The AI world at this moment is mostly focused on
machine learning (ML), a subfield of AI. A score of open source ML
packages is available; see for example [290]. About half of the
packages listed contain a set of ML algorithms, while some
packages concentrate on one particular algorithm. The packages
also differ in the implementation language used, such as Python,
Java, and C/C++, which also indicates differences in intended
audience. Some packages are meant for educational purposes,
others for production code.
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TENSORFLOW
A notable example of an open source machine learning
package is TensorFlow from Google. TensorFlow is a dataflow
programming package for a range of tasks. Besides symbolic
mathematics, it can also be used for neural networks. The
Google TensorFlow processing unit (TPU) is tailored for
TensorFlow.

Open source hardware is definitely making traction in defining
standards for massive compute intensive infrastructure such as
data centres, driving both construction and operating costs down.
Although Europe lacks web giants comparable to Google and
Amazon, the lowered cost enables Europe to develop new
applications based on this equipment.

TensorFlow has a number of APIs, some with backwards
compatibility guarantee (Python, C), some without (C++, Go,
Java, Java Script, Swift).

In the AI application area, a lot of emphasis is on machine
learning, with accompanying open source initiatives. It is,
however, likely that other AI application area will also grow in the
coming years. The current emphasis on neural networks has
shown these applications to be hardware and power hungry
when implemented with digital technology. But research is
starting to direct its focus to non-digital technology as well, such
as neuromorphic computing. Although in itself not the target
area of the HiPEAC community, interfacing and embedding these
new technologies in cyber-physical systems (CPS) is an area the
community should work on.

OPENAI

2.2.2.4 CREATING ECOSYSTEMS

TensorFlow grew out of Google’s proprietary DistBelief
package, which development started in 2011. TensorFlow was
released in 2017. TensorFlow is used inside Google both for
experimentation and for production. There is also a stripped
down version for Android, called TensorFlow Lite.

As noted in this HiPEAC Vision, AI is seen both as a blessing and
a threat. The threat of AI, in particular, has sparked an open
source movement which is unusual in its motivation. Some
researchers believe that development of AI can result in
human extinction or other unrecoverable global catastrophe.
This belief is based on the observation that currently the
human species dominates all other species through distinctive
features of the human brain. If a technology surpasses the
human brain in general intelligence, it may dominate all other
organisms, including humans, making humans dependent on
this superintelligence.
Developing AI technology in the open will expose its features,
potential use, and potential threats to the whole world,
preventing anyone or any group to take sole advantage from
the technology.

A notable example of this movement is OpenAI [318], a non-profit
research institute founded in late 2015 by Elon Musk, among
others. The goal of the OpenAI institute is to focus on long-term
positive impact of AI on the human species. Although Musk
acknowledges the fact that developing AI poses a risk anyway, he
believes in “empower(ing) as many people as possible to have AI.
If everyone has AI powers, then there’s not any one person or a
small set of individuals who can have AI superpower.” [399].
OpenAI has released an AI benchmark, a virtual meta-learning
robot, a debate game machine learning application, a robotized
team for a video game, and an application for training a robot
hand.
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In ICT, ecosystems are important and drive the industry. A
company has to create an ecosystem because it cannot do
everything. For example, the success of Apple is largely due to the
App Store, where independent developers can create new
applications and usages of the Apple hardware. The success of
the PC was also due to the numerous software that could run on
the platform. Android and iOS with their relatively open
development environments and easy way to sell and distribute
apps (thanks to app stores) are the major platforms for mobile
phone. The two ecosystems coexist, meaning that developers
often have more work to support their work on both platforms.
For the IoT, Apple is promoting its HomeKit with the aim of
creating an ecosystem of devices interoperable and controlled by
Apple products, taking security into account.
Amazon and Google are trying also to create ecosystems around
their personal assistant (Alexa and Google) by adding “skills” (i.e.
small interface programs running on the cloud) that allow the
creation of ad hoc interfaces with various devices. The pioneer is
IFTTT [304] that allows the API of various products to be linked
together. At the time of writing, there was an important difference
between the two companies’ approaches:
• Google interfaces with devices through their cloud interface, i.e
from Google servers to the web interface of the service of the
device (for example, to control Philips Hue lights, you need to
open a Hue account so that the Google server can talk to the
Hue server that will send a command to the lights).

• For certain devices, Amazon uses the same approach as Google,
but their terminal can also directly talk to the IoT device on the
local network without using a cloud-to-web interface. The
Amazon Echo plus has a ZigBee interface allowing this direct
link with ZigBee devices (for example, to control Philips Hue
lights, not even a Hue bridge is required as the Echo “talks”
directly to the light bulbs).
All these ecosystems are based on de facto standards and APIs
that are provided by companies that are able to attract enough
customers and developers to create the need for a published API
and development tools, in order to have more and more solutions
integrated in their ecosystems. They are very different to solutions
provided by standardization committees, but there are more and
more devices, and interoperability while ensuring security and
privacy will become more and more important. We are still in the
infancy of IoT devices, and it is still a kind of jungle where ad hoc
interfaces are developed with security and privacy as an
afterthought. We often see a large number of home surveillance
cameras or devices being hacked because of basic security
measures not being implemented.
Current IoT solutions are often not even scalable: you can buy
smart bulbs that you can control with your smartphone, which in
fact are controlled by a server on the other side of the world: your
phone has to communicate to a server located several thousand
kilometres away to switch on a light which is few metres from
you! Besides latency, this is not energy efficient (due to the energy
cost of transmitting information to the other side of earth) and
has a large surface of attack for hackers, while another solution
could be to directly connect the bulb to your smartphone, using a
means of local communication (ZigBee, Bluetooth or WiFi). There
are several billion lightbulbs on earth, and even if they do not
often communicate, the accumulated requirements in bandwidth
may be also a limitation to this model of using the cloud as a
controller.
Europe should enforce security of the devices used in Europe, and
work to ensure interoperability. This can be done through
regulation, but also by helping the development of (de facto)
standards, which can be done using open source software
repositories (for developers) but also using an “app store” with
apps meeting a certain number of criteria to be accepted. Digital
Innovation Hubs could also help by creating synergies between
innovative companies, developers and users.

2.2.3

BUSINESS DOMAINS AND OPPORTUNITIES

2.2.3.1 AUTOMOTIVE: THE NEXT FRONTIER?

Few inventions have had a more profound impact on society than
the car. Originally a replacement for horses and carriages, it soon
became a status symbol. It led to new mass production
techniques, the creation of millions of jobs, the emergence of the
oil industry, the creation of a highway network, etc. It also allowed
people to travel longer distances to go to work or visit family and
friends, and it was the start of mass tourism as we know it. Today
it is the cause of traffic jams, air pollution and 1.25 million traffic
deaths per year. Hence, the economic and social impact cannot be
underestimated.
Cars are also an expression of the owner’s personality and status;
sports car owners, for example, tend to have a different profile to
minivan drivers. Many people spend quite a lot of time carefully
picking a car that reflects their personality. In that search, they
are not looking for the cheapest car, but they are willing to spend
more money to buy the right car.
Car manufacturers have created a strategy to survive in this
market. They have specialized in particular market segments:
luxury cars, sports cars, cheap cars and so on. They innovate
continuously to gain market share within their segment. Their
current focus is on minimizing the negative effects of using a car,
such as by adding satellite navigation systems in order to reduce
the stress of driving in an unknown area, or to avoid traffic jams;
by selling electric cars to people who are concerned about the
environment; or by integrating driver assistance system to make
driving more relaxed and safer for the driver, the passengers and
the people in the street.
Technically speaking, a car is an engineering marvel. It is an
example of the compact integration of many disciplines of
mechanical, chemical (fuel), materials and electrical engineering
in a small and affordable consumer product. Cars have always
been at the forefront of modern engineering. It comes to no
surprise that car manufacturers are currently heavily investing in
reducing emissions, electrical cars, self-driving cars and so forth,
because they believe that this will give them the competitive
advantage they need in order to grow.
A modern electric self-driving car is a further integration of
computer engineering and software engineering into a traditional
car. In the future, a car might become a computer on wheels; its
value might be more in the software than in the mechanical
hardware. All the key enabling technologies to develop selfdriving cars are available: accurate positioning and sensing, highperformance embedded computing, high-bandwidth wireless
connectivity for traffic management, car-to-car communication
and infotainment, artificial intelligence to interpret scenes.
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themselves. These medical technology innovations have already
had an enormous impact.
This trend will not stop. First of all, the ageing population will not
necessarily want to be confined to a hospital bed or care facilities;
this is furthermore not scalable to the aging population. Advances
in medical technology will allow older people to stay in their
homes for longer.

Figure 34: Software will capture the largest slice of
the Autonomous Car Opportunity
Given the position of Europe in the car industry, this also represents
an opportunity for the European computer and semiconductor industry. It is a matter of time before autonomous vehicles become
mainstream. The biggest market for autonomous cars in 2035 will
be Asia Pacific (estimated 45%), followed by the USA (20%) and Europe (20%), with smaller markets in the Middle East and Africa. Nevertheless, car manufacturing will remain a very important industry
sector in Europe and a large provider of jobs all over Europe.

However, care for older people is not the only booming business
in the healthcare sector. Improvements in energy efficiency,
battery technology, miniaturization, sensor technologies, etc.
enable the development of low-power sensor nodes that track
(and possibly influence) different health-related aspects of our
bodies around the clock. These personal health technologies can
be targeted towards all ages. The most obvious example are pace
makers.
Another example that is targeted towards a broader audience are
smart watches and sports watches that track the wearer’s
heartrate. This allows the user to tune their sport workouts to
their individual bodies. Recently, Apple announced two new
features for their Apple watches, claiming to be able to make an
electrocardiogram of the heart and to detect an irregular heart
rhythm. While these features have a relatively low bar for
regulatory clearance [216], they nevertheless show a very
interesting direction in which consumer-targeted personal
health applications can evolve. Similarly, a Slovenian start-up is
looking to produce a different wearable to detect heart
arrhythmias [2].

Figure 35: Autonomous Vehicle Sales by Region
This transition – which is certain to happen – will lead to profound
changes in the way we organize transportation system and cities.
It might also be the start for the transition from product-based to
service-based car mobility.

2.2.3.2 MEDICAL AND WELLBEING

For a long time now, there has been a distinct link between
healthcare systems and technological evolutions. These include
advances in all kinds of medical imaging (magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), etc.) that have
allowed much more precise, safe, and fast diagnostics for a
plethora of diseases. Similarly, advances in the technology to
analyse the human genome allow people to be warned of certain
hereditary diseases, and help advance the research of diseases
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Figure 36: Apple Watch Series 4, which has a sensor
to measure an ECG.
Source: Apple

LAB-ON-A-CHIP
A lab-on-a-chip or microfluidic chip [68] is a device consisting
of channels, chambers and valves to analyse fluids. Channels
are sub-millimetre in diameter, and fluids can be directed,
mixed and separated using the channels, chambers, mixers
and valves.
The applications of microfluidics are very diverse; they include
DNA extraction, on-chip polymerase chain reaction (PCR), cell
analysis (e.g. sorting), single cell imaging, disease diagnosis,
drug delivery, pathogen detection, microbial fuel cell and more.
Microfluidics are extremely low cost, high throughput and fast
measurement and analysis.
Today, microfluidic devices are isolated devices, and are not
connected. Analysis results are normally observed using a
fluorescent microscope. In the future, they will be used in
highly integrated biomedical cyber-physical systems in which
a microfluidic engine will be a part of a cyber-physical system
that is tightly integrated to the compute engine, memory,
image and other sensors and communications.
The microfluidic engine in an integrated system can be used to
analyse fluid samples and make diagnoses using the
integrated sensors and compute engine, and the results are
communicated through a radio communication component in
the integrated device or it can be used as an energy harvester
[53] to generate energy to power the entire device. These
devices will have a high impact on the healthcare market, in
particular, in the area of low-cost point-of-care diagnosis and
implantable monitoring devices [16].

Such sensors can also improve the quality of life of patients with
chronic diseases such as diabetes. As an example, Senseonics has
developed the Eversense XL continuous glucose monitoring
device [20]. This is an implantable device that allows wireless
monitoring of a patient’s glucose level during a period of 180 days
without the need for blood samples. A less invasive technique is
the Freestyle Libre continuous glucose monitoring device
developed by Abbott Diabetes Care [64]. This device can be worn
continuously on the patient’s arm for a period of up to ten days
and nights without needing to be replaced (and they can sleep,
swim, etc. while wearing it), and allows patients to monitor their
glucose levels discreetly. This is a significant improvement of such
patients’ quality of life.
Perhaps even more futuristic is Google’s patent application for a
smart contact lens that senses the wearer’s glucose level [442].
Unfortunately, this project was recently cancelled [461], but
research on smart contact lenses continues.

Figure 37: smart contact lens.
Source: Google
These examples show that healthcare is, and will remain, a key
area for businesses to invest in. The adoption of such technologies
will not be immediate: in addition to unavoidable safety and
regulatory aspects when bringing such devices to the market, not
everyone will immediately adopt these technologies. The early
adopters will be those for whom such technologies directly affect
their quality of life, and those who have an immediate interest in
monitoring their health. These will ensure the momentum for
the general population to adopt such technologies.

2.2.3.3 GAMING: TESTBED FOR CONSUMER ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES

Gaming is a major driver of the IT industry, worth about US$138
billion globally, with roughly 50% of the market on mobile, 25%
on console and 25% on PCs.
As shown in in figure 38, it is also believed to grow significantly in
the future.
The gaming industry has for years relied on the use of cuttingedge, powerful computing systems to provide for the needs of
fast gaming and rich virtual world environments. “Gamer PC” has
become synonymous with a high-end, boosted machine,
compared to those used by most professional people daily.
Gaming is thus a relatively low-risk, yet high market-value,
testbed for advanced consumer technologies.
One clear example is how gaming acts as a driver for innovation
in the semiconductor industry: graphics processing units (GPUs)
were initially developed for rendering 3D games, while recently
GPU company NVIDIA announced a new breakthrough with
accelerators for ray tracing, allowing photorealistic games in real
time, as detailed in 2.2.3.3.2 “Real-time ray tracing”.
As discussed in 2.2.1.6 “Virtual, augmented and mixed reality”, virtual
reality or augmented reality is another area where gaming is at the
forefront of innovation. While not as widespread as expected a few
years ago, the augmented/virtual reality ecosystem will certainly
grow in the future, mainly by reducing the price of the devices.
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these two sides). Nowadays, the trend is cloud gaming [289],
where more is executed on the server and less on the local
machine. Microsoft has announced that the next Xbox would be
cloud-based, while NVIDIA also offers its own cloud gaming
GeForce Now, like Sony’s Playstation Now service.
The next evolution of this is to have the whole game executed on
the server, with the local machine serving only as a display
machine, very similar to streaming services for music (Spotify-like
services) or for watching movies and series (Netflix-like services).
This is also very much a reminder of past client-server
architectures.
This way, there would be no more need to have very powerful
high-end machines to play the games, since all computations
would be performed on remote cloud servers. Portability issues
would significantly decrease, as developers would only have to
stream their images to an appropriate, high-speed, connection,
with a simple display on the end. This would imply a subscriptionbased business model, popular with editors as it is anti-piracy,
since the end-user no longer owns, hence can no longer copy, the
game.

Figure 38: Global Market share of gaming,
Source: [205]
Even with its high requirement on processing power and display
bandwidth, gaming is no longer limited to PCs or game consoles
with large storage: the content is becoming increasingly
dematerialized, with games being downloaded from internet
shops such as Steam; even the game engine can be run on the
cloud (Cloud gaming [386]) thanks to the low latency of the
modern internet.
In this section, we discuss two of these trends in gaming: the rise
of cloud gaming (or streaming gaming) and the arrival of realtime ray-tracing on desktop machines.

2.2.3.3.1 Cloud gaming or streaming gaming

Mass consumer gaming has historically gone through a number
of phases. First there were hardware-coded gaming machines,
then consoles with hardware-coded game cartridges, then PCs
with games on floppy disks; in each case, a physical medium was
required to access the game. Then came the internet and
downloaded games, with (so-called at the time) streaming
services like Steam [330] that provided game subscriptions and
download capabilities, through an online shop and game
repository.
More recently, online gaming made it possible to connect millions
of consoles and PCs to massive multiplayer online games, for
which part of the game was locally executed and another part
executed on a server (with all the synchronization issues between
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However, having games fully executed on server and streamed to
the end-user machine poses a number of challenges, because of
the graphically-rich content that requires near-instant interaction
between the game controller and the graphics on the gamer’s
screen. When streaming TV or movies, consumers are comfortable
with a few seconds of buffering at the start, but streaming highquality games requires latency measured in milliseconds, with no
graphic degradation.
To this end, Google, together with Ubisoft, have recently unveiled
Project Stream (former code name Yeti) [267], a technical test to
solve some of the biggest challenges of streaming, by pushing
the limits with one of the most demanding applications for
streaming: a blockbuster video game. This project aims at initially
making Assassin’s Creed Odyssey playable in Chrome through
their game streaming service, then to have this available for all
Chromecast devices. All that would be needed from consumers
would be a browser, an internet connection, and not much else.

2.2.3.3.2 Real-time ray tracing

NVIDIA recently announced their Turing GPU architecture [364]
that it claims is able to for the first time to deliver real-time ray
tracing.

RT-C2, OR THE PERILS OF ACRONYMS
Note that NVIDIA often uses RT as an acronym for “ray tracing”,
while RT is often used in the computing community for “real
time”.

Figure 39: Specification of the NVIDIA Turing-based products – Source: HPCwire
Turing features NVIDIA’s new “RT Cores” to accelerate ray tracing
and new “Tensor Cores” for AI inferencing which make real-time
ray tracing possible. These two engines, along with more powerful
computing power for simulation and enhanced rasterization,
allow a game-changing increase in performance, according to
NVIDIA. More details on the whole architecture can be found at
[392].

applications for the consumer market, both in virtual reality and
augmented reality domains.

THE NES CLASSIC EDITION
It is not always the most realistic and powerful game machine
that has the most success. In June 2018, the Nintendo NES
Classic was the highest unit-selling hardware platform in the
USA, beating the PlayStation 4, Nintendo’s Switch, and the
Xbox One. “This is the first time a Nintendo Entertainment
System console has led in monthly unit sales since NPD tracking
began in 1995,” NPD analyst Mat Piscatella said. The NES classic
is a modern and smaller version of the Nintendo Entertainment
System (NES) of 1983. It is an emulation running on ARM
processors with 30 built-in games of the licensed NES library
and costs about US$60.
Figure 41: Nintendo NES Classic
Source: Nintendo

Figure 40: NVIDIA Turing dieshot
Source: Nvidia
NVIDIA can thus provide a new generation of hybrid rendering to
address complex simulations, such as particles or fluid dynamics
for scientific visualization, virtual environments and special
effects.
The US$250 billion visual effects industry is a prime target.
Indeed, hybrid rendering enables cinematic-quality interactive
experiences, new effects and fluid interactivity on highly complex
models. Initial Turing-based products — the NVIDIA® Quadro®
RTX™ 8000, Quadro RTX 6000 and Quadro RTX 5000 GPUs —
target 50 million designers and artists across multiple industries,
and is also bound to interest the gaming industry.

2.2.3.4 DIGITAL TWINS: MASTERING REALITY

The advent of smart manufacturing, one of the flagships of the
“Industry 4.0” initiative, entails the concept of “digital twin”, an
identical copy of a manufacturing product or process which only
exists in the digital space. Digital twins are especially useful for
prototyping, testing, and diagnostics, where they can be used to
direct actions, settings and modifications to be made to the
physical counterpart in the real world, with less risk of unknowns
and better efficacy. Software plays a central role in making digital
twins usable in manufacturing industry, joining together a
variety of competences that include augmented and virtual
reality, 3D modelling and big-data analysis.

Indeed, having full real-time ray tracing on desktop machines
would make it possible to further increase the precision and
realism of virtual scene rendering, offering a whole new range of
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2.3 REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCEPTABILITY
Europeans are becoming increasingly demanding in terms of
non-functional requirements, and security, privacy, safety
together with more ecological awareness are more and more
necessary to ensure the success of an ICT product. The following
sections detail some of the aspects that are required for an ICT
product to be accepted.

2.3.1

THE TRUSTABLE COMPUTER

With the ever-increasing interactions humans have with
computers, it is important that computers can be trusted. The
trustworthiness of a computer encompasses different aspects.
We want these devices to be safe, which means that when these
devices interact with us, they will not harm us. This is particularly
important with the proliferation of cyber-physical systems (CPS).
Furthermore, these devices should be secure, meaning that they
cannot be influenced by outsiders and should not leak any
information. With the increased connectivity of all devices, and
the rise of the internet of things (IoT) in particular, making
computers secure against attackers is also of paramount
importance. When something unexpected arrives, people want
to know why, so that being able to explain to them the why of the
decision (of the machine) is important, also for being able to
correct it (debug).

2.3.1.1 THE SAFE COMPUTER

That CPS need to be safe, immediately leads to the fact that they
should not rely on an instantaneous connection with remote
servers for safety-critical decisions; instead, they should be fully

autonomous. This means that both the availability of an internet
connection (i.e., the computer can temporarily be cut off from the
internet) and its latency cannot be depended upon. Thus, such
processing needs to be performed by local processing based on
locally available data. The sensor data can, if need be, still be sent
to remote servers for further processing and improved services,
but the safety of those in the environment of the CPS should not
depend on this.
We give a few examples in which the need for such local
processing is obvious:

Automotive

The computers in smart cars and self-driving cars need to take
split-second decisions on when to brake and how to steer,
depending on a large amount of sensor inputs. This information
cannot be sent to the cloud to be processed; any such processing
would delay the action for too long, if the car is even in an area
with connectivity.

Avionics (automatic take-off / landing)

Similarly, but in a 3D environment, aeroplanes heavily rely on
even more time-critical automatic systems. These include
autopilots [288] routinely auto-landing commercial airliners at
speeds above 240 km/h, as well as airborne collision avoidance
systems (ACAS) [287]) that must typically manage two (or more)
aeroplanes flying toward each other at 800 km/h each. Delays
caused by communicating to an external server, not to mention
failing communications, are inacceptable in such cases.

53% of consumers experienced cybercrime or know someone who has
Had a device computer/tablet/phone infected by a virus or other security threat

26%

36%

Had an account password compromised
Experienced credit or debit card fraud

17%

Been notified that your personal information was involved in a data breach

16%

Unauthorized access to or hacking of your email or social network profile

16%

Made a purchase online that turned out to be a scam

14%

38%

23%
30%

17%

34%

21%

33%

20%

Had others use your home Wi-Fi without permission

14%

Detected unusual activity on your home Wi-Fi network

14%

15%

27%

15%

26%

My location-based information was accessed without my permission

13%
13%

Received a phone call or text that resulted in malware being downloaded to your mobile device

13%

17%

Had a child's online activity compromise your security (Parents only)

12%

19%

Had a child that was bullied online (Parents only)

12%

Been a victim of identity theft

10%

18%

Fell for a technical support scam

9%

17%

8%
7%

Had payment information stolen from your phone

7%

Lost a job or a promotion due to a social media posting you did not post

6%

I have

Someone I know has

28%
30%
33%

22%

10%

Experienced a ransomware attack

32%

21%

Had your financial information compromised as a result of shopping online

Had someone gain unauthorized access to a smart home device

28%

16%

Clicked on a fraudulent email or provided sensitive (personal/financial) information in response to a fraudulent email

25%

16%

26%
25%
22%

15%
13%
14%
12%

19%
20%
18%

Either I or someone I know has (Net)

Figure
42: Cybercrime is something that many people have real-life experience with.
Copyright © 2018 Symantec Corporation
Source: Norton Cyber Security Insights Report, 2017
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34%

19%

18%

53%

Factory automation

Robots and cobots (industrial robots that are designed to work
side-by-side with human operators) need to react quickly to
changes in their environment. This again means that they need
to process data locally. Furthermore, they cannot always have a
fast internet connection, for example when they are on remote
oil platforms or in an environment with electromagnetic
perturbations.

Wearable, on-body or in-body medical devices

Devices such as insulin pumps and pacemakers need to consume
very little power. They do not, and cannot have, a permanent
connection to a network. Yet they still need to react to changes in
the environment, and act fast when they need to.
An important aspect of all these devices is that they should be
fail-safe. This means that in the event that their network
connection were to be interrupted, or even that (parts of) their
systems were to break or fail, they should fail in a safe way so as
to not injure humans.

Figure 43: Wannacry ransomware caused havoc around the wold
in 2017
Source: Screenshot of the ransom note left on an infected system

2.3.1.2 THE SECURE COMPUTER

Now that more and more systems are connected to the internet,
and more and more of our data (both personal and commercial)
is digital, the security of these systems and data is becoming
increasingly important to businesses. Issues range from
cybercrime attacks against our systems to the protection of
sensitive data.

2.3.1.2.1 Types of attack

Cybercrime is increasing and is mutating in various forms, from
various origins. It seems that whereas previous cyberwar and
cybercrime used to be relatively ad hoc, and “home-made” or
“hand-made”, the situation has evolved to more systematic,
professionalized, “industrial strength” activities, allowing more
numerous, and larger scale and deeper attacks. Ransomware is
becoming more common, and targets both individuals and
companies. This is often linked to the use of crypto-currencies to
make tracking financial flow more difficult.
Cyberwar has become a major concern and seems to be increasing
significantly. This form of war presents a number of advantages: it
remains cheap, it can be performed remotely and it is very quick. In
addition, it does not always leave traces, or traces that can be
unambiguously attributed, since traces can be forged to incriminate
a third party. Traces of possible state-issued cyberattacks have been
mentioned more often in the few past years, targeting at least the
USA, UK, France, Germany and Ukraine.
In addition to “traditional” cyber-spying activity, as well as
battlefield jamming or hoisting (for example of drones), attacks
or pre-attacks on critical civilian infrastructures (such as power
grids) have been spotted, with pre-positioning of “charges” or
“dormant agents” being suspected in several cases.

Figure 44: Ransomware is often linked to cryptocurrencies such
as Bitcoin
Cyber influence is another form of cyberwar that has made
headlines in recent years. It has been spotted apparently from
states, who are suspected of influencing the US or French
presidential elections, for example. Companies such as Cambridge
Analytica [30] and Hacking Team [39] have been reported to use
cyber influence and cyberwar-like strategies have also been
reported.

2.3.1.2.2 Security threats to the IoT and CPS

The security challenge is increasing fast, since computing systems
are more and more widespread. The proliferation of the IoT and
CPS is in this respect an important issue. Indeed, as discussed in
2.2.1.5 “Cyber-physical systems and the IoT”, IoT devices are very
often badly secured, because of their low cost and time-to-market
requirements (for example lightbulbs: [18] and door locks [14]). In
addition, they are extremely numerous, which could multiply the
effects of an attack targeting them.
However, this challenge is not limited to low-cost products: more
and more expensive cars are connected to the internet, but they
are not necessarily well protected. Remote vulnerabilities in cars
have already lead to at least one costly recall [62]. Nor is the
security challenge limited to IoT devices: electronic systems in
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cars also need to be protected against local attackers who have
physical access to the car, or they could be hacked in that way
[199].
Even without physical access, hackers can still try to wreak havoc
with badly secured or implemented CPS devices. Attackers can try
to corrupt the inputs to such systems in order to have them
misbehave in non-obvious ways. For example, some machine
learning techniques used to detect traffic signs in self-driving
cars can be badly implemented in such a way that attackers can
force the car to interpret them as completely different traffic
signs with bogus instructions [58].

BIO-INSPIRED SECURITY
Bio-inspired security goes back to the 1980s, when the term
computer virus was coined. Computing and biological systems
have many similarities, one of which is their vulnerability to
attacks by foreign agents. Viruses, bacteria, fungi and parasites
are the organisms that attack the biological system, while
computing systems are attacked by hackers and malicious
programs. Biological systems have capabilities that computing
systems can adopt such as self-defence, self-healing, longterm (across generations) memory of attackers, decentralized
defence etc.
Bio-inspired security can be classified into different areas:
1 Artificial immune systems
2 Diversity
3 Epidemiology
4 Swarm intelligence

ARTIFICIAL IMMUNE SYSTEMS

Figure 45: Putting a small, innocent-looking sticker on a STOP-sign
can make it look like a speed limit sign to a machine learning
algorithm trained to (un) correctly classify (US) street signs.
Source: [203]

In the mid-1990s, many research groups applied bio-inspired
solutions to a class of computer security problems. During this
period, researchers were inspired by the immune system,
epidemiology and diversity of species, and proposed solutions
to address the problem of anomaly/intrusion detection,
multiple versions of computer software and the model of virus
spread in a network.
The immune system produces antibodies that recognize
antigens or foreign agents and tags these antigens; they are
later killed by phagocytes. One theory in immunology is that
the immune system has the notion of self and non-self. The
self and non-self model of the immune system has been
applied to intrusion detection in security [171]. The system
looks for odd patterns in network traffic or odd program
behaviour. Essentially, the world is divided into “normal” and
“abnormal”. Detectors (i.e. antibodies) can be defined to
recognise either the self or non-self. The detectors are the
prediction engines that are trained by the data from the
“normal” world using machine learning techniques, and they
are randomly generated.

DIVERSITY

Figure 46: Analogies between the natural and virtual worlds
Source: [214]
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Biological systems are more robust to combat attacks because
of their diversity, in the sense that each individual is genetically
different. On the other hand, computer systems are almost
entirely homogeneous, with slight variations in hardware and
system software, which makes them more vulnerable to
attack. Forrest et al [172] drew inspiration from biological
diversity and proposed randomization techniques that can be
done by compilers such as padding the stack frame by a
random amount or assign a new stack frame in a random
location etc.

2.3.1.2.3 Protecting user data
Fulp et al [55] proposes using genetic algorithms (GA) to create
resilient software configurations (e.g. Linux and Apache server
settings) deployed in a network in order to protect against
cyberattacks. The software configuration setting is defined as
a chromosome and security is defined as its fitness function.
By applying conventional GA steps like mutation, crossover
and selection on the software configuration settings, new
secure configurations are discovered. The main motivation is
that the secure configurations revealed will thwart potential
attackers.

EPIDEMIOLOGY
The behaviour of computer viruses can be better understood
by comparing them to the spread of biological viruses, which
is the topic of epidemiology. The virus infection model in
epidemiology relies on infection and cure rates. If the infection
rate is lower than the cure rate, the virus does not spread; if
the infection rate is greater than the cure rate, the virus
spreads. Several researchers [175] and [154] use epidemic
models to understand the behaviour of computer viruses
spreading in mobile and social networks.

SWARM INTELLIGENCE
Ants leave secreted hormones on trails to allow their mates to
discover paths to food. Inspired by this, the researchers in [4]
implemented this strategy to detect anomalies in a smart
grid. They created software mobile agents to roam from one
smart meter to another to observe any anomalies behaviour
in the meter and its neighbour meters. Once it finds a local
anomaly, it leaves a message in the meter, analogous to the
hormone. When other agents visit the same meter and
observe similar anomalies, the anomaly is alerted to the upper
agent in the hierarchy.
A honeybee-inspired distributed intrusion detection algorithm
[126] has also been developed to detect anomalies in a
connected system such as a wireless network.
Bio-inspired security is on the rise because of the increasing
number of computer systems (phones, wearables, sensor
nodes) and the complexity of the internet thanks to IoT.
An article [214] (as shown in figure 46) points out that nature
has more to offer for IT security by providing nature-equivalents
to many security attacks and defence strategies used in today’s
IT security world. In particular, the IoT and wireless sensor
networks have remarkable resemblance to insect colonies, and
therefore swarm intelligence and behaviour will seem to
dominate the other bio-inspired solutions (prevention and
detection) and methods in the next decade.

Of course, IoT and CPS devices are not the only ones in which the
need for secure computers is critical. The increased outsourcing
of both data and computations to the cloud has led to the
consolidation of the software and hardware stacks of different
users. However, because the infrastructure is shared with many
different users, and is not located on company premises, these
cloud-based systems are much more vulnerable than
unconnected, locally run systems. Because businesses and
customers want their cloud- based data to be secure from thirdparty snooping and interference, these systems need to be
protected against many different kinds of attack.
Table 1: Number of medically related records breached (across top
10 breaches and those with more than one million stolen records)
in the USA as collected by the Office for Civil Rights, Department
of Health and Human Services (HHS) in the USA.
2009 (Oct-Dec)

134,773

18

2010

5,932,276

199

2011

13,150,298

195

2012

2,808,042

201

2013

6,939,276

265

2014

12,682,073

289

2015

113,267,174

267

2016

16,655,952

328

2017 (Jan-Apr)

1,828,956

101

In this context, it is important to stress the importance of the
entire system being secure and not weakened by back doors.
Some countries have argued for the presence of such back doors
in operating systems and telecommunications systems, such
that only “they” can (lawfully) gain access to systems and decode
encrypted information. These backdoors both reduce the security
of the entire system (there is no guarantee that the law enforcing
agents of your own country will be the only ones with access to
these backdoors; other countries and criminals might be able to
use these too), and they reduce the overall trust people have in
computers and telecommunication systems.
Furthermore, while the protection of personally identifiable
information (PII) was important in the past (particularly postSnowden, although there already existed (medical) privacy laws
prior to this [50],[153]), its importance will skyrocket in a postGDPR Europe. This is in direct conflict with companies collecting,
processing, and storing more and more data of their users, and
the aforementioned tendency towards the as a service model
economy, where processing and storage of data is outsourced to
third-party companies (in the cloud).
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The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (GDPR) is
a regulation adopted by the EU on 27 April 2016 to protect
personal data and privacy of persons. While the EU already had
laws to protect privacy and data in the form of the Data
Protection Directive (Directive 95/46/EC), its implementation
was scattered across different national laws due to its status of
a directive, rather than a regulation. The GDPR came into effect
in all member states on 25 May 2018, and on 20 July 2018 in
Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway.

This (simplified) list already makes it clear that people have clear
control over their personal data. Furthermore, the GDPR makes
quite a few additional requirements of entities that process or
collect this personal data. Some of the more prominent
requirements are that they should have data protection by design
and by default and have secure processing of data. This requires
among other things that companies should limit the amount of
data collected to a minimum by default, and that they should
take the appropriate safeguards (such as data minimisation,
pseudonymisation, encryption, etc.) to protect the personal data.

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS

IMPACT

The GDPR gives natural persons control over many different
aspects of their personal data, including that
• they have the right to receive information about the
processing of personal data
• they can access the personal data held about them
• they can ask that incorrect, inaccurate or incomplete personal
data be corrected (the ‘right to rectification’)
• they can request that personal data be erased when this data
no longer needs to be kept for the purposes for which they
were collected (the ‘right to erasure’, which is also sometimes
called the ‘right to be forgotten’)
• they can object to the processing of your personal data for
marketing purposes
• they can request the restriction of the processing of your
personal data in specific cases
• they can request their personal data to be delivered in a
machine-readable format (the ‘right to data portability’)
• they can request that decisions based on automated
processing about them affecting be made by natural persons,
not only by computers.

Even though companies had more than two years to update
their policies and practices, many waited up until the last
moment to update their privacy policies. This resulted in a
sudden wave of (sometimes even unnecessary) emails and
notifications to consumers to accept updated privacy policies.
Furthermore, some US companies decided to block users from
the EU entirely, out of fear that they would otherwise need to
comply with the GDPR.

THE GENERAL DATA PROTECTION REGULATION

Currently, most companies already try to protect most sensitive
data at rest and in transit with encryption, for example with the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Transport Layer Security
(TLS). However, this data still needs to be processed, for which the
data is currently still decrypted (and thus unprotected) on the
systems that process it. Furthermore, if this data processing involves the data being searchable or queryable in a database,
many systems will still store this data in an unencrypted form.
One way to mitigate this problem is by doing the data processing
on encrypted data, in such a way that the PII is not known to the
system performing the actual processing. Examples of such techniques are (fully) homomorphic encryption (FHE) and secure multi-party computation.
There are many fields in which homomorphic encryption would
significantly increase the privacy of data in the presence of cloudbased data processing. In the medical sector, users would be able
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While the GDPR puts a certain burden on companies, these
should have a positive effect on the long term. Not only do
consumers have more control over their own data, by having
requirements on the security and protection of their data, the
impact of future data leaks will hopefully be reduced. This is to
the benefit of all.
However, its practical implementation can have an opposite
effect: many web sites now have a pop-up menu asking the user
to select a privacy policy. This is so annoying that most users
click the default option without reading, explicitly giving
authorisation to do what the web site prefers.

to upload their ECG data and have a cloud provider monitor their
health without leaking their data to that cloud provider [56]. Similarly, we would be able to have our genome analysed by third
parties without information being leaked about which genetic
diseases we have or other PII such as sex, race, etc [140].
Modifying different cloud-based machine learning tasks to protect PII would also significantly reduce the risks associated with
outsourcing the relevant data. For example, face verification or
face recognition would no longer expose photographs of people
[207], and performing optical character recognition would no
longer leak the text being processed [145]. Furthermore, if the recognized text is from licence plates that need to be queried in a
database of stolen and wanted vehicles, for example, you can prevent the processing of all licence plates from leaking information
about non-stolen cars [195].

Given the urgency for today’s business landscape, we predict an
increase in the design and use of homomorphic encryption and
related techniques. Some start-ups already provide very specific
applications of these techniques [393, 449], and some EU projects
are trying to make these techniques more usable in practice, such
as the HEAT [302] and CLOUDMAP [275] projects.
One limiting factor in applying FHE right now is its overhead.
Both the time needed to process the data and the size of the
messages that need to be exchanged with the cloud provider
currently increase dramatically when FHE is applied. Currently,
this means that many of those techniques are unfortunately not
yet usable in practice. In the meantime, some specific cases might
not need to send the PII itself to third parties. Rather,
pseudonymization of the data might be sufficient [69].
Another issue to take into account when protecting data by
encrypting it is how resistant the encryption scheme is to the
changing landscape of attackers’ capabilities. One clear but
constant change is the increase in the processing speed of
computers. As one of the most obvious goals of an attacker is to
recover the information, the question is how long information
can remain private, and how this time decreases with an increase
in processing speed, and by how much we then increase the
strength of the encryption (for example, by increasing the key
size) to compensate for this.
For traditional computers, it is quite clear how these scaling laws
work, and increases in computing power do not immediately
threaten the security of data encrypted with traditional encryption schemes. However, when switching to the different computing paradigm of quantum computers, this is not necessarily the
case, because certain algorithms are believed to run significantly
faster on quantum computers than on traditional computers.
With some algorithms, it is sufficient to choose larger key sizes to
compensate for this. However, other algorithms can be completely
broken with quantum computers. Such algorithms need to be
replaced with algorithms that could withstand attacks from a
quantum computer [295]. This field is called post-quantum
cryptography.
However, it is not sufficient to use state-of-the-art encryption
algorithms to protect PII. Software that is not secure can obviously
leak all kinds of confidential and private information to attackers,
even if under normal circumstances this data is stored and
transmitted securely. Some security-related Instruction Set
Architecture (ISA) extensions explicitly have implications on
improving privacy. For example, one of the goals of Intel’s Software
Guard Extensions (SGX) is to protect the execution of certain
code fragments from attackers that have control over the rest of
the system, including the operating system itself. This can then
be used to protect sensitive and private information even when
the entire system is being attacked [85].

However, while an insecure system can lead to information leaks,
the converse is not necessarily true. A secure system cannot
distinguish between purposeful leaks of information (for
example, a user that wants to print his own bank statements),
versus inadvertent leaks of information (for example, these bank
statements being stored unencrypted on disk). One possible
solution here is language-based information-flow security that
allows programmers to explicitly define which flows of infor
mation are allowed, and to define properties on these flows [6].

2.3.1.2.4 Protecting data integrity: Blockchain

In addition to protecting PII from third parties, it is also important
to ensure the integrity of data. One recent trend in this area are
blockchains, in which cryptographic algorithms and data
structures are combined to create an immutable chain of records.
Very broadly speaking, there are two categories of blockchains:
public blockchains where anyone may participate anonymously,
and private blockchains where participation is limited to a known
set of participants [219]. The most prominent example of a public
blockchain is the Bitcoin network.
While many more groups and companies promote products as
featuring blockchain technology, there is currently no real
consensus on what constitutes a blockchain. Many projects and
persons try to cash in on the hype, either by re-branding existing
technologies as block-chain related [436], or even by creating
outright scams [242]. Furthermore, many blockchains which
claim to be distributed (and thus “better” than alternative,
centralized solutions), are in fact still centralized to a certain
degree when investigated carefully [219].
Despite these shortcomings, there is a lot of interest in possible
applications of blockchain-related technology, including internet
domain name registries [315], prediction markets [19], land deed
registries [210], share ownership [25], medical licensing registries
[82] and supply chain management [79]. It remains to be seen in
which domains blockchain technology will make a permanent
breakthrough. In general, it seems like the concept of a distributed
ledger is what will most likely remain after the hype is over.
As discussed in 2.3.2 “The energy challenge”, the power
consumption of some types of blockchain technology is an
important point of attention. Another societal issue impacting
blockchain technologies is that of privacy and the right to be
forgotten. While one of the main selling points of blockchains is
immutability and censorship-resistance, this has the downside
that data cannot easily be erased afterwards. This is in conflict
with the expectation from the GDPR that we will be able to have
personal information removed when asked. Even though the
GDPR and different blockchain technologies might allow for
some leeway in how exactly these situations are handled [372],
blockchain might face a public backlash from consumers if it
turns out to operate contrary to public expectations and public
interests with regard to privacy and private information.
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2.3.1.2.5 Securing hardware

Evidently, the security of software and the data being processed
by that software can only be guaranteed up to the correctness of
the hardware on which it executes. Even perfectly safe and secure
software can fail in the presence of hardware bugs. While
hardware bugs have been known to be a problem for a long time
(the most prominent early example is perhaps Intel’s infamous
floating point bug), their importance is rising dramatically. Most
importantly, with the increased consolidation of hardware, many
different users share the same underlying hardware. Furthermore,
as more and more devices are connected, they expose this
potentially buggy hardware to the outside world. This greatly
increases the attack surface. Furthermore, with hardware
becoming increasingly complex, bugs are becoming ever more
present.
New features in modern processors take quite a while to get
stable enough to be fully relied upon. This ranges from
transactional memory features having to be completely disabled
in hardware through microcode updates [332], to security-critical
features such as hypervisor functionality not functioning as
advertised [430]. In order for CPU vendors to engender trust in
their new processor features, and to increase the security of the
systems using them, they will have to increase the validation and
the security testing of these features.
Unfortunately, the past few years have shown that even wellestablished processor features can be used to attack systems and
lead to leaks of potentially sensitive information. While this had
been known to be a problem for a while in the niche of smart
cards and cryptography, it is only recently that such attacks have
been extended to deal with generic user-facing software, often to
dramatic effect.
The recent Spectre and Meltdown hardware vulnerabilities have
led to massive changes to operating systems [134] and microcode
updates that even had to be recalled due to problems with their
stability [137]. These attacks share the characteristic that they are
caused by resource sharing. This can either be between different
physical cores, such as in the case of (L3) cache-based attacks, but
also between different logical cores, or even between code that is
actually executed, and code that is transiently executed but
whose architectural state is never committed.
It looks as if the floodgates have been opened for these kinds of
architectural-level attacks, and it appears that these will remain
open for some time to come. Furthermore, as many of these
attacks tend to focus on processor features used to execute code
faster, and many current workarounds and fixes decrease system
performance [138]. Thus, there obviously is growing tension
between designing secure processors, and keeping processors
fast and power-efficient.
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Figure 47: Meltdown and Spectre
Source: Graz University of Technology
Even worse, these attacks also include vulnerabilities due to more
‘analogue’ effects. For example, Rowhammer attacks start from
the fact that inter-cell coupling between rows in a DRAM chip
allows attackers to flip bits in rows which are adjacent to (and
thus different from) the ones they actually accessed [107]. This
effect can then be abused to overwrite kernel memory from user
space, and thus to compromise the security of the entire system
[300].
Another interesting interaction between the digital and analogue
domains that has been demonstrated to undermine the security
of a system is energy management: if an attacker can trick the
power management to drive the host chip outside its operating
region, the resulting faults allow attackers to override and
overcome hardware-enforced security boundaries [7].
A major challenge will thus be to design and fabricate hardware
that is as free as possible from side channels and other attack
vectors.
In the end, trustworthiness and security are properties of the
system as a whole. These need to be designed into the entire
system, and the entire system needs to be validated for them.
This concern starts from the low-level hardware up to the userfacing software, but also includes the whole software stack in
between. Furthermore, the system needs to be resilient. This
means that systems need built-in ability to recover from attacks.

2.3.1.3 THE EXPLAINABLE COMPUTER

As explained in 2.2.1.2.1, explainability is also a factor of trust,
mainly when the system fails: people want to have an explanation
and mainly be able to assess who could be held responsible. For
the time being, AI-based systems mainly mimic very low-level
cognitive processes; they are a long way from understanding
“ethics” or having any sense of responsibility.
However, the complexity of processes that may be managed by a
machine can make detailed explainability very difficult. Finding a
bug is often difficult, and who is responsible? It could be attributed
to a lack of complete specifications that might open the way to
the introduction of the bug, carelessness on the part of a
programmer, or a failure to fully verify the complete system. The

latter is becoming increasingly difficult because, for example, use
cases have introduced such a high combinatorial explosion that
exhaustive simulations are no longer possible.
The problem is even worse for systems where the decision is not
taken by algorithms, but is the result of data analysis (e.g. deep
learning-based systems): we need to develop new approaches to
be able to manage this new “way” of programming. Trust in a
system is established in one of three ways, or a combination of
these:
1

I understand the system, and, from my cognitive abilities, I am
able to create trust on how it was designed or works.

2

I trust somebody or an organization who tells me that the
system is trustable. This is the approach of qualification or
certification.

AI OR AI ?
(ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE OR ALIEN INTELLIGENCE?)
The term “artificial intelligence” is not very well chosen to describe
our current “AI” systems. Few people will disagree with the fact
that computers are not “intelligent” in the human sense. What
AlphaZero showed is that tasks we thought were characteristics
of “intelligence” can be done with “non-intelligent” devices.
Perhaps, though, we consider intelligence only through our very
human-centric view. We have a lot of biases and we believe we

3

I experience the system for a certain amount of time, and I see
that it worked. I build my trust on my experience. This is
typically how a child experiences life: they experience and
trust gravity (or its effect) before scientifically knowing
Newton’s laws.

A scientific explanation of complex processes is not always true
at a particular moment of time: the movement of planets were
well explained with the false assumption that Earth was at the
centre of the solar system. Therefore, the key point is perhaps not
being able to give the full and complete explanation of how a
system works (or more importantly why it fails), but an
explanation that is good enough.

make “intelligent” decisions but they are perhaps not the most
optimal; however, we think we can explain them (either by logic,
scientific knowledge, or tradition). AlphaGo put stones in places
that were “forbidden” by centuries of human players, and finally
won the game. Some of the remarks of masters after looking
how AlphaGo plays Go or chess show our limitations in the
understanding of the “true” nature of – in this case – the games
of Go or chess. AlphaGo’s decisions seem “alien” to us, but they
are the result of optimizations that haven’t followed some of
our biases.

Figure 48: AlphaGo’s decisions seem to alien us
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2.3.2

THE ENERGY CHALLENGE

Energy considerations are an important aspect of all computer
systems, from large to small.
At the largest end of the scale, we have supercomputers and data
centres consuming massive amounts of power. For environmental,
if not financial, reasons, their power usage cannot keep being
increased. Despite of this, we are constantly planning faster and
faster supercomputers, which will take massive amounts of
power. That computer nodes are becoming ever more powerefficient will do little to stop this trend; an increase in powerefficiency simply means we can do more computations with the
same power budget.
It is not only the power consumption of supercomputers that is
problematic. Services all have a server-side that consumes power
in data centres; and the ever-increasing popularity of consumer
electronics devices and high-speed internet are also causing
increased power consumption. While the consolidation of
computing services in shared environments in data centres can
decrease the power consumption of the computing tasks
themselves, the power consumption of moving the data from the
end-user to these data centres and back is not inconsiderable and
must be taken into account. It is important to note that the cost
of the energy for communication is invisible to the users.
At the smallest end of the scale, we have mobile devices and IoT
devices that need to last as long as possible on a charged battery
that is as small and lightweight as possible. This means both that
the devices themselves should be manufactured in such a way
that they can be power efficient, but also that they should be
combined with power-efficient communication systems and
energy-aware software.
Thus, all tasks associated with computing should consider their
energy consumption. In this section, we discuss the current
situation and challenges for the future in keeping the power
budget in check on all these computing tasks.

Figure 49: Power use is an ever-important topic for computing
devices
Source: rawpixel on Unsplash
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2.3.2.1 FOR DATA CENTRES

Although (super)computers have become more power efficient,
this does not mean that they consume less power. In fact, in the
case of supercomputers, their average power use is increasing, as
can be seen in Figure 50.

Figure 50: Efficiency vs. power use of supercomputers
Source: The 22nd Green500 List Trends and Evolutions, Nov 2017
The Japanese K supercomputer alone consumes 12.7MW of
power, while its recently announced successor, the Post-K
exascale supercomputer, is predicted to consume in the range of
30 to 40 MW [247]. While this is a massive amount of energy;
this is a significant improvement in power efficiency over
previous estimates of its power consumption, which were up to
80MW.

In 2014, data centres in the USA consumed an estimated 70 billion
kWh. This represents about 1.8% of total US electricity
consumption. Energy use is expected to continue increasing
slightly in the near future by 4% from 2014-2020, the same rate as
the past five years [17]. When zooming out further to the rest of
the world, in 2015 the total electricity consumption of the world’s
data centres was far higher than that of the UK [368].
There are many different options to keep power use in check. The
approach used by Fujitsu for the Post-K supercomputer is to use
instruction set architecture extensions and to allow computations
to proceed in half-precision floating point (rather than the more
traditional double-precision floating point arithmetic) [247]. Halfprecision floating point arithmetic allows for more powerefficient computations in application domains where precision
can be sacrificed, such as machine learning [221]. Another source
of efficiency improvement can come from the use of graphics
processing units (typically, more specialized computing units like
GPUs are more efficient). Of the top 20 of the most powerefficient supercomputers in June 2018, 17 were powered by
NVIDIA Tesla or Volta GPUs [420].

2.3.2.2 FOR CONNECTIVITY

With the increase in on-demand streaming services for audio and
video, and the increase in data being sent for different social
networks, there is an enormous increase in the amount of data
being transferred over the internet. Furthermore, a growing IoT
means a growing amount of data being transported. The energy
consumption of the internet is becoming a major factor in
determining the total energy consumption of the IoT. All these
data transfers have an associated energy cost, and thus indirectly
affect global emissions of carbon dioxide. In fact, it’s possible that
within 10 years, internet-connected devices could produce 3.5% of
global emissions, and up to 14% of global emissions by 2040,
according to new research, reports Climate Home News [407].
The energy consumption of the internet is described by the
energy intensity measured as energy per unit of data, e.g. kWh/
GByte. It is important to clearly define the boundaries of the
internet, i.e. which equipment is considered to belong to the
internet and which equipment is not. Different boundaries result
in energy intensity variations by as much as four orders of
magnitude. For an investigation in 2014: from 136 kWh/GB [11]
down to 0.0064 kWh/GB.
The fact that transferring data costs energy can already be
observed on a very small scale. For example, on widely used data
processing workloads, more than half the energy consumption
goes on moving the data from local memory to the computer
units on the device [11]. See 2.4.3.2 Near/In memory Computing
for further discussion on this topic.
According to Schien et al. [183], the data chain from source to
destination is broken up into the following sections:
1

End devices, such as smartphones, laptops, and desktops, and
server and data storage devices in data centres. Internetconnected TVs are playing an increasing role in this section of
the data chain.

2

Customer premises equipment, such as WiFi routers and
cable modems, connecting the end devices to short haul
communication lines to the next section of the data chain.

3

Access equipment giving access to metropolitan networks,
and effectively to the high data volume networks.

4

Metropolitan networks transporting high data volumes over
distances in the order of the size of cities.

5

Long haul networks transporting data over large distances in
the order of distances between cities, or even countries.

Typically, sections 2-5 are considered part of the internet, while 1,
consisting of the end user equipment and data centre equipment
is considered not to be part of the internet.

2.3.2.2.1 Local wireless access: 5G, LoRa, SigFox, Zigbee,
etc

Endpoint devices these days are most often connected wirelessly
to the internet. Traditionally, these devices are either connected
through a WiFi standard variant, or through mobile data access
standards such as EDGE, 3G, 4G, and so on. However, these are not
used for power-efficient applications. Standards that focus more
on power efficiency have been proposed over the years for connectivity that does not necessarily involve high-bandwidth applications. Some examples of such standards are Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE), LoRa, SigFox, ZigBee, etc. See 2.4.4 “Communication
and networking trends” for further discussion of networking
standards.
When comparing local sensor nodes in a traditional cyclic sleep
scenario (where a short-range sensor node periodically sends
small packets of data to a hub), BLE is more power-efficient than
other protocols [161]. For low-power long-range sensor nodes,
LoRa/LoRaWAN is an attractive option with different tweakable
parameters that affect its power consumption [36]. However, it is
also possible to create extremely power-efficient passive 802.11b
WiFi-sending devices that are even more power-efficient than
Bluetooth LTE and ZigBee [157].
When looking at other standards, 5G connectivity aims to reduce
energy usage by 90%, which they aim to do by having more and
longer power-efficient deep sleep states that have low energy
consumption and more efficient data transmissions. Another
increase in energy efficiency could come from having more but
smaller cells, and transmitting information as much as possible
optically to/from these cells [1].

2.3.2.2.2 Local and long-haul networks

The study referenced in [183] concludes that equipment on
customer premises contributes up to two orders of magnitude to
the energy intensity of the internet. The reason for this large
contribution is the relative inefficiency of this equipment. A
typical customer on-premise set up involves between one and
ten devices – which are not continuously operated – accessing
the internet. This results in a relatively low amount of data being
transmitted to equipment that is drawing energy 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. In contrast, long-haul networks carry data
concentrated from many sources over a relatively small number
of physical connections. But this results in a much lower energy
intensity compared to customer premises equipment, so much
lower that it even results in almost negligible energy intensity for
this section of the network. Recent studies estimate an average
electricity intensity of 0.06 kWh/GB for transmitting data over
these long-haul networks [317].
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2.3.2.3 FOR SYSTEMS

If we want to reduce the power consumption of all ICT services,
we need to look at systems in their entirety. Of course, one major
aspect here is that the underlying hardware needs to be power
efficient, and the communication protocols need to be power
efficient as well. But the software running on top of these need to
be able to exploit this in order to have a power-efficient system.
For example, consider a set-top box, which is a device that consumers leave powered the entire time (especially when they also have
digital video recorder (DVR) functionality). As long as the software
running on top of these boxes does not use any power-saving features, such a system will not be power-efficient. For example, in 2011,
some digital video recorders consumed up to 31W just being idle [43].
However, even when such power-saving features are used, the
software itself can have a considerable impact. Switching
between different algorithms that take roughly the same amount
of time to solve the same problem can already have a difference
in performance [15].

One can even go further, and look into deep learning models with
only 16-bit fixed-point arithmetic, rather than floating point
arithmetic. Even in this case, we can achieve the same
classification accuracy as traditional approaches [48]. In fact, we
can even go lower to 2-bit and 1-bit data when performing
inferences with deep learning [264].
Furthermore, while until recently machine learning developers
used GPUs to train their networks, they are not necessarily the
most power-efficient way to do so. As discussed in Section 2.2.2.2
“Verticalization and dominance of global platforms (GAFAM +
BATX)”, Google has designed a tensor processing unit (TPU) that
is specialized for accelerating the operations most used in
machine learning. Right now, they already have three generations
of TPUs. The first generation was already 70 times more energyefficient than GPUs and 200 times more energy-efficient than
CPUs for their workloads [101].

We give three examples of application domains where the
algorithms and systems used have a considerable impact on the
power consumption of the applications: machine learning, IoT,
and blockchains.

2.3.2.3.1 Machine learning

When training machine learning models, traditionally doubleprecision floating point numbers have been used. However, this
precision is not necessarily needed to achieve the same results on
the models. Modern hardware also supports 16 bit half-precision
floating point operations.
The switch to half-precision floating point, or a combination of halfprecision and single precision floating points has other beneficial
effects for machine learning developers: the amount of memory required to train the networks decreases, as does the time needed for
the training and inference phases [141]. With the correct techniques,
the performance is the same, as can be seen in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Training curves for the bigLSTM English language model
show the benefits of the mixed-precision training techniques
Source: Nvidia
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Figure 52: The 180 TFLOPS Cloud TPU card
Source: Google

2.3.2.3.2 IoT

A growing Internet of Things means a growing amount of data
being transported. The energy consumption of the internet
becomes a major factor in determining the total energy
consumption of the IoT.
One challenge in IoT systems is the cost of moving around the
data. As discussed in 2.2.1.3 “The continuum: Cloud, fog and edge
computing”, depending on the data, the processing required, and
the type of connection, it may be better for the power
consumption of the node to either process the data locally on the
node, or to offload the data to be processed remotely [110].
However, with the growth of IoT systems, we do not only need to
worry about the power consumption of all nodes (of which there
will be many), but also for the total power consumption
worldwide. The rise in IoT systems should not increase the world’s
power consumption, either through the power consumption of
the nodes themselves, or through the increase in power
consumption in the data centres that process the data, or even
through the energy required to transport the data over the
network from the local nodes to the remote servers.

2.3.2.3.3 Blockchain

One popular new technology that is especially problematic in
terms of power consumption is blockchain technology. For
example, Bitcoin is estimated to currently consume from 2.55 GW
[100] to 5 GW of electricity. This is slightly under 1% of world
electricity consumption [219]. In Figure 53, we see the energy
consumption of Bitcoin during the course of a year. We clearly see

that not only all the associated mining operations consume
massive amounts of energy; the energy consumption also keeps
increasing over time. While private blockchains typically do not
require power-inefficient mining, power consumption will
definitely need to be considered for public blockchains, given that
we will have to be careful with our power consumption if we
want to have sustainable technologies.

Figure 53: The energy consumption of the most popular blockchain technology, Bitcoin, has risen dramatically. It consumes more
than the state of New York. – Source: Bitcon Energy Consumption Index

ZERO POWER COMPUTING
Zero-power computing refers to the self-sufficiency of a
computing device (for example, in the IoT) in terms of supplying
energy to it using energy harvesters. The device may have
energy storage, such as a battery or supercapacitor, that is
always charged by energy harvesters and should never be
recharged by human intervention. Zero power computing is
also known by other names such as energy-neutral computing,
intermittent computing [24]. The system needs to store
sufficient energy through energy harvesters to do any useful
work. When no energy is available, the system goes into a sleep
mode until it stores energy again. Transient computing [72] is
one step further in zero-power computing to operate the device
with solely energy harvesters without any energy storage.
A typical zero-power computing system is shown in figure 54a.
Figure 54b shows the energy-neutrality zone where the y-axis is
the total system energy and the x-axis represents the harvested
energy. The system will be self-sufficient in terms of energy as

long as the harvested energy is always larger than the system
energy at any time.
Zero-power computing has unique challenges. For example, it
makes the forward progress of an application unpredictable
due to intermittent execution patterns. It may leave memory
inconsistent, and also may not respond to sensor data in real
time, while concurrency is difficult across multiple IoT devices in
a collaborative environment such as a wireless sensor network.

Figure 54: A typical IoT device in the zero-power computing
world; (b) the device has to be in the energy-neutrality zone
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Also, with the increasing performance demands by the
emerging applications, future IoT devices will be equipped with
ambient intelligence towards becoming self-learning [54] and
visual IoT [164] devices, as discussed in 2.2.1.5 “Cyber-physical
systems and the IoT”. They may accommodate machine learning
hardware accelerators (for example, a deep neural network)
that perform compute- and memory-intensive tasks such as
situational awareness, anomaly detection, activity, and pattern
and emotion recognition.
Real-time response is needed because an anomaly or critical
activity must be detected or recognized in situ and reported
immediately, because transmitting the sensor data via radio to

In the first part of the document, we have shown the business
drivers and constraints that are ingredients for an ICT product.
The next part will explain that the silicon CMOS technology,
which was the enabler for the ever increasing performance of our
ICT devices, is struggling to keep its pace of progress. As a result,
we need to seek out new solutions, at all levels – technological,
architectural, hardware, software, and so on – to keep improving
our ICT systems so that they will offer more features and an everimproving level of performance to help satisfy our needs and
meet societal challenges.
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its host to do this will be costly in terms of energy and latency.
For example, an implantable chip must detect an abnormal
condition in the organ and must take an action in real time
because it cannot afford to wait for a critical decision to be
made by the host.
Self-learning and visual IoT devices relying on energy harvesters
will add extra possibilities to the challenges in zero-power
computing. Architectural, software and system solutions must
be devised to address these challenges in addition to relying on
the technological advances in energy harvesters in the next
decade.

2.4 TECHNOLOGY DIRECTIONS
Given that Dennard scaling has ended, that Moore’s law (in its
original form of transistor cost) is reaching an end, and that the
cost involved in developing new technology nodes is skyrocketing,
new directions should be investigated to continue improving the
performance of storage and communication units. This represents
a brand-new opportunity for Europe to demonstrate its creativity
and to invent innovative solutions that break away from current
advances relying on technology improvements. It is time to revisit
the basics.
The end of scaling will not only have an effect on the processor
but also on communications and storage. Increasing
communication bandwidth requires more sophisticated
protocols and higher speeds which requires more processing
power in the network nodes. Without scaling, this will translate
in increased power consumption up to the point where it
becomes technically and economically unfeasible to further
increase the communication bandwidth.
The same holds for storage. Solid state memories are also based
on lithography. When scaling ends, the scaling of SSDs ends too.
Future patterned media require features that are beyond the
resolution of modern lithography.
That said, disruptive innovation is not easy: in academia,
researchers are locked into incremental research because of the
prevailing “publish or perish” model, while in industry genuine
innovation is a risk. Often, newcomers in a domain, who haven’t
followed the field’s de facto rules, are able to introduce disruptive
innovations. This was the case of Apple with the iPhone in the
area of mobile phones and of Tesla in the area of cars.
In this section, we will not go into too much detail about “classical”
silicon technologies, as these are well known and have been
described in previous editions of the HiPEAC Vision. Instead, we
will introduce more disruptive technologies, to provide inspiration
and help trigger new activities.
At a more global level, we observe a shift within the ICT domain
from compute centric to data centric, from applications (triggered
by big data and also deep learning) down to hardware (we are
beginning to realize the cost of moving data, hence the striving
for “computing in memory” or having computing near data,
which translates at all levels, from chips to systems with edge
computing).
We can define the current era as “More computing at the edge for
improved safety, privacy, and cost of ownership”. Data is growing
faster than Moore’s law, and from the five Vs of big data (volume,
velocity, variety, veracity and value - [373]), we are at time where
we have volume and value, and are realizing the cost of the rest.

Computing is becoming a continuum, from sensors, data
fusion, processing, storage, communication (or communication
then storage) where data are progressively refined into useful
information. Google proposes the following successive
refinement of data from one level to another: from data, to
information, to knowledge, to wisdom. Current ICT systems
are efficient at the first step (from data to information); the
progress of artificial intelligence will allow the step from
information to knowledge to be refined; and perhaps artificial
general intelligence, once developed, will do the last step?

2.4.1

TECHNOLOGY

In this section, we consider the first element of the compute-communications-storage computing systems triangle: computing
units. As we will see, with CMOS scaling now reaching its absolute limits, new technologies – some more radical than others –
are on the horizon, but these are more likely to exist alongside
CMOS than replace it.

2.4.1.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT CMOS
TECHNOLOGY AND SILICON ROADMAP
2.4.1.1.1 When the transistors stopped shrinking

News of the impending end of the silicon roadmap has reached
the general public; however, the situation is more complex than it
appears at first glance. The attention of the press, following Intel’s
lead in microelectronics for years, has mostly focused on Moore’s
law. In reality, this was an observation made by Gordon Moore in
1965 before complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
device technology was even applied, which states that the
density of the components on a chip doubles typically every 18
months. Since the sixties, Moore’s law has ruled the world of chip
technology, driving down the cost per transistor while at the
same allowing the clock frequency and the transistor density to
rise.
This statement is more a business model than a law; the real law
derived from the physics of the MOS transistors was outlined by
Robert H. Dennard in 1974. This law pertains to the physics of the
MOS devices and makes explicit the relation between reducing
the size of a MOS transistor and improvements in a number of
other physical parameters, notably the power density (constant)
and the speed.
In fact, improvements thanks to shrinking transistors had already
slowed down or disappeared by 2005. In his paper, Dennard had
already indicated where this scaling would start breaking down:
there is a physical limit for which junctions can no longer be
controlled in standard structures. This limit, related to the
concentrations of dopant atoms in the silicon, is reached at
around 20 to 30nm of gate length. While the power dissipation
per unit area is constant, meaning that at some point it is
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Figure 55: 42 years of microprocessor trend data

impossible to have all transistors operating at the same time. The
patterning at these dimensions is however complicated, as it is
well below the wavelength of the light used.

2.4.1.1.2 Equivalent scaling: Compensating
with complexity

The first consequences, at circuit level, were that the frequency of
operation reached its limit (2-4 GHz), while the total power
dissipated also hit a ceiling, as the power per unit area remains
constant. The push to achieve smaller and smaller transistor sizes
has continued in order to keep reducing the unit cost of the chips,
but the era of pure geometrical shrinking has now been over for
more than 10 years.
Figure 56: Dennard’s Law

Figure 57: Scaling: Metal 1 pitch and contacted poly pitch
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Instead, in order to achieve ever smaller dimensions, major
changes have been made to the structure of circuit elements,
with the result that they are far more complex. To control the
junction after the maximum dopant density was reached,
elements needed to be fabricated on thin layers of silicon,
bringing about fin field-effect transistor (FinFET) and fully
depleted silicon on insulator (FDSOI) technologies.
However, smaller transistors mean lower current density in the
transistor channel, limiting the capacity of driving the metallic
interconnects and effectively the speed. To overcome this
limitation, strained layers and silicon germanium alloys have
been introduced, which allow greater current mobility. In order to
limit the leakage from the control gate, thicker, high permittivity
gates have been introduced by adding hafnium to oxygen.

Figure 58: Nominal vs. actual node dimensions
Source: CEA Leti

To mitigate patterning issues, new lithography systems known as
immersion systems were developed. For these, a higher refractive
index material (water) is inserted between the wafer and the last
lens in the optical path of the patterning tool (stepper).
Collectively, the use of these “tricks” has become known as
“equivalent scaling”. Essentially the gate length is not scaled by a
factor 0.7 to obtain a factor 2 gain in surface for the device as in
the past, but these additions resulted in improved performance
and the density still went up by a factor 2 through design
techniques.
However, the naming convention for the “equivalent scaling”
started to be somewhat misleading. Until 45-40nm, the value
which indicated the node (here 40nm) was typically the gate
length of the smallest devices or half of the pitch of the densest
interconnect metal layer. Suddenly, Intel announced that their
technology was not going to be a 28nm (the next step) but a
22nm node – yet the smallest dimension was about 30nm.
Since then, improvements in device size and in performance have
slowed down by between 25% and 40% from node to node, while
the density, until 7nm, kept increasing by nearly a factor 2 as
predicted by Moore’s Law. However, this has been accomplished
by layout techniques and lithography “tricks”, that, while very
useful for low power designs, do not offer the same gains in highperformance applications.
In addition, the limitation in power also means that not all the
circuit elements can work at the same time, leading to the

concept of dark silicon (areas of the chip temporarily off at any
given time).
In effect, only some of the device libraries can give the density
advantage due to the style of design (fewer tracks connecting to
the cells, less equivalent width in the FinFET devices, fewer fingers
in the circuit components and so on). For those still requiring
maximum performance, like high-performance computing (HPC)
designs, the effective density is far from having progressed by a
factor 2 every node. Figure 58 provides some examples of node
naming by the manufacturers, as opposed to the real dimensions
of the design and devices. Where a reference is not provided, the
data has been extrapolated from multiple sources.

2.4.1.1.3 Fabless/foundry

The complexity of shrinking semiconductor fabrication process
has increased the overall cost of building and running fabs (as
already predicted by Gordon Moore in his original paper). In turn,
this increase has induced a number of companies to drop out of
the race for the development of the next generation of devices
and has resulted in the beginning of a process of economic
consolidation.
In parallel, the increase in capital intensity in the industry has
given birth to another phenomenon: the emergence of the
fabless/foundry model. New players started to have fabrication
facilities not for their own products but for manufacturing
products for other companies wanting to reduce their investment
in factories. This model was pursued very aggressively by US and
EU companies which, with the exception of STMicroelectronics in
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the EU, decided to stop development either at the generation of
90nm or of 45nm. The buzzword was the transition to a fab-light
model in order to reduce investments and optimize use of the
asset.
This in turn gave rise to new players, the fabless companies
(Qualcomm, NVIDIA, Apple, and so on) that now could design
circuits without having the need of worrying about where to
fabricate them. Meanwhile, by consolidating demand into large
volumes and taking advantage of PC and mobile consumer
products, the foundry companies, mostly Taiwanese, were able to
grow very quickly and maintain a very high investment rate. As an
example, for the period 2005-2015 TSMC maintained an
investment rate in production capabilities and research and
development (R&D) of above 80% of revenue, with revenues
growing at more than 20%.
With the announcement that GlobalFoundries would halt its
7nm fabrication processes [361], the consolidation of the actors
has reached a turning point. There are now only two foundries
pursuing processes for 7nm and below: Samsung of South Korea
and TSMC from Taiwan (also aggressively using new technologies
and services to lock in customers [347]), while the only integrated
device manufacturer (IDM) left in this pursuit is Intel who,
however, is having difficulties in producing its 10nm technology
[349].
The introduction of a new lithography tool, extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) at very short wavelength (13.5nm), after close to 20 years in
development will probably ease some of the patterning
difficulties, but its introduction cost is such that no new player
has been seen to enter the race.

Figure 59: 3nm comparison
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The Chinese government is aggressively trying to create a
domestic advanced microelectronic industry. Often, the
acquisition of technology by purchase of foreign companies
has been blocked by opposition in the EU and USA opposition,
while the investment in local players has not even started to
reduce the gap between local and main players from the main
players. At present an important major effort is are being
made to persuade TSMC, Samsung, Micron and Intel to build
advanced factories in mainland China by using state financing;
however, none of them have built advanced factories so far.
They have only built generation n-2 or n-3 factories to serve
the generic needs of the internal market. The proximity of
Korea and particularly Taiwan, combined with China’s political
and economic ambitions in this area, may lead to strong
temptations of annexation, which would complicate the
independence of the supply chain for the rest of the world.

2.4.1.1.4 3nm – the end of the line?

While throughout the last sixty years of microelectronics
development it was unclear what technical solution would allow
development ten years down the line, there was no doubt that
there was no fundamental technical limitation and that
competition would guarantee that the necessary investments
were made in good time. In addition, R&D provided a number of
options with a degree of maturity that gave confidence in their
being ready on time.
Over the last ten years the situation has dramatically changed.
Technically, the specifications for the 3nm node are very close to
the physical limit for transport in semiconductors (a gate length
of 7 to 10nm) before stochastic phenomena introduce an
intolerable degree of variability. So far, research has failed to
identify materials or device architectures with the potential of
behaving better than silicon [21].

On the financial side, with the cost of an advanced fabrication
facility at nearly US$7 billion and development costs for a full
technology and design platform at over US$4 billion, it is likely
that microelectronics has reached the situation we observe in
aircraft manufacturing: two or three players who set the pace of
development in order to maximize the return on assets in a
technical environment where efficiency takes precedence over
performance (“747 vs Concorde”).
With 7nm in ramp-up and 5nm in development, is likely that at
5nm or 3nm we will observe the end of the reduction of
dimensions connected with devices. Structures are moving from
FinFET to horizontally stacked nanowires and nanosheets.
Announced by Samsung and demonstrated in the past both by
IBM and CEA-LETI [400], these are really at the limit of what can
be obtained in term of scaling of individual components [401].
Nothing better has been shown in the literature in the last ten
years, and so we may well have to start looking for further
improvements in other parts of the system, such as the assembly
of multiple chips, input/output (I/O) management, packaging
etc. The pace of performance development will have to rely a lot
more on the assembly side of the system and architectural
improvements.

proximity of a huge amount of memory is one of the key
challenges to address, bearing in mind the “energy cost” of large
data transfers.
Until now, designers have developed their components in advanced
technology nodes to meet those requirements. Nevertheless,
taking all the challenges into account along with the fact that the
cost of designing a chip is dramatically unaffordable for the
majority of players, a move to heterogeneous integration and
modular stacking is gaining more and more interest.
3D-stacking allows the density of transistors to continue
increasing, not because of technology scaling, but by using the
third dimension to stack dies of silicon one above another. This
technology is already in use for some products, but needs to be
more widely developped to enable more diversity of chips at an
acceptable cost.

2.4.1.2 3D STACKING: AN ANSWER TO
CMOS SCALABILITY CHALLENGES

In the context of high-performance computing, networking, and
big-data applications, the never-ending quest of computing
requires very large systems which are fully scalable, easy to
program, at reduced cost and with high energy efficiency. The

Figure 60: Benefits of 3DVLSI
Source: Leti

Figure 61: View of different advanced packaging solutions for high-end applications
Source: Yole, 3DTSV & 2,5D 2016 report
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Figure 62: 3D parallel and 3D sequential positioning, depending on partitioning granularity and pitch of interconnect
Source: CEA-Leti
Some of the key advantages of heterogeneous integration
compared to classical planar architecture are the following:

40µm, while a pitch of less 10µm is evaluated to reach <1pJ/bit for
the consumption of each vertical links.

• Transistors, or function by surface unit increase.
• Possible re-use of advanced intellectual property (IP), which
allows faster time-to-market as well as cost decrease.
• Use the right technology node for the right function.

That’s the reason why advanced 3D technology with very small
TSV (a diameter in the range of the µm) and very fine-pitch chipto-chip interconnects are required. The chip-to-chip fine-pitch
interconnect may be based on the µbumps (copper and solder)
interconnect or direct hybrid bonding. Wafer-to-wafer by direct
hybrid bonding is also a potential solution, already famous for
CMOS image sensor (CIS), by partitioning the sensing layer from
the logic layer, and more recently by embedding in the stack a
third layer with dynamic random access memory (DRAM).

The first challenge of heterogeneous integration in this context is
to maintain or even decrease the energy efficiency of the global
system. Several solutions are already available in foundries or
outsourced semiconductor assembly and test providers (OSAT) to
go in that direction, mainly driven by TSMC with their integrated
fan-out (InFO) advanced packaging, or Intel with its EMIB.
Nevertheless, current solutions may meet some tough challenges
concerning overall energy consumption: high density of
interconnect between separate functions (mainly logic to
memory) is absolutely required, with an objective of less than
1pJ/bit per vertical link.
This figure of merit naturally leads to two different but
complementary integrations: 3DIC stack (also called 3D parallel)
and 3D monolithic (also called 3D sequential). Here also, the
technology will be chosen in regard to the architecture and the
density required, as shown in figure 62. We will briefly discuss
both integrations next.

1 – 3DIC stack

3DIC stack with through-silicon via (TSV) and µbumps are well
known, mainly for field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
applications (partitioned dies on a passive silicon interposer), and
for high-bandwidth memory (HBM) and hybrid memory cube
(HMC) stacking. The pitch between 3D features is in the range of
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As an example, DARPA’s Common Heterogeneous Integration and
IP Reuse Strategies (CHIPS) program demonstrates work in this
area, while AMD and CEA-Leti have published work and launched
some initiatives towards advanced silicon interposers and
chiplets.
In several application domains, advanced 3D integration may
advantageously replace a multi-core monolithic planar die.

Figure 63: One possible architecture partitioning between chiplets
and interposer – Source: Leti

A further advantage of die stacking is the innovative potential it
provides to introduce novel materials, such III-V chemical
compounds such as gallium nitride (GaN), onto silicon CMOS
wafers. This is another example of “using the right function, the
right technology, the right material” for the right function.
Additionally, this would save some rare or expensive materials by
limiting its use.
Figure 66: Principle of 3D sequential integration
Source: Leti
The alignment of the two layers is performed by lithography
(rather than by bonding) which means a possible sub-10nm
alignment accuracy between the layers.

Figure 64: A future system might contain a CPU chiplet and
several GPUs all attached to the same piece of network-enabled
silicon – Source: AMD
The roadmap of alignment accuracy depends on the technology
and the integration, but the objective of reaching under 10µm of
pitch has already been achieved, and advanced proofs-of-concept
from laboratories have delivered a 1µm pitch for wafer-to-wafer
hybrid bonding (Leti, 2017), or 3µm for a µbumps interconnect
(Imec, 2017).
On the industrial side, the new AMD “Rome” Epyc processors use
this principle: all of the I/O and memory controllers are set into an
14nm “interposer” that sits at the centre of the Rome package.
The compute chiplets are 7nm.

The various 3D integrations outlined above are not at the same
level of maturity. While wafer-to-wafer stack is already in
production in a ≈5µm pitch for image sensors, other solutions
may require a learning curve of between 10 to 15 years. In addition
to integration challenges, design and computer aided design
(CAD) tools may need some disruptive innovations in order to
fully exploit such technologies.

2.4.1.3 CRYOGENIC COMPUTING

An alternative to try and increase the speed and power efficiency
of computing devices is to try and create a superconducting
computer. The idea is to cool the device to such a low temperature
that it could take advantage of superconduction effects. For
example, superconducting switching devices (Josephson
junctions) can switch very quickly and do so with very little energy
cost per switch. Furthermore, communication could also take
advantage of superconducting transmission lines.
While these approaches are still in their infancy, the end goal
here is to create exascale supercomputers at a fraction of the
energy cost that would normally be associated with such devices
using traditional approaches. Currently, both the US and Chinese
governments are backing projects to create a superconducting
supercomputer [31, 37].

Figure 65: Zen Based EPYC Processors
Source: The Next Platform

2- 3D sequential

3D sequential, which consists of the wafer-level manufacturing
of a low-temperature device layer on top of a standard Front-EndOf-Line, introduces the notion of very high density on the
transistor-to-transistor interconnect, opening up a range of new
architecture (sensor on top of CMOS, low-energy CMOS such as
FDSOI on top of high performance FinFET devices etc..).

Figure 67: Proposed organization of a scalable superconducting
quantum computer.
Source: [38]
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Another area of computing where cryogenic temperature is being
investigated is quantum computing, as discussed in 2.4.1.5
“Quantum computing”. As qubits are very sensitive to noise,
quantum computers need to be operated at as low temperatures
as possible (in the orders of milliKelvin). These qubits and
quantum circuits need to be controlled and programmed. In a
proposed architecture, this is done using a superconducting
computer operating at 4 Kelvin [162]. If these cryogenic computers
then need memory, they can interface with regular DRAM that is
cooled to 77 Kelvin [38].

2.4.1.4 PHOTONICS FOR COMPUTING

Using light in computing technology is not a new thing. In fact,
photons are used every day in high bandwidth communication
links and have contributed to the growth of the internet and our
hyperconnected world. Attempts have been made to use
integrated photonics technologies such as semiconductor laser
diodes, photodiodes and light guides to implement fast data
communication inside a computer cabinet, between PC board or
even on chips. However, photonics technology has also faced
major engineering issues: power, photonic/electronic conversion,
co-integration with CMOS, etc. that has hindered its adoption in
core computing functions.
Nevertheless, the last decade has witnessed a rapid growth of
photonics technologies for computing. In particular silicon
photonics is nowadays considered a technology that would
impact applications such as high-performance computing, data
centres and sensing. Silicon photonics is also considered as one of
the key technologies to enable novel paradigms such as
neuromorphic computing (which we will consider in section
2.4.6.1) or quantum computing (as discussed in 2.4.1.5 “Quantum
computing”).
Photonics computing can also benefit from the steady progress
in basic optical components: integrated lights sources such as
light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and coherent light sources (lasers) of
various wavelength and power, digital micro-mirror devices
(DMD), display technologies like liquid crystal display (LCD) or
organic LED and integrated camera technologies, high-speed
photodiodes arrays and time-of-flight sensors (TOF).
The availability of high-performance photonics components
often developed for other applications (e.g. DMDs and LCDs for
video projectors, integrated cameras for smart-phones) allows
the exploration of various concepts of optical computing. In fact,
the basics of optical computing are pretty simple: set up a
controlled light source and form a beam, use the light beam to
illuminate a 2D or 3D substrate for which you can modify optical
properties by applying an electrical or another optical signal,
make several beams interfere and finally observe the resulting
light beam using an array of photodetectors (such as a camera)
that represent the output of a particular computational task.
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Figure 68: The Lighton optical processing unit concept
Source: Arxiv
As an example of this trend, a small company, Lighton, has
designed a photonic system for speeding up matrix-vector
products [226] using laser light and off-the-shelf cameras and
DMDs. The optical processing unit (OPU) is designed to replace
power-hungry GPUs and is to be integrated in data centres.
The company Optalysys has proposed another architecture in
which they use low-power lasers passing light through spatial
light modulators implemented with LCDs. The company claims to
tackle important applications like genetic searches, weather
forecasting or high throughput mathematical processing more
generally.
Another approach developed at UCLA [241] introduces a physical
mechanism to perform machine learning by demonstrating an
all-optical diffractive deep neural network (D2NN) architecture
that can implement various functions following the deep
learning-based design of passive diffractive layers that work
collectively. After a neural network has been trained using
classical means, the interlayer connections are translated into
patterns on layers of diffractive optical elements by 3D printing.
Once the stacks of diffractive layers are aligned and set up, the
system can perform simple classification tasks such as MNIST at
the speed of light.

Figure 69: An optical computing setup
Source: Optalys Ltd

Figure 70: Diffractive deep neural network (D2NN)
Source: [220]

Figure 72: Spirals of waveguides generate photons that are then
routed around the processor circuit to perform different tasks
Source: [381]

The concept of reservoir computing (see section 2.4.6.2).” for
more details) has also recently been demonstrated using
photonics hardware for a dynamic system, which opens up the
path towards ultrafast brain-inspired computing. One
implementation involves electro-optic phase-delay dynamics
designed with off-the-shelf optoelectronic telecom devices, thus
providing the wide bandwidth required. The efficiency of the
implementation has been demonstrated experimentally on
speech-recognition tasks [306]. Another work investigates the
possibility of designing a fully photonics analogue reservoir
computer even removing the need for pre- or post-digital
processing [382].

gets very difficult due to the engineering complexity of photon
sources, channels, operators and detectors. Things might change
with recent advances in integrated photonics. A team recently
designed a 2 qubit circuit based on gallium arsenide (GaAs)
material quantum dots for which they observed entanglement of
photons on the chip [381].

In another field, it is well known that photons are pretty good
qubits. In fact, most experimental proofs of the reality of quantum
mechanics have been done using light [307], even before the idea
of quantum computing became popular. Even now, the most
successful examples of quantum computation that have been
demonstrated involve photons in order to prepare or measure
qubits. See for example the recent work of [309] observing
entanglements in a 20 trapped calcium ions qubits system.
However, implementing photonic quantum computing practically

Figure 71: Principles of phase-delay optical Reservoir Computing
used for speech recognition
Source: [118]

Teams led by QuTech (NL) and Princeton have published two
independent works demonstrating the first evidence of strong
coupling between the electron spin in qudot and a microwave
photon in a resonator. The authors suggest that this would open
up ways to realize interacting qubits on a silicon substrate
without having them in neighbouring locations [240]. Indeed,
coupling lots of qubits on a silicon wafer is currently the main
challenge of silicon-based spin qubits technology. By providing a
way to couple qubits via photonic lines on a chip (i.e. transport
quantum state on chip) this could open up new architecture and
design possibilities [378].
Silicon photonics has made tremendous progresses in the last
decades. Although not yet ready for generalized use in computing
systems (for core computing tasks) it will be a key technology for

Figure 73: A spin-photon interface in Silicon
Source: [378]
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the success of novel computing paradigms that are being
developed. This is particularly the case for high-throughput
machine learning tasks for artificial intelligence (AI) and in
quantum computing engineering.
The reader interested in exploring the topic deeper might find
reference [235] useful.

2.4.1.5 QUANTUM COMPUTING

While 3D stacking is already in use, cryogenic computing relies on
electronics and photonics and needs to strengthen its presence
in computing. Quantum computing is still in an emerging state,
but it is promising.

2.4.1.5.1 The various flavours of quantum computing

There are different ways of envisioning a quantum computer (QC).
We can roughly classify QC architectures in three main categories,
from the most achievable to the most complicated to build.
Quantum emulators are classical computers for which elements
of the architecture have been specialized in order to better
execute operations needed for solving the Schrödinger equations.
In general, most of the enhancements are found in the processor
memory subsystem: size, connections and speed. Indeed, memory
size and management are their main limiting factor. An example
of this type is the Quantum Learning Machine from ATOS [265].
QC emulators can also benefit from custom computing
accelerators such as GPUs or FPGAs very often used to speed up
the computation of vector, matrix and tensor operations. As an
example, Fujitsu presented an annealing accelerator [248]
developed together with University of Toronto, a classically
designed CMOS chip that can speed up such QC emulators.
Simulated QC implements a collection of qubits on a physical
substrate for which we are interested in their collective (hopefully
quantum-assisted) behaviour. Introduced at the turn of the 21st
century as adiabatic quantum computation [228], a good example
of such a concept is a quantum annealer as proposed by the
Canadian company D-Wave [346]. Although this type of QC seems
readily feasible with their programming style relying on

Figure 74: The ATOS Quantum Learning Machine
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Figure 75: A D-Wave 2000 qubits machine
Source: D-Wave Systems Inc.
constraint programming paradigms, their potential acceleration
factor is not very clear yet.
Universal QC also known as “unitary QC” in which each physical
qubit is precisely controlled through a sequence of quantum
operations. The universal QC is the “holy grail” of Quantum
computing and can be considered the quantum version of a
general digital instruction set architecture-based computer. Such
a concept requires a long coherence time (at least long enough to
perform useful computation) and needs quantum error correction
to mitigate the inevitable decoherence of physical qubits. The
technology used for implementing qubits is therefore critical for
achieving those goals.
Superconducting qubits is one of the most popular technologies
for achieving large-scale universal QC. As examples IBM
announced a 50 Qubits chip in 2017 [327] and Google announced
the Bristecone 72 Qubits chip in 2018 [259]. Among the
technologies being considered, each with their share of pros and
cons, are trapped ions technology, photonic, cold atoms, etc.

Figure 76: multiple IBM Q systems in the IBM Q computation
center. – Source: IBM

Figure 77: Hardware circuit architecture of a heterogeneous quantum computer
Source: [233]

One promising path is silicon-based qubits, also known as spin
qubits technology. Circuits based on Si-28 implementing a twoqubit logic gate were demonstrated by [375] at the University of
South Wales. The compatibility of such circuits with industrial
grade CMOS process has been demonstrated by CEA-LETI [379].
More recently teams of researchers at Qutech [240] and Princeton
[378] independently demonstrated spin-photo coupling in silicon
that could pave the way for coherent interconnections of silicon
qubits on a single chip.

2.4.1.5.2 Programming the Quantum computer

In the event that QC hardware becomes available, it is clear that
the resulting machine will be hybrid. It will combine a quantum
engine closely coupled with a classical digital computer. This can
be pictured by the work of Qutech [233] in which the architecture
of such a heterogeneous QC architecture is proposed. In the
diagram of the physical architecture (see figure below), the
quantum part is coloured pink, the interface circuits in green and
the conventional computing (by far the largest) part in blue.

have been put forward to tackle this problem [232], but there is
still a lot of research and development to be done.
For the time being, a programming model for a quantum
computer could be summarized by the following steps:
1
2
3
4

Prepare a set of qubits in an initial (quantum) state for the
problem at hand
Apply a sequence of quantum operations on the set of qubits
Measure a final (classical) state with a given probability
Iterate until readout probability builds up

If everything goes well (and lots of things can go wrong!) the final
measurement of the system state will yield a solution to the
problem with a probability even greater as the fidelity of the

In order to operate such a complex machine, a system stack needs
to be designed that links low-level quantum hardware to highlevel programming. The system architecture will implement a
number of layers ranging from qubits control, quantum interfaces,
analogue parts, microarchitecture, quantum and classical
instruction sets as pictured in Figure 78.
Programs running on such a machine will obviously need to
combine at least two computing models: a classical part, to
prepare data and process results, and a quantum part to actually
execute quantum operations. This will require a tight connection
between the two programming models. Some preliminary ideas

Figure 78: The Quantum Computer system stack
Source: [233]
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quantum calculation is maintained throughout the sequence of
steps. It is however obvious that to increase the reliability of the
final result, this succession of steps will have to be repeated a
sufficient number of times. We observe that this succession of
steps implies a part devoted to classical computation for the
preparation and measurement phases: any quantum computer
program is necessarily hybrid. Its quantum part can be seen as an
accelerator and its classical part as an operations supervisor as
shown in the figure below. Consequently, the overall performance
of the quantum computer will be limited by the performance of
its classical part. This is a quantum version of the famous
Amdahl’s law [71].

Figure 79: Execution flow of a typical quantum program:
Quantum stages (yellow) are integrated into a classical execution
flow (blue).
Source: CEA

The way a quantum computer works is radically different from
von Neumann’s classical computer. As an illustration, on a
classical computer the result is deterministic whereas it is
probabilistic for a quantum computer. Another notable difference
is that the value of a qubit cannot be copied. Thus, quantum
programming is a total break from a classical programming
approach and it is therefore necessary to completely rethink the
way to solve the initial problem. Paradoxically, by rethinking the
way problems are solved in order to adapt them to quantum
computation, we are also advancing classical algorithms [426]
and pushing their limits a little further.

Figure 80: How to connect a personal computer to a (cloud based) Quantum computer?
Source: [227]
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Figure 81: Quantum programming frameworks issued by the main industrial actors
Source: adapted from [388]

2.4.1.5.3 Languages and programming frameworks

Although a real QC has not yet been developed, there is no
shortage of quantum programming languages, software
simulators and development tools. For example, the
quantiki website [397] lists over 116 quantum simulators
written in more than 17 different languages. Similarly,
most companies with active research in QC (IBM, Google,
Microsoft, etc.) often provide software simulators in order
for users to get their hands on quantum programming.
However, downloading and installing such packages is
not as straightforward as it is for usual digital applications.
In a recent paper [227] we find a diagram showing the
possible paths to connecting a personal computer to a
usable gate-level quantum computer allowing anyone to
experiment with quantum computing.

formation, but it is a calculation that can only be performed using a
classical approach by making a certain number of approximations. The
bigger the problem (the more complex the molecule), the more important these approximations become.

The table above gives an overview of the main quantum
programming frameworks proposed by commercial companies.

2.4.1.5.4 Applications of QC

Quantum chemistry is the most cited application field.
Computational chemistry problems involve determining
molecular orbitals, calculating their spatial and energetic
distributions, and the properties of a molecule’s fundamental states. From the calculation of these quantities
we can deduce and predict the stability, the reactivity and
other key properties of a molecule that are critical for understanding its behaviour for diverse application fields:
pharmacology, catalysis, etc. The quantum wave function
(Schrödinger function) makes it possible to obtain this in-

Figure 82: Quantum Computing applications as seen by a Gartner Report
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of research studies into what is known as post-quantum
cryptography.

Figure 83: Computation of an elementary molecule (H2) with a
quantum computer: Energy as a function of inter-atomic distance.
Black dots: experimental data:, red plot: Quantum simulation
Source: [83]
One is typically in a classical modelling approach, in which the
real problem cannot be solved in all its complexity; it is necessary
to go through a simplified representation phase of the problem
(the model) to find an approximate solution. Quantum
computation, due to its computational power potential and
exponential capacity to store information, makes it possible to
envisage a direct simulation of these complex molecular systems.
The situation is very similar for nuclear physics and generally
speaking for all systems based on quantum physics.
Quantum cryptography was first proposed in 1970 [174] and
developed in the 1980s [224]. It proposes a secure way for the
problem of exchanging keys: quantum key distribution. A method
for secure communication, called BB84, has been developed from
this work and is now used in commercial products (ID Quantique,
MagiQ). The announcement in 2015 by the US National Security
Agency (NSA) that it will initiate a transition to quantum resistant
algorithms in a not too distant future’ [367] has boosted a number

When Peter Shor published an article showing how it would be
possible to factorize prime integers in a polynomial time with a
quantum computer [229], the idea of quantum computing
suddenly became popular. Indeed, the principle of decomposing a
sufficiently large integer into its prime factors is the basis of the
Rivest, Shamir and Adelman (RSA) encryption algorithm used to
exchange confidential data over the Internet. This way, the owner
of a quantum computer could potentially “break” the RSA code in
a reasonable time using the algorithm discovered by Shor,
threatening numerous kinds of confidential information in areas
like e-commerce, among others. The quantum computer thus
made a fanfare entry into the world of computing and cybersecurity. In response to this potential risk, in early 2017 the US
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) launched
an initiative to solicit studies on cryptography algorithms that
would be capable of resisting attacks by future quantum
machines known as “post-quantum algorithms”, as discussed in
2.3.1.2 “The secure computer ”. In fact, such algorithms do exist,
showing that the quantum computer also has its limits.
Blockchain mining has become popular thanks to the emergence
of crypto-currencies such as bitcoin, but the technology can have
many applications in various fields requiring a trusted third party.
QC might have a role to play in providing trust in computing.
However, if QC can speed-up mining the block-chain it could be
used to crack existing ones as well.
Machine learning and in particular deep learning have seen rapid
progress in the last two years. However, to tackle bigger and more
realistic cases, deep-learning algorithms face a hard-computing
constraint on the learning side. High-performance computers with
the help of GPU accelerators often run for days or weeks with very
deep networks and extremely large learning sets. Since learning
algorithms are highly dimensional optimization problems
requiring careful descent in very complex phase spaces, quantum
computing could theoretically solve this much more efficiently. In a
review published in 2017 [377] the potential speedup of several
machine learning algorithm has been evaluated.

Figure 84: Speedup techniques for given quantum machine learning subroutines
Source: [377]
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Indeed, learning techniques often consist of minimizing an error
function by mean of a gradient descent heuristic in a very large
state space. This is achieved by making iterative adjustments to a
considerable number of parameters. Moreover, this error
minimization must be done on a large number of patterns to be
learned. This results into very iterative learning algorithms whose
execution times can be calculated in days or even weeks depending
on the complexity of the problems, even on very powerful
conventional machines. In this type of problem, the quantum
approach could allow a more efficient exploration of state space by
exploiting quantum superposition and quantum parallelism.

approach to what we define as computationally hard problems.
Some results suggest that other ways exist to tackle hard problems
where brute-force numerical approaches such as QC fail [376].
Paradoxically we might face a situation in which we solve most of
QC challenges, build the QC, program the QC and finally end up in
a situation where the horizon of “quantum supremacy” has been
pushed away by advanced knowledge and progress in problem
solving.

QUANTUM SIDE EFFECTS
Combinatorial optimization: Machine learning is a particular
optimization problem trying to minimize an error function on the
desired output. However, there are a number of very useful
applications which are sometimes used on a daily basis and
which can be expressed as an optimization problem on a set of
constraints: traffic schedules, traffic management, timetables, or
scheduling and planning problems more generally. As with other
applications, the quantum approach may prove useful when the
size of the problem to be addressed becomes very large.
The quantum algorithm zoo [237], is a website that maintains a
list of all known quantum algorithms so far. At the time of writing
(mid-2018), the quantum zoo listed 60 classes of algorithms, with
most of them being refinements of the Shor or Grover algorithms.
Commercial applications of QC are still further up the road,
however some companies like D-Wave and IBM [421] have
attracted paid customers for their quantum technologies. These
“customers” are major companies that don’t want to lose ground
should QC become mainstream. Although it is true that the few
million dollars needed to acquire a D-Wave machine is a serious
cost, the odds of witnessing the emergence of a competitor
mastering quantum technology might well justify the investment
for some businesses.

Research in quantum may have some good side effects: the
low-temperature electronics for controlling and interfacing
qubits could lead to cryogenic computing, and research in
quantum algorithms may lead to improvements in classical
algorithms: as an example, the young Ewin Tang has proven
that classical computers can solve the “recommendation
problem” nearly as fast as quantum computers.
“The “recommendation problem” relates to how services like
Amazon and Netflix determine which products you might like to
try. Computer scientists had considered it to be one of the best
examples of a problem that’s exponentially faster to solve on
quantum computers — Like Kerenidis and Prakash’s algorithm,
Tang’s algorithm ran in polylogarithmic time — meaning the
computational time scaled with the logarithm of characteristics
like the number of users and products in the data set — and was
exponentially faster than any previously known classical
algorithm.” From [395]
This example shows that regardless of the actual availability of
QC hardware, rethinking algorithms and programming in the
light of quantum information brings a new vision on the actual
limits of classical computing. Quantum supremacy might well
be a moving target.

2.4.1.5.5 The moving horizon of quantum supremacy

Quantum supremacy is “the potential ability of quantum devices
to solve problems that classical computers practically cannot” [293]
and was initially introduced by John Preskill [225].
If quantum supremacy ever comes to light, it is unlikely to be a
ground-shaking event. It might come about in very specific,
mostly unnoticeable, areas of computing and will be very
progressive. The fact is that QC will first need to overcome
enormous engineering challenges both at the hardware and
software levels; at the same time, non-quantum information
processing is also progressing.
Quantum supremacy is a moving target. Not only does it move
according to progresses in non-quantum information processing
but also because of our better understanding of hard problems
and when and how to tackle them. QC is a very brute-force

2.4.2 EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES:
BEYOND SILICON
In this section, we will discuss the emerging technologies that
are not based on the element silicon (Si) on which today’s
electronics and computing mainly rely. However, this should not
imply that these are alternative technologies to Si-based
technologies and computing. They are instead technologies that
will address the particular requirements of a specific domain.
For example, flexible electronics will make almost every object
smart by embedding a flexible, conformable, disposable and lowcost IC into an object or the package of an object. Similarly,
although it may seem far-fetched, synthetic biology will enable
the programming of living beings such as cells to do tasks that
they normally would not do. Cells will eventually turn into
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programmable compute engines that are capable of
communicating with us. Programmable cells will be domainspecific devices that will have significant impact on healthcare,
agriculture, bioenergy and environment in the next decade or so.

2.4.2.1 FLEXIBLE ELECTRONICS

Flexible electronics is a term that covers a wide range of
electronics manufactured on a low-cost flexible substrate such
as thin glass, plastic, metal foil or paper. The process to create
electronics on a large flexible substrate can take the form of rollto-roll printing, inkjet printing of solution based inks for organic
electronics, low temperature and cost photolithography to thinfilm ICs [112]. It has found applications in sensors, radio frequency
identification (RFID) tags, solar cells, batteries and displays in the
fields of medical, automotive, human–machine interfaces, mobile
computing platforms and embedded systems.
The Organic and Printed Electronics Association (OE-A) roadmap
[252], as shown in figure 85, identifies five key application areas:
1 OLED lighting
2 Organic photovoltaics (OPV)
3 Flexible and OLED displays
4 Electronics and components
5 Integrated smart systems (ISS)

Figure 85: The 5 key application areas and their evolution
from short term to medium term and then to long term
Source: OE-A Roadmap for Organic and Printed Electronic
Applications 2017
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The roadmap predicts the evolution of these application areas
from short term to medium term and then to long term.
Figure 86 shows the potential applications of printed electronics.
There are six key driver markets for flexible electronics
applications: automotive, consumer electronics, healthcare, IoT,
smart packaging and smart buildings. Although not explicitly
mentioned, fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) covers the IoT
and packaging in this spectrum, in particular with smart labels,
flexible sensors and displays. The main pull for flexible integrated
smart systems (ISS) comes from consumer electronics, healthcare,
IoT and packaging.

2.4.2.1.1 Impact on computing

The Organic and Printed Electronics Association (OE-A) roadmap
predicts that flexible integrated smart systems (ISS) consisting of
memory, logic and sensors will appear in the medium term (201922). More complex flexible ISS such as smart standalone body
monitoring systems and wireless sensor systems are predicted in
the long term beyond 2023. Flexible ISS will put ambient
intelligence into billions of disposable things creating a flexible
intelligent IoT market.

Figure 86: Potential applications of flexible electronics
Source: OE-A Roadmap for Organic and Printed Electronic Applications 2017

MARKET FORECAST FOR PRINTED, FLEXIBLE AND
ORGANIC ELECTRONICS
IDTechEx [250] forecasts that the total market for printed,
flexible and organic electronics will grow from £21 billion in
2016 to £55 billion in 2026 with a compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of 10%. Although the majority of the market share
is OLED displays, it is expected that logic, memory and thin film
sensors will have huge growth potential by 2026. Currently,
logic/memory take up about 5% of the market share.
Another IDTechEx report [249] estimates that the printed
sensor market will be worth £6.4bn in 2025 with a CAGR of
about 42%. Biosensors and pressure sensors take up the largest
share in the market but some sensors like photodetectors,
temperature and gas sensors are coming out of research and
development (R&D) to production and will grow fast over the
next 10 years.

Thin-film transistors (TFT) can be used to build ICs on flexible
surfaces to enable new wearable IoT devices. Today, thin-film
RFID and near-field communication (NFC) tags and toy
microprocessors have been demonstrated in the literature. TFT
technologies are potentially low cost due to simpler lithography
process. At present, the mainstream TFT technologies available in
consumer electronics products are amorphous silicon (a-Si), low
temperature polycrystalline silicon (LTPS) and amorphous metaloxide semiconductors (mainly indium–gallium–zinc-oxide, IGZO).
Metal-oxide TFT is a promising n-type-only technology for flexible
IC circuits, as it can be manufactured at process temperatures
within the thermal budget of flexible substrates.
Flexible ICs are not in competition with Si-based ICs but rather
target a market space where low-cost, flexibility, conformability,
biocompatibility and disposability are desirable properties in
applications.
There have been a few attempts to build a simple microprocessor
in plastic. For example, the first thin-film flexible microprocessor
was published in 2005 [106]. It comprises about 32,000 transistors
based on flexible complementary low temperature polysilicon
transistors. The first organic microprocessor was fabricated
directly on flexible substrates exhibited a clock frequency of 40
Hz to execute 8-bit operations [143]. Most recently, ARM
announced a research prototype, building a 32-bit Cortex-M0
based microcontroller in plastic called “PlasticARM” in 2µm metal
oxide semiconductor [453].
As computing becomes pervasively intelligent, many applications
in market segments in which flexible ICs can be deployed such as
packaging, healthcare, FMCG etc. need low-cost flexible and
disposable integrated smart systems. The type of computing

required in such a system can be a custom processing engine
that is designed to perform a fixed function such as detection
and recognition of a modality (such as audio, image or odour).
Essentially, this is a hardware customization or specialization, and
flexible electronics is better suited to allow low-cost customization
than expensive Si fabrication technologies. For example, a project
led by ARM called “PlasticArmpit” attempts to achieve this goal
with Plastic Neural Networks [435].

2.4.2.1.2 Impact on low-cost fabs

Today, flexible electronics manufacturing uses moderately
expensive and large equipment, and we predict that flexible
electronics technology, particularly for integrated circuits (ICs), will
track a similar trend as optical disc manufacturing which has
evolved from manual, batch-based cleanroom production to fullyautomated production in a self-contained module. These modules
cost three orders of magnitude less than a Si fab. Self-contained
fab modules will be affordable enough to be owned by smaller
businesses, research institutes and even university consortia. These
fab modules could be located in the EU (as opposed to Si fabs in
Asia) due to the fully automated nature that reduces the operating
costs. The projected production times of future flexible ICs will be
under an hour compared to seven days today, as opposed to the
8-12 weeks required for Si (excluding design effort).
Over the next decade, end users will personalize the sensing and
intelligence of wearable/IoT devices by selecting sensors, their
interfaces, and customizing flexible systems to applications. This
will have unprecedented effects on the industry, research
communities enabling rapid prototyping of custom flexible
products, faster time-to-market for SMEs, low-cost research
prototyping/testing of novel ideas. It will also have an impact on
education where students in universities and in secondary
education can demonstrate their creative skills by building
custom flexible ISS prototypes (e.g. wearables) at a cost that can
be affordable by universities and schools.

2.4.2.2 SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

Synthetic biology is a cross-disciplinary field that applies
engineering principles of specification, design, modelling, testing
and validation so that new biological systems can be produced. It
is relatively a new field that started at the beginning of 21st
century, thanks to advances in DNA sequencing (i.e. reading),
synthesis (i.e. editing) and computer technology (i.e. compute
power, storage, computational modelling etc.).
Synthetic biology aims to build novel and artificial biological
parts, devices and systems. A biological part or biopart is a module
designed to build larger components such as biological devices
and systems. Such bioparts must be characterized so that input
and output functional characteristics are documented and can
be stored in an inventory or registry (e.g. similar to the standard
cell libraries in chip design). The goal is that well-characterized
bioparts can be re-used in many applications.
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PROGRAMMABLE MATTER
Programmable matter [204] refers to an intelligent material
that contains all the elements that a compute unit has such as
sensors, actuators, memory, processor, and communication.
Programmable matter is also known as claytronics [303]. The
ultimate goal in programming matter is to change the physical
properties of the material so that its shape and functionality
can be programmed through software.
Metamaterials [217], which are engineered materials that do
not exist in nature, have the potential to achieve the vision of
programmable materials. Depending on the material, the
envisaged granularity of programming varies from atom to
molecules all the way to visibly tiny devices. It has been
predicted that programmable matter will lead to disruptive
shape-shifting objects around us and its impact on our lives
will be equivalent to the impact of the Internet today. The
following excerpt from [303] is a good example of how it can
impact our lives:
“… Matter can be transformed into any shape for any purpose.
Furniture could change shape; blank walls could grow doors or
windows. Catoms (i.e., tiny micro robots) could form into
people that we would find difficult to discern from the real
person. They would appear as an actual physical being, not a
hologram.
…
For example, should we be at risk; programmable clothing
would become stronger than steel, while still maintaining its
light weight. Sensing danger, these ‘smart clothes’ could form
an impenetrable shield to stop bullets and knives from piercing
our skin; or become cushion-like to protect us from auto
accidents.

A biosystem designer can use the bioparts in the inventory to
build biodevices and biosystems. Tolerances are built into the design of any engineering biopart, device or system to compensate
for imperfections in the manufacturing. This is very similar to the
design margins used in circuit design within semi-conductor IPs.
Figure 87 shows the synthetic biology design library hierarchy
from DNA to systems. The bioparts consist of promoters,
activators, repressors and terminators; devices are made of
bioparts and encode man-made functions such as logic gates,
protein generator; systems are built with devices to perform
tasks such as counters, switches, oscillators etc.

Figure 87: Synthetic biology design library hierarchy
Source: [201]
Synthetic biology has many commercial applications with an
impact on diverse sectors. Figure 88 shows the potential
commercial applications in associated sectors. In particular, the
healthcare and environment segments offer great opportunities
for synthetic biology.

On command, walls in our homes could light up with a radiant
glow; TVs would look less like moving pictures and more like
3-D windows; and as wild as this may sound, we could actually
move doors and windows to different walls. There is almost no
end to the magic that this technology could create.
Claytronics would reduce the number of furniture pieces
required in a home. A dinner table might be changed to a poker
table for a party, then into a bed at night. In addition, a single
room could be used as living-room, dining area and bedroom,
simply by morphing furniture at different times.”

Figure 88: Synthetic Biology commercial applications
Source: [201]
The key enabling technologies in synthetic biology are synthetic
gene circuits and CRISPR gene editing. Synthetic genetic circuits
are engineered gene circuits that perform user-defined functions
in a predictable and reliable manner.
A typical gene circuit has three elements: a) sensor that accepts
inputs, b) processor that computes the response and c) actuator
that produces the corresponding output. The inputs to gene
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circuits are regulatory molecules to which cells respond by
activating or repressing gene expression. The outputs of synthetic
gene circuits are mainly fluorescent reporter proteins that can be
detected using optical measurement techniques. Figure 89
shows the logic gates that can be built with different regulatory
molecules.

Figure 91: Automated genetic compiler [104]

Figure 89: All 2-input logic gates can be built through gene
regulation
Source: [89]
A typical use-case scenario is to build a synthetic gene circuit and
embed the circuit into a biological organism to do useful work.
For example, synthetic gene circuits are built by manipulating
DNA, RNA and proteins and injected into mammalian cells for
gene therapy and drug delivery as shown in figure 90.

Figure 90: Synthetic gene circuits used in gene therapy to combat
diseases
Source: [76]

CRISPR technology [116] is a gene-editing technology that has
been used to fix the bases in the DNA more precisely than other
gene-editing technologies.
Many design automation tools have been developed for synthetic
biology to automate the design cycle from a specification to the
biolayout. BioCAD tools enable to design synthetic genetic
circuits from a high-level language specification using an
automated genetic compiler. Essentially, the input specification is
made by a high-level language similar to RTL in electronics and
the output is the DNA sequence. The automated genetic compiler
as shown in Figure 91 abstracts away the details of molecular
biology and biochemistry. The user can design genetic circuits
using standard library parts, simulate it and finally send the
designed DNA to a bio-foundry for DNA synthesis and assembly.
There are several emerging CAD tools to automate the genetic
circuit design such as GenoCAD, TinkerCell, ClothoCAD,
GenomeCompiler, CelloCAD and many others.
There is a trend in synthetic biology to separate the design from
the fabrication similar to the silicon world. For example, the
biofab concept is offered by companies such as Twist Bioscience,
Integrated DNA Technologies and Ginkgo Bioworks who advertise
themselves as “a foundry for designing living cells” [360].
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SynBio is a young field with a lot of applications, some of which
will take many years to become reality such as tissue engineering
or biocomputing. The following are the key challenges for
synthetic biology [67]:
• Safe delivery of synthetic gene circuits into mammalian
organisms for therapy.
• Engineer cells acting as programmable devices and functioning
safely in human body.
• High throughput and non-invasive measurement technologies
beyond fluorescent reporter proteins.
• Build complex and multiple synthetic gene circuits.
• Well-characterized, reliable and robust complex synthetic gene
circuits that can be used across multiple applications.
• Synthetic gene circuits that function in a truly multi-cellular
fashion.
These challenges also offer opportunities for the computing
community to contribute to synthetic biology such as in building
automation tools, complex custom synthetic gene circuits using
digital design principles and system design, and eventually
exploring how to develop biocomputing devices.

2.4.2.3 OTHER NEW MATERIALS
2.4.2.3.1 Carbon-based

For some time, new materials have been investigated as
replacements for silicon. These materials have the characteristics
allowing them to be made into very thin films, fixing the thickness
of a layer to just a few atoms. It is these thin layers of just a few
atoms thick that exhibit the desired characteristics, comparable
to those found in stacks of silicon oxide and polysilicon to
construct transistor used as switches.
One of these promising materials is graphene. Known to exist for
a long time, it was not until 2005 that a method was found to
produce it. Graphene is such a promising material because it has
a high electron mobility that would make the construction of fast
devices possible. However, graphene lacks the bandgap in its
electron energy level which is characteristic of semiconductors
and which makes the construction of electronic switches possible.
Graphene can be constructed in narrow strips which induces
bandgap-like behaviour, but such graphene layouts have a lower
electron mobility, lowering the potential for high speed devices.

2.4.2.3.2 Other new devices

A number of directions are being exploited to develop new
switching devices. Current developments can roughly be divided
into two groups: transistor-like devices and majority gate devices.
Transistor-like devices switch a charge current through an electric
force. The traditional CMOS transistor, which switches a current
by modulating the conductance of a channel through electric
charge, falls in this category. New devices based on charge current
switching, the tunnel field-effect transistor or TFET, switch a
charge current by modulating electron tunnelling through an
energy barrier. In the ferroelectric device, the regulating charge is
stored in a ferroelectric material instead of in a capacitor. Some
ten such TFET devices of various construction are under
investigation. Some of these TFETS use carbon nanotubes as a
channel, others use graphene sheets embedded in monolayers of
insulating material.
Spintronic devices drive the magnetization of a material through
either an electronic current or an electric force. Note that
magnetization is an intrinsic particle property: the magnitude is
fixed, and cannot be amplified (comparable to the charge of an
electron). Information is not stored by the absence or presence of
magnetization but by its orientation. Switching in spintronic
devices is accomplished by combining three or more inputs in a
majority gate circuit. Note that spintronic devices require an
interface to go from spintronic to electric and vice versa.
Most devices are still at an experimental stage, in which it is
infeasible to construct larger circuits from gates. To make fair
comparisons, however, multi-device circuits have been modelled
using the characteristics of the new devices. Such circuits then
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allow comparison of the devices in terms of power and switching
characteristics. In [51] a set of new devices is compared with 28
and 15 nm CMOS devices in an arithmetic logic unit (ALU) circuit.
This comparison shows that TFETS, in particular van der Waals
TFETS, have switching speed capabilities comparable to or even
slightly faster than CMOS FETs. Ferroelectric devices come close,
but devices based on magnetization are two orders of magnitude
slower. The picture is different in the case of power, both active
and standby: devices based on magnetisation have markedly
lower power dissipation. These devices are thus better suited for

Figure 92: Scheme of driving switching of (a) electric device, (b)
ferroelectric device, (c) ferromagnetic device and (d) magnoelectric
device
Source: [21]

Figure 93: Switching energy versus delay of a 32-bit ALU
Source: [51]

mobile and IoT applications. Also note that because in principle a
device based on magnetization retains its state, and thus its
information, when powered down, it is possible to construct
instantly on circuits.
There is no clear winner among the new devices now under
investigation as CMOS alternatives, and they are often not dropin replacements. As an example, magnetics-based devices lend
themselves especially well to in-memory computational
architectures. This is a trend visible in many of the new device
technologies, and in quantum computing, for example: the new

Figure 94: Active power versus standby power of a 32-bit adder
Source: [51]

Figure 95: Dissipated power versus computational throughput
(capped at 10W/cm2) related to a 32-bit ALU
Source: [51]
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switching devices will lead to different architectures and with
that to new models of computation.

2.4.3 ARCHITECTURE: HETEROGENEITY,
ACCELERATORS AND IN-MEMORY COMPUTING

With no clear winner, it is very likely that future applications will
contain a mix of interfaced architectures. New computational
paradigms/models and the particular characteristics of the
emerging devices have to be considered holistically. Thus, the
HiPEAC community should therefore work in close cooperation
with the device community to design efficient models of
computation.

2.4.3.1 MORE SPECIALIZATION THROUGH
ACCELERATORS

Figure 97: Optimized CPU and GPU
Source: Bill Dally (Nvidia)
While the architecture of processors makes them very versatile,
they are not necessarily optimized for all functions. Accelerators,
on the other hand, are tuned for a set of operations, meaning that
they are more energy efficient or require fewer transistors to
carry out a similar functionality.
Indeed, as we saw in 2.2.2.2 “Verticalization and dominance of
global platforms (GAFAM + BATX)”, there is a general trend
towards vertical companies entering the field of chip and
accelerator design in order to have more efficient systems, tuned
to their ecosystems or needs. Mastering the hardware also allows
better control of costs, as there is no third party involved, and of
the availability. Little wonder that the major technology
companies – GAFAM and BATX – are moving towards making
their own chips like fabless companies: [342].

Figure 96: Fig. 4. Scanning electron micrographs of Nanomagnet
logic quantum cellular automata (NML) (a) SEM photo of
NAND2 (b) magnetic force micrograph (MFM) of NAND2.
Source: [51]
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New architectures are also emerging which exploit new
potentialities of technology for innovative applications and
algorithms. For example, 3D stacking, which we discussed in
allows memory and computing to be stacked on top of one
another, increasing the bandwidth between the two and reducing
energy.
Stacking sensors and processor arrays also unlock new potential:
for example, CEA’s intelligent retina [117] stacked an array of
image sensors with processors, allowing parts of an “image” to be
processed independently, at their own frequency, freeing the
algorithms from the notion of images where all pixels are
sampled at the same time.

possibilities exist. For example, Intel is working on a Configurable
Spatial Accelerator, which is a kind of dataflow engine or coarsegranted reconfigurable-style architecture [86].
We have already seen in section 2.2.3.3 “Gaming: testbed for
consumer advanced technologies” that GPUs are very efficient
because of their high parallelism: as in single instruction, multiple
data (SIMD) architectures, a large number of operations on data
are executed per program instruction. In addition to GPUs, a
number of functions, such as cryptographic functions, can be
accelerated by optimized hardware.

2.4.3.2 NEAR/IN MEMORY COMPUTING

While enormous progress has been made on optimizing
computational units over the last 70 years, the same cannot be
said for data storage and movement [458]. This has led to
unbalanced, inefficient computing systems, with as much as 9599% of the “real estate” being dedicated to units that simply
store and move data.

Figure 98: CEA’s intelligent retina 3D stacked chip and
development board
Source: CEA

2.4.3.1.1 Heterogeneity of computing elements

One clear trend here is that we are moving towards combining
general-purpose CPUs with application-specific accelerators. One
application domain that is currently dominating these CPUaccelerator combinations is machine learning. As mentioned in
2.2.1.1 “The AI bandwagon”, Google are producing their own TPU
chips that are specialized towards accelerating machine learning
applications. Furthermore, Intel is adding support for accelerating
machine learning in their upcoming Cascade Lake Xeons [202].
These accelerators may either be external accelerators, as in the
case of TPUs, or fixed functionality on the CPU, but other

As a result, systems have become excessively complex in response
to the need to get data to the processors quickly, using
workarounds such as out-of-order and speculative execution
engines, many levels of cache hierarchy, complex pre-fetching
mechanisms and large amounts of multithreading. These
workarounds both complicate the design process and have an
adverse impact on predictability, reliability and energy efficiency.
A single memory access costs 2-3 orders of magnitude more
energy than a complex arithmetic operation, reduces performance
and increases security vulnerabilities by exposing data to the
outside world for longer. Hence, methods to reduce data
movement could help create systems that are more energy
efficient, higher performance, more reliable and secure.
Facilitated by the decreasing cost of RAM memory and
increasingly common 64-bit operating systems which allow a
much larger memory set to be addressed, in-memory computing,
or in-memory processing [181], is one approach to reducing data

Figure 99: Browser energy breakdown
Source: SAFARI Research Group, ETH Zurich and Carnegie Mellon University
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movement and accelerating computation. It consists of
processing data in the main memory (RAM) rather than only in
the CPU, thus benefiting from much lower access latencies and
higher transfer speeds.

i

In-memory is therefore especially useful where large amounts of
data are to be processed, such as in bioinformatics applications,
business intelligence applications and graph processing (the
technology underlying web searches such as PageRank, social
media and information networks). Using in-memory processing
to help provide artificial intelligence at the edge may also power
many applications, including for self-driving cars [180], databases
[213], or genome analysis [98].

They are also attractive for two indirect repercussions:
i increased reliability, owing to reduced solder connections;
ii lower cost of ownership, owing to there being fewer vendors
to qualify for use in critical systems.

Research on Google workloads on mobile devices has shown that
more than 62% of the total system energy, on average, is spent on
data movement between main memory and the compute units.
By processing data close to memory using either very simple
cores or specialized accelerators in the logic layer of 3D-stacked
memory, it is possible to halve the energy used while doubling
system performance in a state-of-the-art mobile device [11].
Similarly, designing an in-memory graph-processing accelerator
led to 13.8x better performance and 8x less energy on graph
processing [103]. Even light-touch modifications to existing
systems allowing users to take advantage of processing in
memory have been shown to deliver up to 50% better
performance and reduce energy consumption by 25% [102].
Consequently, developing in-memory or near-memory computing
through specific applications, frameworks and strategies is an
efficient and cost-effective way of improving information and
communication systems performance, since most of the
infrastructure investment has already been made.

2.4.3.3 HW/SW CODESIGN

HW/SW codesign has been around for quite some time now (see
for example [66]).
Google’s TPUs – which are discussed earlier in this document –
can be seen as substantive evidence that HW/SW co-design may
be the most practical way to sustain a radical change of paradigm
in compute-intensive algorithms. Choosing this direction is a
bold lateral step, which – renouncing tradition and consolidated
solutions – requires capacity for massive investment and a very
clear overall system concept as the ultimate goal.
Another direction of interest for dynamic, long-lived systems that
include specialized parts whose deployment may make
replacement or refurbishment not practical (due to remoteness,
such as in space, or due to the number of units, such as in smart
city infrastructures, especially in edge nodes) are reprogrammable
field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). FPGAs are attractive for
two direct and tangible reasons:
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ii

reduced weight and board space, due to decrease in devices
required;
increased flexibility, allowing design changes after the board
layout is complete.

An interesting ramification is that FPGAs are designed with
hardware description languages, which make their development
more similar to software (with its same risks and threats, and the
corresponding mitigation practices) than to hardware. See [354]
for a discussion of this technology ambit. However, the
improvement of High-Level Synthesis allows now to program
FPGAs using a programming language such as C.
The essential message here is that, increasingly in the future, the
requirements of the application-level algorithm where most of
the added value is and where performance, accuracy and
efficiency are paramount, will determine the architecture of the
processors that will run them. This will reverse what we know
from the history of computing, where processor architectures
have determined the characteristics of algorithms.

2.4.4 COMMUNICATION AND NETWORKING
TRENDS

The second piece of the compute-communications-storage
triangle, communications are central at all levels of integration in
computing systems, from interconnections on a single die to
exchanging data between continents. In the sections which
follow, we discuss different kinds of communications networks.

2.4.4.1 WIRED: FROM BETWEEN DIES TO BETWEEN
RACKS

Wired connections require cable infrastructure, and have the
advantage of being relatively secure: it is not easy to eavesdrop
on a wired connection. One wired connection does not experience
interference from other wired connections (if shielded properly).
They are also more energy efficient than wireless connections.

2.4.4.1.1 On-chip communication

Since the beginning, buses have been the favourite choice for
interconnecting devices on a chip. A bus is a simple, fast point to
point communication mechanism. However, it is also large and
power hungry, and when a bus spans a “large” distance, the long
wires suffer from signal degradation unless measures are taken
on each wire. To overcome some of these negative effects,
networks on chip (NoC) were developed. A NoC solves the real
estate, signal degradation and energy problem, but it is more
complicated in design, and is in general slower than a bus for
small distances.

A bus transports information in parallel or semi-parallel mode: all
the bits of the information word are carried next to each other
from source to destination. Sometimes the information word is
divided into large chunks: the chunks are transported serially, but
the bits of each chunk are still transported in parallel. In this way,
the number of interconnecting wires is traded for communication
speed.
Often, a mix of buses and NoCs are found on a chip: buses for
shorter and NoCs for longer on-chip distances. Buses and NoCs
are almost always electrical interconnects, because this means
that no interfaces between different transport technologies are
required.
As chip dimensions decrease, wire diameters decrease as well,
increasing resistance, and thereby reducing the distance an
electric signal can travel before becoming too attenuated. This
has already been recognized for a long time in long-distance
communication, hence the development of fibre optical
communication. Photons travel for large distances: a fibre can
carry an optical signal for about 100 km before amplification is
required.
Optical communication technology is, in principle, also usable for
on-chip interconnections. Optical communications allow for
much higher data rates: at 1000nm, the theoretical data rate is in
the order of 100 Tbit/s. But there is a catch: the dimensions for an
optical connection must be about one half the wavelength of the
light used. For the most popular wavelength used in optical
communication, around 800 nm, this would amount to 400 nm
waveguides, about 40 times larger than the 10 nm technology
node now aimed for by high-end chip manufacturers. This means
that, while optical NoCs would be just about feasible, optical
buses are simply ruled out for now because of required chip real
estate.

Going to a smaller wavelength poses problems in producing
photons (the light source), and is also challenging because of the
optical properties of silicon at smaller wavelengths. At a 200 nm
wavelength, light is attenuated to 36% after an optical path
length of 1 mm. Introducing other-than-silicon materials (such as
glass or quartz) for optical communication between different
parts of chips is a challenge for the chip production process.
However, in [316] a new semiconductor material, molybdenum
ditelluride seems to hold promise for use in CMOS devices to
construct on-chip optical NoCs.
A further disadvantage of optical communication is the
conversion cost: the electrical signal has to be converted to
photons and back to an electrical signal.
To make the choice between buses and NoCs, future challenges
will relate to balancing these technologies between speed and
on-chip distances.

2.4.4.1.2 Between-chip communication

Originally, wire wrap was the preferred method of computer
building, used some 30-odd years ago for implementing the Cray,
which at the time was the-fastest computer in the world.
However, for a long time now, circuit boards using printed copper
wires have been the choice for interchip connections as they are
relatively easy, and thus cheap, to mass produce. But as
communication speeds increase, even the shortest wires start to
act as delay lines. Interconnecting devices with photonics is
therefore a logical choice. Although more complicated then
copper wires, this is a technology that is slowly gaining ground.
A way to increase circuit integration efficiency is to combine
chips – or chiplets – on interposers to form circuits with a larger
functionality. The interconnect between the chiplets can be done
using metal (copper or gold) wires, but optical communication is
an excellent alternative for this application. The same holds for
3D chip technology, discussed in 2.4.1.2 “3D stacking: an answer to
CMOS scalability challenges”, where chiplets are stacked, with
through-chip vias for interconnect: these interconnects can be
either metal or optical interconnects, although metal is still
prevalent. The architectural consequences depend on the type of
connection: bus type (many wires, fast, usually metal) or network
type (single wire, slower, optical or metal).

2.4.4.1.3 Interboard communication, intra-rack
communication

Figure 100: Molybdenum ditelluride light source for silicon
photonics
Source: Sampson Wilcox

In the past implemented as flat cables, comparable to computer
buses, or network-like coaxial cables, for the fastest interconnects
nowadays optical fibres are being employed between circuit
boards. Connections between units are typically implemented as
optical connections as well.
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2.4.4.1.4 Inter-rack communication

Unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable connections between racks
have been replaced by optical fibres at a rapid pace over the past
few years.

ranging from a few centimetres to 100 m. These standards have
the capability of trading speed for range, or for connection quality;
see for example the Bluetooth 5 standard, now offered in several
smartphone devices. Bluetooth has limited networking
capabilities: up to seven devices can create a local network, and
each device can be part of more than one network. Both Bluetooth
and Zigbee have standards for low energy connections designed
to accommodate communication for the IoT.

Figure 101: Fibre optic cable
Source: Chaitawat Pawapoowadon on Pixabay

Figure 103: Wireless internet is a staple of modern life
Source: Bernard-Hermant on Unsplash

Figure 102: Interconnect prototypes from the EU-funded ExaNeSt
project – Source: ExaNeSt

Other standards, such as wifi and different cellular standards
have a significantly larger range, limited by its line of sight and
transmit power. One way to overcome this, is to use a network of
a set of interconnected non-hierarchical devices called a meshnet.
Meshnets are self-organizing, and by their setup have high
interconnect reliability. Meshnets can and have been constructed
based on existing network technology, such as wifi, Bluetooth
(BLE, Bluetooth Low Energy), and ZigBee (there is even an Ethernet
mode, shortest path bridging, allowing switches to be connected
in a mesh network).

2.4.4.2 WIRELESS

It goes without saying that wireless interconnections, especially
for self-driving cars and the IoT, require rigorous security
measures, to which providers are paying an increasing amount of
attention.

Wireless connections can in principle reach many devices in one
transmission. Yet, in many cases, wireless connections are used
for point-to-point connections. Certainly, with the advent of the
internet of things, wireless communication is playing an
increasingly important role, as it is infeasible to connect billions
of devices by wires.

2.4.4.2.2 Wireless 5G will change the landscape

In some circumstances, a cable infrastructure is impractical
(mobile devices), not cost effective, or simply impossible. In such
cases, wireless connections are used.

2.4.4.2.1 From short range to long range

A number of standards exist for wireless connections, each
covering a particular range. Probably the most well-known
among consumer users are Bluetooth and cellular networks.
Bluetooth and Zigbee, the standards developed for short range,
offer data rates of up to 1 Mb/s and interconnect distances
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The mobile phone networks of the 1990s evolved into 4G data
connection networks in the 2010s. The next generation, 5G, will
evolve mobile networks into general-purpose high data rate
networks, connecting devices with demanding applications such
as driverless cars. The demand for high data rates can be met by
increasing the baseband frequencies, which is equivalent to
lowering the wavelength.
As a consequence, the range of these cm radio waves is smaller
than for 4G networks, which employed between 30 and 15 cm
radio waves. This entails a denser network of radio access points,
which increases the total energy consumption of the internet.

The main challenge that 5G networks impose on the hardware
and software community is to optimize the energy efficiency of
these access points, as they impose the highest demand for
energy. However, solutions may be implemented not only at the
access points but at all levels on the internet communication
network.

3

The current standard, 4G, has data communication fully
integrated: watching streamed video on a smartphone is a
common sight even on the street; a laptop with a wired internet
connection is no longer required. The next generation of wireless
networks, 5G, will shift the balance even further towards a
computer network. IMT-2020, the mobile communications
standard for 2020 and beyond produced by the International
Telecommunications Union (ITU), provides for speeds of up to 20
gigabits per second at a frequency of 15 GHz (2 cm wavelength).
The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standard, which
allows for frequencies up to 6 GHz (5 cm wavelength), permits
speeds which are 15% to 50% higher than 4G.

Hence, even though it is still early days even for 5G, the challenges
6G is posing are already keeping researchers in all fields of
computing and communication busy.

5G divides communications into three categories: enhanced
mobile broadband, ultra-reliable low-latency communications,
and massive machine-type communications. An example of
ultra-reliable low latency communications are the connections to
self-driving cars. The connections of such devices must for safety
reasons be very reliable. In addition, since self-driving cars must
react fast to real time events, the communication latency must
be low. 5G is an important illustration of the computing spectrum:
from edge through fog to cloud.

2.4.4.2.3 What’s next? 6G!

5G networks are just being rolled out, but planning for the next
generation of systems for the connected world is already ongoing.
Should this be called 5G LTE, or is it really a step up?
As 5G is introduced, with little consumer demand as yet,
technological experience and business models still need to be
developed. However, 6G development represents a further step in
projected technological requirements in order to deliver datadriven, almost instant, virtually unlimited connectivity.
Future applications might require communication latencies
below 1 millisecond and data rates in the range of terabits per
second. That means several things:
1

Data processing must be evenly distributed over the spectrum,
from the edge to the cloud. Mobile devices will take up some
of the data processing to guarantee low data latency.

2

New applications are anticipated to be data hungry, requiring
data rates in the Tb/s range, and thus requiring terahertz
communication technology. That will spur the development
of new communication devices to open up this mm wave
length regime.

As the communication range at these wavelengths is reduced
to line of sight, the number of radio access points will have to
be increased, with some estimates even pointing to about
1,000 radio transmitters per person. This spreading and multi
plication of access points will challenge the communication
architecture as well, even more than 5G.

2.4.4.3 SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

For decades, communications using satellites have been the
realm of government agencies such as the US National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the European
Space Agency (ESA). This all changed when the Motorola-founded
company Iridium launched a constellation of communication
satellites for a worldwide satellite telephone network. Although
not a commercial success, the Iridium network is undergoing its
first major overhaul in 2017-2018, replacing its first-generation
satellites.
During the past ten years, universities have been using small
satellites (the size of milk cartons) to allow students to gain
experience in building, launching, and operating satellites. Some
of these so called nano-satellites were simply used to experiment
with satellite communications; others were used as a low-cost
experimental platform for new space-born technologies such as
innovative solar cell technology, or wireless intra-satellite
communication.
This was made possible through the price reduction that came
from standardizing the nano-satellite design. This same price
reduction, and a new generation of students experienced with
the nano-satellite design coming out of universities, has sparked
a number of companies experimenting with nano-satellite
communication [336].
A relatively low-cost network with a global coverage such as this
of course holds enormous potential for the IoT to penetrate event
the remotest locations on Earth. However, this comes at a cost,
and not only because of the still much higher network costs.
Building and launching a nano-satellite still costs in the order of
several €100K, but that price may go down through the advent of
commercial launch services such as SpaceX. The other cost is in
the energy consumption required to communicate with a
satellite, which is still in the order of several watts. So, again, for
this technology to succeed, intelligent energy consumption is the
key to success.
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2.4.5

STORAGE TRENDS

Storage is the third element of the computing systems triangle
(with compute and communications forming the other two). In
this section, we review the state of the art and forthcoming
technologies.
The field of memory devices can be separated into two major
categories:
1

2

Volatile memories, which require the presence of a power
supply and which lose data at power-off in a certain, relatively
short, amount of time. These are represented mainly by
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) – specific cells, very
dense, fast access but requiring regular data refreshes – and
static random access memory (SRAM) – logic devices cells, less
dense than DRAM, fast access, refresh not required.
Non-volatile memories, which retain data after power-off for
a long time, ideally tens of years. These are today mostly
represented by NAND flash memories, as NOR flash is now
limited to a few small niche areas; similarly, older generation
magnetic memories, excluding disks and tape, are confined to
off board system use, while new magnetic technologies like
magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) devices are still in their
infancy (see Section 2.4.5.3, 2.4.5.2.2).

DRAM memory still works on the principle of a charge stored in a
capacitor accessed by a transistor. To increase the density of the
storage, the capacitor is increasingly a high cylindrical structure
with a high permittivity insulator material allowing access to the
transistors below the capacitor cell. An example of the structure is
shown in figure 104, although the state of the art is now much
smaller with unit cell having a surface of around 0.002-0.0026
µm2 (as witnessed in the latest LPDDR4 products from Samsung
and Micron), giving a density of about 0.1-0.15Gb/mm2. Over the
next five to ten years, material improvements and the use of more
complex lithographic techniques should be able to deliver density
improvements of between 30 and 70% along an evolving path.
The biggest progress, however will come from high-bandwidth
memory (HBM) components. They increase the “volume” density,
hence capacity, and bandwidth by 3D assembly of chips using
through-silicon via (TSV) technology. Such assembly is
schematically illustrated in Figure 105 along with comparison
with some other type of DRAM implementations. For highperformance applications, in particular, HBMs are the best
solution to attain the data transfer rates necessary to alleviate
the bottleneck between the memory and computing units.

Both volatile and non-volatile memories can either be fabricated
in standalone chips or embedded in logic chips. The latter
approach, however, requires a number of compromises in speed,
density and performances that (with the notable exception of
SRAM), means they are not as good as the corresponding
standalone version, although they are often extremely useful.

2.4.5.1 VOLATILE MEMORIES

As noted above, DRAM and SRAM are the main forms of volatile
memory currently available.
Figure 105: HBM memory with 4 DRAM chips
Source: [52]

2.4.5.2 NON-VOLATILE MEMORIES
2.4.5.2.1 NAND flash

Figure 104: Cross section of a typical DRAM memory.
Source: Asp encore, Inc.
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As noted above, the architecture that has come to dominate the
non-volatile memory market is the NAND flash. Its major advantage is the high density that can be achieved thanks to the compactness of its unit cell. As with all flash memories, information is
represented by a charge stored into an insulator or a polysilicon
layer acting as a secondary gate on a transistor. This limits the
minimum size achievable as, below a certain size the number of
electrons stored becomes too small for a reliable operation.
However, the structure of the cell is very regular and lends itself
to a 3D implementation. This type of integration is very complex,

as it involves very high aspect ratio hole etching and filling and
this has been very difficult in production. Fortunately, in this type
of integration, the lithographic constraint and those on the size
of the storage gate are strongly reduced. As soon as the number
of superposed layers (hence number of bits per cell) goes above
about 80, the cost equation becomes favourable compared to a
planar solution. Above 80 the cost per bit rapidly decreases and
now 3D flash memories are progressively replacing 2D flash in
very high density chips and applications.
Over the next few years we will see an increase of the density due
to an increase of the number of layers until the limit of the access
resistance of the vertical structure is reached. Subsequently, EUV
lithography should be able to allow the unit cell to be further
reduced in size.

• and the tunnelling through a magnetic junction (Magnetic
RAM, MRAM).
With the exception of the CBRAMs, all the others are currently
very actively researched and demonstrations of systems with
over 1Mb have been obtained. However, only the embedded
version of some of them (notably the MRAM integrated by
Samsung on its 28nm FDSOI technology) has been taken close to
market. One other exception, which is difficult to comment on
due to lack of scientific papers, is the 3D XPoint technology from
Intel/Micron, which is supposed to be a form of PCM and which
has been introduced as a standalone memory.
While their characteristics are quite different from one to the
other with very different values for the major parameters (on/off
resistance level, on/off ratio, endurance, retention time, access
time, density, read/write voltage levels and so on), they all have in
common that they can be integrated at a relatively low
temperature between the metal layer of the backend process
and, potentially, to be realized in stacked planes of cells.
The possibility of integrating these memory cells in the backend
also opens up the possibility of integrating them within a logic
process and obtaining memory planes much closer to the
computational element. Ideally, this would open up the possibility
of doing some computation directly within the memory planes,
as discussed in section 2.4.3.2 “Near/In memory Computing”.

2.4.5.2.3 Carbon nanotube based memories

Figure 106: Principle of 3D NAND flash
Source: Toshiba

2.4.5.2.2 New non-volatile concepts based on
material resistivity

In recent years, limitations of non-volatile memories have spurred
research on new concepts based not on charge but on semipermanent variations of the resistivity of a material or of a stack
of materials. Different effects have been studied with a view to
exploitation, in particular:
• the thermally induced change of the phase from crystalline to
amorphous and the reverse in a chalcogenide material (phase
change memories, PCM or PCRAM);
• the formation of a metallic conductive path between to electrodes on a chalcogenide or insulating materials (conductive
bridge RAM, or CBRAM);
• the formation of a conductive path due to ions or vacancies in
a metallic oxide (oxide-based RAM, or Ox RAM);

A more futuristic-sounding approach to memory is the nanotubebased memory technology being developed by Nantero. The idea
is to form a film of carbon nanotubes on a silicon substrate
containing logic to select and index the memory. Depending on
the state of the nanotubes (either touching one another or not),
they can represent either a 0 or 1 bit [32]. One of the proposed
advantages would be that it has very low power costs, should
scale to extremely low feature sizes, and is compatible with
existing CMOS fabs.

2.4.5.2.4 Magnetic storage

Today, many consumer devices (smartphones, tablet, laptops)
start out equipped with solid state disks due to their superior
performance (faster, more energy efficient). Desktop computers
are following. In the future, magnetic storage might become a
niche market for data centres. Given the large price difference
between magnetic storage and solid-state storage, there is a
good reason to assume that hard disks will still be used in the
foreseeable future in data centres, in combination with magnetic
tape storage. The fact that manufacturing companies keep
innovating the storage technology for hard disks also confirms
this.
Bits on a hard disk are stored in sets of magnetic grains. A
magnetic grain is about 8nm, and it cannot be made much
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smaller because super-paramagnetism will cause random flips of
the magnetic grains under the influence of temperature. One
stored bit consists of 20-30 grains and has a bit width of 75nm
and a bit length of 14nm. The number of grains cannot be reduced
much if we want to keep a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.
Therefore, the maximal density of perpendicular recording is
about 1 Tb/in2. Today, hard disks with a density of 1 Tb/in2 are
commercially available.
The bit density can be further increased by reducing the bit
(track) width. The idea is that a track is written full-width, but the
next track partially overwrites the previously written track (just
like shingles on a roof, hence the name ‘shingled magnetic
recording’). The remaining strip of the track is wide enough to be
read, but it can no longer be written without destroying the data
in the neighbouring tracks. This leads to disks where data must
be stored in bands. These hard disks have to be used like solidstate disks; bands must be written sequentially and cannot be
changed, they can only be overwritten. However, since much
contemporary data is write-once (like images, movies, audio files),
the fact that rewriting requires more work is not that problematic.
Shingled magnetic recording increases areal density about 25%
[184]. In 2016, major hard disk vendors introduced helium-filled
hard drives. Helium is seven times lighter than air, and creates
less friction and less turbulence inside the hard disk, and hence
less heat. This allows for higher rotational speeds (10,000 rpm)
and 50% more platters in the same volume, increasing both the
bandwidth and the capacity of the hard disk.
Narrower tracks lead to more interference from adjacent tracks
when reading. Two-dimensional magnetic recording improves
the signal-to-noise ratio by using multiple read heads: one to
read the central track, and two heads to measure the interference
from neighbouring tracks. By combining the three signals, the
signal-to-noise ratio can be improved, and the track density can
be further increased.
Beyond shingled magnetic recording, other approaches are
needed. One approach is energy-assisted magnetic recording, of
which heat-assisted magnetic recording is the best known. It
uses heat in combination with a magnetic field to record the bits.
This, however, requires that a heat spot be localized on a single
track and that the rise and fall times be in the sub-nanosecond
range. Designing such a head is challenging. Heat-assisted
magnetic recording could eventually lead to an areal density of 4
TB/in2.
The next approach is to make use of patterned media. In patterned
media, each bit is recorded on a small island of magnetic material,
surrounded by a non-magnetic material. In this case, a bit can be
made as small as a single magnetic grain (instead of 20-30 grains
for perpendicular recording). In order to reach 1 Tb/in2 in patterned
media, it is necessary to etch islands of 12 nm, which is beyond
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the resolution of current lithographic systems. That means that
patterned media will have to rely on self-ordering. Densities of up
to 10 Tb/in2 by 2025 seems to be theoretically possible with
patterned media, if combined with heat-assisted magnetic
recording. However, today, bit patterned media is not yet ready
for the market.

Figure 107: Evolution of areal density according to the ASTC
Technology Roadmap
Source: ASTC
Hence, it does not seem that the magnetic storage technology is
currently running out of steam. There is a roadmap for at least
seven more years.
Another magnetic storage technology has an even more
promising roadmap [131]: tape. Tape has survived for a very long
time, for two main reasons: it is cheap, and its growth capacity is
33% per year (compare to 15% for hard disks), or a doubling of the
capacity every two to three years. The areal density of tapes is
lower than that of hard disks (up to 100x), but this is compensated
by a much larger surface (modern tapes can be as long as 1 km).
Since the areal density is so much lower than that of hard disks,
there is still a lot of headroom before the superparamagnetic
limit will be reached.
The difference in growth rates means that tape storage is getting
cheaper faster than disk storage, and that offline storage in a
robotic library becomes a valid alternative for data that do not
need to be online all the time [87]. Data stored in such a library
has a number of unique advantages:
• It is the cheapest form of mass storage.
• It is more energy efficient because a tape in the library does not
need to be powered. This is very important for long-term
storage.
• It is more secure, because it cannot be accessed if it is not
sitting in a drive. The air gap protection in the robot library is
very reliable.
• It is more reliable than hard disk storage (five orders of
magnitude, which is important for archival applications).

2.4.5.3 FUTURISTIC STORAGE

In the future, human and/or synthetic DNA could be used to store
and retrieve data in an extremely dense and efficient manner.
Data is stored by manipulating the base-pairing mechanism in
the DNA using DNA synthesis methods, and can be read from it
by using DNA sequencing methods.
Microsoft in collaboration with University of Washington [90]
built a DNA-based storage archival storage system on a synthetic
DNA and demonstrated its feasibility, robustness and random
access to the storage with wet lab experiments. Most recently,
they stored 35 files, equivalent to 200MB of data, on a synthetic
DNA and have been able to recover each one without any errors
[152]. Recently, Church et al [173] in the Wyss Institute for
Biologically Inspired Engineering and Harvard Medical School
have stored a digital movie in a living bacterial cell, and retrieved
it with 90% accuracy using the CRISPR-Cas gene editing system.

2.4.6

COMPUTATIONAL MODELS

Another approach to enhancing the performance and efficiency
of ICT devices is by changing the computing paradigm, of course
matching the right paradigm to the right application. The
following section gives a few examples of interesting approaches,
without offering an exhaustive summary.

2.4.6.1 NEUROMORPHIC COMPUTING

The idea of mimicking how the brain works in order to design
better (more intelligent) computing machines is not a new idea. As
touched upon in section 2.2.1.1 “The AI bandwagon”, from the early
effort of modelling neurons and synapses by McCulloch and Pitts
in 1949, the idea of the “perceptron” by Rosenblatt in 1950, works on
multi-layers neural networks by Fukishima in the 1970s to the
modelling of the dynamics of recurrent neural networks in the
early 1980s by Hopfield, the topic really took its modern form in the
late 1980s with the work of Carver Mead. See [291] for an overview.
Since then we have seen a variety of computing approaches.
Some are very loosely related to the initial idea of neuromorphism.
In fact, they are implementations of vector matrix products
accelerators often known as neural processing units (NPUs) or
neural engines, and are finding their way into almost all new “AI
powered” devices, such as smartphones, cameras, washing
machines et so forth.

The Neurogrid chip models 1,024 excitatory pyramidal cells and
256 inhibitory basket cells. – Source: Emily Nathan 2007
The Neurogrid system [22] from Stanford’s team “Brains in Silicon”
is designed for fast simulation of biological neural circuits. It is
based on mixed digital and analogue circuits aiming at simulating
the behaviour of various parts of the biological brains such as
synapses, membrane potential and ion-channels, in order to
reproduce the shape of brains signals (spikes). The Neurogrid
system is made of several custom chips (Neurocore) implementing
65,536 artificial neurons, each with up to 256 connected synapses
per neurons and several shared parameters that can be tuned to
adjust the neuron simulation.
The True North chip originated from the contribution of IBM
Research to the DARPA synapse project. The purpose of the IBM’s
TrueNorth [9] architecture is to provide a generic platform for
computational applications. The architecture includes 4,096
cores on a single CMOS chip. Each core contains 256 “leaky
integrate and fire” (LIF) digital neurons and each neuron is
connected to 256 synapses. All cores are interconnected by a
network-on-a-chip (NOC) and it is possible to interconnect several
cores together to form a larger network. In this case, the
architecture time is discretized and cores are synchronized by a
global signal of 1kHz. The average power consumption is
estimated at around 68mW.
Brain Scales [182] is a neuromorphic architecture developed at
the University of Heidelerg, Germany. The circuits of BrainScales

On the true neuromorphic side of the spectrum the work is still
mostly academic due to the exploratory nature of the field, with
some industrial companies also investigating the possibility of
getting real inspiration from the brain. For the purposes of this
discussion we consider efforts that try to mimic the human brain
by imitating how the architecture of biological networks
processes information with streams of spikes (or event data) as
“neuromorphic”.
The Wafer-scale structure of Brainscales – Source: [365]
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The Brainscales system – Source: [365]

The SpiNNaker system – Source: [65]

mimics the structure of biological neurons and synapses and try
to retain their biological functions as far as possible. It is based on
a mixed-signal design (analogue/digital) and is implemented as
a set of wafer scale circuits running up to ten thousand times
faster than real time.

Both the BrainScales and Spinnaker systems are part of the HBP
Neuromorphic Computing Platform [366]. The platform provides
a number of documentation resources, software tools, ways to
request a resource allocation and help on running neuromorphic
simulations onto the physical machines.

The BrainScaleS system [365] (NM-PM-1) contains 20 8-inch
silicon wafers in 180 nm process technology. Each wafer
incorporates 50 x 106 plastic synapses and 200,000 biologically
realistic neurons. The system does not execute pre-programmed
code but instead evolves according to the physical properties of
the electronic devices. The estimated power consumption of the
architecture on a wafer is 1 kW. The BrainsScaleS system have
been developed and deployed as part of the Human Brain
Flagship (HBP) project.

Dynapsel [433] is a five-core fully-asynchronous mixed-signal
spiking neural network chip with on-chip learning (STDP) fabricated
in 28nm FDSOI process with a silicon area of 2.8mm x 2.6mm.

While writing this document, the European neuromorphic
computing community was saddened by the sudden death of
Prof. Karlheinz Meier, 24 Oct. 2018, coordinator of the Human
Brain Flagship and leader of the BrainScales project.

The Spinnaker [65] neuromorphic system is a based on ARM cores
and aims at speeding up simulation in computational neurosciences. In contrast to BrainScales, Spinnaker is a fully digital design build upon industry standard ARM processors. Nevertheless,
the hardware and software architecture of Spinnaker is really targeted at speeding-up computational neurosciences problems,
with some impressive results. The SpiNNaker system (NM-MC-1)
provides almost 30,000 custom digital chips, each with eighteen
cores and a shared local 128 MB RAM, giving a total of over
500,000 cores. A single chip can simulate 16,000 neurons with
eight million plastic synapses running in real time with an energy
budget of 1W. It has been developed at University of Manchester,
UK, in a team led by Prof. Steve Furber.
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The chip comprises four TCAM cores with 1k analogue LIF neurons
and 64k 15-bit TCAM synapses sub-divided in four cores, one
learning core with 64 analogue leaky I&F neurons, 8k digital 4-bit
plastic synapses, and 8k 4-bit digital configurable synapses. The
architecture of the chip is based on the work of the team Prof.
Giacomo Indiveri at the University of Zurich [83]. The estimated
power for the Dynapsel is of 2.8 pJ per synaptic event, giving a
total power efficiency of 320 giga synaptic operations per watt

Die photo of the DynapSEL chip – Source: [433]

definitely on a track for a bright future. For more references on
the field of neuromorphic computing hardware, the reader could
read the extensive review on the works in the field proposed by
Schulman et al. in 2017 [459].

2.4.6.2 RESERVOIR COMPUTING

The concept of reservoir computing is often considered as a
special case of recurrent neural networks. It was proposed
independently by Wolfgang Maas [374] as the liquid state
machine and Herbert Jaeger [239] as echo state networks. It
consists of an input layer fed into a recurrent network of nonlinear
neurons with randomly fixed weights (the reservoir) and a
readout layer with trained weights.

Intel’s Loihi neuromorphic chip – Source: Intel
(GSOP/W) compared 46 GSOP/W for the TrueNorth circuit. The
DynapSel circuit was designed as part of the European
collaboration NEURAM3 [432].
Intel’s new Loihi chip [47] is a neuromorphic manycore processor
with on-chip learning fabricated in Intel’s 14 nm process. In
contrast to the other chips mentioned here, which mostly aim at
brain simulations, the Intel effort is clearly targeting the AI
market. The aim of Loihi is to offer a self-learning solution based
on neuromorphic principles with spike-based computation.
By attempting to mimic the biological brain as closely as possible,
both its architecture and its way of coding information, neuromorphic circuits are primarily targeted toward computational
neuroscience. Indeed, by designing hardware circuits reproducing
detailed functions of the brain and scaling their number using
state of the art microelectronics technologies, neuromorphic
chips can speed-up simulations faster than by using a pure software approach. This contribution of neuromorphic computing to
a better understanding of the brain (how it works, how it encodes
its environment, how it is so power efficient) is certainly very important. However, it would not be fair to only consider neuromorphic chips as simple accelerators of brain simulations.
In reality, most of what we learn in designing neuromorphic computing chips and systems, could be used to vastly improve current
digital or analogue designs based on conventional neural networks for deep-learning. Spike (or event)-based coding is naturally adapted for processing data collected from ever-changing
environments, such as the flow of information from various sensors in an autonomous vehicle or robot. Spike-based coding is
also a promising way to reduce the power consumption of computing systems since it results in very sparse activities [70].
Indeed, spike coding and neuromorphic computing architectures
modelled on the biological brain is a very active field of research.
While sometimes overshadowed by deep-learning fever, it is

Figure 108: The concept of reservoir computing as sketched
by Herbert Jaeger
The basic idea is to project an input vector onto a higher
dimensionality space implemented in the reservoir before
reducing the information by training the readout layer. The main
benefit is that learning is restricted to the readout layer and can
be very fast in principle. Another benefit of reservoir computing
comes from the delayed dynamics of the reservoir which makes it
very well adapted to process timed data series inputs for
prediction purposes.
Several projects have explored the concept of reservoir computing
implemented in various technologies, for example using
photonics technology as in the Phocus and BioPhoProc projects
[308], or even directly embedded into a ionic sensor as shown in
the RECORD-IT [341] project. This latter example is an interesting
case of using a computing paradigm (reservoir computing) in a
sensing device: the non-linear reservoir is implemented by a
biological fluid. It was observed that the variation of ionic species
concentration of the fluid induced changes in its non-linear
properties that could be sensed with a simple readout layer.
Another approach by the group of Wei Lu at Michigan University
demonstrates how memristors could be used to implement a
non-linear dynamic reservoir [380]. They implemented a fairly
small reservoir with 88 memristors and fed it with MNIST data
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(transformed to spikes) to perform the classification operation
using a simple readout layer with a success rate of 88%. This way
we could imagine that a reservoir network could be implemented
using memristor arrays with randomly set weights using their
natural dispersion and randomness. Therefore, the dispersion of
memristor characteristics, a major weakness for their use in
traditional deep networks, becomes a key advantage when
implementing a reservoir. A reservoir computing architecture
could thus be composed of layers of memristor-based reservoirs
combined with simple readout layers implemented with
standards circuits.

will be combination of different techniques also using
probabilistic and Bayesian learning.

Reservoir computing techniques can also be simulated using
software packages. An open source version of the Oger Reservoir
Computing simulation toolbox is available on GitHub. Oger was
introduced by a group at Ghent University in 2012 [251] after
experiments previously performed by that same group in 2007
[255].
Although reservoir computing techniques have been proposed
and developed for some time and show promising properties in
terms of learning time [333], they still have not garnered the level
of interest of deep learning techniques. Reservoir computing
techniques are still in their research phase, much like other
unsupervised approaches.

2.4.6.3 AI BEYOND DEEP LEARNING

In spite of the success of deep learning in AI, it is not without its
critics, who believe that deep learning is just a tool in AI instead
of a panacea in machine intelligence. The deficiencies of deep
learning identified by critics are threefold:
1

Deep neural networks are black boxes whose outputs cannot
be explained [40].

2

They need huge amounts of labelled training data to learn
while humans can learn and generalize with a single example
via “one-shot learning” [122].

3

They are “naïve” and can be easily fooled because they are
programmed with no common sense [424]. A good example is
shown in the figure 109 below [268] where a picture of a
panda is taken and a “gibbon” gradient is added to it, then a
deep neural network classifies it as a gibbon. As discussed in
section 2.3.1.2.2 “Security threats to the IoT and CPS”, malicious
attempts to fool deep learning networks in this way could
have serious repercussions.

Of course, there are examples of research showing potential
solutions to those problems, such as self-supervised learning
[301]. However, many of the critics of deep learning argue that
causality and learning with uncertainty are missing in deep
learning-based approaches. There is some consensus among
these critics that the next big wave in machine learning and AI
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Figure 109: Limitations of deep learning
Source: Francois Chollet, ‘Deep Learning with Python’, 2017
For example, Lee et al, [444] proposes Bayesian program learning
capable of learning a large class of concepts from a single
example in which concepts are represented as simple probabilistic
programs. Ghahramani says in [450] Bayesian non-parametric
models (e.g. Gaussian processes) are flexible models that do not
need a large amount of training data and are dynamic to learn
better as they observe more data. He argues that probabilistic
programming is essential for representing probabilistic models.
Similarly, Intel Chief Technology Officer Mike Mayberry thinks
probabilistic computing will be the third wave of AI after rulebased and deep learning-based AI waves [323].

Judea Pearl, a Turing Award winner and inventor of Bayesian
networks, goes beyond deep learning and probabilistic
approaches in his new book The Book of Why?, arguing that
causal reasoning could provide machines with human-level
intelligence where machines will communicate with humans
more effectively [396]. He proposes an alternative approach,
“reasoning with cause and effect”, rather than “reasoning with
uncertainty”. According to Pearl: “If we want machines to
reason about interventions (‘What if we ban cigarettes?’) and
introspection (‘What if I had finished high school?’), we must
invoke causal models. Associations are not enough — and this
is a mathematical fact, not opinion.” He predicts that
“reasoning with cause and effect” will eventually lead to
“machine free will”.

2.4.6.3.1 Statistical and probabilistic reasoning
EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTING
Evolutionary computing or algorithms have been around for
30 years and are mainly used in optimization and search
problems. More recently, they have emerged as a viable toolset
for AI applications, in particular to evolve neural networks, a
concept called “neuroevolution” [390].
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) mimic natural evolutionary
mechanisms such as mutation, selection, recombination and
reproduction. EAs are used in many applications for searching,
optimization, bioinformatics, VLSI chip implementation,
hardware verification and testing.
EAs generate a population of random solutions to a problem,
and each solution is evaluated by a fitness function measuring
the goodness of the solution. A subset of the solutions from
this population is selected by the fitness function as parents.
Then, the parents reproduce by mutation to generate an
offspring from which the survivor selection is made. The
solutions in the offspring become the new population of
solutions. This process is iterated until a particular termination
condition is met. The flow of an EA is shown below:

Figure 110: Flow of an EA
Source: 2017 Sentient Technologies Holdings Limited
Most recently, it has been used in learning how to play video
games; in some video games, it has even outperformed deep
learning [405].
Uber has recently demonstrated that EAs can be used as a
non-gradient based training algorithm for deep reinforcement
neural networks, which can be a good alternative to
backpropagation training algorithms [263].

The convergence between traditional embedded real-time
systems and the cognitive CPS envisioned in this document will
require worst-case analysis of non-functional properties for
cognitive CPS. Interestingly, however, the analysis techniques to
use for the emerging systems will have to adopt other strategies
than classic static analysis.
As long as certain basic preconditions are met, statistical and
probabilistic reasoning may prove a useful approach, or a
combination of various approaches including symbolic ones. This
is because, as processors become ever more complex and
heterogeneous by including various accelerators, it is increasingly
difficult for static analysis techniques to cope with the explosion
in the state space when attempting to model the inner operation
of all relevant components. As a result, conservative assumptions
are made to compensate for unknown details.
The benefit of statistical and probabilistic techniques is their
ability to reason on black-box observations, which significantly
easier to obtain than white-box knowledge on the relevant
internals of an execution. A string of research works recently
conducted in Europe (such as [60], [61] and [80]) span issues and
challenges ranging from tailoring statistical techniques used in
other domains to fit the timing (and energy) analysis problem, to
dressing the hardware or the software runtime of the system to
match the premises of probabilistically analysable behaviour, via
revisiting the way such analyses should work.
This body of work and the evidence collected from representative
use cases show potential worth of industrial consideration as
well as further research. The biggest research challenge still
ahead of this novel branch is to provide confirmatory arguments
that the observations collected during analysis are sufficient to
capture all of the significant contributions to worst-case
scenarios. This is often called “the representativeness problem”.
Injecting randomization in the non-functional behaviour of
selected hardware components, those for which best-case and
worst-case behaviour span a large distance, has been explored as
a valid technique to yield statistical representativeness to
measurement observations.
Interestingly, these hardware modifications have attractive
repercussions on security, in that the observable non-functional
behaviour becomes non-deterministic and therefore less apt to
use by attackers, and assurance, in that the risk of pathological
(deterministic) behaviour is averted by construction. Bayesian
reasoning and machine learning techniques are also beginning
to be explored to address the variability caused by software
execution taking different program paths across observations.
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2.5 SYSTEM-LEVEL DIRECTIONS
Having explored the problems and potentials opportunities of
novel solutions for the “physical” part of ICT systems, in this
section we first discuss how system organization is expected to
evolve and the consequences for software composition.
Subsequently, we discuss software implementation for those
systems, considering programming and compilation.

2.5.1

THE CONTINUUM OF COMPUTING

The notion of “the continuum of computing”, encompassing
“edge”, “fog” and “cloud” computing to support data-driven
applications and business intelligence more generally, has been
around for some years; see for example [124].
As discussed in 2.2.1.3 “The continuum: Cloud, fog and edge
computing”, at one end of the continuum are pervasive devices
located as near as possible to the user or to the physical target of
interest, known as the “edge”. These in turn are linked to
specialized services which can be run either on centralized
servers, as in the “cloud” model, offering maximum scalability, or
closer to the original device(s), as in “fog” computing, which
provides greater responsiveness.

strategic importance for future applications, that we discuss in
this section.
The software fit for “continuum” systems exhibits two
distinguishing and closely intertwined traits that are vectors of
high value-added potential.
• First, they are designed to be provided as-a-service (i.e. through
internet connectivity), which means that they require very little
in the way of installation and execution on the target device. As
a consequence, the need and extent of embedding are reduced
to a minimum.
• Second, they are designed to inter-operate at the highest level
of the internet protocol stack, which allows them to realize
value-added functions via natural distribution (and possibly
even decentralization) by functionally aggregating components
regardless of their physical location – without the limitations
in the addressing capabilities of lower-level protocols – and of
the technology stack in which they reside.
The union of these two traits yields a very powerful combination,
which sets a clear trend for all other software that aims to make
lasting impact.
Individual or professional users alike are becoming increasingly
familiar with software applications being provided as-a-service;
indeed, as discussed in 2.2.2.1 “Renting instead of buying”, the
trend to “everything-as-a-service” is gaining traction in modern
economy, as shown in the infographic in figure 112 [429].

Initially, the concept of the continuum was brought to public
attention through attempts by hardware providers such as Intel
[84] and software providers (Microsoft’s attempt to enter the
mobile phone market and join its application space to its desktop
platforms) alike to cover the full spectrum, in addition to being
quietly but steadily pursued by Google. Nearly a decade later, the
same notion has risen to a fully acknowledged and attractive
prospect, now that it has embraced the need to accommodate
heterogeneity.

The fruition of those applications via web browsers – which are
becoming known as “progressive web apps” for the mobile app
market segment (see Google’s views on this at [281]) – has
prompted significant advances in web technologies, although
there are still plenty of possibilities to explore. What used to be a
rather simple, near-dumb, client merely tasked to represent server-side contents, has become a full and yet comparatively lightweight run-time environment where client-side value-added
computation takes place at a different time to server-side activity.
This asynchrony is essential to assuring acceptable user experience, as well as being attractive in that it makes use of compute
cycles that would otherwise be wasted in synchronous waiting.
This observation explains the massive emergence of asynchronous programming languages, whose role is vital to the client
side of as-a-service applications, and has consequently established asynchronous programming as an important paradigm.

The boundaries of this continuum are flexible and can cut a thin
or thick slice of the fog, edge and cloud space, according to
application need. Similarly fluid is the functional apportionment,
as evoked in figure 111. Yet the internal architecture of each
instance of a continuum system is bound to have very similar
characteristics. It are these characteristics, arguably of high

Incidentally, but also importantly, the fact that the client side of
web-based applications may have a larger share of responsibility
in the overall computation makes it more evident that privacy
requirements can and should be addressed on the client side too.
In this regard, see for example [414], which urges the deprecation
of server-controlled cookies.

Figure 111: A pictorial view of the edge-fog-cloud continuum of
computing
Source: [222]
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Figure 113: A pictorial Cloud-centric view of the continuum of
computing
Source: [136]
dynamically change location and configuration of interconnect,
for performance, fault tolerance, and security reasons.
The components of software applications designed in accord
with this vision (which can be called services, or better yet
microservices, to stress that they are intrinsically other than
traditional monoliths disguised within containers) have a number
of relevant characteristics:

Figure 112: A business-oriented infographic on the
“everything-as-a-service” trend in the IT market
Source: CBS Interactive Inc.
Another major implication of the rise of the as-a-service style of
software provisioning is that this modality is attractive to all
devices – and all applications – that are intended for connectivity,
for user-side reachability, system-side operation or both. As the
client-side device has sufficient computational capabilities, it
becomes practical and desirable to transfer part of the overall
computation to it, with the aim of reducing the response-time
latency that would be incurred if the bulk of computation were to
occur on the server side.

To earn maximum reachability (that is, to be able to potentially
span all nodes of the internet and, within them, to reach out to
any place in their local storage and to any service attached to it),
the interfaces they expose to the outside are programmed
against HTTP(S), rather than against arbitrary APIs. Note that this
span cannot be achieved with TCP-level solutions, which have no
uniform way to reach out to local-storage places owing to the
limited span of port-based services.
The state-of-the-art paradigm for that purpose is REST, short for
“representational state transfer”. The primary intent of REST is to
“transfer, access, and manipulate textual data representations in
a stateless manner” [42].

Taking this observation in account together with the second
characteristic itemized at the start of this section (the desire to
cooperate at the highest level of the protocol stack), we see that
“the client” and “the server” are increasingly less self-contained
monoliths, destined to fully and permanently reside at one place.
Instead, they are increasingly becoming aggregates of distributed
components, which may not even need to have a fixed physical
residence and can instead move around (also known as roaming).

Elevating information into a first-class element of software architectures allows decoupling (i.e. the outcome of drawing value
from data) and processing (i.e. the act of doing something with
information, typically producing more data for more information
processing down the line). When realized correctly, RESTfulness is
an “in-the-large” architectural style that provides for uniform interoperability between different services (as part of applications)
or whole applications on the internet. In addition to relying on
textual representation, this interoperability descends from statelessness, which allows application services to communicate agnostically and therefore be able to accommodate heterogeneity.

This architecture concept gives rise to the notion of “the continuum of computing”, which allows a single software system to be
comprised of interconnected parts that span across the edge, the
fog and the cloud, and that may individually, transparently and

Statelessness is also a prerequisite to scalability; its opposite,
statefulness, instead nails the software asset where its state is
persisted, which cannot be copied elsewhere, short of slowing
execution down dramatically in order to assure transactional
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consistency. It is worth noting that horizontal scaling (scaling
out) has more strategic value in future systems, as it lives on
roaming across existing execution platforms, without incurring
the total cost of ownership and the added complexity of having
to scale up to more powerful dedicated infrastructures.

RESTful interaction is very simple to comprehend, much
simpler than with arbitrary APIs, which is a good omen for
verification. Admittedly however, using a simple style of
interaction to build complex systems needs a very profound
understanding of how to break a complex whole down into
simpler parts that can be individually mapped to RESTful
simplicity. Later in this section we return to what should be
done to elevate RESTful interaction to the needs we envision in
this document.

2.5.1.1 OPEN SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

Over the last 20 years or so, the evolution of the architecture of
large software applications (large in terms of feature set, size and
volume of users) has followed a course that – in retrospect –
appears very evident. In fact, software architectures have
progressed as follows:
1
2
3
4

From single-location monoliths, with variable room for
modular and recurrent organization, to
TCP-level static client-server pairs (now nearly extinct, due to
the limitations and lack of flexibility explained above), to
HTTP-level pull-based static client-server aggregates, to
HTTP-level push-based, publish-subscribe dynamic compositions.

Figure 114 gives a pictorial representation of this course of
evolution.

better fit the new architecture, because in software production,
conservatism tends to prevail over decisive change, leading to
effects that becomes particularly noticeable in systems that
outlive their anticipated lifespan and therefore are not designed
for long-term evolution. Those applications frequently become
“the land of legacy”, where evolutive maintenance is rarer
(because costlier) than corrective and adaptive maintenance.
The step from 3 to 4 responded to the advent of software-defined
social networks, whose information flow was fully inverse to the
request-reply paradigm ingrained in 3 Interestingly, however, in
spite of this fundamental difference, 4 was built on top of 3, as a
token of pragmatic conservatism (hence the retention) of the
pre-existing network infrastructure. Yet the software architecture
of the client and server sides in 4-type systems had to undergo
sufficiently large changes to motivate the use and the furthering
of pattern-based architectural design. This trend is being
accompanied by growing attention to software frameworks –
which embody precise architectural styles – in preference to
simple libraries, which may have no conscious architecture
underneath their API.
4-type architectures, which have a publish-subscribe core at their
centre, are intrinsically more open than their predecessors as
they allow the transparent addition or removal of end-points (the
former requiring advertising to potential users; the latter
requirement client-side handling of access failure), as well as
transparent replication or relocation of components, without any
modifications to the rest of the system.
All the types of architecture cited above in some ways are variants
of the same client-server paradigm. However, the advent of the
blockchain concept and technology has shown the new frontier
of decentralization, where an arbitrarily complex system can be
constructed without requiring server components as well as
without fully connected distribution, in which all nodes are
logically connected among them. Lately, technology assets are
beginning to emerge that help construct full-stack blockchainbased systems, which preserve the web-based nature of 3- and
4-type systems.

TOOLS FOR BUILDING DECENTRALIZED SYSTEMS

Figure 114: A pictorial view of the evolution of software
architectures – Sourced: FPT Software
The step from 1 to 2. responded to the massive demand for more
uniformity, reachability and interoperability, but it did not
correspond to efficient, lean, modular, evolvable, and robust
architectures. Very few systems were internally reorganized to
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DappRadar [277] offers a snapshot of existing and advertised
decentralized applications. Technology-wise, Ethereum [355],
with its MetaMask brower adapter [313], and the InterPlanetary
File System (IPFS) protocol [305], are enablers worthy of
mention. Here, smart contracts are the service methods
exposed to the application in the same way as normal web
applications, front-ended with React or some such, and, thanks
to IPFS, storage is either on chain (where secure persistency
incurs variable costs), or off chain, depending on mutability
needs and cost considerations.

Figure 115: A pictorial view of how blockchain’s decentralization relates to other forms of networked organizations
Recently, decentralization has gained traction and interest in the
numerous application domains (digital conservation most
notable among them), where trusted persistence is paramount,
and doing away with the costs of traditional centralization
solutions is attractive.
There are, however, two main limitations to blockchain techno
logy, with further study needed to overcome them. First, the
energy costs of persisting securely (what came to be known as
“mining” in the bitcoin world) need to be drastically reduced,
which may be done using more elegant and sophisticated
solutions like those of Algorand [166]. Second, scalability needs to
be ensured, possibly by federating private and public resources, in
all of three dimensions of the so-called “scale cube” [128], that is,
functional replication, functional composition, and data sharding,
without breaking the principle of decentralization.

2.5.1.2 SOFTWARE COMPOSITION

The pursuit of software composition acknowledges the
attractiveness of constructing software systems as aggregates of
pre-existing components, hence in a bottom-up fashion. This
notion contrasts with waterfall-style top-down development,
which is losing traction in current practice owing to the
combination of a number of phenomena, including the increasing
availability of potentially reusable software assets and its poor
disposition for compressed time to market.
Software composition at its fullest should embrace heterogeneity,
striving to use software technologies for what they are good at, in
a context where they fit. Heterogeneity used to be a complex
challenge for software development, enjoying limited support
from programming languages, as supporting interoperability
may be arduous and is more likely to offer little return on
investment than to be a marketable asset.

By targeting a single runtime model, compiled programming
languages indeed have a hard time contemplating lasting
interoperability solutions towards other languages that evolve
independently and sometimes also very rapidly. Scripting
languages, which do not have a runtime model of their own, are
much more versatile in that respect (which adds to their
attractiveness for compositional development), but at the cost of
offering no guarantees on program semantics (which is an
extremely serious shortcoming with regard to reliable systems).
The trend that has emerged to address these challenges is comprised of two complementary principles: containerization and microservices. Containerization, which was initially born as a lightweight alternative to virtual machines for seeking resource
isolation, has more recently joined the microservices architecture
paradigm, forming a formidable enabler of modern, heterogeneous, software composition.
The “microservices” architectural style yields a single application
from the coordination of a suite of unitary services [132], each of
which exposes an application programming interface (API)
outside of their codebase (central to the composition style), which
the user invokes using asynchronous (crucial to loose coupling)
web-based service requests (key to reachability).
An individual microservice is a small self-contained application that
has a single responsibility (which gives it a clear and distinct role in a
composition), a fully-self-contained and preferably lightweight stack
(which allows its software dependencies to be always fully satisfied),
and can be deployed, scaled and tested independently (which facilitates software evolution) [91]. In fact, at the present state of the art,
these attractive traits can only be achieved with containerization. A
RESTful software architecture, based on publish-subscribe aggregation of containerized microservices is the most natural evolution of
iv.-type architectures, embodying characteristics that respond very
well to the challenges discussed in this section.
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In this section we have discussed two high-level principles that
should guide software composition for the system architectures
of the future. First, designing software to be provided as-a-service;
second, designing software for inter-operation at the highest
level of the internet protocol stack. The combination of these two
principles – each of which has numerous ramifications – allow for
reachability, openness, flexibility, mobility, agility, heterogeneity.
We have seen how those principles imply the use of
containerization and RESTfulness.
In order to explore this direction of evolution further and use it to
develop systems that in addition to being modern, open,
heterogeneous, interoperable, evolvable, are also reliable,
however, requires the addressing of two crucial needs that are
currently not satisfied by state-of-the-art technology:
Developing solutions to specify programmatically – and not solely
declaratively – and execute the orchestration of the individual
parts and of selected aggregates of containerized microservices.
Orchestration specifies the lifecycle (deployment, scaling,
upgrade, retirement) of the individual parts and the logical
interconnect among them (binding between the in/out ports of
the parts). Orchestration technology must assure that all lifecycle
operations on individual parts can be kept transparent to the
other side of the interconnect.
Augmenting the (REST) APIs of individual components with nonfunctional contracts, so that component binding not only
responds to functional needs but also allows assessment and
assurance of the transitive satisfaction of all assume-guarantee
pairs stipulated at the point of binding.

2.5.2 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION:
THE LIMITATIONS OF TRADITIONAL
PROGRAMMING
2.5.2.1 CONTEXT AND INTRODUCTION

In this section, we discuss requirements that consolidated
programming technology does not address satisfactorily at the
present state of the art. In the subsequent section, we make
recommendations on ways to reinvent programming for a new
era of this discipline.
The areas in which the main limitations:
• assuring correctness, both functional and non-functional,
especially the latter, which is largely neglected in almost all
programming languages;
• longevity, with the ability to accommodate legacy, reuse,
adaptation and evolution;
• predictability, safety and security, efficiency (with the issue of
compiler-mediated optimal use of hardware and its negative
impact on portability).
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We discuss each of these shortcomings in dedicated clauses.
We also elaborate on how erroneous (short-sighted) the current
interpretation of productivity is, and what we should do to revisit
it.

2.5.2.2 TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

Before discussing the future of programming as we envision it, a
few observations are in order on how the pace of application
development relates with the relative intensity of use of specific
programming languages and technologies.
One trait that can be discerned very clearly in software production
strategies is the desire to use as few technologies as possible for
building the full application, often trading how well a technology
fits and/or how long-lasting it is for shorter time to market.
Arguably in fact, the race to positioning software products in the
market, both commercial and free, as soon as possible, without
paying sufficient attention to their quality attributes is becoming
so dominant as to give rise to growing concerns.
What is sorely missing, evidently, is a “culture of quality” that can
help the customer, private or institutional alike, to demand quality
and to be able to appreciate the presence or the absence of it.
History shows that public bodies have a decisive role in instigating
quality-oriented production policies. Entities with that capacity
are largely absent when it comes to software products.
In the case of the web-enabled applications discussed above, for
example, the attitude of taking a superficial view of productivity
(where faster obscures better) has prompted programming
environments to emerge that enable and favour the use of clientside asynchronous programming languages for the server side
too, regardless of the difference in the respective architecture
needs. Whereas the cover plate of those programming
environments warns users that they are intended for fast
prototyping, the current economy has very few users able to
scratch the surface and tell a prototype apart from a solid longterm solution.
One particularly serious consequence is that numerous software
products (applications, libraries, utilities) increasingly often
exceed their span and scope of use, and are spread through
opportunistic use. The 2018 Top Ten Programming Languages
ranking recently published by IEEE Spectrum (Figure 116) is quite
revealing of that trend. Indeed, it shows that, in terms of (public)
use-based popularity, so called public-oriented, “easy to use”
newer languages either have overcome (in the case of Python) or
are about to overcome (in the case of PHP and JavaScript) older
more established infrastructure-oriented, enterprise-solid
languages such as C, C++, Java and others.
The ranking reported in Figure 116 only reflects public (e.g. posted
on GitHub), measurable use, which cannot be directly transposed

It is worth noting that the “demand” of a programming language
also negatively correlates with the complications of
interoperability. In other words, a language that has gained use in
a spotlight application sector will attract the creation of libraries
and utilities written in and for it, which will increase geometrically
the use factor of that language and therefore the “demand” for it.
This is very evidently behind the massive rise in the use of Python
for machine learning applications and beyond, for instance.

2.5.2.3 THE OVERARCHING CHALLENGE:
MASTERING COMPLEXITY

Despite all attempts to master it, software complexity continues
to grow, and defies our understanding of the systems that we
design and use. An increasing number of systems are already
regarded as no longer completely understandable [3]. This
situation, which shows no sign of abating, constitutes a new
software crisis.
When Dennard scaling stopped, processor systems became
tightly-interconnected multi-core (exposing parallelism with and
without concurrency), and fitted an increasing number of
accelerators (exposing heterogeneity), which then in turn were
aggregated in variably deployable units (exposing statelessness),
and networked (exposing geographical distribution and
decentralization), for access via the web (exposing asynchrony).
Programmers and programming models are struggling to adjust
to all of these vectors of evolution.
Figure 116: The IEEE 2018 programming language survey shows
Python topping C and C++
Source: The IEEE 2018 programming language survey
to enterprise trends, but certainly has profound implications on
the programming skills on offer and therefore indirect influence
on enterprise orientation.
One reason behind this phenomenon, on the software production
side, is that professional programmers capable of mastering
multiple languages with equal aptitude are a very small
contingent, too small to meet market-driven productivity
requirements (incidentally, this scarcity of available expertise,
combined with the technical and cultural difficulty of
interoperability among programming languages, explains why
few organizations see this trait as a requirement). In general,
therefore, once an enterprise – or indeed a group, project or lab –
has acquired a software programmer sufficiently versed in a
programming language in high demand at the time, such a
language becomes the “hammer” and all types of programs
become “nails”, to borrow Mark Twain’s famous aphorism. In this
way, programmers condemn themselves to a single-tool
development situation: “I program it in X because X is what I
know best.”

In addition, with the expanding pervasiveness of the use of
computer systems in virtually every aspect of our daily life, the
production side of the IT community is faced with additional
complexity factors — energy, time and other resource constraints,
ever-advanced human-computer interaction, the weaving of
cyberspace into physical reality, continuous delivery within
continuous operation — that further deepen the complexity of
programming.
While mainstream programming languages incorporate
abstractions for data and control, capabilities that distinctly
matter in contemporary and even more in future information
systems lag behind. For example, parallelism at the application
level still has to be expressed explicitly, that is, in fine-grained,
low-level programmatic detail, since most programming
languages lack adequate facilities to specify and stipulate actions
that have to occur in parallel, such as sensing and control of the
physical world, at higher levels of abstraction. Even less prevalent
is the ability to attach non-functional properties, for example in
the areas of power, energy or time, to units of execution.
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The variety of programming languages currently in use, although
helping to address specific issues and therefore master complexity
at some level, also introduces an extra complexity factor in itself. As
noted earlier, no programmer can be fully proficient in all
programming languages, and the average programmer has
difficulties mastering well just one or a very few of them. Yet for
reasons that often pertain more to the pragmatic preservation of
legacy than to the search for proper fit, no single programming
language can be conceivably expected to sweep all others away.
Accordingly, as use paradigms and deployment opportunities
evolve, software systems are increasingly comprised of multiple
heterogeneous components, written in various languages, reused
and glued together, often in distributed aggregates.

Figure 117: the maze of currently hyped programming languages
Source: Patrick O’Neill, ‘The Most In-Demand Programming
Languages’, 2018

Figure 118: A sample of the developer’s technology landscape
Source: DevNetworks Sought enhancements: asserting correctness
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The componentization solutions that we discussed earlier,
notably container technology, offers a way to address this rising
complexity, using modular assets to encapsulate local complexity
and hide it from the outside. Whereas this solution has proven
effective for encapsulation, however, it has expanded the issue of
complexity to encompass the challenge of creating sound,
trusted, reliable and fully interoperable assemblies of
components.

When software components are written in a single language and
follow one and the same convention, the interfaces which
become standard are therefore pretty simple. With a large,
possibly huge, number of components of various origins, written
in various languages, with various coding styles and often nonmatching conventions, instead, the complexity of their respective
interfaces becomes a critical hurdle. It is this interface complexity
that must be addressed, with solutions that are languageindependent, hence fully interoperable, low-overhead, hence
resource efficient, and supportive of build-time verification as
well as of run-time enforcement. In section 2.5.3 “Software
implementation: time to reinvent programming”, we discuss how
we envision this challenge should be addressed.

2.5.2.4 SOUGHT ENHANCEMENTS:
ASSERTING CORRECTNESS

Although it has always been a paramount aspect of programming,
correctness – the assurance that that a computing system
exhibits the specified behaviour, both functional and nonfunctional –is still relatively poorly attended to and mastered
concern.
Indeed, business constraints (time to market, cost of production)
and the programmers’ mindset have generally focused on
delivering functionalities to customers, since this is what sells
and what is perceived as the creative act. Integral correctness is
rarely pursued by design; more often it is sought as a product of
quality assurance activities, either performed retrospectively or in
parallel to development, but not sufficiently ingrained in it.
In the general market, integral correctness is not a visible trait,
and its presence earns no distinction, success, or fame. Not
surprisingly, therefore, efforts aimed at supporting and achieving
correctness have been scarce. While some enterprises do
specialize in providing tools that help seek correctness, their
success has never even remotely approached that of organizations
providing functionalities to the end user, such as the likes of
Facebook or Twitter.
In addition, the traditional approach to seeking correctness
suffers from an initial flaw. Indeed, correctness has traditionally
solely focused on functional concerns, that is, that the program
performs the actions it is supposed to. Other aspects of
correctness, now collectively captured under the umbrella term
“non-functional properties”, instead have been almost regularly
neglected. In the general acceptation, non-functional properties
include timing, power/energy consumption, and other resource
usage, security, and safety. This omission is so imperceptible in
the notion of most business actors that, even if the system fails
to meet some of its non-functional requirements while carrying
out its intended function – hence being slow, late, wasteful, or
leaking memory or energy – it is still (deludedly) regarded as
correct.

In certain domain-specific, demanding markets, such as critical
embedded systems (for example aeronautics, nuclear), which live
in a quality-aware culture where correctness has always been
seen as paramount, this omission does not occur. In the systems
developed for those domains, correctness by design is normally
sought and methods that help achieve it are devised, with active
support from research (see, for example: [215]).
The products of these development practices are normally so
trustworthy that they are intended for deployment in services
and infrastructures that have impact on people’s lives and
wellbeing. Yet, they are less understood, more prosaic and less
fashionable than general-purpose apps, which makes them
much harder, costlier and less attractive to imitate, unable to
capture the imagination of the general public.
Not surprisingly, therefore, the mainstream of computing system
development is not in those privileged domains. The bulk of new
and trend-setting applications is for mobile communications,
including social networks, and for their superficial manifestation
in CPS and IoT systems (predominantly via the user-oriented
utilities of new-generation automotive), and more occasionally in
smart-everything-everywhere contexts. These reach billions of
people every day and impact the surface of our daily lives far
more obviously and quickly than the former kind.
Sadly, in the latter type of systems, non-functional properties are
for the most part neglected – due to a lack of good role models to
set authoritative trends, and strict-enough assessors – or just
injected as an afterthought, owing to the emergence of evident
and intolerable flaws (as we have seen recently in the case of
security). The potentially negative impact of this situation is
huge, for loss of value, increase of risk, and spread of threats, and
should be acted upon with a more vigorous quest for quality.
There is no doubt that, beneath the surface of user-driven
applications, the hardware and software infrastructure of newgeneration cognitive CPS will have to confront unprecedented
demands of correctness under very strong constraints of
competition, economy and market pressure. To address those
needs adequately, new solutions will have to be devised that
allow to achieve the assurance of correctness without imposing
unsustainable rigidity and slowness to the development process.

2.5.2.5 SOUGHT ENHANCEMENTS: ACCOMMODATING
LEGACY, REUSABILITY AND EVOLUTION

IT is a domain in which systems evolve constantly, and do so at a
very rapid pace, especially for software. Indeed the immaterial
aspect of software (bits of information) makes it possible to
update software very easily as compared to hardware. This
becomes even easier when remote updates become possible,
thanks to connectivity, without anything or anyone having to
physically move.
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The same immateriality of software makes it also more amenable
to reuse, as part of new software parts, either through extension
or duplication.
However, managing software evolution and the reuse of existing
software parts, which involves the integration of legacy software
components into newer programs and systems, are increasingly
complex challenges that need innovative solutions to be mastered effectively. A lot of the outcome depends on the developer’s
ability to understand the parts that are being reused or evolved.
Having helpful and above all up-to-date, documentation,
throughout development and maintenance, is certainly essential,
but it is not sufficient. Yet, even this very basic need is frequently
neglected, because documentation and program source are often
seen and treated as separate and disjointed artefacts.
It is true that programming languages have for a long time
allowed comments to be embedded in the program sources;
some of them, like Java, putting particular emphasis on the
automatic generation of program documentation from source
code. However, it is well known that developers tend to be
reluctant to put effort into comments that provide no additional
program functionality for themselves. Other example-setting,
niche languages such as Eiffel (https://www.eiffel.com/), Ada
(https://www.ada2012.org/), and SPARK (https://www.adacore.
com/sparkpro) embed design-by-contract information in the
source code, as preconditions, post-conditions and other
assertions that help build, debug, and document the source code,
while also involving various extensions of run-time semantics, to
aid programmers to keep this information up-to-date.

A flurry of complementary specialized tools helps statically analyse
software programs and extract structure information from them,
generating structured diagrams (in UML or other fitting
formalisms) in a semi-automated way. Those tools however are
good for comparatively small software units, and their usefulness
degrades as the program size grows, which leaves unsolved the
problem of maintaining large software aggregates.
Advanced visualization of software through metaphors is offered
by some tools, which may be better fit at providing a quick
understanding of very large legacy software [155]. However, much
remains to be done towards assuring all of the expected qualities
of large software assemblies, throughout building, debugging
and execution.
Attaching richer semantics to the interfaces of software modules,
beyond functional APIs and state-of-the-art contracts, which for
the most part continue to focus on function, promises to be of
great help in mastering the complexity of software integration.
Yet, pursuing this vision requires devising solutions that do not
explode the complexity of compilers and do not oppress runtimes,
while providing the desired assurance.
It must be noted, however, that the premises of agile development
(partial releases, frequent increment) are antagonistic to designby-contract practices, which – at the current state of the art –
require all interface contracts to be fully defined before
verification activities may start on their binding. This requirement
marries well with a top-down style of development, but is ill-fit
for continuous integration, which is the agile connotation of
most modern systems. Research on this topic should devise
solutions that support reasoning and assurance making on
incomplete (contract) specifications

2.5.2.6 SOUGHT ENHANCEMENTS:
SECURITY, RESILIENCE, TRUST

As already mentioned in Section 2.3.1.1, software should be
trustable and secure. A major issue with software development is
that developers scarcely appreciate that, without taking adequate
precautions, their programs may be insecure, and thus not
trustable. This attitude reflects the fact that, often enough,
security is often neglected; it is not a prime requirement, and is
rarely tested against. This deficiency is not helped by the fact that
many programming languages tolerate sloppy programming,
where code that looks reasonable at first sight may in fact contain
major vulnerabilities. (For a comprehensive summary of
programming language vulnerabilities, see [81].)

Figure 119: A word-cloud that evokes the prominence of the notion
of design by contract
Source: 123RF
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Different solutions are possible to help developers create more
secure software. One example is to create programming
languages that enforce (more) secure coding patterns, and that
cause developers to make their assumptions on unsafe parts of
the code more explicit. For example, looking at recent endeavours,
the Rust programming language, originally developed by Mozilla,

makes many aspects of memory management and memory
safety explicit in its language constructs.
Another approach is to prove the correctness and security of the
developed programs with programming languages such as Coq
and Ada’s SPARK. While taking correctness into account during
development may seem to incur a high overhead, it is worth
bearing in mind that the cost/benefit ratio should extend beyond
produce release to include maintenance. Outages further down
the line may be massively damaging to critical systems and
infrastructure.
Recent research-level successes, which include the verified parts
of the seL4 microkernel (https://sel4.systems/) and the CompCert
compiler (http://compcert.inria.fr/), prove this point well. More
large-scale studies should be encouraged that consolidate this
quantification and invert the commonly held belief that quicker
may obscure better.
Other notable examples in the line of program verification
include Frama-C (https://frama-c.com/features.html) and
SPARK’s Discovery toolset (https://www.adacore.com/sparkpro):
those tools operate on the premise that the source code must
conform to some formal specification. This notion of conformance
is essential and prerequisite to software products that are
categorized critical from the outset, but it is unheard-of in the
vast majority of the existing software base, some of which does
begin to approach critical use (e.g. in the millions of lines of code
embedded in self-driving cars, where assurance is more sought
by isolation than by assurance). With current-generation tools,
such specifications concentrate on functional traits. Future work
will expand the capability set to non-functional concerns.
Of course, as long as security vulnerabilities exist, customers
expect these to be fixed. First of all, this means that manufacturers
now have a burden to keep their software secure and up-to-date
long after they started (and maybe even stopped) shipping it.
Furthermore, another aspect is that, once such a security
vulnerability has been found and fixed by the software vendor,
the patch needs to be delivered to the users, and the users need
to install it. In order for such updates to be delivered to the users,
they have to be secure, that is to say, authenticated to come from
the original software vendor, in such a way that they cannot have
been tampered with. Otherwise, attackers could latch on to the
software update mechanism, and substitute their own, malicious
updates. A similar concept is that of code signing, where the
operating system tries to ensure that only software that is signed
by known and trusted software vendors, can get installed.

2.5.2.7 Sought enhancements: predictability, safety,
and conformance with specifications

The proportion of command-and-control software infrastructures
is rapidly expanding beyond its more traditional domains of
application, enveloping industrial plants, transport and service

networks, as well as other commodities. Regardless of the
differences in ambit of use, those infrastructures have (at least)
two distinguishing traits in common: they have to constantly
acquire possibly large amounts of data from an increasing variety
of sources, and they have to draw intelligence from them in order
to decide time-bounded actuation operations.
The increase in the type, quantity, throughput, and heterogeneity
of the data sources, and in the computational intensiveness of
the intelligence-gathering algorithms that have to be run on
them present unprecedented challenges for non-functional
requirements, which the current software production practices
are scarcely prepared to face. Those impending requirements
concern:
• rising demands for time-predictable execution behaviour:
what used to be a very specialized and niche trait of real-time
systems, now becomes a common need, transversal to data
sensing, data fusion and algorithmic computation, revealing
fundamental shortcomings in programming language notions,
constructs and capabilities to address execution-time
behaviour as a first-class citizen;
• similarly critical needs for the assurance of safe behaviour, in the
face of missing data, late or erroneous computation, hardware or
mechanical failures. The traditional approach to dealing with
these needs was such that the more stringent the requirements,
the more restricted the programming capabilities, with the aim
of reducing the complexity of designing, implementing and
verifying the contingency strategies. This simplification conflicts
with the nature and needs of the emerging systems, which will
therefore require programming capabilities much beyond what
current technology can do in this regard.
Interestingly, the increase in importance of such non-functional
concerns equally raises the importance of specifications against
which conformance can be ascertained, and without which
nothing final can be said about the fitness of the system.
The solution that we have envisioned in this particular regard is
to expand the expressive power of interface contracts and the
support for them, so that they can become the place where nonfunctional requirements are specified, checked for soundness,
assured at build and deployment time, and preserved during
execution.

2.5.2.8 SOUGHT ENHANCEMENTS: BALANCING
EFFICIENCY AND PERFORMANCE WITH PORTABILITY

With computer platforms becoming increasingly heterogeneous,
there will be increasing tension between the quest for
optimization and the preservation of portability. The former
makes software code tightly coupled to the specificities of the
hardware target, and its effectiveness strictly depends on the
particularity of the adaptions. The latter aims to preserve the
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capital investment in the code development in the face of
mobility, which requires different deployment (preferably without
re-compilation), or evolution.
The optimization of compilers for large and feature-rich
programming languages is a very complex and costly endeavour,
which speaks against diversification and suggests convergence
to a few, common and open-source back-ends where targetspecific vertical optimisations can be concentrated and benefit
multiple language frontends by improvements, enhancements
and feedback from use. This trend is silently happening, but more
as a matter of pragmatism (where bootstrapping a programming
language on a hardware target is seen as vastly more complex,
costly and risky than piggybacking on an existing language base)
than as an organized coherent front. A lot more can be done and
achieved in this respect thanks to plug-and-play compilation
systems such as LLVM.

2.5.3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION:
TIME TO REINVENT PROGRAMMING
2.5.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Sadly, the limitations of current programming are numerous and
are having a major impact. Although continuous progress is
being made in various domains and traits of programming, we
believe we are to some extent reaching dead-ends, a swan song
from an overall perspective, where software no longer is a
solution, but a part of the problem. Extricating programming
from these dead ends requires a radical change of perspective
and mindset. It is time to reinvent programming. In the following,
we discuss what features programming languages and their
runtimes should support.

Solutions to this end, which go beyond purely technical
challenges, need to be investigated.
In complement to this, the adoption of common runtimes for
interpreted languages can benefit the return on investment in
their optimisation and the maturation of the corresponding
codebase.

2.5.2.9 SOUGHT ENHANCEMENTS:
INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY FOR FASTER,
CHEAPER AND BETTER PRODUCTS

As noted earlier in this section, in relation to software
development, arguably the dominant notion of productivity
means that “faster” is obscuring “better” in too many areas.
As software infrastructures permeate and sustain different
aspects of our professional, social and even personal lives, agility
in the development, operation and feedback-based maintenance
cycle – whose acknowledgement has given rise to the DevOps
movement – is going to increase, pushing the “faster” dimension
even more. The rising criticality in most aspects of those software
assets will however require returning attention to their overall
quality attributes, including the whole spectrum of nonfunctional requirements that we discussed above.
Over the last decade (if not more), a lot of energy has been
deployed to serve the “faster” side of the challenge. This has
resulted in productivity enhancements (an increasing number of
libraries covering various needs with sufficient recurrence to
draw attention, “intelligent” program editors, etc.), being devised
in programming language environments.
This growth however has not been accompanied by a
proportionate rise in the support for the “better” quality of the
software product. The ultimate response to this situation is to
reinvent programming, as we discuss next.
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Figure 120: A large variety of deployment platforms exists, which
shows no sign of shrinking. Pressure must be exercised on the
makers of those platforms for them to be inclusive, and technical
solutions must be invented to ease trusted mobility among them.
Source: Stack Overflow, Developer Survey Results 2018
Before delving in the particulars, some general observations are
in order, which we draw and elaborate from [331]:
• Finding trusted programmers capable of handling security
concerns satisfactorily will be a critical challenge. The same can
be said of several other non-functional properties. One
radically-different way to seek a solution to this problem looks
into computer-aided programming, where (a comparatively

small number of) trusted computer programs produce (an
infinitely large number of) high-quality programs, elevating
the human role to producing declarative specifications of
needs, wishes, preferences, and constraints instead of source
lines of code in any particular syntax.

Figure 121: one way of highlighting the human factor in software
programming
Source: Stack Overflow, Developer Survey Results 2018
• Public pressure works for creating inclusive technology
environments. Numerous deployment platforms exist (as
shown in Figure 120).
• Instead of dreaming of a single solution for all needs (in other
words, undesirable monopoly), it is more opportune to devise
technical solutions to ease source- or object-level mobility
across them. As noted in [370], several languages – e.g., Groovy,
Scala, Clojure, Kotlin, etc. – exist that run on the JVM, but there
is only one JVM. By the same token, one can run many languages
on .Net’s VM as well. This shows that the JVM – and by extension
.Net – is a very convenient base to build upon, achieving at one
time robustness, interoperability, and portability.
• At long last, pressure is rising on programming languages for
them to adopt modularity (see for example Java and JavaScript
efforts at refining their support for modules). This is essential
to constructing more robust software, but it only one step if
the long road to system-level modularity, which needs componentization and containerization to become programmable
too.

2.5.3.2 NON-FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES AS
FIRST CLASS CITIZENS

An urgent ingredient in the process of reinventing programming
is to devise ways to address all aspects of a computing system
together in the act of programming, contemplating functional
and non-functional properties simultaneously, from the outset,
at the same level of prominence. Programmers and support tools
should become to express, manipulate, and reason about nonfunctional properties, to make runtime decisions based on them,
to yield static proofs of correctness, to support runtime assertions
to check that the necessary properties hold during execution, and
adequate semantics to handle violations so that safety conditions
are restored. Prominent non-functional properties that need
special attention for new-generation cognitive CPS are timing
and reactivity, power and energy, security, safety.

Indeed, CPS have evident reactivity requirements. Yet, reactive
programs for the most part still rely on low-level techniques such
as call-back functions and explicit task handling. Developing
higher-level abstractions for reactive systems with explicit nonfunctional properties will improve productivity and scalability,
paving the way for higher-level, higher-impact resource
optimization.
CPS also have timing constraints, which include completing units
of execution within a certain time interval or deadline, but also,
for example changing semantics based on events. Time must
thus be a first-class citizen in the programming languages
destined for CPS, which promote coding styles that facilitate
(worst-case) execution-time analysis, and optimization.
The continuous contact of CPS with external systems places a
heavy obligation for safety and security on the programming
languages and tools used to implement them. Part of the system
must be able to continue running in partial or full isolation. The
system must be able to detect intrusion (attempts), and take
countermeasures to guarantee safety and security. This hinges on
the hardly investigated semantic properties of programming
language constructs in terms of safety and security. There again,
abstractions of security and safety must be integral parts of the
languages and design methods.
CPS have power, energy and even for some of them thermal constraints, as part of their requirements. Energy is thus another
physical dimension that must be visible as a first-class non-functional property in programming languages and tools to allow the
programmer to design energy-efficient systems. Indeed, the energy awareness of such systems is crucial, and most of the time
has to be dynamic, so that the system can react and adapt to the
changing environment. Many CPS are autonomous, relying on
batteries with limited autonomy and peak power. Some are able
to harvest energy from their environment, to extend their lifespan. Correct modelling and explicit handling of all these aspects
is necessary to ensure appropriate operation of such systems.
Research should thus be encouraged to devise new programming
concepts, styles, methods and tools that help capture nonfunctional needs – most notably time, power, energy, safety,
security, and privacy – conveniently and aid their assurance at
build and execution in manners that do not hinder agility.

2.5.3.3 BETTER ABSTRACTION AT BOUNDARIES

Software components and containers, enhanced with interface
contracts that express assume-guarantee pairs on the functional
and non-functional behaviour of the internals and their intended
domain of use in the continuum of computing, and are enforced
at build and execution, are central assets to the programming of
the future. They help tackle a large fraction of the various issues
that (current and) future software systems face. Their primary
benefit is that they promote a practical, agile, and sound way to
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envelope legacy software into well-defined parts, and afford
quick time-to-market to the construction of products that
integrate novel and reused parts in a trusted and reliable whole.
Interesting and promising work (e.g.: FP7-ICT projects COMBEST
[27], SATURN [177], ServFace [185], NEXOF-RA [144], PROWESS [156],
CONTREX [29]; FP7-JTI projects nSafeCer [431], SESAMO [178],
CONCERTO [28], and H2020 SAFURE [176] and AMASS [8]) has
been carried out in Europe around this particular subject in the
last two framework programs. This wealth of work should be
furthered by new research efforts and accompanied by industrial
assessment.

2.5.3.4 THE NEW PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

Figure 122: A toolbox
As noted earlier, the current situation with software quality is not
good; see for example [428]. Current software is for the most part
of low quality and absorbs huge resources for bug-fixing and
corrective maintenance. The shortage of trained and qualified
programmers pulls in the workplace people from various other
lines of profession, with insufficient training, which can hardly be
acquired on the job given the shortage of qualification and the
production pressure. This situation poses questions on what
should we do to counter this trend effectively.
Programming is becoming multi-paradigm: imperative vs
functional, synchronous vs asynchronous, strictly vs selectively
object oriented, sequential vs concurrent or reactive, parallel vs
data flow, homogenous vs heterogeneous, centralized (sharedmemory) vs distributed or decentralized, transactional vs eventual
consistency, monolithic vs componentized. It is unlikely that a
single programming language will be able to support all such
paradigms into a consistent, manageable and efficient whole. It
is more plausible that a single software system will result from
the integration of a collaborating collection of software parts
each of which internally adopts some of those paradigms. Given
this diversification, emphasis should be placed on devising
programmatic solutions to specify the orchestration of those,
possibly heterogeneous, parts, that is, how they are to interact,
where they are to be deployed, how they should transparently
scale and how their life cycle should be managed.
Greater attention should be placed on correctness-byconstruction development practices, which promote active and
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preventive enforcement of restrictions, application of fitting
patterns, and automated generation of trusted, proved code.
Different solutions may be required for in-the-small and in-thelarge programming scenarios.
A style of programming that aimed at revealing intentions –
which could be assured by verification – was one of the highlights
of late 1990s extreme programming, XP, (see: [310]). Despite the
hype surrounding this trend, it was not equally well followed up
in the practice.
Arguably, this situation happened for two reasons: programming
language syntax is so stylistically varied and diverse that is hardly
always objectively revealing, and certainly not in one and the
same way: this nature causes the XP practice to slip into the
subjective, thereby becoming less attractive and less effective.
Second, systematically tracing back code parts to their specified
intent is a major brake to the rate with which source code is
committed: this tension is often resolved by loosening the
obligations on quality assurance. Once again, the human factor
gets in the way. It would be much easier, more reliable and
systematic if the code artefacts were the product of computeraided automation, and the human contribution were the
declaration of the intent.
DevOps should be brought to the next level. It is acknowledged
that future systems will be always and continually evolving. In
the same way as DevOps practices have embraced the attention
for security, they should be augmented with solid support for the
other non-functional concerns.

2.5.3.5 NEW DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES

Besides general-purpose languages (GPL) such as C, C++, Haskell,
Java, etc. the past decade has seen increasing interest for domain
specific languages (DSL). DSLs are designed to keep as close to the
problem domain as is possible, and thereby bridge the gap
between GPLs and a specific problem domain. VHDL for example
bridges the gap between traditional GPLs such as Ada and the
hardware design domain.
The division between GPLs and DSLs is not sharp: it has been
argued that COBOL is a DSL for the business domain, and some
DSLs are sufficiently rich to allow to program problems from
other domains as well as GPLs. It is important that a DSL is
designed with a specific problem domain in mind. As a general
observation, DSLs are often small languages, more declarative
than imperative, and have focused expressiveness. DSLs are
intended to be used by non-programmers.
DSLs can be implemented in several ways. Libraries, with a welldefined API, can be seen as a form of DSL, where the DSL is then
integrated in an existing GPL. The many libraries developed for
Python for specific purposes can be seen as DSLs of this form. The
term embedded DSL is often used for this form.

However, often a DSL is literally a language, with its own syntax
and semantics tuned for a specific problem area. It allows domain
experts to describe knowledge or express problems in a notation
that is close to the expert domain. It can be a standalone
language, an extension of an existing language, a restricted
version (subset), or a combination of the last two. In these cases,
separate tooling is required in the form of a compiler or interpreter.
Embedded DSLs are the most efficient in terms of implementation
effort. If the experts using the DSL also have programming
experience, then the user efficiency is also quite high.
If a DSL is in the form of an actual language, then a compiler or
interpreter has to be developed for that language, or an existing
compiler or interpreter has to be extended. In general, this implementation work is relatively extensive: it requires scanning, parsing, and semantic analysis in addition to code generation and the
development of the functionality. That last part can be skipped, or
kept to a minimum if the goal of the DSL compiler is limited to
analysis and/or the checking of consistency of the model.
DSLs should be defined as precise as required. Experience shows
that informally defined languages cause problems when the
semantics of the language is implemented. Also, the effort spent
on defining a language pays off through a decrease in
implementation effort. A precise definition of a DSL allows the
use of tools to implement the language.
The cost of a DSL has to be weighed against its benefits. Factors
such as development costs, expected life, (non-)programmer
efficiency have to be taken in to account.

2.5.3.6 ATTENUATING THE HUMAN FACTOR:
COMPUTER PROGRAMS GENERATING PROGRAMS

We mentioned earlier in this document that the distorted notion
of productivity has a role in the hype around certain programming
languages, whose proportion of use and presence much exceeds
the language design’s intent. That intent hardly is to “conquer”
the world, but – more prosaically – to do some things, which
happen to be recurrent in a given domain of application or in
some part, component or layer of some systems, better.
When the recurrence occurs in spots which are very visible to the
programmer community – which acts as a sort of vertical social
network – and the public opinion around it, the programming language that appears to best serve that recurrence gets traction and
earns attention. At that point, the quest for social credits yields a
flood of apps, utilities and libraries, which attract opportunistic reuse as long as they help cut some corners here-and-now and
achieve rapidity of development. One distinct consequence of that
phenomenon is that short-sighted software artefacts become part
– for the mere reason of being at hand in the moment of need – of
system and application infrastructures where they would not really belong if quality barriers were in place and policed consistently,
and that, when those systems or infrastructures happen to become mission- or business-critical, will pose the difficult question
of replacing them with proper-quality software.
One reason for the lack of stringent attention to quality in
software production is the very large variety of developer types as
illustrated by figure 123, which tends to fragment vertically and to
follow the market economy – call it “the dominating culture” – of
the sector that they serve.

On the user side of DSLs, if an expert has little programming
experience, then the use of a DSL, which is a formal language, can
still be difficult for the expert. Experience [130] shows that the
acceptance of DSLs is limited. The validation and reasons for
acceptance have hardly been studied.
In this part, we have seen that DSLs are widespread and important
tools. Acceptance of DSLs varies greatly, end user productivity
varies as well. Much emphasis has been paid to the languages
themselves, which explains their widespread use.
Boosting acceptance of DSLs will require a better tuning of the
languages to the way of working and the application domain.
Being able to experiment with a DSL is therefore an important
aspect in their development, e.g. development environments
allowing the domain experts to experiment with the DSL design.
Such environments should move away from the traditional textonly and towards a graphical environment, allowing the domain
expert to design a DSL through examples, assisted by AI
techniques to transform the examples into specification. Existing
compiler technology will still play an important role in such
environments, but much more behind the scenes.

Figure 123: There is a large variety of developer types, which gives
rise to rapid fall into verticality and loss of common, transversal
practices. – Source: Stack Overflow, Developer Survey Results 2018
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Another interesting factor of influence on the lack of balance
between productivity and quality in software is the demographic
of the programmers’ population. Figure 124 provides a view into
that demographic, focusing on the gender ratio and the developer
kind.
Another angle of the same demographic, explored in Figure 125
shows that the level of education may not be as high as the
current and future impact of the products from that community
requires. In this very regard, it is also interesting to notice that the
same 2018 survey of the Stack Overflow community reports that
a considerable proportion (more than 1/3) of the programmers’
community members do not have computer science, computer
engineering or software engineering education.
Humans writing software may therefore be more a problem than
a solution, for their exposure to – and generation of –
idiosyncrasies, fashion trends, tribalism, subjectivity, and short
sightedness. As a testimony to this problem, there currently
appears to be more attention to programming language syntax
– which is required to be (subjectively) cool, intuitive, clever, and
ultimately tribally idiomatic – than to the depth, assurance and
run-time overhead of their semantics, and more proclivity in
practitioners and educational agencies to follow and replicate
the mounting trends than to scratch the surface and take a
deeper understanding of what is actually needed.

Figure 124: Density of developers per type, plotted against
the distribution of gender
Source: Stack Overflow, Developer Survey Results 2018

With current trends in the offer and access to education, it is
difficult to imagine that university curricula will manage to
reverse the trend and create a sufficiently diffuse quality culture
that can meet the massive demand for the software programs
that are going to feed and drive our social, professional, and
service applications and infrastructures. An increase in the
“mechanisation” of programming, certainly much more
attainable today that it used to be in the recent past, may be a
practical evolution.
It can be expected, however, that programming will change from
human-made hand-writing narrative text – no matter how far
assisted by program editors – into automated translation of
design and programming intents, in a sort of next-generation
model-driven development. This translation, whose outcome
should be commented source code fully traced back to
requirements, should not tell the programmer what to do (lest
the programmer’s responsibility is lost), or even scrap the human
actor altogether, but rather produce the code corresponding to
the programmer’s intent and, with it, help the programmer
ascertain the soundness of the original intent. Incidentally, this
trend will lessen the programmer’s sensitivity to the popular
perception of coolness of language syntax, and consequently
create more room for “less cool” programming languages, more
apt at addressing non-functional requirements more soundly,
from the ground up.
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Figure 125: Distribution of education in the software programmers’
community– Source: Stack Overflow, Developer Survey Results 2018
The tool support that conforms to this vision should be capable
of continually learning rules, styles, and patterns from good
practices and resources submitted to it, as well as of proposing,
exploring and evaluating alternative solutions against weighted
criteria, in addition to tracing all code fragments being released
to the quality requirements and constraints that apply to it.
The emphasis placed on the need to learn from “good practices”
sets this direction in a different course from that pioneered by
Alpha Zero (as evoked for example by: https://www.futurity.org/
artificial-intelligence-bayou-coding-1740702/). In the latter case,
in fact, game rules exist, which could be actively enforced, and
outcomes whose goodness could be measured objectively. There
is no such thing for software production, instead, and least of all

Figure 126: Neural Architecture Search – Source: Barret Zoph, Quoc V. Le ; Google Brain

in indistinct lumps of software artefacts, such as online sourcecode repositories. Before a machine-learning agent can learn
useful knowledge, there must be a good base of data to learn
from, which includes the “rules of the game”, that is to say, the
traits that “good” software should have, in functional and nonfunctional terms. Codifying this rule base comprehensively in a
form that can guide deep learning, and collecting quality
programs expressed in polyglot source artefacts, which solve
categorised problems, is a massive prerequisite effort, which
require software engineering and not just machine learning
experts, lest the learned knowledge has biases, quirks, and holes,
which add to the problem instead of solving it.
In some way, the generative vision that we have evoked here
elevates the so-called low-code development [26] to the next
level for grander and wider goals.

2.5.4

SMART DESIGN TOOLS

The complexity of hardware and software developments for
systems has become so large that humans are finding it harder
and harder to generate efficient solutions. Complexity is managed
by abstracting or clustering, but at the cost of extra layers that
are generally decreasing overall performances: a sum of local
optimizations is less efficient than a global optimization.
Current hardware and software are composed of various parts or
layers, with interfaces, allowing to manage (for human) the
overall complexity. But computers were invented to manage
complex problems, and there is an emerging trend to use progress
in computing power and optimization algorithms, or even using
techniques derived from artificial intelligence, to help optimize
systems and software. Computers are good at optimizing
problems with a very large number of parameters, which is very

difficult for humans. Compilers are already using advanced
optimizations techniques and place and route systems as well.
To cope with the ever-increasing complexity of today’s and
tomorrow’s systems, we need to have better tools. For example,
DARPA in the US is launching a call for project in the fields of
automated design tools [326], [328].
Solutions are currently designed allowing to find good metaparameters for deep learning solutions: these solutions explore
the space of parameters to find a good topology for the neural
networks and parameters used during learning. This is generally
called auto-ML. Google is launching its cloud auto ML, allowing
its users to develop rapidly deep learning solutions to their
problems [273].
Software development can also be helped with new techniques,
in what it is sometimes called “programming 2.0”. The aim is to

Figure 128: Declarative Programming
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Figure 127: Article on Microsoft’s AI is learning to write code by itself
develop systems where the “programmer” is describing what the
program should accomplish, rather than describing how to
accomplish it as a sequence of the programming language
primitives. The “what”, which can be explicitly given to the system,
or by examples, it is where this approach and AI techniques meet.
For example, the designer of an application should describe the
concurrency of an application, not how to parallelize the code for
it. It is already evident that (good) compilers know better about
efficiently using architecture than humans, they are better at
optimizing code with the multiple constraints of modern
architectures.
These ideas are not new – they were already presented in the
HiPEAC Vision 2010, for example – but the recent increase of
performance of AI techniques makes them a more realistic in the
short term.
In the domain of hardware, multicriteria optimization techniques
can be used to help define an efficient architecture.
It is expected that automated techniques will allow the design of
more efficient computing systems and their software, and also
the integration or the creation of both simultaneously, leading to
a more optimal co-design approach.
There are plenty of domains within ICT where AI-related
techniques could be used to improve efficiency:
• Automatic generation of user interface (UI) from sketch. Deep
learning is trained from UI layout (and associated code), and in
the inference phase, the user sketches what she wants as UI,
and it generates code.
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• Debugging: the AI system find similar piece of code in repository
such as Stack Overflow [329] and finds out if other people have
problems with this piece of code.
• Adaptability: Using AI technology such as reinforcement
learning to self-improve the software while it is in operation
(e.g. in cloud computing).
• Security: Using AI technique to analyse and detect abnormal
behaviour, even weak signals, to detect intrusions or other
malware.

2.5.5 THE OPPORTUNITIES AHEAD:
THE SOFTWARE ROADMAP

From the above, a few key recommendations can be derived,
laying out a roadmap for software in EU, that provide significant
opportunities for the future of computing.
1

Non-functional properties (e.g time, power and energy,
security and safety, etc.) will become a central focus of the
cognitive CPS of the future. Non-functional properties should
therefore be recognized and integrated as first class-citizens
in software tooling, from programming languages to
compilers, runtimes and libraries.

2

Software applications and infrastructures will increasingly be
aggregates of heterogeneous artefacts with a variety of
deployment requirements. Controlling them can hardly be
done in a merely declarative way or scattered in a maze of
uncorrelated and independent scripts. Languages and tools
for orchestrating collaborative distributed and decentralized
components are thus needed.

Figure 129: Ne-XVP project, calculated performance versus area – Source: [125]
3

The legacy problem is best addressed by containerization, but
emphasis in containers must be shifted to enhancing their
interface specifications, so that they help assess semantic
conformance at build, integration, deployment and execution
time. The required enhancements should take the form of
enforceable contracts, which need to be codified in manners
that afford agility, performance, and assurance. Hence
containerization must be enhanced to support components
augmented with interface contracts (covering both functional
and non-functional properties).

4

Human programming is less than ideal, especially in the face
of the complexity of the upcoming systems. Programmers’
education, whether professional or practitioners, is
insufficient; that of users, private or institutional, is even less,
which frustrates the quest for and the assurance of quality. At
current trends, the throughput and rate of education agencies
is unable to meet the demand for software programs to be
developed. To solve this crisis, computer programs should help
write software programs by learning from the “quality rules
of the (programming) game” as well as from a base of selected
“good” examples in polyglot source languages (since no single
programming language is good at everything).
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2.6 THE SOCIETAL DIMENSION
Computing is a disruptive technology, which means that it
introduces fundamental changes into existing systems. Over the
last five years, many people have become aware that the impact
of computing and the internet is so profound that it is changing
society as a whole too. In this section, we look into the effects on
society, people, the job market, Europe, Planet Earth, education
and ethics.

2.6.1 IMPACT OF COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY
ON SOCIETY

The use of computing technology is changing society in
unprecedented ways. Examples are abundant:
• It has changed the nature of information storage and processing.
Everything that can be digitized (text, pictures, audio, video, and
so on) has been digitized and made available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. Since digitization eliminates the use of a
physical medium, distribution becomes immediate, protection
of copyright becomes more difficult, and archiving content for
the future generations becomes a challenge [23]. Digitization
has also had a huge impact on the music industry [147].
• It has changed relationships between people. Face-to-face
contact based on geographical proximity has been replaced in
many cases by remote contact. Even dating is increasingly
taking place via the internet, leading to more diversity and
more social integration [358], but also to more matches within
the same socio-economic group and hence less social mobility.
• It is having a major impact on the job market. Globally, millions
of jobs are disappearing due to automation, while at the same
time millions of new jobs are being created. The content of the

jobs that remain is continuously changing to keep up with
technological evolution. The effect of this change seems to be
more inequality, a shrinking middle class and the emergence of
a dual economy [159]. See 2.6.3, “Computing technology and
the future job market”, for a full discussion of this phenomenon.
• Governments and companies are collecting billions of records
on their citizens and customers. This information is used to
optimize their processes. There is a growing concern that big
data analytics is encoding historical biases, driving positive
feedback loops, and leading to unwanted outcomes [33, 212].
• It has changed the nature of politics. Political parties now use
social media to build constituencies, while governments use it
to interact with citizens. As a consequence, politics has become
faster, more personalized, and more direct. Unfortunately, this
process can also be hijacked by third parties trying to influence
this process by spreading false information, especially during
elections when governments are at their weakest [179, 296].
These examples demonstrate a non-negligible and growing
impact on society. Few people fully understand internet
companies’ business models. Facebook is a free platform with
around 2 billion active users. In 2017, its revenue was 40 billion
USD – an average of 20 USD per user. That is the average value in
2017 of the information we share on our Facebook accounts.
Facebook’s real customers are the companies and organizations
paying for marketing campaigns. The goal of a marketing
campaign is to change the behaviour of the target group (for
example by convincing them to buy a particular product, to sign
up for a service or to vote for a political party).
For companies like Facebook or Google, the users are the product,
and as any other company Facebook and Google try to adapt their

Figure 130: Percentage of Interracial marriages among newlyweds in the U.S.
Source: Pew Research Center analysis of 2008-2015 American Community Survey and 1980, 1990 and 2000 decennial censuses (IPIMS).
The red, green and purple lines represent the creation of Match.com, OKCupid and Tinder, three of the largest dating websites. The blue
line represents a linear prediction for 1996-2015 using the date from 1967 to 1995.
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product (i.e. us!) to the needs of their customers. The perfect
product is a user who spends a lot of time on the platform, and
reacts in ways intended by the (paying) customers (i.e. buying
goods and services, voting and so on). The more information the
platform has about its users, the more targeted and the more
effective the marketing campaigns can be made, the more the
platform can charge for them, and the bigger its revenue will be.
The longer a user spend on the platform, the more advertisements
can be shown, and, again, the bigger the revenue of the platform
will be. The more features the platform offers (face recognition,
language translation, video, games, and so on), the more time
users will spend on it, and the more frequently they will return.
Platforms deliberately use mechanisms to make them addictive,
or at least habitual. These include likes, automatic notifications,
clickbait and scoring. This has been called brain hacking [167].
Addicted users come back frequently, which translates into
higher revenue. Finally, the number of users has to grow fast for
start-up internet companies and this influences the content. On
one hand, platforms try to ensure that nobody will be offended
by content on the platform, so they censor all content that might
offend valuable groups of users. On the other hand, viral content
is welcomed because it means more people spending more time
on the platform, and hence generates extra revenue.

“One of the core things going on is that they have incentives to
get people to use their service as much as they possibly can, so
that has driven them to create a product that is built to be
addictive. Facebook is a fundamentally addictive product that
is designed to capture as much of your attention as possible
without any regard for the consequences. Tech addiction has a
negative impact on your health and on your children’s health.
It enables bad actors to do new bad things, from electoral
meddling to sex trafficking. It increases narcissism and
people’s desire to be famous on Instagram. And all of those
consequences ladder up to the business model of getting
people to use the product as much as possible through
addictive, intentional-design tactics, and then monetizing
their users’ attention through advertising.”
Sandy Parakilas, former Facebook platform operations
manager, currently Chief Strategy Officer at Center for Humane
Technology [200]

Manually analysing the actions of billions of users is not feasible,
which is why these companies are making huge investments in
artificial intelligence – including the development of custom
hardware to accelerate their algorithms – to extract more
information from the raw data. It is no coincidence that companies
like Google and Facebook are leading in this area [139]. The better
their big data analytics, the higher their revenue. There is an arms
race between (social) media companies for the attention of the

Figure 131: Phubbing
Source: stopphubbing.com
user. However, a user cannot spend more than 24 hours a day on
any one social network, search engine or streaming service. All
these companies are thus competing against each other to get
more attention: by making their platforms more attractive, more
addictive, easier to use and so on.
And they are successful: in the younger generations, social media
has almost completely outcompeted traditional media like
television and newspapers [95]. In their competition for more
attention, they are also monopolizing people’s time, in both their
professional and private lives. Active professionals believe they
have to have a presence on the social media, and to amass large
numbers of followers. This leads to loss of productivity and
mental absence at meetings, etc. In many people’s private lives,
screens have replaced face-to-face interactions at home, at the
dining table, at the pub, in restaurants and on public
transportation. This leads to a phenomenon known as “phubbing”,
or phone snubbing: checking your smartphone during social
events instead of giving your full attention to the people who are
physically there [113].
The final frontier is competing with people’s sleep. Studies show
that millions of people suffer from sleep deprivation resulting
from excessive use of smartphones and tablets [96, 391].
In the sections which follow, we examine a limited number of
particular societal effects.

2.6.1.1 PRIVACY EROSION

There are multiple definitions of privacy. In the 19th century, privacy
was defined as the “right to be left alone”. A more modern definition
is that privacy is the “control one has over the information about
oneself”. It is necessary that doctors maintain medical records
about their patients, but nobody expects the doctor to share this
information with third parties (medical privacy) unless this were to
be required for medical treatment. We expect the same behaviour
from financial institutions (financial privacy), websites (internet
privacy) and voting systems (political privacy). We do not expect an
email service to use the content of our messages to influence the
advertisements we see on websites, or a booking website to use
the type of rental car we prefer to result in seeing advertisements
for that particular type of car.
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Gathering information about users is crucial to the business
model of internet companies. That is why many websites nudge
users to complete their profiles, thereby collecting additional
monetizable information. Some companies, like the now
notorious Cambridge Analytica, have made a business model out
of collecting information, analysing it, and selling it to whoever is
willing to pay for it.
Many people are largely unaware about the cost of convenience
in terms of lost privacy; or if they are aware, they willing to give
up some of their privacy in return for convenience:
• Booking websites collect numerous details about every single
trip their users book. This is crucial marketing information for
hotels, airlines, rental car companies.
• Streaming music applications have data on when and where
users listen to music, as well as what their musical preferences
are. The better streaming music providers can profile their
users, the better suggestions they can make and the more
frequently and longer people use the service.
• Companies selling e-books know the identity of every single
reader of a book, when they are reading a book, which parts
they actually read and so on. In a sense, they know what a buyer
learned from the books they bought. The more they know, the
better suggestions they can make; it is not difficult to guess
the interests of somebody buying books on classic cars, cookery,
political history, or travel guides, for example. By (not) making
particular suggestions, they can even steer what their users
read and even think.
• Social media networks monitor all the private details users
share with their most intimate friends, and use this data to
infer information (for example, that the person feels depressed),
in order to send them targeted advertisements they know
work well (such as make-up or medication for depressed
people). Their aim is not to help people, but to sell and to
influence. The people in social media control rooms are not
medical staff; they do not have to comply with professional
codes and they do not care about whether the advertised drugs
are effective or safe.

• News websites track which articles users read, and adapt their
content offering (news and advertisements) to their interests.
They basically decide what their users will read, which might
lead to a biased perception of the world.
• Satellite navigation systems detect where the navigation
system (and, by extension, probably its owner too) is at any
time. It is comparable to being shadowed by somebody
wherever you go.
• Voice controlled devices keep track of what goes on in a house
or office, and they can be hacked to eavesdrop on conversations.
Few people would appreciate a stranger sitting in their house
all the time.
In addition to the examples above, people are already under
surveillance for a large part of the day, through access control
systems in companies and hotels, numerous cameras in public
places, licence-plate recognition, Google Street View filming the
street, tourists taking pictures with people in the background and
posting them on social media, and so on. Most people do not
protest about this surveillance because they believe that it helps
the government to enhance their safety and prevent terrorist
attacks.
Irrespective of the application, the fact is that (i) all our actions in
cyber space, and an increasing number of actions in physical space
are being recorded and stored in huge databases, (ii) that an
increasing number of such databases are being linked (often
through acquisition, or by linking government databases to
facilitate e-government), and (iii) that that there is no guarantee
that this data is only used for the purpose it was collected for.
It is clear that there is an urgent need for a (global) legal privacy
framework and that computing systems will have to support
better privacy mechanisms. The EU General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) is the most important change in data privacy
regulation in 20 years. Besides the automatic protection of
privacy, it also helps to create awareness about the importance of
privacy. It protects citizens against illegal use of their data owned
by companies or governments. Although GDPR was meant to
protect the privacy of Europeans, it has had a much bigger impact
and today the privacy of all global internet users is better
protected. Surprisingly, California recently adopted a law similar
to GDPR in the home state of Google and Facebook [35]. It shows
that Europe – even without hosting one of these major internet
companies – can still influence policies that affect them.

2.6.1.2 FAKE INFORMATION

Figure 132: 20 minutes on Facebook
Source: QuickEarnClub
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Whereas traditional media have built-in filters that require
journalists to verify their sources, there is no such thing in social
media. Anybody can post anything, and as soon as it passes social
media companies’ decency filters, it becomes public. The social
media reviewers censor particular content (child abuse, sexual
content, hate speech, …) but not fake information. The higher the
number of people reading and liking the fake information, the

better it is for the business results of the platform. In response to
public concern over the spread of fake news and hate speech on
social media, major companies such as Facebook have employed
editors to try and monitor the content, but these resources are
often inadequate for the task of checking content posted by two
billion users.
Over the last few years, there has been a surge in false or
misleading information such as fake news, fake science and deep
fake videos. Fake information is information which is presented
as a reliable piece of information, but is either completely made
up or highly misleading. Such messages are like hoaxes on
steroids. Popular genres are the launch of conspiracy theories
(such as those about the condensation trails behind airplanes),
and the spreading of pseudo-science (such as the dangers of

vaccination). The motives of people spreading such information
range from making money (mostly from advertisements
alongside stories that go viral) to political objectives (influencing
elections, creating unrest, destabilizing societies).
Recent years have also seen an increase in the spreading of fake
news by professional internet trolls. Unlike individual internet trolls
– unpaid people who deliberately comment on online posts to
generate a specific reaction – these are paid by states to broadcast
propaganda in general online media (alternative news channels
for example) as well as in specific communities such as the defence
and military community. Especially in the latter, acting in groups,
they target chosen topics, start rumours and launch alternative
narratives, repeating them and getting them quoted by fellow
propagandists to make them more credible, in order to advance
their country’s ideas and weaken their adversaries’. As such, these
professional internet trolls are in fact members of cyber armies,
waging hybrid warfare [187] on the internet.
The most recent technical evolution of fake information are the
so-called deep fakes, a successful application of face swapping
technology to video. Originally designed to put the face of
celebrities on pornography actors in action, the technology has
been used to create credible fake interviews [417]. For the naïve
viewer, these interviews are hard to distinguish from the real
thing. In combination with video call services like Skype, Facetime

Figure 133: How the web was lost
Source: [108]

Figure 134: How to spot fake news
Source: IFLA
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or Google Hangouts, this technology can easily be used for
phishing purposes. Imagine being called by (the voice of) your
financial advisor with some advice about the management of
your retirement portfolio. Eventually, this may mean that we are
no longer able to trust phone conversations or even video
conferencing sessions. Fake, yet very convincing, political or
religious speeches could also be produced and distributed
throughout the world almost instantaneously, quickly creating
large opinion movements for specific purposes.
The term virtual reality was used for the first time in 1987, swiftly
followed by head-mounted virtual reality devices. Thanks to
increased computing performance, the virtual environments that
can be created are becoming more realistic than ever, including
very realistic avatars. However, when users put on a headmounted device, they know that they are entering a virtual world.
Fake information is much more dangerous because it invades our
world disguised as real information. Its appearance is so realistic
that it has to power to change people’s opinion and behaviour. It
gives a totally new definition to the term “virtual reality”.
In conclusion, too many people trust the internet as they would
trust a newspaper. An alarmingly high number of people take
fake information seriously. Fake information can now be spread
more quickly and more convincingly than ever, multiplying its
power. The only antidote seems to be better education, specifically
targeted to help people distinguish fake from real information.

Figure 135: Israel, Gaza, War & Data - Social networks and the art
of personalizing propaganda – Source: [75]
is little chance that messages from the pro-Israel network will
ever make it into the pro-Palestinian network and vice versa.
What is worrying is that a handful of private global companies
and their proprietary algorithms decide who gets to see what
messages, in which order, and when. They can even gradually
modify the user’s preferences by proposing only a limited set of
items and removing items that are old, in low demand or not in
accordance with the ideas of the providers, for example. In the
past, opinion-shaping messages came in hard copies, which were
harder to remove – it was necessary to physically find them in the
house of customers and burn them, as in Fahrenheit 451 –
compared to digital media on private servers and streamed to
people who are not using local backups. Already, a number of
classic films are not included on streaming services.

2.6.1.3 DIVIDE AND CONQUER

What sets social media also apart from traditional media is that
traditional media broadcast their messages publicly so that
everybody can receive them and, ideally, learn about the
arguments of a range of stakeholders by watching their channels.
In contrast, the combination of advanced big data analytics and
significant computing power hosted in large data centres has
enabled social media platforms to create a personalized
experience for each individual user. That means that every user
gets to see a different stream of messages and that users cannot
see the message streams of other users. Users can share
messages in their own network, but since networks tend to be
clustered, users tend to see more of the same messages rather
than different points of view.
In so doing, social networks create information silos or filter
bubbles and act as echo chambers which reinforce the values of
the members of the network. Awkward facts – like a mistake
made by a member of the network, for example – will not garner
a large number of “likes”, and will quickly disappear from
timelines. Hence it is very difficult for information in one
information silo to make it into another. The following figure
illustrates three different communities living in Israel: proPalestinian, pro-Israel and religious/Muslim. There are very few
links between the pro-Palestinian and pro-Israel communities.
Most links are shared via the religious/Muslim community. There
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“1984” REMOTELY REMOVED FROM ALL AMAZON
EBOOK READERS
“In July 2009, Amazon remotely wiped Orwell’s “1984” and
“Animal Farm” from all Kindle e-readers, because the publisher
of the e-books didn’t have the rights to sell them in the United
States. The move was seen as Orwellian in itself, and raised
questions of whether the consumer really owns digital content
that is downloaded and paid for.” From [462]

All this means that social media companies are in a sense helping
to create a worldview per user, formed by purely business
decisions – i.e. decisions that will optimize the profitability of the
company – mostly unregulated by governments.
The fact that traditional media such as newspapers and television
news have declined in popularity among “digital natives”
strengthens the impact of social media on the world view of
young people.
This explains to a certain extent why traditional media outlets
anticipated neither Brexit nor the election of Donald Trump. They
were simply unaware of messages shared in circles they did not
belong to [179].

2.6.2 IMPACT OF COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY ON
PEOPLE

Sixty years ago, the distance travelled by car per year was
considered an indicator of progress; today, for environmental and
health reasons, this is no longer the case. Similarly, consuming
lots of energy-rich food and drink was viewed positively by people
who suffered from a lack of food when they were young, whereas
today it is no longer considered healthy as it leads to obesity.
Consuming too much digital information leads to what is known
as “digital obesity”. It seems likely that we will need to develop a
healthy, balanced digital lifestyle, avoiding the negative effects of
the technology described in this section.
The effects of digital technology on humans has been studied
extensively, and there are both positive and negative effects.
Customers have access to online information, they can make
online appointments and buy goods and services without having
to queue, physical meetings can be replaced by virtual meetings,
collaboration tools allow people to work together efficiently and
form the basis of the paperless office. On a personal level, it is
now easier to keep in touch with friends and family members via
social media. Many disabled and older people can also participate
in social networks because their participation is not constrained
by their limited mobility; this, in turn, helps them maintain or
develop cognitive abilities.
People from poor countries who cannot afford to travel can
access high-quality learning resources such as online courses
(MOOCs) developed in wealthy countries. Children can get access
to a virtually unlimited source of information about a huge range
of topics, leading to a lot more informal learning, including
learning foreign languages [93].

people would never date a person with a crack in their smartphone
screen because they believe that somebody who does not care for
their smartphone will not care for people either [254]. The fear of
missing an important message can lead to an overload of digital
information [412].
Information technology has made sharing information so easy
and cheap that it has become epidemic. Many modern workers
receive hundreds of messages per day; reading and responding to
these messages takes up a significant part of their time, without
being explicitly mentioned in their job description. Processing
emails has become a struggle, putting people’s bodies in fight
mode for extended periods of time, and leading to exhaustion,
burnout and faster ageing [46].
Mobile devices invite users to engage in multitasking, i.e. to use
their device while performing other activities. Using mobile
devices while driving is now forbidden in most countries, but,
unfortunately, it still happens all too often. Using the internet
during meetings is a very common practice even though it
reduces the effectiveness of the meeting as people are often
mentally absent in the meeting and therefore not really part of
what is going on. Many people believe that multitasking increases
their productivity, but there is clear scientific evidence that it is
detrimental for productivity and for the quality of work [196].
There is plenty of evidence that the use of technology has an
impact of the amount of sleep we get. A survey from 2015 shows
that the sleep of young adults is impacted most by technology.

However, there are also some side effects [92]. In some cases,
people have become dependent on their smartphones. The
smartphone does to the brain what using a lift does to the body,
compared to the stairs. Rather than memorizing information,
people constantly refer to the internet, which can lead to digital
amnesia [170]. Skills like mental arithmetic, memorizing numbers
(mathematical constants, phone numbers) and driving without a
navigation system are disappearing in young people.
Perhaps even more disturbing is the fact that the web is full of
texts that fit on just one or two screens, and that this has been
linked to losing the ability of “deep reading”, that is to say, the
ability to focus on a long text for an extended period of time.
Research suggests that the disappearance of this skill, which is
needed to read a book or to study [146], can lead to lower
academic performance [192].
For many teenagers, their smartphone has become part of their
personality. Without their smartphone within reach, they feel
incomplete. They would rather give up owning a car, a television,
or a private swimming pool than give up a smartphone. Some

Figure 136: Percent of people who don’t sleep well because of
technology
Source: [150]
More recent studies show that that the problem is at least as
severe in teenagers [78, 97], who practise late-night socializing,
called vamping, in some extreme cases at any time during the
night. Teenagers need around nine hours of sleep, but in 2015,
43% of US adolescents reported less than seven hours on most
nights which means that half of teenagers in the USA are
seriously sleep deprived. The 18-year-olds were the worst affected.
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Adults face similar problems. According to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention in the USA, 35% of American adults are
not sleeping enough, an increase from 29% ten years ago.
According to the same study, an estimated 70 million US adults
sleep fewer than six hours a night. This leads to concentration
problems and a number of health issues.
Causes of disturbed sleep include (i) the use of social media
which is both mentally and emotionally stimulating [119], and (ii)
the blue light emitted by smartphones and tablets which
simulates daylight, inhibiting the brain’s production of melatonin,
the hormone that regulates sleep.
According to some researchers, heavy smartphone use and the
consequent sleep deprivation is one of the biggest unaddressed
public health issues of our time [168]. Potential consequences
include lower academic performance, obesity, and mental health
issues including anxiety, “nomophobia” or the fear of being
without one’s mobile phone, depression, and low self-esteem.
Some people even suffer from phantom vibration syndrome, also
called ringxiety or fauxcellarm: a perception that a phone is
ringing or vibrating when it is not.
Slowly, awareness about the negative effects of heavy
smartphone usage is growing and even technology companies
have started to offer tools to measure or restrict screen time,
such as Apple’s “Screen Time” and Google’s “Digital Wellbeing”.
These tools inform the user about the time spent on the different
platforms. They are positioned as tools to help users to control

Figure 138: Screen time
Source: Apple/Victor Tangermann
their social media usage, but according to [211], they are not very
effective. The pop-ups are a nuisance, comparable to the
frustration children experience when their screen time is
constrained by parental control apps, and temporarily being shut
out of a platform is frustrating. A much more effective solution
would be to make the platforms less addictive, but internet
companies are unlikely to take action that has a negative impact
on their bottom line.
A number of former employees at the larger internet companies
have started regretting what they built [149]. Some of them
founded the Center for Humane Technology (http://humanetech.
com) and give advice on how to take back control. The most
extreme suggestion is to go “cold turkey” and delete all one’s
social media accounts [94]. It has been claimed that this simple
action will increase productivity, reduce stress and improve
overall wellbeing.
A more balanced approach is to advocate a healthy digital lifestyle
by consciously avoiding the excessive use of a smartphone, by
avoiding using screens before going to bed, by turning off
addictive features like notifications, by not checking work-related
messages outside working hours, by exercising the GDPR right to
be forgotten or to be left undisturbed, etc.
Some companies have introduced a policy not to allow their
workers on the corporate network to check emails outside
working hours. Sometimes it is useful to observe what insiders
do; a number of high-profile executives at internet companies
have admitted that they put serious restrictions the use of social
media and mobile devices for their own children.

Figure 137: Cartoon by Jeff Stahler
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However, at the same time, many schools are intensifying the use
of technology as part of the learning process, for example by
introducing MOOCs and flipped classroom courses, by using
learning platforms that need to be used by children and students
for their homework in the evening. According to an OECD study
[194], the results are mixed at best. Students who use computers
moderately at school tend to have somewhat better learning
outcomes than students who use computers rarely. But students
who use computers very frequently at school do a lot worse in

most learning outcomes, even after accounting for social
background and student demographics. Time will tell whether
the benefits of technology outweigh the side effects on the
development of the children.

“I don’t have a kid, but I have a nephew that I put some
boundaries on. There are some things that I won’t allow; I
don’t want them on a social network.”
Tim Cook, CEO of Apple

2.6.3 COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY AND
THE FUTURE JOB MARKET

Computing, by definition, has an impact on the job market. The
introduction of automation destroys jobs, creates new ones and
changes the content of the remaining jobs. This has always been
the case since automation was invented. The key question many
people have been focusing on is whether the current wave of
automation fuelled by artificial intelligence and robotics will
create more or fewer jobs than it destroys. As of today, there are
no signs that there are fewer jobs than, for example, 20 years ago.
On the contrary, there have never been more people employed
than today – which can only be partially explained by the fact
that there have never been more people/consumers than today.
In addition, several countries have reached the point where there
are more open positions than available candidates who are
qualified to fill them. The techno-optimists see this as a sign that
the fourth industrial revolution is creating more jobs than it
destroys – as was the case for the previous industrial revolutions
[115]. Studies indeed show that the western economies have by
now recovered from the great recession in 2008, in terms of
number of lost jobs that have been recreated [49].

Figure 139: Logo Centre for Humane Technology
“Technology is hijacking our minds and society.
Our world-class team of deeply concerned former tech
insiders and CEOs intimately understands the culture,
business incentives, design techniques, and organizational
structures driving how technology hijacks our minds.
Since 2013, we’ve raised awareness of the problem within
tech companies and for millions of people through broad
media attention, convened top industry executives, and
advised political leaders. Building on this start, we are
advancing thoughtful solutions to change the system.

Techno-pessimists argue that the labour market is complex, and
that although the numbers look promising, a deeper analysis
reveals that the jobs created are quite different from the jobs
that were destroyed [12, 13] and that computing is transforming
the job market in fundamental ways.

Why is this problem so urgent?
Technology that tears apart our common reality and truth,
constantly shreds our attention, or causes us to feel isolated
makes it impossible to solve the world’s other pressing
problems like climate change, poverty, and polarization.
No one wants technology like that. Which means we’re all
actually on the same team: Team Humanity, to realign
technology with humanity’s best interests.”
Center for Humane Technology

Figure 140: Percentage of people in jobs identified as routine
and nonroutine
Source: Henry Siu and Nir Jaimovich, WSJ.com
The jobs that are destroyed are mostly routine jobs (manual and
cognitive). The newly created jobs are mostly non-routine
cognitive jobs, and, to a lesser extent, non-routine manual jobs.
Routine jobs are jobs that are standardized, and that need a
specialized but limited skillset. The typical routine manual job is a
factory worker job. The typical routine cognitive job is an
administrative job. Many such medium-skilled jobs were destroyed
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in the 2008 recession. Some of the routine manual jobs came
back when the economy revived, and manufacturing needed to
increase production volume. The routine cognitive jobs did not
come back: once administrative processes have been digitized,
the associated jobs are gone forever. This trend is seen worldwide. Even in low-income countries (countries in which the
average income per person is less than $1.90 per day), mediumskilled jobs are being replaced by low-skilled and high-skilled
jobs.
The loss of jobs is, however, largest in middle income countries.
This is no surprise. These countries manufacture a lot of goods for
the global economy; as they develop, their labour becomes more
expensive, and automation is used to stay competitive with the
cheaper labour in the low income countries. Comparing the
number of destroyed and created jobs is a simplistic way to assess
the impact of computing.
What happens in reality is that routine tasks within jobs are
being digitized, and this is something that happens in all jobs. It
is only when the remaining part no longer justifies the cost of an
extra worker that the job disappears. In many cases, the workers
will be given other tasks within the organization, or they might
not be replaced after leaving the organization. This incremental
process explains why 73% of Americans believe that artificial
intelligence will eliminate more jobs that it creates, but 72%
thought it was “not likely” or “not likely at all” they would lose
their own job in the next 20 years [165].

It turns out that this destruction and creation of jobs also
generates demographic shifts. Studies in the USA show that in
the last decade, many jobs that were traditionally held by male
workers (such as factory jobs) have been replaced by jobs taken
by female workers (such as those in healthcare), and that the
traditional white male worker has found it harder to overcome
the effects of the big recession of 2008. This might however
change in the future. Many non-routine cognitive jobs require
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)
competences. Since women are underrepresented in STEM
studies, their participation in highly paid non-routine cognitive
jobs might shrink in the future.
It also turns out that medium-skilled jobs that are lost in the
rural areas are often replaced by new jobs in the cities [63].
The growth of high-skilled jobs also has an impact on the required
level of education. The more advanced problem solving skills one
has, the easier it is to find a job. The best guarantee for securing
employment is a university degree. University degree holders
form the only group that have fully recovered from the 2008
recession and have even seen an increase in their income [353].
Jobs that were traditionally done by middle-class workers
without university degrees are now done by workers with one or
more university degrees. There is no reason to assume that this
trend is going to change in the future.

Figure 141: The impact of technology on the quality and quantity of jobs
Source: ILO Trends Ecomonic Models
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under the whistleblower legislation. At the time of writing, Uber
was appealing the decision. The expectation is that more
companies with dependent self-employed workers will face
similar claims.
The biggest losers in this transition are middle-class workers.
According to[455], the number of people living in middle-income
households has been steadily declining since 1970.
This is leading to growing inequality and a polarized job market,
which is a trend which is being noticed across the world and is
attributed to the introduction of automation. Today, 1% of the
richest people own 50% of the global wealth and 20% of the
income. The eight richest people in the world own as much
wealth as the poorest 50% [410, 411].

Figure 142: Pew social trends: the American middle class
But even a university degree is no guarantee for job security.
Stable, long-term employment with a single employer is no
longer the norm and temporary unemployment or
underemployment is no longer exceptional. Future workers
might be jobless, freelance, employed or entrepreneurs at
different stages of their career. The current education system
does not adequately prepare the next generation to deal with
this future because it is still training millions of people for routine
jobs in large organizations.

Figure 143: Share of global income of top 1% and bottom 50%
of the world population
Source: WID.world
The increase in income inequality is particularly pronounced in
the USA. The bottom 50% has experienced a steady decrease in
their income over the last 35 years.

An increasing number of people are being employed in the socalled “gig economy” [148], sometimes also called the platform
economy because the work is distributed piece-by-piece via a
platform (Uber, AirBnB, Lyft, Blabla Car, Nubelo, Amazon
Mechanical Turk, Task Rabbit, YoupiJob, Frizbiz, etc) or work on
zero-hour contracts. The gig economy is growing faster than the
traditional economy, which means that an increasing number of
people do this kind of precarious work in which they have no
protection at all.
In 2017, the Employment Appeal Tribunal in the UK decided that
“Uber drivers are considered to be workers when they have the
Uber app switched on due to the level of control exerted by the
company over its drivers” [456]. As a result, Uber drivers are
entitled to receive (i) the national minimum wage, (ii) protection
from unlawful deduction from wages, (iii) paid annual leave, (iv) a
working week of at most 48h, (v) protection to make disclosures

Figure 144: Share of national U.S. income of top 1% and bottom
50% of the world population
Source: WID.world
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Notable is the focus on science, technology, engineering and
mathematical competences, combined with digital skills as
key competences for all citizens in Europe. The focus on
entrepreneurship in combination with the soft skills of
personal, social and learning competences must make Europe
more competitive. The combination of cultural awareness
and expression competence with civic competences should
provide all Europeans with a common framework for values,
democracy, globalization, multi-culturalism. Finally, literacy
and (foreign) languages are important as a means to learn,
listen, and express ideas. These eight key competences are
essential for personal fulfilment and development,
employment, social inclusion and active citizenship. They
break with two legacy traditions that have burdened formal
education worldwide since the 20th century, i.e. the dichotomy
between the humanities and the sciences, and the dichotomy
between pure and applied training [114].

In combination with a shrinking middle class, this growing
inequality might lead to societal polarization (since the challenges
for the wealthy and for the poor are quite different), political
problems, and economic stagnation [34, 57, 158, 160].

2.6.4 COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY AND
FUTURE OF EDUCATION

Today’s globalized world is being described as VUCA: volatile,
uncertain, complex and ambiguous. Change is accelerating, there
are no longer lifelong guarantees, especially when it comes to
employment. Furthermore, there are a number of global societal
challenges that need to be solved in the coming decades like (i)
how to support 10 billion middle class people on one planet by
2075, (ii) how to completely decarbonize the economy by 2075,
(iii) how to support an ageing global population, (iv) how to come
up with economic models that take long term sustainability into
account and so on. See 2.6.6, “Computing technology and Planet
Earth”, for a fuller discussion of such challenges and how ICT can
help to address them.

2

At the content level, it is clear that formal education will not
be able to provide all the knowledge that one needs for a
whole life (especially since we cannot train students for jobs
that still need to be invented). Furthermore, all knowledge
has a half-life (facts, business models, even secrets). According
to [443], the half-life of an engineering degree, for example, is
at most five years. This means that some of the engineering
knowledge students acquire in the first year of a five-year
engineering course is already obsolete by the time they
graduate. It is not a coincidence that many technology
companies have a median worker age below 35. Therefore,
future study programs should not focus too much on teaching
solutions (which are by definition changing), but instead
focus on the basic principles of the discipline, which have a
much longer half-life. Furthermore, it are the basic principles
that will be needed to come up with future outside-the-box
solutions. In addition, workers will have to compensate for the
decay of their knowledge by continuing to learn throughout
their lifetimes (lifelong learning), and to keep working on the
development of their competences in order stay attractive in
the job market until retirement age and beyond.

3

Graduates should be at least T-shaped. This means that they
should have a broad base of general supporting knowledge
and skills, supplemented with deep knowledge and skills in
one or more areas. In the broad base, the student must learn
complex problem solving, critical thinking, creativity, people
management, coordinating with others, emotional intelligence, judgement and decision-making, service orientation,
negotiation and cognitive flexibility [10]; that is, competences
that set humans apart from computers and robots.

The children and young people that are at school, college or
university today are the ones who will have to support a family in
this VUCA world, and who will have to find solutions for the
associated challenges. This immediately raises the question of
what they should learn at school in order to be ready for this
world, and to tackle these challenges. Since the future is
uncertain, it is hard to make predictions, but for education there
are a number of things we know.
1

At the competence level, study programs should focus on the
eight key competences for lifelong learning [285] as adopted
by the European Parliament in 2018.

Figure 145: Key competences for lifelong learning
Source: European Commission
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The deep knowledge and skills part must encourage the
student to learn how to take forward the state of the art in a
subject, and to create new knowledge and to innovate. The
harder students are pushed to stretch themselves in the deep

Figure 146: I-Shaped vs T-Shaped Professionals
Source: DevOps Institute
part, the more they will learn, and the better adapted they
will be to tackle the technical challenges of the 21st century.
One thing is for sure: there is little value in specialist training
to do routine tasks (so-called I-shaped profiles), as routine
jobs are disappearing. T-shaped education offers a best
guarantee for self-fulfilment, happiness and a good life.
4

To help digital society develop, all students should get a basic understanding of computing, big data analytics and artificial intelligence (on a par with a basic understanding of sciences, history,
one or more foreign languages). Globally, there is a shortage of
millions of ICT workers to tackle all the challenges ahead of us
(digitizing industry, securing ICT systems, designing smart grids
for the transport of renewable energy, the development of precision agriculture to reduce the use of pesticides and irrigation,
and so on). At this moment, there is a big deficit in this area in
many study programmes in higher education in Europe.

Finally, education should also educate the next generations about
the grand challenges of the 21st century, and provide hope that
these can be tackled if we are willing to change our unsustainable
habits and collaborate to find sustainable solutions that benefit
the global population.

2.6.5 COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY AND
THE FUTURE OF EUROPE

In relation to the rest of the world, Europe as a continent is
generally depicted and perceived as “the old world”. This
connotation was coined in contrast to what Europeans perceived
as a “new world”: the Americas, especially North America. Today,
the old world could also be understood literally: Europe is the
continent with the oldest population and today faces challenges
that other continents will face later in the 21st century.
When this “old-new” contrast started applying to information
technology and its ramifications, being “old” started to be
associated with not being ready, willing, able, bold, and visionary
enough to be at the forefront of innovation. Ironically, the
example of China, which has recently earned an international
reputation of being and wanting to be a fast-paced innovator,
shows that one can be old (in terms of history and wisdom) and
new (in terms of vision and energy) at the same time.

Most people in the West still have the 20th century world views
they learned in school. They do not realize how drastically the
world has changed over the last fifty years. Europe is still one of the
best places on earth to be born, but many countries are catching
up quickly. Relatively recently, Europe started to realize that it is
losing ground compared to the rest of the world in a number of
technology domains, including high-performance computing,
artificial intelligence, cybersecurity and renewable energy.
In order to stay ahead, we need more than funding programmes.
It is necessary to inculcate a completely different view of
entrepreneurship combined with more curiosity in, openness to
and perhaps even thirst for innovation in the public opinion. This
change requires favouring and promoting the perception that
technology-enabled innovation can be a powerful vector for
improving our collective and individual wellbeing.
This section discusses some domains in which Europe needs to
invest in order to keep or regain a leading global position.

2.6.5.1 HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTING

High-performance computing (HPC) allows the simulation of
military devices and planes, cars, pharmaceutical products and
many more things. Many scientific discoveries are made through
the so called “fourth paradigm” [206]. Rather than physical
experiments or mathematical models, the fourth paradigm starts
from massive datasets. Many of the innovations made by Google,
Facebook, Amazon and the like are made possible by the
combination of access to massive datasets and to powerful
computing. Countries need a powerful computing infrastructure
to be able to compete in science and research. This is as important
as access to raw materials for the manufacturing industry.
The USA is currently the dominant provider of computing
solutions with CPUs (Intel) and GPUs (NVIDIA), which are used to
build high-performance computing and servers, as well as
increasingly being used for developing solutions based on
artificial intelligence. Components can be banned from export
under a number of US regulations, such as the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), which controls the export and
import of defence-related articles and services. The US
Department of Commerce prevented Intel and NVIDIA (but also
AMD and IBM for their processors and HP for its optoelectronic
devices) from shipping the processors required for the upgrade of
the Chinese Tianhe-2 supercomputer, citing concerns over nuclear
weapons-related research [105].
As a result, all major countries want to control a large part of their
ICT infrastructure to avoid being blocked in their development by
other countries. Consequently, China developed, over the span of
only three years, a completely new system, including a very
energy-efficient computing chip. The resulting supercomputer,
the Sunway TaihuLight, reached the top of the TOP500 list of
most powerful supercomputers on the LINPACK benchmark in
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Figure 147: Sunway TaihuLight
Source: Xinhua

Figure 148: Summit Supercomputer
Source: IBM

June 2016 with 93 petaflop/s (quadrillions of calculations per
second) [197]. It superseded the Tianhe-2, which was the firstplaced supercomputer in the previous six TOP500 lists.

India are actively developing processors either for desktop
computers, servers, HPC, or even embedded devices. Open-source
hardware processors like RISC-V are also attracting a lot of
interest. Regardless of whether this is related to the revelations of
Edward Snowden or not, there is a growing movement away from
well-established US computing platforms, such as those of Intel,
Google, Apple and Microsoft, either to avoid bans on accessing
core components, or because of fears that hardware and software
might have spyware deeply implanted.

Japan is also aiming for exaflop computing, and the “post-K”
computer, designed by Fujitsu, will similarly use a processor made
in Japan, based on Arm architecture (the previous architecture
supported by Fujitsu was based on the SPARC architecture).
In June 2018, the US Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) announced that the US supercomputer
Summit would have a peak performance of 200,000 trillion
calculations per second, or 200 petaflops peak performance,
meaning that the USA regained the top spot on the top500. The
Summit system is built around an IBM Power9 22C at 3.07GHz
and NVIDIA Volta GV100 GPU. The Chinese supercomputer
Sunway TaihuLight took the second spot on the list, while third
place went to a reduced version of Summit (1,572,480 cores
instead of 2,282,544 for Summit).
It is interesting to see that the Sunway was built around custom
processors, while Summit was built around a processor which is
very efficient for data processing and management and a lot of
GPUs as accelerators. It is foreseen that the future HPC machine
will not only have simulation loads, but also more loads based on
high-performance data analytics (HPDA), and also that
applications will use more and more artificial intelligence-based
solutions.

We observe that in the short time since the last HiPEAC Vision,
some countries have gone from having intentions to having real
plans and fully operational systems. Their architecture is either
based on brand-new designs (like the Chinese ShenWei SW260),
on MIPS (Russian Baikal-T1) or on Arm (Japanese future Fujitsu
chip for HPC or Chinese FT-2000/64). China, Russia, Japan and
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Figure 149: Summit Supercomputer
Source: ORNL

2.6.5.1.1 European Processor Initiative

To meet the global HPC challenge, Europe has begun a strategic
initiative to support the next generation of computing and data
infrastructures with a European project of the size of Airbus in
the 1990s and of Galileo in the 2000s. EU efforts are synchronized
in the establishment of the EuroHPC Joint Undertaking, a legal
and funding entity which will enable the pooling of EU and
national resources on high-performance computing to acquire,
build and deploy in Europe the most powerful supercomputers in
the world.
The European Processor Initiative (EPI) is one of the cornerstones of
this EU HPC strategic plan. EPI brings together 23 partners from 10
European countries with the aim of bringing to market a low-power microprocessor. EPI will ensure that the key competence of highend chip design remains in Europe, a critical point for many application areas. Thanks to these new European technologies, European
scientists and industry will be able to access exceptional levels of
energy-efficient computing performance. EPI aims to benefit Europe’s scientific leadership, industrial competitiveness, engineering
skills and knowhow, and society as a whole.

which consider the interests of data security and ownership. The
initiative aims to achieve unprecedented levels of performance at
very low power, and EPI’s HPC and automotive industrial partners
are already considering the EPI platform for their product
roadmaps.

2.6.5.2 SECURITY

The situation in countries bordering the European Union is
definitely less stable now than it was a decade ago. Whereas until
a couple of years ago, the European Union acted as if it could
ignore problems outside of its borders, recent history shows that
they are increasingly affecting internal European affairs; for
example, an unstoppable stream of refugees from the Middle
East and Africa trying to enter the European Union, and an
unstable political situation in Turkey that is being exported to
some European countries. Some political parties use war rhetoric
in order to mask their inability to address these issues directly,
and to build support for more investments in internal security.
In parallel with the increase in physical threats, there has also
been a surge in cyber-attacks [5]. This is a logical consequence of
the fact that a large part of modern society has critical
dependence on its cyber infrastructure (banking, communication,
businesses and utilities to name but a few). Stealing information
is now as lucrative as robbing a bank (68% of funds lost as a result
of a cyberattack turn out to be unrecoverable), only less dangerous
for a robber because it can be done at a distance. Disrupting a
global cyber infrastructure can have a serious impact on society
and on the economy. Disclosing classified information can have
serious political consequences as demonstrated by the multiple
*-leaks incidents like Wikileaks.

Figure 150: European Processor Initiative
Source: BSC
The design of a novel HPC processor family would not be
sustainable without thinking about possible additional markets
that could support such long-term activities. Thus, EPI will cover
other areas such as the automotive sector, ensuring the overall
economic viability of the initiative. One specific objective for the
automotive sector is to develop customized processors able to
meet the performance needed for autonomous cars.
EPI brings together experts from the HPC research community,
major supercomputing centres, and the computing and silicon
industry as well as the potential scientific and industrial users.
Through a co-design approach, it will design and develop the first
European HPC systems-on-chip (SoCs) and accelerators. Both
elements will be implemented and validated in a prototype
system that will become the basis for a full exascale machine
based on European technology.
EPI will provide European industry and research with a worldclass, competitive HPC platform and data processing solutions

Figure 151: 2017 cost of cybercrime study
Source: Accenture and Ponemon Institute
Many people are amazed at how apparently easy it is to hack the
email servers of political parties, and to bring down government
and company websites. Governments are increasingly worried
about attacks by organized crime (including terrorists), and statesponsored attacks. The FBI even keeps a list of “most wanted”
cybercriminals [356]. The US Navy receives more than 100,000
cyber-attacks per hour. Cybercrime incurs a cost of several million
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euros per year for major corporations and governments, and
hence it weighs on the economy. The website of the Norse
Corporation [236] has a good visualisation of the global cyber war
which is taking place 24/7.
According to Quora [209], the top 10 cyber army superpowers are:
the USA, Iran, China, Israel, North-Korea, Russia, Canada, the UK,
Germany and India. Different countries specialize in different
areas: the USA focuses on defending its own infrastructure and
attacking its enemies; China specializes in spying; Israel exports
more cybersecurity products than all other countries in the world
combined; North Korea specializes in financial hacking; Russia in
political hacking; etc. The fact that the top six countries are not
particular friends is not reassuring.
After 30 years of cutting down military investments in Europe, it
has become clear that this trend will come to an end. The USA is
demanding higher European contributions to NATO, and
European countries are starting to realize that they will have to
invest more in a European defence system. Currently, many
European countries do not support military research with their
funding instruments. While this is a principled stance to take, the
question is whether such a position is in the interest of Europe.
Instead of buying American weapons systems, Europe could also
develop and buy its own systems.

2.6.6 COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY AND
PLANET EARTH

There is overwhelming evidence that sustainability is the mother
of all long-term societal challenges. Sustainability has many
definitions, but a very concrete one is “all that needs to be done to
make sure that homo sapiens can continue to thrive on Earth for
the next 10,000 years”, as it has done since the introduction of
agriculture 10,000 years ago.
There are a few boundary conditions for sustainable development.
The first is population. At the global level, the average number of
children per woman was 2.5 in 2015. Even in the most populated
continent, Asia, it is now as low as 2.17, which is the replacement
rate. Only Africa reports a much higher fertility level, but this is
now dropping as fast as it did in the rest of the developing world
in the 1980s. In a few decades, Africa will probably join the rest of
the world with a fertility rate of two children per woman or fewer.
This evolution has taken place over the last 50 years and can be
attributed to improved living conditions and lower infant
mortality rates. As soon as a country transitions from a poor
country to a (lower) middle-income country, the fertility rate
automatically drops to around the replacement rate, irrespective
of culture, religion, political system, or other factors.
However, in the 21st century, the population will continue to grow,
but only due to the so-called “fill-up” from increased life
expectancy. That means that there is currently nothing that can
be done to immediately halt population growth.

Figure 152: Evolution of the number of children per woman – Source: UN Population Division 2017
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Figure 153: Evolution of the world’s population
Source: gapminder.org/factfulness
With current life expectancy, the peak global population will be
10 billion. But every extra year in life expectancy will eventually
add around 100 million people to the global population. In the
longer term, the world’s population can only be reduced
peacefully by bringing down the average number of children per
family to fewer than two. This will only happen when more
countries have few to no people living in extreme poverty.
In 2009, 25% of the global population was said to belong to the
middle class, half of them living in the USA and in Europe. In 2030,
over half of the world’s population is predicted to belong to the
middle class, and two thirds of them will live in Asia [121]. That
means that between 2009 and 2030, more than three billion
people will join the middle class. This will have a profound impact
on the distribution of global gross domestic product (GDP). One
day, the membership of the G7 might have to be reconsidered.

A second boundary condition is the ecological footprint of
modern society. Today, the European Union (EU) has an ecological
footprint that is about twice the biocapacity of its surface area
[439]. This means that the EU currently uses two Europes to
support its lifestyle. It also means that Europe depends on solid
trade and a good relationship with a sufficient number of
countries willing to share their resources with us, even if they are
scarce. Some might one day decide to keep them for their own
population, or create an artificial shortage in order to increase
prices. Hence, it is in the interest of Europe to stay within the
biocapacity of the continent.
At the global level, 1 August 2018 was the “Earth Overshoot Day”
of 2018, which means that the world population had consumed
all renewable resources of Planet Earth on that day (for example,
all the wood that will grow in 2018, or all the rainwater that will
be captured in 2018), and that for the rest of the year, we are using
historical reserves (for example by clearing longstanding forests,
or by pumping fossil water).
We currently consume the renewable resources of 1.7 Earths per
year; in budgetary terms, we have a deficit of 70% on the yearly
ecological budget. This is obviously not sustainable; indeed, it is
considered the root cause of all environmental problems, of
which climate change is only one (loss of biodiversity being
another) [169]. A large part of the ecological footprint is due to
the use of fossil fuels. Recent efforts to stimulate green energy
and recycling seem to have had an effect on the evolution of
Earth Overshoot Day (even with a growing global population).
The goal is to push it back to 1 January.

Figure 154: Evolution of World GDP – Source VoxEU
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Figure 155: Earth Overshoot Days

Figure 157: Emissions reductions will need to pick up momentum
everywhere to meet the goal of limiting warming to the
internationally agreed goal of staying “well below” 2C above
pre-industrial levels.

If we want to keep the planet inhabitable for 10 billion people, we
must control climate change [120]. United Nations SecretaryGeneral António Guterres summarized the current situation very
well in his 2018 New Year’s address when he said that “climate
change is moving faster than we are”. The only known solution at
this moment is to completely decarbonize the economy and start
capturing carbon from the air by the end of the century.

rate we can still go on for another 18 years before we will reach a
2°C increase in the global temperature [409]. Keeping global
warming to 1.5°C, a difference which would have a serious impact
on many biosystems and extreme weather events, would require
drastic action within 12 years [408].

The graph below shows who is emitting the CO2 emissions
worldwide. The richest 10% of people – mainly living in advanced
economies – are responsible for 49% of total CO2 emissions. The
mechanism is clear: the higher the income, the higher the level of
consumption, and the larger the carbon footprint.

In order to keep the temperature increase below 2°C, carbon
emissions must be reduced by 80% by 2050. In addition, it will be
necessary to capture and store a staggering 810 billion tons of
carbon from the air by 2100, or the equivalent of 20 years of
burning fossil fuels at the current rate [45, 457].

The carbon footprint in this graph is based on consumption, not
on production. That means that the carbon footprint of products
manufactured in poor countries but consumed in rich countries
are part of the carbon footprint of the rich countries. It is clear
that rich and middle-income countries have a large responsibility
to cut down their carbon footprint. At the current CO2 production

However, there is no cheap way to capture carbon yet, and given
the current growth in renewable energy production, it is unlikely
that renewable energy sources will be able to replace even 50% of
all fossil fuel consumption in the next two decades.

Figure 156: Percentage of CO2 emission by world population
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Figure 158: World Energy Consumption
Source: BP Statistical Review of World Energy. Population data
from World Bank

The best option for the moment is to consume less energy [44].
The sooner we start, the cheaper it will be. The richest 10% of the
world has to start; the poorest 50% does not have the resources
to reduce their carbon emissions.
The third boundary condition is natural resources. If we continue
to run Earth as we do today, in 100 years many deposits of natural
resources (minerals, fossil fuels, historical ground water deposits,

and so on) will be depleted. So the question is how homo sapiens
will continue for 9,900 years after that.
Today’s electronics rely on elements of almost the entire periodic
table, including the rarest elements on earth, such as iridium [135].
ICT relies on rare materials making the European ICT supply chain
very fragile and sustainability questionable if no dedicated
research is developed [448].

Figure 159: Depletion of natural resources

Figure 160: Elements in the Earth’s crust – Source: Materials and the environment, Michael F. Ashby, 2011
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Figure 161: Elements used to produce electronics
Figure 163: Doughnut economics
Source: Kate Raworth and Christian Guthier/The Lancet Planetary
Health

Figure 162: Rare materials that ICT relies on
Source: [448]
Everything seems to be fast, clean, reconfigurable and so on, but
behind our screens there is an industry which requires, more than
ever, space, energy and matter. There is an urgent need to revisit
the economic, technological, and societal models to develop a
sustainable electronic industry which cares about its impact
right from the initial design of these objects. For example, China
provides 95% of the production of rare-earth elements to
Occidental countries and this monopolistic situation is a major
stake for coming years. Another example is the dangerous
conditions faced by African workers in cobalt mines that
reinforces the attention paid to human rights issues in global
supply chains.
However, no clear methodology exists today to design, manufacture and deploy the IoT in a “sustainable way” that preserves
enough resources to avoid political, economic, and environmental tensions in the next twenty years. The European microelectronics industry depends on rare raw-material sourcing. European technology supplies are very fragile, and economic, strategic
independence, ethical and environmental considerations are converging into a common requirement: design our technologies differently in the early stages of the research process.
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Sustainable design of computing technologies, from materials to
systems, and corresponding sustainable business models are
needed, with joint efforts from research and industry. In particular,
the sustainable use of rare raw materials is an economic, social,
environmental and major geopolitical stake for the current and
next generations. Some key elements considered today in the
emerging electronic devices for expanding markets, such as IoT,
transport, connected medicine or so-called “green” energy
production and storage, must be drastically substituted or saved
in the near future [438].
The challenge for the 21st century is clear: how to support 10
billion middle-class people within the renewable resources of the
planet we live on. This will require new economic models, such as
so-called “doughnut economics”, for instance [109] which tries to
balance between the social foundation (decent living for 10
billion people), and the ecological ceiling (the biocapacity of
Planet Earth).

Figure 164: Sustainable Development Goals
Source: United Narions

The 21st century urgently needs visionaries who can show society a
clear path towards the 22nd century. It is unclear what this path
will look like, but it is clear that it needs to lead to sustainability. In
2015, more than 190 world leaders committed to 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) to help end extreme poverty, fight
inequality and injustice, and fix climate change. Achieving these
goals should lead to a more prosperous, equitable, and sustainable
world.
Computing should contribute towards the realization of these
goals, and it should not work against any of them. It is worth
pointing out that technology of any kind is simply an
enhancement of human capabilities, which can then be deployed
to achieve different objectives. If ICTs are to contribute to the
Sustainable Development Goals, conscious policy decisions will
be required to steer the implementation of ICT solutions in the
direction of these goals.
A detailed analysis of how ICTs could contribute to the sustainable
development goals is provided in the report [441]. Drawing on
this report, below are a few examples of the role ICTs will play in
achieving the sustainable development goals, along with
challenges that they pose.

1. No poverty

How ICTs can contribute: Expanding the ICT infrastructure and
making use of digital technologies can help fight poverty by, for
example, connecting poor communities with the rest of the
world, providing mobile training, increasing productivity, fighting
fraud, creating financial services through mobile banking,
supporting free elections and enabling new business models.
Investing in the digital skills of young people empowers them to
build their own digital society and help their extended families.
Challenges: To avoid entrenching existing inequalities, the socalled “digital divide” needs to be overcome, with all members of
society having access to high-quality digital technologies.

2. Zero hunger

How ICTs can contribute: ICTs can help achieve sustainable and
inclusive rural transformation, and help increase food production.
Access to the internet brings information about weather, financial
services, market information, agricultural advice, and disease
control information to rural areas. Satellite imagery helps to
monitor land use and water resources, and hence to optimize the
agricultural production of a country and to create food security.
Challenges: Adequate ICT infrastructure will be necessary for
people to take advantages of the benefits of ICTs for agriculture
and distribution in poor countries.

3. Good health and wellbeing

How ICTs can contribute: E-health is becoming an increasingly
important aspect of health and wellbeing. For instance, ICTs

allow information to be collected, analysed and managed more
easily in all areas of healthcare. Investing in technologies such as
remote diagnostics, accessible medical imaging, affordable
implants and labs-on-a-chip will help provide high-quality
accessible and affordable healthcare for 10 billion people.
Computing is an important enabling technology for e-health.
Challenges: Deploying and maintaining advanced medical
devices in environmentally harsh conditions (humidity, heat, dust,
unreliable power supply and so on) is a challenge and might
require customized devices.

4. Quality education

How ICTs can contribute: Online courses can be used in places where
there is a lack of qualified teachers, for teacher training, or for
teaching children in emergency situations. ICTs can also facilitate
access to quality educational materials. The internet is a powerful
tool for expanding access to knowledge, reducing learning divides,
and supporting lifelong learning, and the impact of getting children
online will be felt in the extended family and wider community.
Challenges: It will be necessary to equip public educational
institutions with good ICT infrastructure. Special emphasis
should be placed on giving women and girls access to the internet
and teaching them digital skills, as they are currently
underrepresented. To empower students and help them fully
participate in the digital economy, ICT education should focus on
producing as well as consuming ICTs.

5. Gender equality

How ICTs can contribute: Information and communication
technology and access to the internet is a key enabling technology
to emancipate and empower women. With increasing auto
mation, gender equality can be promoted in society if women are
better equipped to get jobs requiring technology and engineering
skills, which are likely to be better paid and with better conditions.
Bringing more women into the field will also contribute to
reducing bias, creating technology which meets the needs of
more people and increasing the ICT workforce (see 2.6.4,
“Computing technology and the field of education”).
Challenges: The field of ICT is well-known for its gender imbalance,
in countries of all income levels.

6. Clean water and sanitation

How ICTs can contribute: As the demand for water will grow in
the future, but the supply cannot be controlled, we will have to
use it more efficiently (in agriculture, in manufacturing and in the
home). Technological solutions which rely on advanced
computing will be crucial in this respect. They can also make
wastewater treatment more efficient, and provide monitoring
technology to promote water saving.
Challenges: ICT production and recycling requires lots of water.
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7. Affordable and clean energy

How ICTs can contribute: Producing energy to meet human
requirements without fuelling climate change is a major
challenge for the 21st century. Since renewable energy such as
solar and wind cannot be produced on demand, countries will
need smart grids and storage facilities to balance the supply and
demand on a country scale or beyond. This will require
sophisticated distributed energy management systems.
Challenges: ICTs themselves are a major and growing cause of
energy consumption. Their energy consumption should therefore be
reduced as much as possible, and the energy savings they deliver in
other domains (like transportation) should be at least equivalent to
the energy required to power them. See 2.3.2,“The energy challenge”.

10. Reduced inequalities

How ICTs can contribute: ICTs, not least connectivity, can be used
to promote integration, and empower disadvantaged and
excluded communities to join a global, networked society. They
can help local entrepreneurs compete in the same arena as the
largest international companies.
Challenges: Computing has created (i) a small but thriving upper
class in finance, technology and electronics that controls the
economy and (ii) a large group of workers in the low-wage sector
that usually struggle. This divide leads to societal tensions and
political difficulties. The challenge is to find ways to let everybody
benefit from the productivity gains technology produces. Bill
Gates calls it the robot tax [111]. See 2.6.3, “Computing technology
and the future job market”.

8. Decent work and economic growth

How ICTs can contribute: ICTs have enabled new ways of doing
business, relieved workers from many tedious and repetitive
tasks, and contributed to benefits such as flexible working hours.
The ICT industry also offers many stimulating, rewarding and
well-paid jobs, and the number of these is rising.
Challenges: Decent work is understood as employment with
adequate earnings, social protection, freedom of association, etc.
A growing polarization of the workforce has been attributed to
the introduction of ICTs, with more high-skilled and low-skilled
jobs and fewer jobs requiring mid-level skills (see 2.6.3,
“Computing technology and the future job market”).
Moreover, automation does not always have a positive effect on
the quality and the quantity of jobs, and the speed of technological
change is likely to have a disruptive effect on the job market. The
challenge is to use computing to improve the quality of jobs, and
to increase their number (within the boundaries of the planet).
Globally, more than 400 million jobs are needed by 2030 for new
entrants into the labour market. This is a challenge.

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure

How ICTs can contribute: The world needs to build infrastructure to
host 10 billion people by 2075: transport, irrigation, energy and
communication technology are crucial to build a sustainable
middle-class future for all these people. Technology and innovation
are essential for industrialization, and industrialization is a
requirement for development and a middle-class society.
Computing will be an essential part of future (sustainable) industry.
It is clear that ICT, including of course the internet, has facilitated an
explosion in research, collaboration, globalization and innovation.
There is no reason to doubt that it will continue to do so.
Challenges: With large multinational companies dominating the
ICT industry, there is a danger that some regions will not reap the
full benefits of ICT innovations, as well as being dependent on ICT
imports. ICT infrastructure also needs to be improved in many
regions in order for them to benefit.
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11. Sustainable cities and communities

How ICTs can contribute: By 2030 60% of the world population
will live in cities (from 50% today). 95% of urban expansion will
take place in the developing world. Cities account for 60% of
energy consumption, 70% of carbon emissions and 70-80% of
global GDP while only taking 3-4% of the world’s available
landmass. The challenge is to build large healthy, safe, carbonneutral cities. Through the smart city model, advanced computing
technologies will be needed to reduce energy consumption and
carbon emissions.
Challenges: Transparency and the needs of different groups of
citizens will be important factors when designing the smart
cities of tomorrow. People should be made aware of how their
data is used and why, and should be empowered to participate
fully in the digitalization of their societies. Introducing new
technologies to smart cities should also reduce rather than
increase energy consumption and resource use.

12. Responsible consumption and production

As noted in the introduction to this section above, we currently
consume the renewable resources of 1.7 Earths per year. Ensuring
a more sustainable model of consumption and production will be
essential to ensuring that future generations have the resources
needed to thrive.
How ICTs can contribute: ICTs can contribute to more efficient
production practices. Moreover, by allowing data to be collected
on themes such as pollution, ICTs can provide the evidence
required to prompt changes in policy and citizen behaviour. They
can also contribute to the circular economy, for example through
car sharing networks or networks to identify new users for
unwanted goods.
Challenges: To contribute to this goal, the computing industry
needs to abolish programmed obsolescence and produce goods
which last for longer. By adding semiconductors to products that
previously had none, and by shortening the life of such devices

(they are almost never repairable and in some cases, the battery
cannot even replaced), the internet of things will create an
explosion of e-waste [191]. Of the roughly two billion smartphones,
tablets and computers sold every year, 80% (around 35 million
tonnes per year) end up in landfills, where they will eventually
contaminate the environment with hazardous chemicals [437].
Instead, these devices could be recycled in urban mining projects.

organizations, for example by tracking financial transactions and
money laundering. Computers and the internet are instrumental
in creating efficient public services, fomenting trust between the
government and citizens by enabling greater transparency, and
empowering citizens. For the 1.5 billion people who currently lack
state-recognized identification, providing them with this would
give them access to social security, healthcare and voting.

13. Climate action

Challenges: Enforcing the law requires strong institutions that
are not corrupt, and are subject to democratic accountability. ICTs
can also be used to abuse states’ power, compromising privacy
rights by enabling global surveillance. There is also a danger that
ICTs will be used for new kinds of warfare, from state-sponsored
cyberattacks to automated weapons such as drones.

How ICTs can contribute: ICTs can play a significant part in the
fight against climate change by providing data and climate
models which can be used to justify policy directions. They can
also be used to improve energy efficiency in industrial processes,
in transportation, and in the home, as well as enabling the
creation of smart grids for renewable energy.
Challenges: ICTs currently account for a significant and increasing
amount of global energy consumption, as well as being used to
support activities which contribute to climate change, such as
fossil fuel extraction. ICTs need to become more energy efficient
and should be used to promote renewable energy production
rather than prolonging the use of fossil fuels. See 2.3.2, “The
energy challenge” for a detailed discussion of ICT and energy.

14. Life below water

Oceans provide food for billions of people, add three trillion USD
to the global economy, regulate the climate, produce 50% of
global oxygen and store carbon, among many other benefits. But
the seas suffer from pollution and overfishing, with over 600
officially recorded “dead zones” in the oceans.
How ICTs can contribute: ICTs can help in protecting the life below
water by supporting a fine grained global monitoring system
that can alert us when changes take place, and that will allow us
to develop more detailed models of the oceans. They can also
provide people with the mechanisms to raise awareness and
campaign for ocean conservation.

15. Life on land

Since 1970, there has been a nearly 60% decline in wildlife
populations across land, sea and freshwater due to loss or
degradation of natural habitat, invasive species or pollution.
Climate change adds to that. Decreasing biodiversity weakens
the earth’s regenerative capacity, which we all depend on.
How ICTs can contribute: ICT is crucial to protect remaining
biodiversity and to manage the production resources (land, sea,
fresh water) more sustainably, for example by providing data
through remote sensing technologies.

16. Peace, justice and strong institutions

How ICTs can contribute: Digital forensics is essential to extract
digital evidence stored on computers, tablets, smartphones. Data
analytics is another discipline that helps identify criminal

17. Partnerships for goals

From the above is clear that ICT will play a major enabling role in
the realization of the sustainable development goals. However, it
is self-evident that ICT cannot solve all the challenges standing in
the way, nor are governments and traditional non-governmental
organizations able to develop, install and maintain the ICT
infrastructure needed. To meet the sustainable development
goals, different parties (international organizations, local
governments, philanthropic institutions, large ICT companies)
will therefore need to work in partnership.

2.6.7

THE NEED FOR DIGITAL ETHICS

Digital ethics is not a new concept; in fact, it was first touched
upon in the mid-1940s by Norbert Wiener, who coined the term
cybernetics in his book“Cybernetics: or control and communication
in the animal and the machine” (1948). At the time, it was not
taken very seriously by the scientific community. The last decade
has, however, witnessed a sharp increase in the interest in digital
ethics.
Much of this originally started with discussions about the
decisions made by self-driving cars, and whether algorithms
should protect the passengers in the car or the people in the
street in the event of an accident [151]. However, even philosophers
do not agree on the best decision in such cases. Some argue that
the car should try to minimize the overall harm; others argue that
the people in the street should be protected at all costs because
passengers in the vehicle decided to use the car, so they have
more responsibility than the people in the street; while still
others believe that it depends on the pedestrian’s intentions. If
someone deliberately jumps in front of the car (to test the car, for
example, or to commit suicide), this argument goes, it is OK to
protect the passengers in the car; unfortunately the car cannot
know the intentions of the person in the street. Given the
unlikeliness of situations where a car will have to choose between
two lives, such dilemmas are not very helpful in practice and selfdriving cars will have to avoid accidents in the first place.
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Figure 165: People who warned about the unwanted side effects of AI
Source: [133].
Following recent successes in artificial intelligence development,
influential commentators such as Elon Musk, Bill Gates, and Stephen Hawking warned about the unwanted side effects of artificial intelligence. Others, on the other hand, are eager to see it
deployed on a large scale.
The key problem is that in the past, computers did the calculations
and humans made the decisions based on the calculations.
Decision makers are assumed to have an ethical framework to
guide them in the decision making process. With artificial
intelligence, computers not only do the calculations, they also
make the decisions – small decisions at the moment, but the
expectation is that they might be asked to make important, even
life-changing decisions in the near future too, as in the example
of the self-driving car. This means that decision-making
algorithms have to include an ethical framework to guide the
decision-making process. If not, whatever the poor computer
scientist instructs the program to do will be done for the
foreseeable future by the system. Not all computer scientists
have developed an ethical framework comparable to that of
people involved in building public policy, for example.
That said, recently 3,100 Google employees wrote a letter to
Google’s CEO asking for project Maven to be cancelled that wants
to analyse images produced by US military drones, because they
do not want to be involved in the business of war [208]. Thousands
of AI researchers in several countries have expressed similar
concerns on the use of artificial intelligence for military
applications [230]. This movement has spurred a number of
organizations to come up with set of ethical guidelines.
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Notable examples are:
• The Asilomar AI Principles by the Future of Life Institute. This
list of 23 guidelines is very comprehensive [258] and focuses a
lot on values and share ethical ideals. They require interpretation
to apply them in a particular context.
• ACM updated its Code of Ethics [434]. The previous version
dated from 1992. These guidelines are logical and
straightforward, but not so easy to implement in practice. For
example, what is the meaning of harm in “avoid harm”? Is a
robot causing harm to the workers it replaces? Or is not
installing a robot causing harm to the company because it is
less competitive and might go bankrupt (and hence cause
harm to all the employees)? Did the computer scientists who
tweaked the emissions software in Volkswagen cause harm?
There is also the tension between the code of ethics and loyalty
towards an employer.
With respect to the issue of bias in AI, they make a separate set
of seven principles for algorithmic transparency and
accountability. These are clearly targeted at computer scientists.
1 Awareness: Owners, designers, builders, users, and other
stakeholders of analytic systems should be aware of the
possible biases involved in their design, implementation,
and use and the potential harm that biases can cause to
individuals and society.
2 Access and redress: Regulators should encourage the
adoption of mechanisms that enable questioning and

redress for individuals and groups that are adversely affected
by algorithmically informed decisions.
3 Accountability: Institutions should be held responsible for
decisions made by the algorithms that they use, even if it is
not feasible to explain in detail how the algorithms produce
their results.
4 Explanation: Systems and institutions that use algorithmic
decisionmaking are encouraged to produce explanations
regarding both the procedures followed by the algorithm
and the specific decisions that are made. This is particularly
important in public policy contexts.
5 Data Provenance: A description of the way in which the
training data was collected should be maintained by the
builders of the algorithms, accompanied by an exploration
of the potential biases induced by the human or algorithmic
data gathering process. Public scrutiny of the data provides
maximum opportunity for corrections. However, concerns
over privacy, protecting trade secrets, or revelation of
analytics that might allow malicious actors to game the
system can justify restricting access to qualified and
authorized individuals.
6 Auditability: Models, algorithms, data, and decisions should
be recorded so that they can be audited in cases where harm
is suspected.
7 Validation and Testing: Institutions should use rigorous
methods to validate their models and document those
methods and results. In particular, they should routinely
perform tests to assess and determine whether the model
generates discriminatory harm. Institutions are encouraged
to make the results of such tests public.
• Nicolas Economou from H5 proposes a framework of six
principles [243] targeted at lawyers and law firms when
applying AI in electronic discovery.

• Another interesting set of principles for AI Ethics has been
proposed by Oren Etzioni of the Allen Institute for Artificial
Intelligence [387]. The second principle, that AI systems must
clearly disclose that they are not human, is particularly
interesting.
1 An A.I. system must be subject to the full gamut of laws that
apply to its human operator.
2 An A.I. system must clearly disclose that it is not human.
3 An A.I. system cannot retain or disclose confidential
information without explicit approval from the source of
that information.
• Recently, the Atomium European Institute has created the
AI4People forum to develop an ethical framework for the use of
artificial intelligence. This framework consists of the four ethics
principles used in bioethics, along with explicability.
• The European Commission recently created a High-Level Expert
Group on Artificial Intelligence [283]. Among other responsibilities, this will be tasked with proposing draft AI ethics guidelines to the commission.
• Some universities have established centres for digital ethics
(for example, the Digital Ethics Lab of the Oxford Internet
Institute [389] founded in 2017, and Center for Digital Ethics
and Policy of The Loyola University of Chicago [345]). Courses on
digital ethics are being introduced into several computer
science courses in order to ensure that graduates have a basic
understanding of ethical aspects of their profession.
Topics that are generally discussed are:
• Privacy: what happens to people’s data, including images and
video.
• Equal access to information for everybody, censorship, ethical
issues relating to the algorithms that populate timelines in
social media.

Figure 166: An ethical framework for AI, formed of four traditional and one new principle
Source: [123]
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• Sharing and related aspects including author rights, intellectual
property and plagiarism.
• Robotics and their application in industry and the military with
implications on employment, safety and so on.
• Digital behaviour with aspects of netiquette, cyberbullying etc.
• Accurate information: the ethical consequences of spreading
fake information (hoaxes, conspiracy theories, fake news, deep
fake videos) in order to mislead people.
• Professional conduct: the importance of delivering high-quality
products that work as specified, do not have undisclosed
functions, are reliable and safe to use
It seems that digital ethics is starting to evolve into a separate
domain of ethics, on a par with bioethics, medical ethics, war ethics and the like. This means that practitioners agree that computing technology is so powerful that its applications should somehow be controlled, or in other words that not everything that can
be done, should be done. This is a significant change in comparison with the general vision of computing during the 20th century that advances in computing were almost by definition good for
humankind, by creating productivity gains and economic growth,
making life more enjoyable, healing diseases and so on.
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Today, an increasing number of people are afraid that computing
might get out of control, especially artificial intelligence, particularly general artificial intelligence. In the latter case, there is even
no agreement on how to react [452]. On the other hand, other
people are afraid that fears about artificial general intelligence
could result in regulations that control the further development
of artificial intelligence in Europe, comparable to the strong European regulations on genetically modified organisms. This could
weaken Europe in the global competition for artificial intelligence, and potentially lead to a brain drain of AI researchers to
other continents with more liberal regulations. They believe that
ethical regulations should be global or they will be useless.
One particular proposition launched by Cédric Villani is to set up
an international scientific panel independent from governments.
It could take a form similar to that of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and would provide the world with a
clear scientific view on the current state of knowledge in ICT and
AI. Europe should play a major role in such an endeavour.

2.7 THE POSITION OF EUROPE IN THE WORLD
2.7.1

EUROPEAN POSITION (SWOT)

The Lamy report [446] was created by a group of experts with the
aim of formulating a vision for future EU research and innovation
and making strategic recommendations on how the impact of
EU research and innovation programmes can be maximized.
The observations at the start were that (i) in the last twenty
years, two-thirds of economic growth in industrialized countries
is attributed to research and innovation, (ii) Europe has just 7%
of the world’s population but produces 24% of global GDP and
around 30% of the world’s scientific publications, and (iii) compared to other major economies, Europe suffers from a growth
deficit caused by an innovation deficit because Europe does not
capitalize enough on the knowledge it has and produces. The
Lamy report proposes 11 recommendations to address Europe’s
innovation deficit through maximizing the impact of future EU
research and innovation programmes.
1

2

3

Prioritize research and innovation in EU and national
budgets by doubling the budget of the post 2020 EU
research and innovation programme.
Build a true EU innovation policy that creates future markets
by fostering ecosystems for researchers, innovators,
industries and governments and by promoting and investing
in innovative ideas with rapid scale-up potential through a
European Innovation Council.
Educate for the future and invest in people who will make
the change by modernizing, rewarding and resourcing the
education and training of people for a creative and innovative
Europe.

Science and Technology

Market and Industry

Policy and Measurements

Science and Technology

4

5

6

7
8
9

10

11

Design the EU R&I programme for greater impact by making
the future programme’s pillars driven by purpose and
impact, fine-tune the proposal evaluation system and
increase flexibility.
Adopt a mission-oriented, impact-focused approach to
address global challenges by setting research and innovation
missions that address global challenges and by mobilizing
researchers, innovators and other stakeholders to realize
them.
Rationalize the EU funding landscape and achieve synergy
with structural funds by cutting the number of R&I funding
schemes and instruments, and by making those remaining
reinforce each other and make synergy with other
programmes work.
Simplify further to become the most attractive R&I funder
in the world, privileging impact over process.
Mobilize and involve citizens by stimulating co-design and
co-creation through citizen involvement.
Better align EU and national R&I investment by ensuring EU
and national alignment where it adds value to the EU’s R&I
ambitions and missions.
Make international R&I cooperation a trademark of EU
research and innovation by opening up the R&I programme
to association by the best and participation by all, based on
reciprocal co-funding or access to co-funding in the partner
country.
Capture and better communicate impact by branding EU
research and innovation and by ensuring wide
communication of its results and impacts.

Strengths
• High-quality education
• Large number of PhDs
• Largest publication and citation count of the world
• World leader in lithography
• Second largest market in the world
• Large embedded market

Weaknesses
• Weak academia-industry link
• Strong in research, but not in
commercialization

• Common market
• Variety of research funding instruments
• Decent public funding level of R&D
Opportunities
• The end of Moore’s law

• Europe lacks VC culture
• Lack of ICT-workers
• Fragmentation of funding
Threats
• Economic stagnation
• Brain drain
• Saturating markets
• Computing initiatives in countries such as
China, Russia and Japan
• Political instability

Market and Industry

• Embedded systems, IoT, CPS
• Cybersecurity

Policy and Measurements

• Solutions for societal challenges

• EU ICT contributes less to GDP than in other
advanced countries
• Europe lacks advanced foundries
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In this section, we present a SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, threats) analysis of the European computing
systems community. We make a distinction between three
stakeholders: (i) publicly funded universities and research
institutions (“Science and Technology”), (ii) the computing
industry and its market (“Market and Industry”), and (iii) the local
and European governments responsible for creating an
environment in which research, innovation and commercialization
can take place (“Policy and Measurement”).
Most of the data in this section are taken from [445, 451].

2.7.1.1 STRENGTHS
2.7.1.1.1 High-quality education

Europe has a good educational system. Higher education is more
affordable than in the USA, and of the top one hundred best
universities worldwide in the 2018 Times “Higher Education
Ranking”, Europe has 38 institutions (North America has 45, and
Asia 17) [418]. Unfortunately, since 2016, Europe has lost 4
universities in the top one hundred. Two went to the USA and
two went to Asia Pacific. This shows that Europe is losing its
leading position. Another remarkable observation is that all 38
European universities are located in the north-western part of
Europe. Given the position of the United Kingdom in this ranking,
its leaving the European Union will be a great loss.
Country

#

United Kingdom

12

Germany

10

The Netherlands

7

Sweden

3

Switzerland

3

Finland

1

Belgium

1

France
Total

Figure 167: New doctoral graduated per thousand populations
aged 25-34, 2015 – Source: DG Research and Innovation

Figure 168: World share of scientific publications, 2000 and 2016
Source: DG Research and Innovation

1
38

2.7.1.1.2 Large number of PhDs

European universities produce on average significantly more PhD
degrees per 1,000 of the population than American universities,
South Korea or Japan. Even better, the majority of individual
European countries produce considerably more PhD degrees than
the USA, even in science and technology. This is therefore a clear
strength.

Figure 170: Top 10% highly cited scientific publications,
2000, 2007 and 2017 – Source: DG Research and Innovation

2.7.1.1.3 Largest publication and citation count of
the world

With respect to scientific output, Europe is among the strongest
regions in the world. More than one quarter of all scientific
publications in 2016 originated in Europe. The USA was second
with 19.5% of the global publications, followed by China. This
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Figure 169: World share of top 10% highly cited scientific
publications, 2000 and 2014 – Source: DG Research and Innovation

means that research in Europe is of excellent quality and can
compete globally.
When looking at the top 10% highly cited papers, Europe is still
leading (in absolute numbers). Most striking in this diagram is
that China only produced 1.2% of the 10% highly cited papers in
2000 which means that they have realized a tenfold increase in
their high-impact papers over a period of 15 years. This is a
spectacular result, and if they keep growing at this pace, China
might one day overtake the United States and Europe in number
of high-impact papers published.
However, if we relate the number of highly cited papers to the
total number of papers published, the view changes. 14.2% of all
published US papers are high impact, while only 10.6% of the
published EU papers are high impact. Only two European
countries match the performance of the USA: The United
Kingdom and The Netherlands. Europe is gradually improving its
performance, while China is improving spectacularly, and is on a
clear path to become a world leader in research.
Compared by sector, the USA has more highly cited publications
in most domains. In ICT, Europe is second after the USA.
Surprisingly, China is leading security research with regards to
the number of cited papers.

2.7.1.1.4 World leader in lithography

Europe has several research institutes and companies that are
key players in technology development (including CEA, Imec and
ASML). They are Europe’s biggest asset when it comes to the
further development of CMOS-technology, and their expertise
might also be crucial to the development of post-CMOS
technology. With the recently approved quantum computing
flagship, Europe has demonstrated its intention to take the lead
in quantum computing too.

Figure 171: ICT market by region
European businesses have access to a large internal market, with
significant potential for growth in the new member states.
Having access to a large internal market (like China and Europe)
might be an important advantage in times of troubled
international trade relations.
Unfortunately, the ICT market in Europe has been growing more
slowly than in other parts of the world [454].

2.7.1.1.6 Large embedded market

According to Global Markets Insight [362], the embedded systems
market will reach a total size of US$258 billion in 2023 at an
average annual growth rate of 5.6%.

2.7.1.1.5 Second largest market in the world

According to the International Monetary Fund, Europe (EU-28)
has the second largest GDP in the world:
Country

GDP in billion USD (2017)

USA

19 390

EU

17 308

China

12 014

Japan

4 872

Germany

3 684

United Kingdom

2 624

India

2 611

France

2 583

Brazil

2 054

Figure 172: Europe embedded system market size
Source: Global Markets Insights
The European embedded systems market is the third largest in
the world after North America and Asia, and will have an
estimated size of US$62 billion in 2023 (North America will attain
US$84 billion, and Asia US$81 billion in the same year). The biggest
embedded systems sectors in Europe are automotive, followed by
healthcare and military and aerospace. The automotive market is
spread out over a large geographical area in Europa, with the
centre of gravity in Germany.
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Figure 173: Automotive assembly plants and supplier plants
Source: REVEL, revues électronique de l’UNS
With annual growth of 5.3% per year, the potential of the embedded systems industry to create added value and employment
cannot be underestimated. On the other hand, the fact that the
embedded systems market in Europe is not the largest might
suggest that the embedded market is weaker in Europe than in
the USA. According to [362], the embedded hardware market will
grow to US$144 billion, while the embedded software market will
only grow to US$18 billion. In order to grow, Europe’s focus should
be on embedded hardware, not software. The good news is that
Europe has some important key players in this area: Infineon
Technologies, STMicroelectronics, NXP Semiconductor. Non-European players are Renesas Electronics, Texas Instruments, and Microchip.

Figure 175: Number of European Research Council (ERC) grants by
country 2017 – Source: DG Research and Innovation
The fact that the United Kingdom voted to leave the common
market is a sign that building a common market will remain a
challenge in the future.

2.7.1.1.8 Variety of research funding instruments

Europe has a variety of research funding instruments,
complementing national funding instruments. The research and
innovation programmes of the European Commission help to
stimulate research collaboration. ERC instruments support
research excellence, the flagship programmes aim to create
critical mass in key research areas, the European Institute of
Technology aims to stimulate research and innovation, and joint
undertakings like ECSEL aim to pool local and European funding
to encourage research and innovation.

2.7.1.1.9 Decent public funding level of R&D
2.7.1.1.7 Common market

At the policy level, one of the strengths is the common market,
and the fact that Europe can act as one economic block in global
trade negotiations. Individual countries do not have to negotiate
individual agreements. However, there is still a long way to go
before Europe becomes a fully integrated market with one set of
laws, one currency and one tax system. The difference in minimum
wages across Europe shows how pronounced the difference
between countries is:

The total amount of public funding available make Europe a good
place to carry out R&D (at 0.7% of GDP). Worldwide, Europe is in
second place after South Korea.
However, the relatively high amount of public funding across the
EU does not compensate for the low R&D investments by industry (see weaknesses). When considered as a whole, Europe is dramatically lagging behind the other geographies. The aim for Europe is to spend 3% of GDP, but it is still far away from that target.
The intensity of R&D translates into the number of researchers
employed. Although Europe produces a higher number of PhD
graduates per 1,000 of the population than any other continent,
this does not lead to more researchers in employment.

Figure 174: Minimum wages, January 2008 and 2017
(EUR per month) – Source: Eurostat
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Figure 176: Evolution of public R&D intensity 2000-2016
Source: DG Research and Innovation

2.7.1.2 WEAKNESSES
2.7.1.2.1 Weak academia-industry link

Figure 177: Evolutation of business R&D intensity 2000-2016
Source: DG Research and Innovation

The collaboration between academia and industry (quantified as
the number of joint scientific publications) is weak in Europe
(about 50% of those in the USA), and decreased between 2008
and 2015. Europe has the highest share of publications and
citations, but these are not the result of collaboration between
academia and industry.

2.7.1.2.2 Strong in research, but not in commercialization

Europe is lagging behind the USA and Japan with respect to the
innovation output indicator (based on four components: patents,
employment in knowledge-intensive activities, trade in
knowledge-based goods and services and the innovativeness of
high-growth enterprises). The USA and Japan have improved a
bit, while Europe is stagnating. There are large differences in
innovation performance between member states.
However, Europe outperforms the USA in start-up creation in the
knowledge-intensive sector, and this rate is growing. In fact, most
European countries perform better than the average in the USA.

Figure 178: Total researchers (FTE) as % of total employment 2007
and 2015 – Source: DG Research and Innovation

In recent years, five European cities have emerged as start-up
ecosystems in the global top-20.

The total picture of R&D intensity is depicted below. Asian
countries are apparently preparing for the future. Their R&D
intensity is higher than the European average, and (apart from
Japan) also growing faster than the average growth in Europe.

Figure 180: Public-private co-authored scientific publications
per million population 2008 and 2015
Source: DG Research and Innovation

Figure 179: R&D intensity 2016 and compound annual growth
2007-2016 – Source: DG Research and Innovation

Figure 181: Innovation output indicator (EU2011=100), 2012, 2014
and 2016 – Source: DG Research and Innovation
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Figure 182: Start-ups (0 to 2 years old) as % of employer
enterprises, 2009 and 2015 – Source: DG Research and Innovation

Figure 184: Value added in ICT as % of GDP 2000-2014
Source: DG Research and Innovation
sophisticated, and Asian markets are even more challenging.
Even growing within Europe has its challenges, because Europe is
not a single entity, it is composed of a plurality of markets,
languages, cultures and so on. Therefore, it is difficult for a
company to address the whole of Europe without extra work
adapt to each country. As an example, voice assistants appear
later in non-English speaking countries due to the additional
effort required to adapt them to different languages. Neither US
or Chinese companies face such challenges. That is one of the
explanations why European VCs are more cautious; they doubt
whether many companies have the potential to successfully
break into markets outside Europe.
There seems to be a correlation between the contribution to the
GDP and the intensity of R&D.
The value added primarily stems from software services. Apart
from Ireland, the differences between the European countries are

Figure 183: World Top 20 start-up ecosystems 2017
Source: DG Research and Innovation

2.7.1.2.3 EU ICT contributes less to GDP than in
other advanced countries

The European ICT-industry contributes less than 5% to GDP, as
compared to more than 5% in competing countries. One
explanation is that Europe lacks GAFAM (Google, Apple, Facebook,
Amazon, Microsoft), and other major ICT-companies like HP, Dell,
IBM, and the ecosystem supporting them. This is a structural
weakness which also limits the innovation potential for the ICT
sector (the smaller the sector, the fewer the resources available to
invest in research and development). The lack of such large
corporations can be explained by the lack of venture capital
culture in Europe [99, 193]. In order for a company to grow to
US$50-100 million, they have to enter non-European markets like
the USA or China. The US market is very competitive and
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Figure 185: R&D intensity of ICT, 2000, 2007 and 2014
Source: DG Research and Innovation

As discussed in previous editions of the Vision, non-European
business leaders like Elon Musk, Tim Cook, the Google founders,
and Masayoshi Son seem to have a clearer vision on the future
than their European counterparts, which they promote actively in
the media. Very few people know the CEO of major European
computing
companies
like
Infineon,
Ericson
and
STMicroelectronics, who lack the “rock star status” associated
with their international counterparts.

Figure 186: Value added in ICT as % of GDP broken down
by manufacturing and services, 2014 (and for 2007 without
breakdown) – Source: DG Research and Innovation
not that great. The situation in Ireland can be explained by the
presence of a number of large USA-based ICT-companies (Apple,
Dell, IBM and so on).
Employment in the manufacturing sector is very low in the USA
and in the EU. China, Japan and South Korea are the ICT-factories
of the world. The USA and the EU are strong in services, and on a
par with South Korea and Japan.
Labour productivity in the EU is lower than the USA, but similar to
or better than other advanced economies.
The fact that Europe lacks major ICT companies has far-reaching
consequences: it also means that venture capitalists are less
eager to invest in European start-ups and scale-ups because
there are fewer companies that might be able to acquire them.
Companies that do grow significantly are often acquired by nonEuropean companies: Nokia was acquired by Microsoft, ARM by
Softbank, Movidius by Intel, for example. There are few
counterexamples like Sysgo, which was acquired by Thales.

Figure 188: Labour Productivity (GDP per person employed) in ICT
2007 and 2014 – Source: DG Research and Innovation

2.7.1.2.4 Europe lacks advanced foundries

There used to be foundries in Europe, but they were acquired by
non-European companies and disappeared. The fact that Europe
depends on foreign foundries means that it has to import most
of its semiconductors. Since the embedded hardware market is
many times bigger than the embedded software market, this is a
lost market opportunity. The leading foundries are not located in
low-wage countries, meaning that they did not leave Europe due
to labour costs. Given the fact that Europe is a world leader in the
development of the technology used in foundries (CEA, imec,
ASML), it is surprising that no large foundries are left in Europe
and that Global Foundries recently decided to stop the
development of 7nm technology and instead make its 14/12 nm
FinFET platform more relevant to its customers. One explanation
is that European countries did not aggressively invest in new
foundries (as was the case in South Korea and in Taiwan), and
that European VCs are not interested in foundries (while they are
in the USA).

Figure 189: Top 15 semiconductors sales leaders
Source: IC Insights

Figure 187: Employment in ICT as % of total employment broken
down by manufacturing and services 2014 (and for 2007
without breakdown) – Source: DG Research and Innovation
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2.7.1.2.5 Europe lacks VC culture

More generally, Europe lacks a VC culture, and in this metric, the
gap between the USA and Europe could not be bigger. This
observation in combination with the large number of young
start-up companies is problematic. It means that they have to
fight hard to get the funding to become a scale-up company.

inviting to immigrants during the last decade. To complicate
things further, foreign ICT workers will be attracted by well-paid
jobs in the major innovation hubs, and it will be more difficult to
convince them to accept a job in smaller cities, or in poorer
countries. The only long-term and sustainable solution is to
invest heavily in the technical education of local people.

2.7.1.2.7 Fragmentation of funding

The public funding system in Europe is highly fragmented. There
are national funds, regional funds and European funds. There are
funding instruments for applied research, for innovation, and for
fundamental research. There are individual grants and
collaborative research grants. A particular research proposal
could fit multiple funding instruments and calls. Sometimes a
research proposal can only be funded if different agencies agree
to each fund part of the proposal. On top of this, the success rate
for research proposals is sometimes lower than 10%.
Figure 190: Venture capitalist funds raised (billion euro) in the EU
and in the United States 2007-2019
Source: DG Research and Innovation

2.7.1.2.6 Lack of ICT-workers

Europe lacks hundreds of thousands of ICT-workers. Most
European countries are witnessing positive growth in the number
of graduates overall, but a significant number are reporting
declining numbers of ICT graduates. Apparently, Europe is not
succeeding in convincing high-school students to start a career
in the ICT-sector. This is unfortunate because the competitiveness
of the European ICT-sector will depend on the size of its workforce
in order to innovate in big data analytics, artificial intelligence,
robotics and so on.

Within a funding agency, different committees deal with
particular topics, which makes multidisciplinary project proposals
very hard to get funded because committees tend to give priority
to the proposals that belong to the core of a domain, leading to
lower acceptance rates for interdisciplinary projects. The
organizational structure of the funding agency thus ends up
constraining the research work that can be proposed in one
single project. The design of a novel, secure, cloud-based IoT
solution will cut across the topics of at least three units of DG
CONNECT. The fact that European Regional Development Funds
have also started to be used to fund research only adds to the
complexity.

2.7.1.3 OPPORTUNITIES
2.7.1.3.1 The end of Moore’s law

With respect to opportunities, the end of Moore’s law is a clear
opportunity for research. The increase of sequential performance
at the pace of Moore’s law already ended a decade ago; parallelism
kicked in to keep performance increasing in lockstep with number
of transistors and cores, but now power consumption has started
limiting the number of active cores.

Figure 191: Graduated in the field of ICT per thousand population
aged 20-29, 2015 and compound annual growth, 2010-2015
Source: DG Research and Innovation
Massively importing well-trained foreign workers to Europe to
help mitigate the shortage is not an effective solution. First of all,
Europe needs more than one million ICT workers in the next
decade. Secondly, the countries of origin try hard to keep local
talent in their own countries. Finally, Europe has become less
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This means that the computing systems community has to start
thinking outside the box, and come up with clever solutions to
make the best use of the computing resources offered by the
computing substrate and available power envelope. Today,
specialized accelerators seem to be the preferred solution. There
is however room (and also a need) for more disruptive solutions,
possibly replacing the (rather inefficient) von Neumann
architecture by another computing paradigm.

2.7.1.3.2 Embedded systems, IoT, CPS

The number one market opportunity in computing systems is the
strongly growing market of embedded systems (including the
IoT, CPS, and the digitization of European industry). Europe has

the second largest economy in the world, it has a number of
world-class players producing the key enabling technology for
advanced embedded systems, and it has strong automotive,
health and aerospace industries. Furthermore, there are no
dominant companies like Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon or
Microsoft (GAFAM) in this space yet. The stars of the IoT era will
probably not be the same as the ones of the internet era (which
are different from the ones in the mainframe era). Could the
company dominating computing in 2030 be European? The only
way to win this race is to create as many innovative IoT-start-ups
as possible, support them to scale up, and hope that they will
become world leaders.

2.7.1.3.3 Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity is a growing challenge, and it will become even
bigger in the coming years. According to Cybersecurity Ventures
[231], the cybersecurity market grew from US$4 billion in 2004, to
US$75 billion by 2015, and it is forecasted to grow to US$170 billion
by 2020. This is comparable to the size of the global embedded
systems market of a couple of years ago. The annual growth rate
will be twice the growth rate of the embedded systems market,
which makes it one of the fastest growing markets in computing.
On 20 June 2016, the European industry created ECSO (European
Cyber Security Organisation) with the objective of supporting all
types of initiatives to develop, promote and encourage European
Cybersecurity [244]. According to ECSO [245], the European
cybersecurity market is about 25% of the global market while the
North American market is 43%. The share of the global market
secured by companies originating in Europe is only 8.5% (or 35%
of the European market) and representing around 100,000 jobs.
Given the importance of cybersecurity for the future, Europe
needs to catch up. In July 2015, the European Commission signed
a public private partnership with ECSO and will invest € 450
million in research and innovation via Horizon 2020. The objective
is to raise three times more investments from industry, leading to
a total investment of € 1.8 billion by 2020.
In order to increase European digital autonomy, in 2018 the
European Commission adopted a proposal to create a European
Cybersecurity Competence Centre and a Network of National
Cybersecurity Coordination Centres. The Competence Centre will
be responsible for managing European financial resources for
cybersecurity.

2.7.1.3.4 Solutions for societal challenges

Societal challenges form a huge opportunity for the European
computing industry. Europe is the region with the highest
number of people aged 60 or older [256]. Only Japan has an older
population. That means that Europe and Japan will have to search
for solutions for the ageing population first. Since the rest of the
world will face the same challenges in the future, Europe has an
opportunity to develop and commercialize services and products
for older people first and to sell them to the rest of the world.

Figure 192: Percentage of the population aged 60 or over
The same reasoning holds for the environment. The European
population (together with the USA) has one of the largest
ecological footprints of the word. Solutions for reducing our
footprint may also work on other continents, and thus may create
opportunities for European businesses.

2.7.1.4 THREATS
2.7.1.4.1 Economic stagnation

So far, Europe has seemed to be unable to find effective solutions
to end economic stagnation in the region.

Figure 193: Real GDP growth 2006-2016 (% change compares with
previous years)
The lack of economic growth, decline of the middle class, and
growth of income inequality [253] have put stress on both
businesses and governments. Current approaches need to be
reassessed and replaced by more adequate solutions. If this
stagnation keeps affecting Europe more than other regions,
Europe could quickly lose its leading position in the global market.
For the EU-28, the cost of pensions was already more than 12.5%
of GDP in 2014. The cost of the pensions will continue to grow
until 2040 (when “baby boomers” will have reached their life
expectancy).
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by the merit-based American society and top salaries for high
potential in both academia and in industry. Large multinational
ICT-companies are attractive employers for young European
talent eager to travel the world and make a fast career. If they
don’t want to move, USA-based companies acquire European
companies in order to have access to their talent. Particularly in
machine learning, there has been a very strong pull on the top
talent in Europe by companies like Facebook and Google.

Figure 194: Expenditure on pensions 2014 (% of GDP)
The weakness of research is its dependence on investments by
industry or governments. Low or no economic growth easily leads
to cuts in R&D budgets, especially when these budgets are
requested to fund long-term research that might not lead to
short-term results and new market opportunities.

2.7.1.4.2 Brain drain

There is a lot of public attention on the topic of immigration in
Europe, and it is indeed the case that immigration has increased
since the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989 and is now the major
source of population growth in Europe.

Figure 195: Population change by component (annual crude rates),
EU-28, 1960-2016 (per 1.000 persons) – Source: Eurostat

Europe should create large and well-funded competence centres
to retain European talent, and to attract excellent workers from
abroad. CERN is a good example of such a competence centre,
attracting talent from all over the world. The proposals for panEuropean centres in artificial intelligence [271] and cybersecurity
[286] launched recently will hopefully help fulfil this need.

2.7.1.4.3 Saturating markets

The market of desktop computers and laptops is shrinking, and
the market of smartphones is likely to shrink too (having
cannibalized the markets of other devices like navigation systems,
cameras, music and video players). This puts pressure on the
companies to cut costs and jobs, and to focus on short-term
results instead of mid-term innovations or long-term research.

Figure 196: Shipment forecast of tablets, laptops, desktop PCs

This graph, however, masks the fact that the net immigration is
the difference between immigration and emigration. Most
migrants are young people: the average age of immigrants in
Europe is 27.9, as compared to an average age of 42.9 for the
European population as a whole. There are more males (55%)
than females among immigrants [447]. Migration usually takes
place from economically weaker countries toward economically
stronger countries: from the Middle East and North Africa to
Europe, from Eastern and Southern Europe to North-Western
Europe, and from North-Western Europe to the USA and other
rich countries in the world.
In computing, there seems to be a brain drain from Europe to the
USA. Top researchers and ambitious entrepreneurs are attracted
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Figure 197: Global smartphone shipment forecasts 2010-2020

2.7.1.4.4 Computing initiatives in countries such as China,
Russia and Japan

A threat to the European computing industry is the rapid
development of the computing industry in China, Russia and
Japan. Many countries understand that computing is a key
enabling technology of strategic importance, and are investing in
their own research, products and companies (see 2.6.5,
“Computing technology and the future of Europe”). If Europe fails
to do the same, it might eventually become dependent on
technology which is designed, developed, produced and
controlled outside Europe. The same holds for cybersecurity
solutions.
The fastest growing country of the moment is China. There are
few sectors where it does not have the ambition to become a
world leader (artificial intelligence and renewable energy being
just two examples). This is evident from the quickly growing
number of patent applications by Chinese companies.

Figure 198: World share (%) of PCT patent applications 2000-2014
Source: DG Research and Innovation
The ambition of China to become the frontrunner in artificial
intelligence was made very clear in 2017 in their Next Generation
Artificial Intelligence Development Plan [270]. It states: “… by
2030, China’s AI theories, technologies, and applications should
achieve world-leading levels, making China the world’s primary
AI innovation centre, achieving visible results in intelligent
economy and intelligent society applications, and laying an
important foundation for becoming a leading innovation-style
nation and an economic power”. China created a five-year AI
talent training program, and invested more than US$2 billion in a
huge AI industrial park in the suburbs of Beijing. The presence of
Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent (BAT) is an asset in developing
advanced AI applications [88].

2.7.1.4.5 Political instability

Another threat is the political instability that Europe and the rest
of the world are currently experiencing. Terrorist attacks, Brexit,
financial problems and the refugee crisis are influencing business
and consumer confidence. The current uncertainty regarding
how the UK will leave the European Union is having an impact on
the international relations of certain UK companies and
universities. The refugee crisis is also contributing to political
changes in many European countries.

2.7.1.5 CONCLUSION

Europe’s position in the world is weakening. Not because Europe is
doing worse, but because the rest of the work is getting better faster.
There are a number of hard-to-change facts that make it more
difficult to compete with the rest of the world. To name a few:
• Europe has the oldest average age of all continents. It has
double the number of people aged 60 or older than the average
of the world. In 2040 one third of the European population will
be 60 years or older. The more active professionals there are in
a country, the more that country can innovate.
• The European population is predicted to grow by 3.9% by 2040
compared to 2015, while the population of the world as a whole
will grow by more than 15%. Europe’s share in the world population
will drop from 6.6% to 5.8%. Europe’s impact and influence in the
world will decrease. The power of demographics is absolute.
• Despite efforts by the European Union to create a digital single
market, Europe will stay a fragmented market with respect to
languages, currencies and culture, which makes scaling up
companies in their home market more challenging than in the
USA or China, for example.
• Viewed on a global scale, Europe is relatively small, densely
populated, and does not have many natural resources of its own
(oil, gas, minerals, …). Its economy heavily depends on global trade.
Given the above, Europe will have a hard time to compete and
stay ahead of countries with a very young and dynamic
population, eager to build a life, and to work hard. This does not
mean that Europe won’t be a good place to live in the future, but
the solutions that work well in other major countries might not
work equally well in Europe.
The biggest challenge seems to be how to sustain economic
growth with a shrinking active population and a growing retired
population that depends on the government for healthcare,
social care and retirement benefits. This can only be done by
improving the productivity per person, or by importing young
qualified workers. The latter is difficult for two reasons: (i) many
of the countries of origin of these workers also face a shrinking
workforce, and (ii) there are limits to the number of migrant
workers countries want to admit. Fully compensating for the
retirement of the “baby boom” generation won’t be possible.
There are measures that can help increase productivity, including:
• Further automating routine and non-routine tasks in the
manufacturing and service sectors.
• Stimulating innovation and start-up creation in the whole
population. A large number of start-ups is a prerequisite to
ensure scale-ups.
• Adapting education even more to the needs of the job market and
make sure that there are enough graduates in disciplines where
there is a lack of workers (including technology and healthcare).
• In any event, such measures will need to be implemented
sooner rather than later, in order try and ensure that Europe
retains its place on the global stage.
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3
GLOSSARY
III-V

Chemical compounds with at least one group III element and at least one group V element.

ACAS

Airborne Collision Avoidance Systems

AES

Advanced Encryption Standard

AGI

Artificial General Intelligence

AI

Artificial Intelligence

AlphaZero

A computer program developed by DeepMind that can master Go, chess and shogi. This is in
contrast with DeepMind's better known AlphaGo, which could only master Go.

ALU

Arithmetic Logic Unit

ANT

Multicast wireless sensor network technology, designed by ANT Wireless

API

Application Programming Interface

ASIC

Application-Specific Integrated Circuits are integrated circuits designed for a particular purpose, as
opposed to being applicable for general use in many different situations.

Auto-ML

Techniques to design the meta-parameters associated with deep learning networks

AWS

Amazon Web Services

B2B

business-to-business

B2C

business-to-consumer

BAITX

Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent, Xiaomi

Bayesian computing

Bayesian computing refers to computational methods that are based on Bayesian (probabilistic) statistics.

BDVA

Big Data Value Association

Big data

Complex and exceedingly large data sets

BLE

Bluetooth Low Energy

C2PS

Cognitive Cyber-Physical Systems

C3PS

Connected Cognitive Cyber-Physical Systems

CAD

Computer-Aided Design

CAGR

Compound annual growth rate is a specific business and investing term for the smoothed
annualised gain of an investment over a given time period.

CBRAM

Conductive-Bridging RAM

CGRA

Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Architecture

CIS

CMOS Image Sensor

Cloud computing

Cloud computing is a paradigm whereby computing power is abstracted as a virtual service over a
network. Executed tasks are transparently distributed.

CMOS

Complementary Metal–Oxide–Semiconductor is a common technology for constructing integrated
circuits. CMOS technology is used in microprocessors, microcontrollers, static RAM, and other digital
logic circuits.
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CNTK

Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit

CPS

Cyber-Physical Systems combine computing resources and sensors/actuators that directly interact
with and influence the real world. Robotics is one of the primary fields that works on such systems.

CPU

Central Processing Unit

CRISPR

Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats

D2NN

Diffractive Deep Neural Network

DAB

Digital Audio Broadcasting

Data analytics

Data analytics examines large amounts of data to uncover hidden patterns, correlations and other
insights.

DCC

Digital Compact Cassette

Declarative programming

Declarative programming is a programming paradigm that expresses the logic of a computation
without describing its control flow. Many languages applying this style attempt to minimize or
eliminate side effects by describing what the program should accomplish, rather than describing
how to go about accomplishing it (the how is left up to the language's implementation). The
opposite concept is imperative programming.

Deep learning

A class of machine learning techniques characterised by having deeply stacked layers that process
the input.

DIY

Do-it-yourself

DLX

An ISA developed at Berkeley

DMD

Digital Micro-Mirror Devices

DNA

Deoxyribonucleic Acid

DRAM

Dynamic RAM

DSL

Domain Specific Language

DSSTNE

Deep Scalable Sparse Tensor Network Engine

DVR

Digital Video Recorder

ECG

Electrocardiography

ECSO

European Cyber Security Organisation

Edge computing

Edge Computing is pushing the frontier of computing applications, data, and services away from
centralized nodes to the logical extremes of a network. It enables analytics and knowledge
generation to occur at the source of the data.

EMIB

Embedded Multi-Die Interconnect Bridge

EPI

European Processor Initiative

ERI

Electronics Resurgence Initiative

EUV

Extreme ultraviolet lithography is a next-generation lithography technology using an extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) wavelength, currently expected to be 13.5 nm.

FDSOI

Fully Depleted Silicon On Insulator (MOSFETs). For a FDSOI MOSFET the sandwiched p-type film
between the gate oxide (GOX) and buried oxide (BOX) is very thin so that the depletion region covers
the whole film. In FDSOI the front gate (GOX) supports less depletion charges than the bulk
transistors so an increase in inversion charges occurs resulting in higher switching speeds. Other
drawbacks in bulk MOSFETs, like threshold voltage roll off, higher sub-threshold slop body effect, etc.
are reduced in FDSOI since the source and drain electric fields cannot interfere, due to the BOX
(adapted from Wikipedia).
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FEOL

Front-End-Of-Line, is the first step in fabricating an IC, in which devices on the wafer (such as
transistors, resistors, etc.) are formed.

FET

Field-effect transistor

FHE

Fully Homomorphic Encryption, a form of encryption that allows computations being performed on
data without having the key to decrypt that data

FinFET

The term FinFET was coined by University of California, Berkeley researchers (Profs. Chenming Hu,
Tsu-Jae King-Liu and Jeffrey Bokor) to describe a nonplanar, double-gate transistor built on an SOI
substrate.... The distinguishing characteristic of the FinFET is that the conducting channel is
wrapped by a thin silicon ‘fin’, which forms the body of the device. In the technical literature, FinFET
is used somewhat generically to describe any fin-based, multigate transistor architecture regardless
of number of gates (from Wikipedia).

FMCG

Fast-moving consumer goods

Fog computing

Fog computing is an architecture that uses one or more end-user clients or near-user edge devices
to carry out a substantial amount of storage (rather than stored primarily in cloud data centres),
communication (rather than routed over the internet backbone), control, configuration,
measurement and management.

FPGA

Field-Programmable Gate Array

GaAs

Gallium arsenide

GaN

Gallium nitride

Generative Design

Generative design is a technology that starts with your design goals and then explores all of the
possible permutations of a solution to find the best option. Using cloud computing, generative
design software quickly cycles through thousands—or even millions—of design choices, testing
configurations and learning from each iteration what works and what doesn’t. The process lets
designers generate brand new options, beyond what a human alone could create, to arrive at the
most effective design

GAFAM

Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft

GCC

The GNU Compiler Collection

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679

GPL

General Purpose Language

GPU

A Graphics Processing Unit refers to the processing units on video cards. In recent years, these have
evolved into massively parallel execution engines for floating point vector operations, reaching
performance peaks of several gigaflops.

HBM

High-Bandwidth Memory

HDD

Hard Disk Drive

HHS

Department of Health and Human Services

HiPEAC

The European Network of Excellence on High Performance and Embedded Architecture and
Compilation coordinates research, facilitates collaboration and networking, and stimulates
commercialization in the areas of computer hardware and software research.

HMC

Hybrid Memory Cube

Homomorphic encryption

Homomorphic systems send encrypted data to an application (generally executed on a remote
server) and let application perform its operations without ever decrypting the data. As a result the
application never knows the actual data, nor the results it computes.

HPC

High Performance Computing
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HPDA

High-Performance Data Analytics

HTML

HyperText Markup Language

HTTP

HyperText Transfer Protocol

IARPA

Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity

ICT

Information & Communication Technology is a generic term used to refer to all areas of technology
related to computing and telecommunications.

IDM

Integrated Device Manufacturer

IGZO

Indium-Gallium-Zinc-Oxide

Imperative programming

Imperative programming is a programming paradigm that describes computation in terms of
statements that change a program state. In much the same way that the imperative tense in
natural languages expresses commands to take action, imperative programs define sequences of
commands for the computer to perform. The opposite concept is declarative programming.

InFO

Integrated Fan-Out (InFO) advanced packaging technology from Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC).

Internet of Things

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a computing concept that describes a future where everyday physical
objects will be connected to the Internet and will be able to identify themselves to other devices.

IP

Internet Protocol

IP block

Intellectual property block, is a reusable unit of logic, cell, or chip layout design that is the
intellectual property of one party. IP cores may be licensed to another party or can be owned and
used by a single party alone. IP blocks can be used as building blocks within ASIC chip designs or
FPGA logic designs.

IPCC

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

ISA

An Instruction Set Architecture is the definition of the machine instructions that can be executed by
a particular family of processors.

ISS

Integrated Smart Systems

ITAR

International Traffic in Arms Regulations

JVM

Java Virtual Machine

LCD

Liquid Crystal Display

LED

Light Emitting Diode

LIDAR

Light Detection And Ranging is a technology that measures distance by illuminating a target with a
laser.

LLVM

The LLVM Project is a collection of modular and reusable compiler and toolchain technologies.

LTE

Long Term Evolution, a standard for mobile internet communications

LTPS

Low Temperature Polycrystalline Silicon

MCU

Micro Controller Unit

MEMS

Micro-Electrical-Mechanical Systems

MFM

Magnetic Force Micrograph

MIPS

Microprocessor without Interlocked Pipeline Stages, a RISC ISA

MNIST

A large database of handwritten digits

MOS

Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor
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MPU

Micro Processor Unit

MRAM

Magnetic RAM

MRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

MTJ

Magnetic Tunnel Junction

NAND

NOT-AND, a type of logic gate

NAS

Network attached storage

NES

Nintendo Entertainment System

Neural networks

Neural networks are computational entities that operate in a way that is inspired by how neurons
and synapses in an organic brain are believed to function. They need to be trained for a particular
application, during which their internal structure is modified until they provide adequately accurate
responses for given inputs.

Neuromorphic

Analog, digital, or mixed-mode analogue/digital VLSI and software systems that implement models
of neural systems.

NFC

Near Field Communication

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NML

Nanomagnet Logic Quantum Cellular Automata

NoC

Network-on-Chip

NOR

NOT-OR, a type of logic gate

NRE

Non-Recurring Engineering costs refer to one-time costs incurred for the design of a new chip,
computer program or other creation, as opposed to marginal costs that are incurred per produced
unit.

NSA

National Security Agency

NVM

Non-Volatile Memory

OCP

Open Compute Project

OECD

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development

OLED

Organic Light Emitting Diode

OS

Operating system

Open source

Projects (software, schematics, etc.) in which the relevant source files are distributed to end users.
Depending on the type of license, users can also be allowed to modify and redistribute these
projects.

Operational research

Mathematical study of making decisions.

OPU

Optical Processing Unit, produced by Lighton

OPV

Organic Photovoltaics

ORNL

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

OSAT

Outsourced Semiconductor Assembly & Test, companies performing IC packaging and testing

Ox RAM

Oxide based RAM

PCB

Printed Circuit Board

PCM / PCRAM

Phase Change Memories

PCR

Polymerase Chain Reaction
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PDMS

PolyDimethylSiloxane

PHP

A programming language.

PII

Personally Identifiable Information

Post-quantum
cryptography

Field of study in which cryptography is made secure in the presence of quantum computers

Programming model

A programming model is a collection of technologies and semantic rules that enable the expression
of algorithms in an efficient way. Often, such programming models are geared towards a particular
application domain, such as parallel programming, real-time systems, image processing …

Pseudo-quantum
computing

Pseudo-quantum computing is a term used to refer to machines that allegedly are quantum
computers, but that in practice have not been proven to be actually faster than regular computers
executing very optimized algorithms.

Python

A programming language

QoS

Quality of Service.

RAM

Random-Access Memory

Reservoir computing

Reservoir Computing is similar to neural networks, but rather than modifying the internal structure
during the training phase, the way to interpret the output is adjusted until the desired accuracy has
been obtained.

REST

Representational State Transfer. A paradigm for transferring, accessing, and manipulating textual
data in a stateless manner.

RFID

Radio-Frequency Identification is the use of a wireless non-contact system that uses radio-frequency
electromagnetic fields to transfer data from a tag attached to an object, for the purposes of
automatic identification and tracking.

RISC

Reduced Instruction Set Computing, a type of Instruction Set Architecture generally characterised by
a simple and general design rather than having a large set of instructions, many of which are
complex or specialised

RISC-V

An open RISC Instruction Set Architecture, developed at UC Berkeley

RNA

Ribonucleic Acid

ROM

Read-Only Memory

RSA

A cryptographic algorithm, named after its inventors Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir and Len Adleman

RTL

Register-Transfer Level

SAN

Storage area network, a dedicated network that connects a set of storage devices that are able to
share low-level data with each other.

Secure multi-party
computation

A computation in which several parties compute the result of a function on different inputs
together, while at the same time keeping these different inputs secret from each other.

SEM

Scanning Electron Microscope

SGX

SGX Software Guard Extensions, an extension to Intel's x86 ISA

Si

Silicon

SIMD

Single Instruction, Multiple Data

SME

Small and Medium-sized Enterprise, a company of up to 250 employees.

SoC

A System on Chip refers to integrating all components required for the operation of an entire
system, such as processors, memory, and radio, on a single chip.
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SPARC

Scalable Processor Architecture, a RISC ISA developed by Sun Microsystems.

SPARK

A formally defined computer programming language based on the Ada programming language.

Spike computations

A programming model where large collections of devices, modelled after neurons, interact through
the transmission of spike signals

SRAM

Static RAM

STDP

Spike-Timing-Dependent Plasticity is a biological process that adjusts the strength of connections
between neurons in the brain. The process adjusts the connection strengths based on the relative
timing of a particular neuron's input and output action potentials (or spikes).

STEM

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics

Streaming analytics

Streaming analytics, also called event stream processing, is the analysis of large, in-motion data
called event streams. The growing number of connected devices—the Internet of Things—will
exponentially increase the volume of events that surround business activity. The more data is
generated, the greater the potential benefits from streaming analytics.

SVM

Support Vector Machine

SWOT

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

TFET

Tunnel FET

TFLOPS

TeraFLOPs, 1012 floating-point operations per second

TFT

Thin-Film Transistor

TLS

Transport Layer Security

TOF

Time-of-Flight

TPU

Tensor Processing Unit

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

TSV

Through Silicon Via, a (vertical) electrical interconnect that goes through a silicon die or wafer (“via”
= vertical interconnect access)

TSX

Transactional Synchronization Extensions, an extension to Intel's x86 ISA

UML

Unified Modelling Language is a general-purpose, developmental, modelling language in the field of
software engineering, that is intended to provide a standard way to visualize the design of a system.

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

USB

Universal Serial Bus

UTP

Unshielded Twisted Pair

VHDL

VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit) Hardware Description Language

VLSI

Very-large-scale integration is the process of creating integrated circuits by combining thousands of
transistors into a single chip.

VUCA

Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous

WSN

Wireless Sensor Network

XAI

Explainable Artificial Intelligence
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5
PROCESS
The HiPEAC Vision is a bi-annual document that presents the
trends that have an impact on the community of High
Performance and Embedded Architecture and Compilation. The
document is based on information collected through different
channels.
• Meetings with teachers and industrial partners during the
ACACES 2017 and ACACES 2018 Summer Schools;
• A survey circulated to all HiPEAC members, and which received
35 responses;
• A co-organised a vision workshop between ETP4HPC and
HiPEAC just before the start of the ISC High Performance
Conference in Frankfurt, Germany on Sunday 24 June 2018;
• Two vision meeting with the HiPEAC community in Brussels
(on invitation): 27 November 2017 and 27 April 2018;
• Presentations at Road4CPS meeting on 15 May 2018, Brussels;
• Presentations at Road4CPS meeting on 12 September 2018,
Paris;
• Presentation at IWES-2018 on 14 September 2018, Siena;
• A dedicated feedback workshop during the HiPEAC Computing
Systems Week on 29 October 2018 in Heraklion;
• A presentation at EFECS 2018 on 21 November 2018, Lisbon;
• A presentation at ICT 2018 on 5 December 2018, Vienna.

The document is called a ‘Vision’ because it is the result of the
interpretation of the trends and directions as seen by the HiPEAC
community. As HiPEAC has no direct power to enforce the
recommendations, the timeline associated with the potential
implementation of the recommendations is uncertain; this is
why the document is not a roadmap per se.

Marc Duranton presenting at ETP4HPC/HiPEAC Vision Workshop,
Frankfurt
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7 HIPEAC VISION 2019
RECOMMENDATIONS
ACCELERATE, ACCELERATE, SPECIALIZE AND
AUTOMATE

The only way to continue performance scaling in the short to
medium term is to specialize hardware for important application
domains, such as artificial intelligence and processing near
memory.
This specialization will require significant investment, and will
only be economically viable if the specialisation is automated.
Open-source hardware could boost innovative solutions. To
facilitate the integration of accelerators into a system and to
manage the increasing complexity, new automation intelligence
and frameworks will be needed for both hardware and software.

DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES

Not only hardware technology but also architectures need to be
revisited in light of the end of exponential scaling in computing
power, and to improve energy and efficiency. Alternatives to the
von Neumann architecture should be investigated, responding
to the needs of modern computing especially the need to process
vast amounts of data. Taking inspiration from the example of
neural networks, Europe should revisit innovative concepts from
the past, which may have been made viable by new technology
and production techniques. The new computing models can be
applied to specific application areas for efficiency benefits.

BUILD COMPUTERS WE CAN TRUST

With computers forming part of every aspect of our lives, any
solutions developed must lead to trustable computing systems.
They need to be secure – with watertight protections against
malicious attacks – and safe, not harming people when they
interact with their environment. This is particularly important for
connected and cyber-physical systems. They also need to be
reliable despite being increasingly complex, and here artificial
intelligence could help by writing software and developing
systems.
As ICT systems increasingly make decisions based on machine
learning, the algorithms and the decisions they provide should
be explainable enough to build trust.

GET LOOKING FOR CMOS ALTERNATIVES

The end of complementary-metal-oxide semiconductor – or
CMOS – scaling means that all bets are on as to what technology
will look like in 2030. With no one technology emerging as a clear
frontrunner, Europe should continue investing in research and
help get results to market so that it will be at the heart of new
technology developments. These technologies are unlikely to
supplant CMOS, but instead will complement it.
Post-CMOS technologies might throw up good solutions for the
innovative sensor / actuator / interface technologies, which will
play a crucial role in cyber-physical systems and wireless sensor
networks.

TREAT THE COMPUTING INFRASTRUCTURE AS
A CONTINUUM, FROM THE EDGE TO THE CLOUD

From microcontrollers with sensors and actuators, to
concentrators, to micro-servers, to cloud and high-performance
computing, computing is on a continuum, and self-contained
systems are now themselves components of a large system.
Interoperability is key; systems need to collaborate to give the
best service to users. There is a need for dynamic devices, which
can adapt intelligently.
Europe should encourage collaboration between different
communities – such as software versus hardware, cloud and
high-performance computing (HPC) versus the edge, to help
break down silos – thereby making better use of resources,
reducing energy consumption or latency as needed.

SHIFT VALUE TOWARDS THE EDGE

Europe needs to play to its strengths. That means building on
strong industries like automotive, aerospace and trains, and
electronic components and systems for embedded computing.
Bringing intelligence at the edge should be a major priority,
aiming for a wide range of cognitive cyber-physical devices, and
not necessarily always chasing the most advanced CMOS
technology.
Investing in mature technologies (above 10nm) doesn’t mean
giving up on ambition. Interposer and chiplet technology will
lower costs and allow different technologies to slot together,
such as analogue, power converters, memories, digital and
photonics.
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LEAD ON THE USE OF COLLECTIVE DATA

Europe should develop the ethical use of state-owned, collective
or domain data. This will allow the continent to develop its
strength in AI-based solutions based on large amounts of data,
without relying on the big B2C technology companies. Solutions
to ensure the privacy and security of data should be developed
and enforced.

BECOME A LEADER IN ENERGY-EFFICIENT,
SUSTAINABLE ELECTRONICS

Europe should become a leader in the design of sustainable
electronics, the recycling of computing devices and modularity,
prolonging the life of ICT systems. Innovative approaches should
be developed to increase the longevity of electronic systems,
through certification and virtualization, modularity, specific
supervision, etc.
Conversely, computing should also be used to find solutions to
the sustainability crisis facing the planet and bring the ecological
footprint of Europe to within the continent’s biocapacity.

INVEST IN THE FUTURE WORKFORCE

The impact of computing on employment cannot be
underestimated. Disappearing medium-skilled jobs will increase
income inequality and may lead to social unrest. Europe should
continue to invest in training programs for workers at risk of
losing their jobs, and try to reintegrate them in the job market at
the highest level.
On the other hand, automation in AI may deliver the productivity
the continent needs. In addition, Europe must invest in digital
skills to maintain its innovation potential and remain competitive.
Areas to be prioritized include machine learning, security,
blockchain, architecture, system design and tools.

DEVELOP A ROBUST DIGITAL ETHICS
FRAMEWORK

Computing has become such a powerful commodity that we
should start thinking about whether everything that can be done
should, in fact, be done. It is time to invest in digital ethics as a
discipline to guide us to the future and to make sure that all
computing professionals receive basic training in it. Digital ethics
should also support policy makers to make decisions.
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The current surge of attention around artificial intelligence will hopefully
lead to seeking solutions that help increase efficiency, quality and designer
productivity for both hardware and software, despite the massively
increasing complexity of modern ICT systems. This very much correlates
with the “keep it simple for humans, and let the computer do the hard
work” element of the 2009 HiPEAC Vision. Intelligent or more “cognitive”
solutions need to be developed at the edge (in what will give rise to
connected cognitive cyber-physical systems) for safety, privacy and efficiency
reasons.
Efficiency, particularly energy efficiency, is still a key challenge that will
lead to increasing heterogeneity in hardware, with the “classical” silicon
processor acting more as an orchestrator of various accelerators, using
various technologies (GPU, neuromorphic, quantum computing, and so
on). However, there is still no credible “successor” of silicon on the horizon.
Software, applications and infrastructures will increasingly be aggregates
of heterogeneous artefacts, including legacy ones, with a variety of
deployment requirements. Software will be distributed, becoming a
“continuum of computing” across platforms and devices. Programming
has to be reinvented for this, with languages and tools to orchestrate
collaborative distributed and decentralized components, as well as
components augmented with interface contracts covering both functional
and non-functional properties.
To successfully be accepted, our ICT systems should inspire trust in their
users, so they should ensure security, privacy and safety, hardening against
cyber-attacks.
Therefore, the HiPEAC 2019 recommendations for Europe are:
• Accelerate, accelerate, specialize and automate
• Develop alternative architectures
• Build computers we can trust
• Get looking for CMOS alternatives
• Treat the computing infrastructure as a continuum
• Shift value towards the edge
• Lead on the use of collective data
• Become a leader in energy-efficient sustainable electronics
• Invest in the future workforce
• Develop a robust digital ethics framework.

